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LOT 360
WALTER BECKER VG 00R ACOUSTIC GUITAR
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NEW YORK 
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Hard Rock Cafe New York
1501 Broadway – Times Square
New York, New York 10036

NEW YORK 
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LOT 450
WALTER BECKER 1954 FENDER STRATOCASTER
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Julien’s Auctions will broadcast live streaming
video of the auction and provide viewers with

real-time, interactive bidding during the auction.
Online viewers can watch the auction in real-time

and bid live against the bidders in the room,
phone bidders, proxy bidders and other collectors
from around the world.  You may also place bids

online in the weeks leading up to the auction.  

Visit www.juliensauctions.com

Sale Number 3244

PUBLIC EXHIBITION
& LIVE AUCTION LOCATION
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
257 N. Canon Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90210

PUBLIC EXHIBITION
Monday, October 14 – Friday, October 18, 2019 
Daily: 11:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m. Pacific Time
Free to the Public

LIVE & ONLINE AUCTIONS 
PROPERTY FROM THE ESTATE OF WALTER BECKER
Friday October 18
Session I: 10.00 a.m. Pacific Time
Session II: 1.00 p.m. Pacific Time

PROPERTY FROM THE ESTATE OF WALTER BECKER
Saturday October 19
Session III: 10.00 a.m. Pacific Time
Session IV: 1.00 p.m. Pacific Time

For inquiries, please contact Julien’s Auctions:
phone: (310) 836-1818 | fax: (310) 742-0155  
email: info@juliensauctions.com

Julien’s Auctions Mailing Address:
8630 Hayden Place | Culver City, CA  90232
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The sight that greeted concertgoers of
recent years — a brilliantly colored
gumball array, a wall of glinting metal and
elegant grilles — offers a visual for his
collection, the document of which you
now hold in your hands.

Still, this catalog will be a revelation to
most; few would have predicted just how
many, how wide, how deep. Like the man
himself, it’s both well-rounded and
quirky, reflecting an appreciation for the
best of  the classics and an ear for the
deliciously different.

How could it be otherwise? No less than
Walter’s life and career were dedicated to
finding and developing the ideal sonic
landscape that would best support his
creative and musical vision.

This collection contains the physical
manifestations of that dedicated quest.
And quest is indeed le mot juste here,
connoting as it does the committed
pursuit, a self-defining exploration dusty
with discovery and adventure. A journey,
in short, of lifelong love.

The pursuit was inventive. Walter beat
every possible path to get to his gear.
Consultant and legendary sound
engineer Nitebob played an outsized role
in recent years, plumbing his 

considerable contacts and acting as

talent agent for their work. Walter would

spend hours on internet safaris, following

every tributary to either a dry creek bed

or to its exotic — and sometimes quixotic

— “find”. In every region he visited,

whether for pleasure or for work, he’d

hunt down its music shops, instrument

makers, and amp engineers, almost

always decamping with something new.

He sought out and developed personal

relationships with aspiring artists whose

work he admired, and supported them

with acquisitions.

The cynic is certain most of these

acquisitions were never touched a

second time. Let the cynics tell that to co-

headlining artist Steve Winwood, who in a

2017 interview said that Walter “was in

love with his guitar and rarely put it
down”, continuously playing “…in his
dressing room, offstage, all the time”.
Tell that to the remarkably tolerant and
accommodating night managers at S.I.R.
Studios in New York City, who stayed
several hours after closing most nights so
that Walter could “work late at the office” —
his office being the storage and studio
space that housed a good portion of his
collection and to which he would travel, as
to a job, most days when he was in the city.

Tell it to the supporting acts who didn’t
get a soundcheck because Walter would
bogart the stage, auditioning new set-ups
and setting tweaks for that night’s show.
Tell it to those who shared the back seat
of Walter’s cars who were impressed —
literally, as in, on the side of the head! —
by headstocks of the guitars Walter
would play on the way to the next place.

And tell it to Walter’s roommate who,
although the bulk of his SIR collection
was only a 15 minute cab ride away, still
had to share her city-sized apartment
with a rotating cast of 20-30 guitars and
10-15 amps at any given time, along with
associated effects boxes, patch cords,

PIT STOP
TREASURES
Equal parts science and soul, a musician and writer
of  astonishing power, Walter Becker was a sonic
connoisseur of  the first water. Utterly sui generis, he
was known for his expertise with the tools of  his trade
and an audiophile’s unerring ear. 

was in love with his
guitar and rarely
put it down

Photo Credit: walterbecker.com
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and overflowing bowls of string winders,
tuners, and pics. 

Exploration. Experimentation: One
apocryphal tale has Walter cueing up
several amps with four tube sockets
each, and a dozen or so guitars, testing
out each of his old-stock tubes in every
amp socket of each amp, driving every
guitar — not just to find the “best”
sounding permutation, but also to
supplement his already considerable
sonic vocabulary at the most micro level
of analysis possible. And the Studio 10
Project about which you’ll read in this
catalog was at its heart the very definition
of empirical craft.

Anyone who thinks such processes
would be a drudge didn’t know Walter,
never saw him in the throes of this
“drudgery”. The language of Play was
invariably evoked by those who did —
expressed most eloquently and directly,
perhaps, by his daughter Sayan, who
wrote to him weeks after his passing, to
reminisce about the inevitable “Pit Stop”
to music emporiums throughout the land
— forays to his “fun place”, his “arcade”,
where like “a kid in a candy store” he
would “fiddle with a guitar here and
there” as the “hours go by” through the
darkening day.

His type of joyful immersion is hard for
many of us to grasp… perhaps because
many of us are visual creatures. We
relate to the world through visual stimuli;
for us, an awe-inspiring event would entail
looking at something great and grand.

But Walter was one of those relatively rare
folk who process their world primarily
though auditory information — and not just
the sublime tone of Paul Desmond’s alto or
the hypnotic rhythms of the Ituri Pygmies,
but also the bird calls in Central Park and
the harmonics woven into the hum of a
distant highway. He heard complexities in
sound that many of us did not.

In short, sound was his joy. He wanted to
explore, express, and experience as
much as he could inside the vibrant
vibrating world of sound. In this light, his
“acquisitions” take on special meaning.
Seeking not just playgrounds in which to
experience pleasure, he was also
seeking that which inspired awe. 

But even granting an idiosyncratic
preference for the aural band of life, the
question still turns to the why. Why would a
musician spend so much time concerned,
apparently, with sound? 

Because he implicitly understood,
through both experience and instinct, the
relationship between sound and its
creative organization, music. And more:
the relationship not just between sound
and music, but between knowing sound
and making music.

Picture musicians playing to their
audience or to a recording deck: they
have in-ear monitors or headphones or a
speaker onstage tipped toward them
from the floor, or they badger the sound
engineer to send them the best possible
“sound of the room”. Why does this
musician need to hear what they’re
playing with any fidelity at all? Because,
as almost any playing musician will tell
you — especially perhaps if  they play
through amplified systems — one of the
most influential variables in how they play
is how they sound to themselves while
playing. More correctly, the feel and flow
of how they play is critically driven by the
sonic nuance and of how their playing
sounds to the player: themselves.

With Walter, the debrief for every show
would usually start with that night’s
revelation of what effect — whether

carefully planned for or serendipitously

achieved — the sound of his gear let

bloom a particular flavor of musical

performance. Did you ever imagine that

Josiewould flow with such effortless soul
from a Flying V, for pete’s sake!? He felt his

Black Friday flowed with just the right
amount of raunch; was that fuzz audible in

the house? Why did his most lyrical solos

— Bad Sneakers or Home At Last, say —
flow with such poignancy and grace when

he had his desired tone dialed in just

right? The questions were rhetorical; they

did so because his own sounds were like

other familiar musicians with whom he

played as often as he could.

In this sense, the instrument Walter

played extended well beyond the

physical boundary of the instrument

itself. Whether in the recording studio or

on the stage, Walter played an instrument

called the soundscape. He could play it

with such skill because of a long pursuit

— an exploration dusty with discovery

and adventure.

I know Walter would hope that anyone

who takes his instruments in will also take

in the quest on which he discovered

them. He would hope that his journey
continued on with his instrument, on its
journey to a new home.

In that lovely letter to her dad, Sayan

rejoiced that her father would now be

playing from the “next galaxy”, as long

and loud as he liked, keeping company

with innumerable stars. “Rock on Dad;”

she wrote. “Rock on until your heart is

content”. Then, in closing: “I hear you”. 

We all hear you, Walter.

Come, let’s listen to him together.

Delia Becker
New York City, 2019

sound was
his joy

Pit Stop Treasures continued...
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LOT 27
WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED IAN ANDERSON STANDARD
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2

WALTER BECKER FANO ALT DE FACTO GF6
A Fano Alt De Facto GF6 model semi-hollow electric guitar. The
alder body with an aged Olympic White finish, fitted with a maple
neck and pair of Lollar Imperial pickups. The headstock is
inscribed with the serial number 001614131. Accompanied by a
hard shell case and order tag dated 01/29/16.

$1,000-2,000

1

WALTER BECKER FANO ALT DE FACTO GF6
One of Walter Becker’s favorite Fano guitars to practice with, an

Alt De Facto GF6 model semi-hollow electric guitar. The alder
body with an aged three-tone sunburst finish, fitted with a

maple neck and pair of Fralin P90 pickups. The serial number
601320 is inscribed to the headstock. Accompanied by a

hard sided case.

$1,000-2,000
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3

WALTER BECKER FANO ALT DE FACTO GF6
A Fano Alt De Facto GF6 model semi-hollow electric guitar.

Finished in aged black and equipped with a pair of
humbucking pickups. The serial number 601528 is inscribed

to the headstock. Accompanied by a hard sided case.

$1,000-2,000

4

WALTER BECKER FANO ALT DE FACTO MG6
A Fano Alt De Facto MG6 model electric guitar. The alder body
with an aged Fiesta Red finish and a pair of Seymour Duncan
humbucking pickups. Serial number 59007 inscribed to
headstock. Accompanied by a hard sided case.

$1,500-2,500
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5

WALTER BECKER FANO 
ALT DE FACTO ML6

A Fano Alt De Facto ML6 model electric guitar. The alder
body with an aged Bull Black finish and a pair of Lollar P90

pickups. Serial number 0315DF622178 inscribed to
headstock. Accompanied by the original branded white/black

tweed hard shell case and an order tag dated 03/31/2015.

$1,500-2,500

6

WALTER BECKER FANO ALT DE
FACTO TC6
A Fano Alt De Facto TC6 model electric guitar. 
The alder body with an aged Ocean Turquoise
finish and a pair of TV Jones Super’Tron pickups.
Serial number 1014DF542014 inscribed to
headstock. Accompanied by the original branded
white/black tweed hard shell case and an order tag
dated 11/06/2014.

$1,500-2,500
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7 

WALTER BECKER FANO
ARTIFACT SC6 GUITAR

A 2007 Fano Artifact SC6 guitar. Finished in
aged Aged Olympic White, the neck pocket is

signed and dated 4/07. Serial number NZ002
inscribed to the headstock.

$1,000-2,000

8

WALTER BECKER FANO 
PX6 GUITAR

A Fano Alt De Facto model PX6 electric guitar. The
alder body with an aged Fiesta Red finish, fitted

with a set of Lollar Firebird pickups. Serial number
53800 inscribed to the headstock. Accompanied by

the matched and branded white/black tweed hard
shell case and a build tag dated 9/7/12.

$1,000-2,000
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9 93360

WALTER BECKER FANO RB6 GUITAR
A Fano model RB6 electric guitar with an aged Pink Mary

finish to the ash body. Serial number 51703 inscribed to
headstock. Accompanied by the matched and branded

white/black tweed hard shell case and order tag dated 7/10/12.

$1,000-2,000

10 93469

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED
FANO ALT DE FACTO RB6
One of Walter Becker’s favorite Fano guitars, 
an Alt De Facto model RB6. This particular guitar was
the first Fano purchased by Becker and was
subsequently played by him on stage many times in
the following years. The instrument features a solid
swamp ash body with an aged Round Up Orange
finish and is equipped with a pair of Fralin P90
pickups and a maple neck with slab rosewood
fretboard. Serial number 51262 inscribed to the headstock.
Accompanied by a branded black/white tweed hard shell case and an
order tag dated 8/09/2011.

$3,000-4,000
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93991 11

WALTER BECKER MILKMAN SOUND 10W
PINT COMBO AMPLIFIER

A Milkman Sound 10-watt Pint model blonde 1x12 combo used by
Walter Becker in his apartment. The cabinet is loaded with a

Jupiter ceramic 12-inch speaker and reverb unit. A badge to the
rear of the chassis is inscribed with the serial number X16153.

17 1/2 by 20 by 9 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000

12 93929

WALTER BECKER MILKMAN SOUND 20W
CREAMER COMBO AMPLIFIER
A 20-watt Creamer model tweed 1x12 combo amplifier by
Milkman Sound. The unit features a switchable bias
accommodating either 6V6 or 6L6 tubes and a Jupiter 12LC
ceramic speaker. The serial number X16014 is inscribed to a
badge on the chassis.

17 by 20 by 9 1/2 inches

$1,500-2,500

93828 13

WALTER BECKER MILKMAN SOUND 20W
CREAMER COMBO AMPLIFIER

A Milkman Sound 20-watt Creamer model 1x12 combo amplifier
used by Walter Becker in his apartment. The unit features a

switchable bias accommodating either 6V6 or 6L6 tubes and a
Jupiter 12LA alnico speaker housed within a brown tolex

covered cabinet. The serial number X15191 is inscribed to a
badge on the chassis.

17 by 20 by 9 1/2 inches

$1,500-2,500
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93992 14

WALTER BECKER MILKMAN SOUND 5W HALF
PINT COMBO AMPLIFIER

A 5-watt Half Pint model blonde 1x12 combo amplifier by Milkman
Sound. The unit was used by Walter Becker in his apartment, is

powered by a single 6V6 and features VVR voltage control
attenuation, reverb and tremolo. A badge to the rear of the chassis

is inscribed with the serial number X15192.

17 by 20 by 9 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000

94106 15

WALTER BECKER MILKMAN SOUND ONE
WATT COMBO AMPLIFIER

A One Watt model 1x10 combo amplifier from Milkman Sound.
The chocolate colored cabinet is loaded with a Jupiter ceramic 

10-inch speaker and a badge to the chassis is inscribed with
the serial number X16032.

15 1/2 by 17 by 8 1/4 inches

$800-1,200
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17 93439

WALTER BECKER NIK HUBER JUNIOR GUITAR
A Nik Huber Junior solidbody electric guitar. The single cutaway
mahogany body and set neck with a cherry stain, equipped with a
single P90 pickup. The headstock is inscribed with “JUNIOR #7595”
and affixed with an adhesive label printed with “10’s” and another
inscribed with “H/ JR.” Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$2,000-3,000

16

WALTER BECKER NIK HUBER DOLPHIN II GUITAR
A Dolphin II model electric guitar made by Nik Huber and brought on tour

by Walter Becker in 2016-2017. Constructed with a semi-hollow mahogany
body and set neck beneath a metallic blue maple top and rosewood

fretboard, equipped with a pair of Häussel humbucking pickups and a
trapeze tailpiece. Inscribed to the headstock with “DOLPHIN II” and the
serial number 41771. Accompanied by the original branded hard shell

case.

$2,000-3,000
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19 93328

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED NIK HUBER
REDWOOD
A Nik Huber Redwood electric guitar. Single cutaway chambered
korina body and neck with a contoured redwood top, equipped
with a pair of Häussel humbucking pickups. Headstock inscribed
with “REDWOOD #7 560.” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$3,000-4,000

93626 18

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED NIK HUBER KRAUTSTER II
A Nik Huber Krautster II model electric guitar played on tour by Walter Becker. The

single cutaway mahogany body with a set maple neck and silver finish to top, equipped
with a P90 neck pickup and humbucking bridge pickup. The headstock is affixed with

an adhesive label printed with “10’s” and inscribed with the serial number 4 1949.
Accompanied by the original hard shell case.

$3,000-4,000
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94005 20

WALTER BECKER SWART ATOMIC SPACE
TONE COMBO AMPLIFIER

A Swart Atomic Space Tone Master 1x12 combo amplifier. The
cabinet is loaded with a Mojo BV-25M speaker, a tube chart to

the interior is signed, dated 6-8-2010 and inscribed with the
serial number 6.

20 1/2 by 24 by 11 inches

$800-1,200

21 94153

WALTER BECKER SWART ATOMIC SPACE
TONE COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Swart Atomic Space Tone 1x12 combo amplifier. A tube chart to
the interior is signed, dated 3/5/2015 and inscribed with the serial
number 985.

19 by 15 1/2 by 9 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

93817 22

WALTER BECKER SWART SPACE TONE
ATOMIC JR COMBO AMPLIFIER

A Swart Space Tone Atomic Jr 5-watt 1x8 combo amplifier
with reverb. A tube chart to the interior is signed, dated

10/16/2013 and inscribed with the serial number 190.

14 1/2 by 13 by 7 1/2 inches

$600-800
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23 93831

WALTER BECKER SWART SPACE
TONE REVERB COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Swart Space Tone Reverb tweed 1x12 combo
amplifier. A tube chart to the interior is signed, dated
9/27/2011 and inscribed with the serial number 384.

17 by 17 by 9 3/4 inches

$700-900

93871 24

WALTER BECKER SWART SPACE TONE
REVERB TWEED COMBO AMPLIFIER 

A Swart Space Tone Reverb Tweed class A 5-watt 1x12 combo
amplifier. A tube chart affixed to the interior is signed, dated

9/27/2011 and inscribed with the serial number 380.

17 by 17 by 10 inches

$700-900
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25

WALTER BECKER SWART SUPER SPACE TONE 30 AMPLIFIER
A Swart Super Space Tone 30-watt amplifier, serial number 116.

12 by 22 by 9 1/2 inches

$1,000-1,500

26

WALTER BECKER SWART SPEAKER CABINET
A Swart 2x12 speaker cabinet.

19 1/2 by 29 1/2 by 11 inches

$400-600

94093



Walter was wonderful to work with. He was a big

supporter of my work and we really bonded in that

regards. As a builder you really want to find clients

who get what you do and he really did. He was a

wonderful and caring person.

-Ian Anderson ”
“
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27 93226

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED IAN
ANDERSON STANDARD
An Ian Anderson Standard electric guitar played extensively on
stage by Walter Becker throughout multiple tours and at
Coachella in 2015. Becker’s tech, Ulrich Salazar, recalls that
Walter referred to this particular guitar as his favorite of recent
years on multiple occasions and claimed he could play an entire
set with it and his Dr. Z amp alone. The guitar features a maple
top and mahogany body finished in a classic cherry sunburst. 
The interior of the control cavity is inscribed in pencil with “The
Green Danalishi/ 6-1-11/ Ian Anderson” and the headstock is
affixed with three adhesive labels: one is printed with “10’s”; one is
inscribed “ALP”; and one is printed with “1.” Accompanied by a
fitted road case.

$3,000-5,000
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28 93359

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED IAN
ANDERSON STRAT REPLICA 
A Stratocaster replica made by Ian Anderson for Steely Dan
live sound engineer “Nitebob” and played by Walter Becker
on stage during Steely Dan’s 2017 Las Vegas residency,
specifically for the song “Show Biz Kids”. Finished in white
blonde and fitted with a maple neck and fretboard. Inscribed
to the neck with “Ian Anderson/ 03/2015/ for/ NiteBob.”
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

29 93355

WALTER BECKER IAN ANDERSON “PAWN
SHOP SPECIAL #1” PROTOTYPE GUITAR
A prototype version of the Paramount model solidbody
electric guitar made by Ian Anderson. The single cutaway
Korina body with a natural finish fitted with a maple neck,
single coil bridge pickup and P90 neck pickup with faux
tortoiseshell cover to match the pickguard. 
The neck heel is signed and inscribed with “Pawn Shop
Special/ #1/ 08-28-2014.” Accompanied by a tweed hard shell
case.

$1,000-2,000
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30 93397

WALTER BECKER IAN ANDERSON 
“STRAT OF WACK”
A Stratocaster replica guitar made for Walter Becker by Ian
Anderson and used during soundchecks for the Steely Dan
Las Vegas residency. Finished in Pelham Blue, the neck is
inscribed “Ian Anderson/ for: Walter Becker/ The Strat of
Wack!.” The neck pocket is signed and dated 7-2014.
Accompanied by a tweed hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

31 93331

WALTER BECKER IAN ANDERSON 
LES PAUL JR REPLICA
A replica Les Paul Jr. made by Ian Anderson. Modeled after the
briefly produced double cutaway style of the late ‘50s and early
‘60s the guitar is finished in TV Yellow and equipped with a
single soapbar P90. The cavity cover is signed and inscribed
“Ian A. Guitars ‘02.”

$500-700
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32

WALTER BECKER IAN ANDERSON STANDARD
An Ian Anderson Standard electric guitar with a maple top and mahogany body finished in a classic cherry

sunburst. The interior of the control cavity is signed and dated “3-9 2014” among some other indistinct
inscriptions. The headstock is affixed with an adhesive label printed with “10’s” and another printed with “2.”

Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$2,000-3,000

33

WALTER BECKER IAN ANDERSON STANDARD
An Ian Anderson Standard electric guitar with a maple top and mahogany body finished in a classic
cherry sunburst, equipped with a pair of humbucking pickups. Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$2,000-3,000

93571

93631
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35

WALTER BECKER IAN ANDERSON STANDARD
An Ian Anderson Standard electric guitar with a maple top and mahogany body finished in a classic cherry

sunburst and equipped with a pair of humbucking pickups. Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$2,000-3,000

34

WALTER BECKER IAN ANDERSON STANDARD
An Ian Anderson Standard electric guitar with mahogany body and curly maple top finished in a light sunburst and

equipped with a pair of humbucking pickups. Accompanied by an Ameritage humidifying hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000

93745
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36

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED 
IAN ANDERSON FLAT TOP LES PAUL
REPLICA
A flat top Les Paul replica electric guitar by Ian Anderson. 
The body is constructed in bound mahogany with a figured
maple top finished in cherry sunburst, equipped with a pair of
humbucking pickups and a set maple neck. This guitar was
used by Walter Becker on tour in 2016 and as a dressing room
and soundcheck guitar in 2017. 
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000

37 93572

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED IAN
ANDERSON STANDARD FLAT TOP
A flat top version of the Standard model single cutaway
electric guitar by Ian Anderson. The body is finished in
Pelham Blue and equipped with a pair of P90 pickups.
Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$2,000-3,000
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38 93357

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED 
IAN ANDERSON STRAT REPLICA
A Stratocaster replica made by Ian Anderson for Walter Becker,
who played the guitar during Steely Dan’s 2017 Las Vegas
residency. Finished in Pelham Blue, the neck is inscribed 
“Ian Anderson/ for/ Walter Becker,” the neck pocket is also
inscribed “Pelham Blue/ Ian Anderson/ 4/10/2013/ for: Walter
Becker.” Accompanied by a tweed hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

39 93336

WALTER BECKER IAN ANDERSON
STRATOCASTER REPLICA
A replica Stratocaster made by Ian Anderson, finished in
black with a maple neck and slab rosewood fretboard. 
The neck pocket is inscribed with “Ian Anderson 1994.”
and the neck is inscribed with “Ian Anderson/ Poway, 
Ca./ 03-03-2006.” Accompanied by a tweed hard shell
case.

$1,000-2,000
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41 93485

WALTER BECKER IAN ANDERSON
TELECASTER-STYLE GUITAR 
A solidbody electric guitar made by Ian Anderson. 
The single cutaway body is finished in satin black and fitted
with a maple neck which is inscribed to the heel with 
“IA 9-20-13.” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

40 93356

WALTER BECKER IAN ANDERSON
TELECASTER REPLICA
A solidbody electric guitar made by Ian Anderson. The ash
body with a blonde finish. The neck and neck pocket are
both signed and dated 07-2014 and 12-2014, respectively.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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93836 42

WALTER BECKER AT MARS
SPECIALIST AMPLIFIER

A Specialist model amplifier by At Mars, designed
around a salvaged Bell and Howell Filmosound

chassis and covered in black tolex. The serial
number 08855M is stamped to the back plate.

9 by 15 3/4 by 7 inches

$500-700

43 93840

WALTER BECKER AT MARS SPECIALIST
AMPLIFIER
A Specialist model amplifier by At Mars, designed around a
salvaged Bell and Howell Filmosound chassis and covered in blue
tolex. The original serial number 101687 is impressed to a badge
on the rear.

9 by 15 1/2 by 7 1/2 inches

$500-700

93853 44

WALTER BECKER AT MARS SPECIALIST
AMPLIFIER

A Specialist model amplifier by At Mars, designed around a
salvaged Bell and Howell Filmosound chassis and covered in

tan tolex. The original serial number 121886 is impressed to
a badge on the rear.

9 by 15 1/2 by 7 1/2 inches

$500-700
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45

WALTER BECKER BELL & HOWELL
FILMOSOUND 179 AMPLIFIER
An amplifier from a Bell & Howell Filmosound 179
modified by At Mars. The original projector cabinet has
been cut down and altered to house only the amp, a
badge on the chassis is impressed with the serial number
124123.

10 by 17 by 9 3/4 inches

$200-300

46 93887

WALTER BECKER AT MARS
SPECIALIST AMPLIFIER
A Specialist model amplifier by At Mars,
designed around a salvaged Bell and
Howell Filmosound chassis and covered in
cream tolex. The original serial number
111926 is impressed to a badge on the
rear.

9 1/2 by 15 1/2 by 7 1/4 inches

$500-700

47 94010

WALTER BECKER STROMBERG-CARLSON
MODEL 33 AMPLIFIER
A Stromberg-Carlson Model 33 P.A. amplifier circa 1950s that
has been converted for use with guitar. 
The serial number 56032 has been stamped to the rear
chassis.

10 1/2 by 13 1/2 by 9 1/2 inches

$300-400
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48 93343

WALTER BECKER CARDINAL MAGPIE GUITAR
A Magpie model electric guitar by Cardinal Instruments. Constructed with a striking spalted sycamore top and
matching pickup covers for the pair of P90s. Headstock initialed and inscribed with the serial number M1278.
Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$1,000-2,000

49 93619

WALTER BECKER CARDINAL ZENITH GUITAR
A Zenith model electric guitar by Cardinal Instruments. The body with a sapele top above a thin maple layer and
set with a custom wound single coil neck and humbucking bridge pickup. The headstock and cavity cover are
both initialed by the maker and inscribed with the serial number 21163. Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$1,000-2,000
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50 93941

WALTER BECKER ALESSANDRO
BEAGLE AMPLIFIER
An Alessandro Beagle 10-watt amplifier with dual EL84
powered output and a naturally finished oak and
cocobolo cabinet. The rear panel is inscribed with the
serial number 134.

9 by 13 1/2 by 9 1/4 inches

$800-1,200

51 94126

WALTER BECKER ALESSANDRO
SPEAKER CABINET
An Alessandro 2x12 speaker cabinet loaded with a pair of
Celestion G12 alnico blue speakers.

17 1/4 by 28 1/4 by 11 1/4 inches

$400-600

52 94112

WALTER BECKER ALESSANDRO ENGLISH
AMPLIFIER
An Alessandro English model 20-watt amplifier within a
naturally finished oak cabinet. The rear panel is inscribed with
the serial number 94.

9 1/2 by 13 3/4 by 9 1/4 inches

$1,000-2,000
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54 93665

WALTER BECKER FORSHAGE 7-STRING GUITAR
A Forshage 7-string electric guitar. The single cutaway mahogany body with
white binding and a burlwood top, fitted with a pair of Seymour Duncan
humbucking pickups and a quilted maple neck.

$1,000-2,000

53 93569

WALTER BECKER FORSHAGE “NINO” GUITAR
A single cutaway electric guitar built by Chris Forshage. The chambered
mahogany body has a natural finish and set mahogany neck with rosewood
fretboard. The guitar is also equipped with Telecaster-style controls and a pair
of Vintage Vibe blade pickups. Accompanied by a tweed hard shell case.

$1,500-2,500
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55 93934

WALTER BECKER HEADSTRONG LIL’
KING REVERB COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Headstrong Lil’ King Reverb 1x12 combo amplifier.
The amp is modeled after a 1964 Fender Princeton
Reverb and loaded with an Eminence Legend series
speaker.

16 1/2 by 20 by 9 1/2 inches

$700-900

56 93916

WALTER BECKER HEADSTRONG
VERBROVIBE COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Headstrong Verbrovibe 35-watt 2x10 combo
amplifier. The cabinet is loaded with a pair of Eminence
Patriot Copperhead speakers and a tube chart to the
interior is signed, dated ‘07 and inscribed with the serial
number VV-210-C-001.

20 by 24 by 9 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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58 93538

WALTER BECKER BIGSBY BY-WT REPLICA BY
GRETSCH
A replica Bigsby BY-WT model electric guitar manufactured by
Gretsch. Featuring a birdseye maple top and Bigsby vibrato
tailpiece. A paper label affixed within the control cavity reads
“BIGSBY/ BY-WT/ 0100036.” Accompanied by the original hard
shell case.

$1,500-2,500

57

WALTER BECKER “CHANCE” BIGSBY BY-50
REPLICA

A replica Bigsby BY-50 electric guitar of unknown manufacture. Bound
body with birdseye maple top sides and back, birdseye maple neck with a

burl walnut veneer to headstock. The walnut pickguard is inlaid with
“CHANCE.” There is some lifting and warping to veneers on body.

Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$2,000-3,000
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60 93634

WALTER BECKER GRETSCH SILVER FALCON
A Gretsch Silver Falcon electric archtop guitar finished in black with silver sparkle binding and accents, equipped with a
Bigsby tailpiece and pair of FilterTron pickups. A paper label to the interior is printed with the serial number JT13094233
and the model number G6136TSL. Accompanied by the original hard shell case.

$1,000-1,500

59 93215

WALTER BECKER 1959 GRETSCH TENNESSEAN
SIGNED BY CHET ATKINS
A Gretsch Chet Atkins signature model 6119 Tennessean hollowbody
electric guitar. The maple body finished with Western Orange stain and
fitted with a Bigsby tremolo. The pickguard is signed by Chet Atkins in white marker, inches away from the factory
printed facsimile signature, paper label to interior bears the serial number 33989. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000
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61 93943

WALTER BECKER GRETSCH “JET TWIN”
6148L CONSOLE STEEL GUITAR 
A Gretsch model 6148L “Jet Twin” double neck steel guitar
produced by Valco circa 1956. The guitar is finished in black and
affixed with a badge bearing the serial number X59302.
Accompanied by the original tweed hard shell case and polished
legs.

$400-600

62 93242

WALTER BECKER 1979 GRETSCH BST-1000/8211
A 1979 Gretsch model 8211 solid body electric guitar. This submodel of the BST-1000 “Beast” series featured dual
humbucking pickups, solid mahogany body and a maple neck. Paper label present inside the control cavity inscribed with
the serial number 9-9375. Accompanied by the original hard shell case and a Levy’s “snakeskin” guitar strap.

$300-500
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63 93157

WALTER BECKER 1979 GRETSCH TK-300
GUITAR
A 1979 Gretsch TK-300 solid body electric guitar finished in
natural maple, a paper label is present in the control cavity
inscribed with the model number “7625” and the serial number
“1-9222,” accompanied by a gig bag.

$600-800

64

WALTER BECKER 1979 GRETSCH TK-300
GUITAR
A 1979 Gretsch TK-300 solid body electric guitar finished in
natural maple, a partial paper label is present in the control
cavity inscribed with the model number and serial number
which are partially lost but appear to be model “7625” and
serial number “...9156.” The neck is dated 1979.
Accompanied by the original hard shell case.

$500-800
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65 93369

WALTER BECKER 1980 GRETSCH BST-1500
GUITAR
A 1980 Gretsch BST-1500 solidbody electric guitar. Mahogany
body with a natural finish and maple neck with rosewood
fretboard, currently equipped with a set of chrome covered
humbucking pickups, paper label to the control cavity inscribed
with the model number 8217 and the serial number 8-0055.
Accompanied by the original hard shell case.

$500-700

66 93588

WALTER BECKER GRETSCH TK-300
BASS
A Gretsch TK-300 7627 bass guitar. Constructed in maple
with a natural finish, 30-inch scale length and a single
dual-bladed humbucking bass pickup. The cavity is
stamped with the date Nov 11 1977 and the model
number 7627. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$500-700
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67 93855

WALTER BECKER 65 AMPS TUPELO AMPLIFIER
A Tupelo model tube-driven 20-watt head by 65 Amps. The back panel is inscribed with the serial number
TH1306221EP.

9 1/2 by 20 3/4 by 9 inches

$800-1,200

68 93876

WALTER BECKER KAM
LUMBERJACK AMPLIFIER
A KAM Lumberjack 8/15-watt amplifier.

9 1/2 by 13 1/2 by 6 inches

$200-300
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69 93884

WALTER BECKER BRUNO
COWTIPPER 45 COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Cowtipper 45 2x12 combo by Bruno Custom
Amps, loaded with a pair of Celestion G12M
speakers.

25 x 26 by 10 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000

70 94188

WALTER BECKER BRUNO
CUSTOM UNDERGROUND 30
COMBO AMPLIFIER
An Underground 30 2x12 combo by Tony Bruno
Custom Amplifiers. Accompanied by a fitted cover.

25 by 26 by 10 inches

$1,000-2,000
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I started to listen to Steely Dan with their Aja  LP back in the 70's. A friend

of mine [ Doug Myer] told me one day that Walter was collecting my guitars

that I had made. A little later I had supper with Doug and Nitebob in NY and

we discussed the guitars. Up to this point I had never met Walter. Nitebob

called me up to let me know that they were playing in Montreal and that

Walter wanted to meet me. As a joke, I brought my own Blues master that I

had thrown together from bits and pieces because I needed a guitar to play for

a cancer benefit that I was doing [that's right folks, a guitar-maker that never

has his own guitar].

So, I meet Walter and the first words out of his mouth are: "look at me, I'm 65

and I'm still touring". My answer was "what the hell else do you have to do?"

Scrap pieces of wood aside it was a really good sounding guitar. He played it

and bought it on the spot.  About a year later he called me at home and we

spoke for quite a while and then the next thing I heard was that he had passed

away. Great loss to the musical world!

-Brian Monty
”

“
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71 93423

WALTER BECKER MONTY “THE ALBERT” ‘58
FLYING V REPLICA 
A replica 1958 Flying V “The Albert” made by Brian Monty.
Constructed in korina with a natural finish and equipped with a set
of Lollar Imperial pickups. Stamped 0048 to the control cavity.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,500-2,500
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73 93445

WALTER BECKER MONTY “WALTER” GUITAR
A custom “Walter” Les Paul replica guitar by Brian Monty. The bound body and
set neck constructed in korina with a figured maple top finished in cherry
sunburst. Equipped with a pair of PAF clone humbucking pickups.The headstock
is stamped with the serial number X009. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$4,000-5,000

72 93475

WALTER BECKER BRIAN MONTY 
‘56 STRATOCASTER REPLICA
A replica 1956 Fender Stratocaster by Brian Monty. The ash body has an aged
sunburst finish and is fitted with a set of Lollar Blackface pickups in addition to a
maple Allparts neck with maple fretboard. The neck pocket is inscribed with “3/7” and
the pickups are dated 2007. The neck plate is stamped with the replica serial
number 16044. Accompanied by a tweed hard shell case.

$800-1,200
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74 93286

WALTER BECKER MONTY ARCHTOP GUITAR
A Monty foam filled archtop electric guitar. Single cutaway faux-tortoiseshell bound body with a
spruce top finished in black and equipped with a pair of Peter Florance Voodoo humbucking
pickups. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000

75 93640

WALTER BECKER MONTY BLUES QUEEN
A Monty Blues Queen model thinline archtop electric guitar. The double cutaway
body with a cherry red finish and white binding, set with a pair of Peter Florance
Voodoo humbucking pickups. A paper label to the interior is signed, dated
“28/2/06” and stamped with the serial number 0014. The headstock is affixed with
an adhesive label printed with “10.” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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77 93437

WALTER BECKER MONTY BLUESMASTER GUITAR
A Monty Bluesmaster electric guitar. Les Paul style single cutaway chambered
mahogany body and set neck with a figured birch top finished in cherry sunburst
and equipped with a pair of humbucking pickups. The headstock is stamped with
the serial number 0006 and affixed with an adhesive label inscribed with
“MONTY.” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

76 93228

WALTER BECKER MONTY BLUESMASTER GUITAR
A Monty Bluesmaster electric guitar with a natural finish birch top and cherry stained
chambered mahogany body and maple neck. Serial number 0082 stamped to headstock.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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78 93444

WALTER BECKER MONTY BLUESMASTER GUITAR
A Monty Bluesmaster electric guitar. Les Paul style single cutaway chambered mahogany body and
set neck with a figured maple top finished naturally and equipped with a pair of Wiz PAF clone
humbucking pickups. The headstock is stamped with the serial number 0054 and affixed with an
adhesive label printed with “11.” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,500-2,500

79 93447

WALTER BECKER MONTY BLUESMASTER GUITAR
A Monty Bluesmaster electric guitar. Les Paul style single cutaway chambered
korina body and set neck with a cherry stain, figured birch top finished naturally.
Equipped with a pair of humbucking pickups. The headstock is stamped with the
serial number 0021. Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$1,500-2,500
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81 93409

WALTER BECKER MONTY EXPLORER REPLICA
An Explorer replica guitar made by Brian Monty. Constructed in korina with a
natural finish and fitted with a pair of Peter Florance Voodoo pickups. The
headstock is stamped with the serial number 0101. Accompanied by a fitted hard
shell case.

$2,000-3,000

80 93387

WALTER BECKER MONTY EXPLORER REPLICA
An Explorer replica guitar made by Brian Monty. Constructed in korina with a natural
finish and fitted with a pair of custom J S Moore humbucker pickups, a paper label is
present to the bridge pickup inscribed with the magnet type “A5L,” the output “7.96k” and
the date “20/07/13.” The headstock is stamped with the serial number X002.
Accompanied by a fitted hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000
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82 93446

WALTER BECKER MONTY ROCKMASTER GUITAR
A Monty Rockmaster model solidbody electric guitar. The single cutaway mahogany body and set
neck with a cherry finish, equipped with a pair of Joe Barden dual blade pickups. Serial number
0015 stamped to the headstock. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$800-1,200

83 93448

WALTER BECKER MONTY ROCKMASTER GUITAR
A Monty Rockmaster model solidbody electric guitar. The single cutaway korina
body and set neck with a natural finish, equipped with a single humbucking bridge
pickup. Serial number 0047 stamped to the headstock. Accompanied by a hard
shell case.

$800-1,200
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84

WALTER BECKER MONTY/NYC ARCHTOP GUITAR
A foam-filled archtop electric NYC guitar by Brian Monty. Single cutaway bound basswood body with a spruce top and

mahogany neck finished in cherry sunburst and equipped with a pair of David Allan Bucktron Rebel pickups. The headstock
is stamped with the serial number 020025 and also affixed with an adhesive label printed with “10’s.” The neck pickup cavity

is signed by Monty and dated 22/10/02. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000

85

WALTER BECKER NYC LES PAUL JR REPLICA
A replica Les Paul Jr. electric guitar finished in TV Yellow. Equipped with a single DiMarzio DP164 pickup. The headstock

stamped with serial number 020006. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

93449

93352
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86 93441

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED MONTY
BLUESMASTER GUITAR 
A Monty Bluesmaster electric guitar. Les Paul style single cutaway
chambered mahogany body and set neck with a figured birch top
finished in a light sunburst and equipped with a pair of
humbucking pickups. The headstock is stamped with the serial
number 0005 and affixed with an adhesive label printed with “10.”
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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87 93892

WALTER BECKER ANALOG
OUTFITTERS SARGE AMPLIFIER
A SARGE model 15-watt tube-driven amplifier
by Analog Outfitters constructed around a
vintage Hammond amplifier within a salvaged
metal enclosure. A plaque to the rear is
impressed with the serial number 108.

7 3/8 by 12 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

88 94105

WALTER BECKER ANALOG
OUTFITTERS SUPER SARGE
AMPLIFIER
A SUPER SARGE model 35-watt tube-driven
amplifier by Analog Outfitters constructed
around a vintage Hammond amplifier within a
salvaged metal enclosure. A plaque to the rear
is impressed with the serial number 0010.

7 1/2 by 14 1/2 by 11 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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89 93852

WALTER BECKER CARR MINI
MERCURY COMBO AMPLIFIER
A MINI Mercury model 1x10 combo amplifier
by Carr with ostrich cabinet covering,
Eminence Patriot Lil’ Buddy speaker and a
four-position wattage attenuator. An
inspection label to the interior is inscribed
with the serial number 01591 and the date
08-02-2012.

16 by 19 1/2 by 10 inches

$800-1,200

90 93917

WALTER BECKER ECHOPARK
CLARENCE COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Clarence model tube-driven 1x12 combo by
Echopark Amplifiers. A schematic affixed to
the interior is inscribed with the model
designation 9E12 and the serial number
0105.

19 by 20 1/2 by 9 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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WALTER BECKER FLUXTONE
1X12 TWEED COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Fluxtone 1x12 Tweed Deluxe combo
amplifier fitted with a 50-watt Fluxtone model
2 speaker.

17 by 20 by 9 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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91 93868

WALTER BECKER INVICTA 5E3
TWEED COMBO AMPLIFIER
A 5E3 Hi-Power Deluxe tweed 1x12 combo
amplifier by InVicta Musical Instrument Co. A tube
chart to the interior is signed by the maker and
dated 4-10-07.

17 by 20 by 9 1/2 inches

$500-700
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94 94183

WALTER BECKER GROOVE
TUBES SOUL-O-SINGLE
COMBO AMPLIFIER 
A Groove Tubes Soul-O-Single 1x10 combo
amplifier, serial number SS0102035.

17 1/2 by 15 by 11 1/2 inches

$500-700

93 93928

WALTER BECKER CUSTOM
BOB BURT SPEAKER
CABINET
A custom maple 1x12 speaker cabinet by
Bob Burt with wicker grill and Jupiter 12SC
speaker. The interior is affixed with a paper
label signed by Burt and dated 11-25-05.

21 by 24 by 11 inches

$200-300
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95 93643

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED PENSA
CUSTOM 7-STRING GUITAR
A Pensa Custom 7-string solidbody electric guitar featuring a
double cutaway mahogany body, maple neck, slab rosewood
fretboard, pair of humbucking pickups and an offset single coil
bass pickup for the lower strings. The neck plate is incised by
hand with “J.C.G. 062097.” This guitar was used by Walter
Becker during the song “Kid Charlemagne” during the Steely
Dan Las Vegas Residency. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$1,500-2,500

96 93678

WALTER BECKER PENSA CUSTOM JAZZ
BASS
A Pensa Custom jazz bass finished with a seafoam green top
and metallic dark green sides and back, equipped with a pair
of single coil pickups and a maple neck with birdseye
fretboard. The neck plate is hand etched with “0665” and “02
14 17.” Accompanied by a padded gig bag.

$3,000-4,000
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97 93646

WALTER BECKER RONIN PALUS MOURN
A Ronin Palus Mourn model electric guitar. The single cutaway
body constructed in redwood with white binding, a figured
redwood top and contoured back. Also featuring a mahogany
neck and a pair of SWD Custom Shop alnico humbucking
pickups. The bridge pickup cavity is both impressed and
inscribed with “RPM015.” Accompanied by a padded gig bag.

$3,000-5,000

98 93644

WALTER BECKER RONIN SONGBIRD
A Ronin Songbird model solidbody electric guitar with a
red finish and pair of SWD Custom Shop mini humbuckers
with embossed chrome covers. The neck plate is
impressed with the serial number 19263. Accompanied by
a padded gig bag.

$1,000-2,000
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99 93645

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED
RONIN SONGBIRD ‘67 FOIL
A Ronin Songbird ‘67 Foil model solidbody finished in
metallic green. The body is mounted with A NOS 1967
DeArmond Gold Foil single coil neck pickup, P90 bridge
pickup and affixed with white tape setting markers. The
neck plate is impressed with the serial number 78465.
Accompanied by a padded gig bag.

$1,000-2,000
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101 93882

WALTER BECKER LOUIS
ELECTRIC KR12 COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Louis Electric KR12 model 20/40-watt
tube driven 1x12 combo amplifier. The
interior is dated 6/23/12 and initialed by
Louis Rosano.

24 by 24 by 10 inches

$1,000-2,000

100 94147

WALTER BECKER TONEQUEST
CLARKSDALE COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Tonequest Clarksdale 1x12 combo amplifier.
The amp is constructed as a reproduction of the
‘59 DeArmond R15 and is loaded with an
Eminence Redcoat Wizard 12-inch speaker.

16 1/2 by 20 1/4 by 9 3/4 inches

$1,000-2,000
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102 94065

WALTER BECKER KENDRICK
“TRAINWRECK” CLIMAX
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Trainwreck Climax 1x12 combo built by
Kendrick Amplifier. The chassis is
impressed with the serial number 063.

19 by 24 1/2 by 11 inches

$1,000-2,000

103

WALTER BECKER KENDRICK
SPEAKER CABINET
A Kendrick 6x10 speaker cabinet covered
with red faux reptile covering and loaded with
Kendrick Blackframe speakers.

36 by 24 by 9 3/4 inches

$400-600
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104 93803

WALTER BECKER
LITTLE WALTER 
44-WATT AMPLIFIER
A Little Walter tweed-covered 
44-watt amplifier powered by four
6V6 tubes, brought on tour by
Walter Becker in 2016/2017.

11 by 18 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

105 94001

WALTER BECKER
LITTLE WALTER 
44-WATT AMPLIFIER
A Little Walter tweed-covered 
44-watt amplifier powered by four
6V6 tubes, brought on tour by
Walter Becker in 2016/2017.

11 by 18 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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106 93854

WALTER BECKER
MORGAN CUSTOM
SHOP PR12 AMPLIFIER
A Morgan Custom Shop 
head-only version of the PR12
model 12-watt amplifier. The rear
panel is initialed and inscribed
with the serial number 040315C.

10 by 17 by 8 inches

$700-900

107 93933

WALTER BECKER MORGAN
AC20 COMBO AMPLIFIER
An AC20 model 20-watt 1x12 combo by
Morgan Amplification, serial number
5010716022.

21 1/2 by 20 by 10 1/4 inches

$800-1,200
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109 94249

WALTER BECKER STUDIO USED MATCHLESS DC-30L COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Matchless DC-30L 2x12 combo amplifier used by Walter Becker on the recording of Two Against Nature (2000).

22 by 27 1/4 by 11 inches

$2,000-3,000

108 93990

WALTER BECKER NICK GREER
MARAUDER TWEED COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Marauder model 4x10 tweed combo by Nick
Greer Amplification. Powered by a pair of 6L6
tubes and loaded with four Jensen reissue C10Q
speakers. A tube chart to the interior is initialed
and inscribed with the serial number 02.

24 by 23 by 10 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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111 94089

WALTER BECKER STAR
SPEAKER CABINET
A Star 1x12 speaker cabinet loaded with
a Celestion G12M.

19 1/2 by 20 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches

$200-400

110 93904

WALTER BECKER STAR SIRIUS 30 R’VERB AMPLIFIER
A Sirius R’verb 30-watt head by Star Amplifiers. These rare class-A tube-driven amps were hand-wired by Mark Sampson around
2004. An engraved plaque to the interior of the two-tone cabinet bears the serial number 10266.

11 by 20 1/4 by 10 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000
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113 93922

WALTER BECKER
TUNGSTEN MOSAIC MK II
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Mosaic MK II tweed 1x12 combo by
Tungsten Amplification. The unit is
powered by a single 6v6 tube and
loaded with a Weber Classic 12-inch
speaker.

17 by 20 by 9 1/2 inches

$700-900

112 93833

WALTER BECKER TWO-ROCK STUDIO PRO 22 AMPLIFIER
A Two-Rock 22-watt Studio Pro model amplifier. The amp is powered by a pair of 6L6 tubes and the rear
panel is impressed with the serial number 284.

10 by 16 by 10 inches

$1,000-2,000
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115 93376

WALTER BECKER DANOCASTER
TELECASTER REPLICA
A Danocaster aged Telecaster-style guitar. The ash body is
finished in vintage blonde and fitted with a maple neck with maple
fretboard. Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$1,000-2,000

114 93378

WALTER BECKER DANOCASTER 
STRATOCASTER REPLICA
A Danocaster Stratocaster-style guitar. Finished in
aged Fiesta Red and fitted with a maple neck with
slab rosewood fretboard. Accompanied by a tweed
hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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117 93642

WALTER BECKER FREAKIN DANOCASTER
A Freakin Danocaster solidbody electric guitar. The offset double
cutaway body finished in aged blonde and fitted with a maple
neck, Telecaster-style bridgeplate and controls, and a set of Joe
Barden bladed pickups. The neck plate is impressed with the
serial number 8424. Accompanied by the original branded gig
bag.

$1,000-2,000

116 93304

WALTER BECKER DANOCASTER 
TELECASTER-STYLE GUITAR
A Danocaster aged Telecaster-style guitar. The double-bound body
is finished in seafoam green and fitted with a maple neck with
rosewood fretboard. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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118 93818

WALTER BECKER VALVETRAIN
205 COMBO AMPLIFIER
A ValveTrain 205 5-watt 1x8 tweed combo
amplifier based off the classic 1955 Fender 5F2A
Princeton, serial number 070128.

14 by 14 1/2 by 9 inches

$500-700

119 93802

WALTER BECKER VALVETRAIN
SPRING THING
A Spring Thing tube-driven triple spring reverb unit
by ValveTrain Amplification, serial number
070183.

11 by 15 by 8 1/2 inches

$300-500

120 93889

WALTER BECKER VVT
EARTHQUAKE 2.2 AMPLIFIER
A VVT Earthquake 2.2 model 22-watt 
tube-driven amplifier. The rear panel is printed
with the serial number AH0049.

8 3/4 by 13 1/2 by 9 1/2 inches

$200-400
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121 93908

WALTER BECKER VICTORIA
TREM D’LA TREM COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Trem d’la Trem model 1x15 combo by
Victoria Amplifier Company with tweed covered
cabinet, JBL E130-8 speaker and an on-board
tremolo effect. A paper label to the interior is
printed with the serial number 4025.

21 by 22 by 10 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000

122 94181

WALTER BECKER VICTORIA
TWEED COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Victoria 35210-T tweed 2x10 combo
amplifier with Boss RE20 Roland Space echo
pedal attached, housed within a multi-color
rolling road case.

19 1/2 by 22 1/4 by 9 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000
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123

WALTER BECKER ALEMBIC ORION BARITONE GUITAR
A 1995 Alembic Orion guitar constructed in walnut, bubinga, maple and ebony. The guitar features a 28” scale
length and two Alembic HG pickups. Serial number 95O8989 stamped to headstock. Accompanied by a gig bag

and strap.

$1,000-2,000

124

WALTER BECKER SHABAT LION GB GUITAR
A Lion GB model solidbody by Shabat Guitars. The singlecut body with an aged white finish, maple neck,
Lollar Charlie Christian neck pickup and a Lollar B.S. bridge pickup. The serial number 010 is impressed

to the neck plate. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$1,000-2,000

93227

93607
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125 93975

WALTER BECKER
WINFIELD CYCLONE
AMPLIFIER
A Winfield Cyclone 15-watt
amplifier. A tube chart to the
interior is signed and printed
with the serial number 
2011-45.

10 by 18 by 6 1/2 inches

$500-700

126 93885

WALTER BECKER WINFIELD
SPEAKER CABINET
A Winfield 2x10 speaker cabinet loaded
with a pair of Eminence Legends.

17 1/2 by 24 1/4 by 10 1/2 inches

$200-400
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127

WALTER BECKER WHIPPLE “TEDDY KUMPEL SPECIAL” COMBO
AMPLIFIER

A 1x12 combo amplifier by The Whipple. The chassis is inscribed to the rear with “THE
TEDDY KUMPEL SPECIAL” and the cabinet is loaded with a Weber Vintage Series 12F150

and a spring reverb tank.

17 by 20 by 9 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000

128

WALTER BECKER ZINKY 
BLUE VELVET AMPLIFIER
A Zinky Blue Velvet 50-watt amplifier, serial
number 0012.

10 1/2 by 19 by 9 inches

$400-600

93856
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129 93693

WALTER BECKER 1967 RICKENBACKER 450/12
A 1967 Rickenbacker 450/12 model 12-string electric guitar with Mapleglo finish and a pair of Toaster-Top
pickups. An example of Walter Becker’s fascination with 12-string guitars. The bridgeplate is impressed
with the serial number GH 3477. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

130 93381

WALTER BECKER 1967 RICKENBACKER MODEL 1000
A 1967 Rickenbacker model 1000 electric guitar, 21-inch scale length with 18 frets. Finished in Fireglo
and fitted with a single pickup with chrome toaster style cover and some apparent modifications. Serial
number GG 3234 stamped to bridge plate. Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$400-600
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132 93516

WALTER BECKER RICKENBACKER 360/12 WB
A 2009 Rickenbacker 360/12 WB 12-string electric guitar. The bound
semi-hollow maple body with Fireglo finish, set maple neck, dual
toaster-top pickups and trapeze tailpiece. Serial number O9 22469
impressed to jack plate. Accompanied by the original hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

131 93515

WALTER BECKER RICKENBACKER 360/12 WB
A 1991 Rickenbacker 360/12 WB 12-string electric guitar purchased from the
Estate of Jeff Golub, who had previously played the instrument in-studio. 
The bound semi-hollow maple body with Fireglo finish, set maple neck, dual
toaster-top pickups and trapeze tailpiece. Serial number H4 6621 impressed
to jack plate. Accompanied by the original hard shell case.

$1,500-2,500
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134 93545

WALTER BECKER HOFNER 457/12
A Hofner model 457/12 hollowbody electric 12-string guitar circa
1960s. The thinline body is constructed in bound maple with a
spruce top finished in sunburst and equipped with a pair of
embossed blade pickups. Serial number 41764 is printed to an
adhesive label affixed to the headstock. Accompanied by a hard
shell case.

$800-1,200

133 93747

WALTER BECKER 1976 RICKENBACKER 450/12
A 1976 Rickenbacker 450/12 solidbody 12-string guitar, finished in Mapleglo
and equipped with a pair of single coil pickups. The bridge plate is impressed
with the serial number PJ 6822. Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$1,000-2,000
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136 93348

WALTER BECKER “GRETSCH” SOLIDBODY
ELECTRIC GUITAR
A Japanese made Les Paul-style guitar. The headstock has been
refaced and now bears a Gretsch “horseshoe” logo inlay, which is how
it was when purchased by Walter Becker. The single cutaway
mahogany body with a cherry-stained flamed maple top and pair of
Tokai humbucking pickups. Serial number 4022198 impressed to
headstock. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$500-700

135 93725

WALTER BECKER HOFNER CLUB 60
A Hofner Club 60 hollowbody electric guitar circa 1961. The instrument
features a flamed maple back and spruce top with cherry sunburst finish, an
ebony fretboard and headstock with fancy inlay and a pair of embossed single
coil pickups. The controls have been simplified and replaced. Accompanied by
a hard shell case.

$800-1,200
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138 93296

WALTER BECKER TOKAI GOLDSTAR SOUND
STRAT COPY
A Tokai Goldstar Sound solidbody electric guitar. Modeled after a
1960s Stratocaster and finished in black the guitar features three
single coil pickups, a maple neck with rosewood fretboard and
Klusson-style in-line tuners. Neck plate stamped with serial number
L12953. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$200-400

137 93344

WALTER BECKER 1980 TOKAI SPRINGY SOUND ST60
A Tokai Springy Sound ST60 guitar. Modeled after a 1960s Stratocaster and
finished in sunburst the guitar features three single coil pickups, a maple neck
with rosewood fretboard and Klusson-style in-line tuners. Neck plate stamped
with serial number 0012233. Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$500-700
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139

WALTER BECKER TOKAI JAZZ SOUND BASS
A Tokai Jazz Sound bass circa 1980s, finished in black with a maple neck and slab rosewood fretboard. A set of
Hipshot tuners has replaced the originals, a pair of Seymour Duncans have replaced the original single coil

pickups and the bridge is also not original. The neck plate is impressed with the replica serial number L20340.
Accompanied by a gig bag.

$300-500

140

WALTER BECKER 1978 GRECO CUSTOM GUITAR
A 1978 Greco Custom electric guitar. The Japanese made Les Paul Custom replica is finished in black
and fitted with a set of three humbucking pickups. Serial number E787045. Accompanied by a hard shell

case and the two original pickups.

$300-500

93621

93353
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142

WALTER BECKER GRECO HOLLOWBODY ELECTRIC 12-STRING
A Greco hollowbody 12-string guitar circa 1960s featuring a double cutaway thinline body and a pair of single coil

pickups. Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$200-300

141

WALTER BECKER 1980 GRECO SUPER REAL EG 450 GUITAR
A 1980 Greco model EG 450 electric guitar. Modeled after an early Les Paul with a set neck, dual humbucking

pickups and single cutaway body finished in black. Serial number 0 8692 stamped to headstock. Accompanied by
a hard shell case.

$500-700

93436

93772
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143 93158

WALTER BECKER HONDO ALL-STAR H-700
GUITAR
A Hondo All-Star H-700 double cutaway solid body electric
guitar with natural maple finish, accompanied by a soft gig bag.

$200-400

144 93517

WALTER BECKER DEVISER SPECIAL
SPECIFICATION CUSTOM GUITAR
A Deviser Special Specification semi-hollow electric guitar
with burgundy metallic mist finish and hand rendered crane
motif, equipped with a pair of P90 pickups. Serial number
0129 stamped to headstock. Accompanied by the original
Deviser hard sided case.

$800-1,200
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145 93590

WALTER BECKER CUSTOMIZED 
YAMAHA PACIFICA
A Yamaha Pacifica double cutaway solidbody electric guitar
constructed in alder with a natural finish, gifted without
electronics to Walter Becker by 30th Street Guitars. The guitar
was finished with a set of David Allen BuckTron Hot Rebel
pickups and a Fender bridge by Nitebob at Becker’s SIR
rehearsal studio. Serial number LM26311 is impressed to the
headstock. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$200-300

146 93231

WALTER BECKER YAMAHA RBX250F
FRETLESS BASS
A Yamaha RBX250F fretless bass finished in black and
fitted with a DiMarzio split middle pickup. Accompanied by
a case.

$100-200
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147 93673

WALTER BECKER CHECKMATE EB-212
BASS
A Checkmate model EB-212 short scale electric bass guitar
produced by Tiesco circa 1960s. The instrument is finished in
three-color sunburst and equipped with a pair of single coil
pickups. An adhesive badge below the neck plate is impressed
with the serial number 100304. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$100-200

148 93506

WALTER BECKER TIESCO EBX-200 BASS
A Tiesco EBX-200 model electric bass guitar circa 1967. The
contoured and bound mahogany ply body is finished in white
and equipped with dual bladed pickups. Serial number
338068 stamped to the info badge below the neck plate
which is itself hand-etched with “RASCON 4320.”
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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149 93476

WALTER BECKER NORMA EG 490-4 GUITAR
A mid-1960s Norma EG 490-4 guitar manufactured in Japan.
The guitar is finished in orange sparkle and features four single
coil pickups each with their own rocker switch and volume knob.
The neckplate is stamped with the serial number BAD098.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$400-600

150 93592

WALTER BECKER NORMA EG 490-4
GUITAR
A mid-1960s Norma EG 490-4 guitar manufactured in
Japan. The guitar is finished in red sparkle and features
four single coil pickups each with their own rocker switch
and volume knob. The neckplate is stamped with the
serial number BAD059. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$400-600
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152

WALTER BECKER JAPANESE COMBO
AMPLIFIER

A Japanese made 1x12 amplifier circa 1960s.

23 by 16 by 9 3/4 inches

$500-700

151 93610

WALTER BECKER ELECTRIC GUITAR
A solidbody electric guitar with four single coil pickups, corresponding rocker switches and a double cutaway body
finished in a dark red burst. There are currently no identifying marks on the instrument but it is similar to guitars
from Tiesco, Shelly, Guyatone, Norma and other Japanese makers of the 1960s and 1970s. Accompanied by a
gig bag.

$300-500

153 93591

WALTER BECKER GUYATONE LG-60 ELECTRIC GUITAR
A Guyatone LG-60 electric guitar circa late 1950s. The singlecut body with a natural maple finish, set with
the original pair of Guyatone pickups. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$600-800
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154 94118

WALTER BECKER PREMIER 120 COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Premier 120 1x12 combo amplifier circa 1950s. A Multivox
badge to the rear panel is impressed with the serial number
247087.

23 by 16 by 9 3/4 inches

$500-700

155 93804

WALTER BECKER PREMIER B-160
CLUB BASS COMBO AMPLIFIER 
A Premier B-160 Club Bass 1x12 combo amplifier
circa 1960s. The cabinet is loaded with a Jensen
C12PS speaker and the control plate is impressed
with the serial number 840249.

18 1/4 by 20 3/4 by 9 3/4 inches

$300-500

156 93893

WALTER BECKER PREMIER MODEL 120
COMBO AMPLIFIER 
A Premier Model 120 1x12 combo amplifier by Multivox circa
1950s. The unit features a two-tone stepped cabinet, on-board
tremolo effect and a later Eminence speaker. The serial number
233431 is impressed to a badge on the chassis.

23 by 16 by 9 1/2 inches

$400-600
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157 93989

WALTER BECKER PREMIER
TWIN 12 COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Premier Twin 12 30-watt 2x12 combo
amplifier circa 1960s. The control panel is
impressed with the serial number 204705.

20 by 28 by 10 1/2 inches

$600-800

93814 158

WALTER BECKER ALAMO 2562
CHALLENGER COMBO AMPLIFIER

An Alamo model 2562 Challenger 1x10 combo amplifier
circa 1960s. A tube chart to the interior is inscribed with the

serial number 110550.

16 by 19 by 7 3/4 inches

$200-300

159 93861

WALTER BECKER ALAMO 2562
CHALLENGER COMBO AMPLIFIER  
An Alamo model 2562 Challenger 1x10 combo
amplifier circa 1960s. A tube chart to the interior is
inscribed with the serial number 34362.

17 1/2 by 19 3/4 by 7 1/2 inches

$200-300
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161 93850

WALTER BECKER ALAMO COMBO AMPLIFIER
An Alamo 1x8 combo amplifier mounted with a 12AU6, a 50C5
and a 35W4 tube.

15 by 19 by 6 1/2 inches

$200-300

93905 162

WALTER BECKER ALAMO MODEL 3 COMBO
AMPLIFIER

An Alamo Model 3 1x10 combo amplifier circa 1950s. The unit
is loaded with a Jensen P10T speaker and a paper label to the

interior is inscribed with the serial number 2124.

15 1/2 by 13 by 8 inches

$300-500

93923 160

WALTER BECKER ALAMO MODEL 2 COMBO
AMPLIFIER

An Alamo Model 2 1x6 combo amplifier circa 1950 with the
potentially original Jensen Alnico 5 speaker. A paper label to

the interior is inscribed with the serial number 597.

13 by 11 by 7 1/4 inches

$300-500
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163 94019

WALTER BECKER AIRLINE
MODEL 7214 AMP IN CASE
An Airline model 7214 amp in case circa
1960s.

$200-300

164 93740

WALTER BECKER 1964 AIRLINE THUNDERSTICK
A 1964 Airline Thunderstick solidbody electric guitar finished in gold and equipped with a pair of gold foil pickups.
The serial number G31081 is impressed to a metal badge affixed to the headstock. Accompanied by a chip board
case.

$400-600

165 93638

WALTER BECKER 1965 AIRLINE THINLINE ARCHTOP
An Airline thinline electric guitar with sunburst finish and a pair of single coil pickups with chrome “argyle” covers. The interior
stamped with “5678” and “F-65-JS,” the top has been carved with various names, dates and bands. Accompanied by a gig
bag.

$300-500
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167 93759

WALTER BECKER AIRLINE BOBKAT GUITAR
An Airline Bobkat offset solidbody electric guitar circa 1960s. The instrument features a 24-inch scale length,
sunburst finish and single argyle covered pickup. Accompanied by a chip board case.

$300-500

168 93718

WALTER BECKER SILVERTONE BOBKAT
A Silvertone Bobkat electric guitar circa 1960s. The offset body with a sunburst finish and pair of Argyle covered pickups.
Accompanied by a chip board case.

$300-400

166 93846

WALTER BECKER AIRLINE 62-9015A
COMBO AMPLIFIER
An Airline model 62-9015A 2x12 combo amplifier with
reverb and tremolo circa 1964.

20 1/2 by 27 by 9 inches

$300-500
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93981  169

WALTER BECKER SILVERTONE 1392 COMBO
AMPLIFIER

A Silvertone model 1392 1x12 10-watt combo amplifier circa
1958.

15 1/4 by 19 by 8 1/4 inches

$300-500

170 94146

WALTER BECKER SILVERTONE 1432
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Silvertone model 1432 1x12 combo amplifier circa
1959. The original speaker has been replaced by an
Eminence/Fender 12-inch.

16 by 19 by 8 1/2 inches

$300-500

94012. 171

WALTER BECKER SILVERTONE 
1459 COMBO AMPLIFIER

A Silvertone model 1459 (1432 style) 1x12 combo
amplifier circa 1960. The amp is powered by a pair of

6V6GT tubes and loaded with the original Rola 12-inch
speaker.

15 1/2 by 19 by 8 1/2 inches

$600-800
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172 94021

WALTER BECKER SILVERTONE 1472
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Silvertone model 1472 1x12 combo amplifier circa
1960s. The cabinet is loaded with a Jensen C12
speaker.

20 by 20 by 8 inches

$300-500

174 94059

WALTER BECKER SILVERTONE 
MEDALIST 1434 COMBO AMPLIFIER 
A Silvertone model 1434 Medalist 50-watt 2x12
combo amplifier circa 1950s. The original speakers
have been replaced by a pair of Celestion Vintage
30s.

18 by 27 by 9 1/2 inches

$600-800

93821 173

WALTER BECKER SILVERTONE 1481
COMBO AMPLIFIER

A SIlvertone model 1481 5-watt 1x8 combo amplifier circa
1964.

14 1/2 by 17 by 6 1/2 inches

$300-500
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175 93972

WALTER BECKER SILVERTONE
MEDALIST 1434 COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Silvertone model 1434 Medalist 50-watt 2x12 combo
amplifier circa 1950. 

18 by 27 by 9 1/2 inches

$600-800

176 93997

WALTER BECKER SILVERTONE
MODEL 1331 COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Silvertone model 1331 1x8 combo amplifier circa
1956. The cabinet has a two-tone alligator/tweed
finish. 

14 by 17 by 8 1/4 inches

$200-300
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93609  178

WALTER BECKER SUPRO OZARK JET
A Supro Ozark Jet electric guitar circa 1950s. The guitar features a white pearloid

finish, single neck pickup, rosewood fretboard, rosewood bridge and a trapeze
tailpiece. Serial number X26279 impressed to metal badge on headstock.

Accompanied by a gig bag.

$800-1,200

93639  179

WALTER BECKER SUPRO OZARK JET
A Supro Ozark Jet electric guitar circa 1950s. The guitar features a white pearloid

finish, single neck pickup, rosewood fretboard, rosewood bridge and a trapeze
tailpiece. Serial number X37350 impressed to metal badge on headstock.

Accompanied by a gig bag.

$800-1,200

93559  177

WALTER BECKER 1960 SUPRO SUPER
A 1960 Supro Super model short-scale electric guitar finished in Silver Burst and

equipped with a pair of covered single coil pickups. Serial number T29380 impressed to
metal badge on headstock. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$700-900
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180 94246

WALTER BECKER SUPRO 88T COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Supro model 88T grey tweed 2x12 combo amplifier circa 1960s. The cabinet is currently loaded with a
pair of Celestion Vintage 30 speakers.

19 1/2 by 26 by 8 1/2 inches

$600-800

181 94011

WALTER BECKER SUPRO COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Supro 1x8 combo amplifier circa 1960s.

11 1/2 by 15 3/4 by 7 1/2 inches

$200-300
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183 93758

WALTER BECKER DECAR GUITAR
A Decar solidbody electric guitar circa 1950s. The single cutaway body with
a blonde finish, two covered pickups, a bolt-on neck and 26 3/4-inch scale
length. The headstock is impressed with the serial number 0001.
Accompanied by the original chip board case.

$200-400

182 93682

WALTER BECKER DECAR GUITAR
A Decar solidbody electric guitar by JMP circa 1960s. The instrument features a set
neck, 25 1/2-inch scale length and a single chrome-covered pickup. Accompanied by a
gig bag.

$200-400
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185 93685

WALTER BECKER DANELECTRO ‘58 LONGHORN
BASS
A Danelectro reissue ‘58 Longhorn short scale bass with green burst finish
and two Lipstick Tube pickups. Accompanied by the original tweed gig bag.

$200-300

184 93406

WALTER BECKER DANELECTRO 12SDC 12-STRING
ELECTRIC GUITAR
A Danelectro model 12SDC semi-hollow 12-string electric guitar finished in black. Serial
number 023791. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$200-300
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187 93416

WALTER BECKER
DANELECTRO DEAD ON ‘67
GUITAR
A ‘67 reissue Danelectro electric guitar
finished in lime green with a pair of Lipstick
Tube single coil pickups and tremolo bridge.
Serial number 09DO67G00803.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$100-200

186 93679

WALTER BECKER
DANELECTRO 
DANO-BLASTER
A Danelectro Dano-Blaster solidbody
electric guitar with a ruby red burst
finish and three single coil pickups.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$100-200
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189 93696

WALTER BECKER DANELECTRO SHORTHORN
BARITONE GUITAR
A Danelectro double cutaway baritone electric guitar circa 1960s, finished in
black with a pair of Lipstick Tube pickups. Accompanied by hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

188 93680

WALTER BECKER DANELECTRO PRO 1
A Danelectro Pro 1 solidbody electric guitar circa 1960s purchased by Walter Becker in
Los Angeles whilst recording 11 Tracks of Whack, finished in brown sparkle and
equipped with a single Lipstick Tube pickup. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$500-700
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93940.  191

WALTER BECKER DANELECTRO
CORPORAL 132 COMBO AMPLIFIER

A Danelectro corporal model 132 2x8 combo
amplifier circa 1963.

15 1/2 by 19 by 7 inches

$300-500

190 93686

WALTER BECKER DANELECTRO U3
A Danelectro U3 electric guitar circa 1950s, finished
in copper burst and equipped with three Lipstick
Tube pickups. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$800-1,200
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193 94008

WALTER BECKER DANELECTRO
DM25 AMPLIFIER STACK
A Danelectro DM25 1x12 amplifier stack circa
1965. The unit is designed as a speaker cabinet
loaded with a Jensen C12Q and a 25-watt
amplifier head with reverb and tremolo that can
be stored within the speaker cabinet.

Cabinet, 18 1/2 by 20 by 11 inches

$500-700

192 94131

WALTER BECKER
DANELECTRO TWIN
TWELVE SERIES F
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Danelectro Twin Twelve model
300 1x12 combo amplifier circa
1960s. The cabinet is currently
loaded with a pair of later SHS
Audio SK 12-inch speakers.

20 1/2 by 27 by 9 1/4 inches

$700-900
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194 93830

WALTER BECKER DANELECTRO
TWIN TWELVE SERIES C COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Danelectro Twin Twelve Series C 2x12
combo amplifier circa 1952, serial number
9767.

22 by 22 by 9 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

195 94020

WALTER BECKER
DANELECTRO CORPORAL
32 COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Danelectro Corporal Model 32 2x8
combo amplifier circa 1950s.

15 1/4 by 19 by 7 inches

$200-300
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94090 196

WALTER BECKER NOBLE
COMBO AMPLIFIER

A Noble 1x12 combo amplifier manufactured
by Danelectro circa 1950s. The cabinet is

loaded with a Utah V12L speaker, a tube chart
to the interior is stamped with 5047.

18 1/2 by 22 by 9 1/2 inches

$400-600

197

WALTER BECKER BRONSON MELODY
KING COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Bronson Melody King model-B-152-5-B 1x12 combo
amplifier produced by Magnatone circa 1959. The cabinet
is loaded with a Jensen P12Q speaker and affixed to the
interior with a Magnatone badge impressed with serial
number 8117.

20 by 16 by 10 1/2 inches

$500-700
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198 93704

WALTER BECKER MICRO-FRETS CALIBRA
A Micro-Frets Calibra solidbody electric guitar. The double
cutaway mahogany body has a cherry finish and is equipped
with a pair of P90 pickups and a bolt-on maple neck. The
neckplate is impressed with the serial number 1390.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$600-800

199 93711

WALTER BECKER MICRO-FRETS
BARITONE
A Micro-Frets Baritone electric guitar. The double cutaway
two-piece chambered body is fitted with a pair of P90
pickups. The neck plate is impressed with the serial number
2733. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$700-900
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200 93398

WALTER BECKER BARTELL SPYDER F-155
GUITAR
A Bartell Spyder F-155 electric guitar, finished in candy apple
red. Bartell guitars were produced briefly in California during the
1960s by Paul Barth, formerly of Rickenbacker, National and
Magnatone. Neck pocket inscribed with “E/ 1962,” neck plate
stamped with model number “F-155.” Accompanied by a hard
shell case.

$800-1,200

201 93719

WALTER BECKER KENT 636 12-STRING
GUITAR
A Kent 636 hollowbody electric 12-string guitar circa 1960s.
The maple body and spruce top have a cherry sunburst
finish, equipped with a pair of gold foil pickups. Accompanied
by a chip board case.

$300-400
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93769   202

WALTER BECKER KUSTOM K-200 GUITAR
Kustom K-200 semi-hollow electric guitar circa 1968 with a natural finish, Bigsby
vibrato and a pair of DeArmond pickups. Serial number 1174 is stamped to an

adhesive label affixed to the interior. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$800-1,200

203 93915

WALTER BECKER FLOT-A-TONE
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Flot-A-Tone 1x10 two-tone combo amplifier circa
1950s. The interior of the cabinet is stamped with
the number 1190.

18 1/2 by 14 by 8 1/2 inches

$400-600
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204 94144

WALTER BECKER LECTROLAB
R500C COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Lectrolab model R500C 1x12 tweed combo
amplifier manufactured by Sound Projects Co.
circa 1966.

17 1/2 by 20 by 9 1/2 inches

$300-500

205 94139

WALTER BECKER S.S. STEWART
789 COMBO AMPLIFIER
An S.S. Stewart Professional Model 789 1x12
combo amplifier circa 1940s. The cabinet is
loaded with a Jensen P12S speaker and an
AT&T/Western Electric license notice affixed to the
interior is stamped with the serial number 295830.

18 by 15 3/4 by 8 1/2 inches

$300-500
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206 93914

WALTER BECKER 
STROMBERG-CARLSON 
MODEL 33 AMPLIFIER
A Stromberg-Carlson Model 33 P.A. amplifier
circa 1950s that has been converted for use
with guitar. The serial number 601136 has been
stamped to the rear chassis.

10 1/2 by 13 1/2 by 9 1/2 inches

$300-400

207 94107

WALTER BECKER WEM CUSTOM 15
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Custom 15 Controlled Power Amplifier 1x10 combo
by Watkins Electric Music Ltd. circa 1960s. The cabinet
is loaded with the original Elac speaker and a badge to
the rear panel is impressed with the serial number CU
10668.

19 1/2 by 17 3/4 by 8 3/4 inches

$700-900
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208

WALTER BECKER LES PAUL AWARD
A Les Paul Award bestowed upon Walter Becker at
the 2001 TEC awards. The award was created to
"honor individuals or institutions that have set the

highest standards of excellence in the creative
application of recording technology" and Steely
Dan was the recipient that year, presented to

Walter Becker and signed by Les Paul himself at
the ceremony.

9 by 6 1/2 inches

$800-$1,200
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209 93435

WALTER BECKER 1953 GIBSON LES PAUL 
GOLDTOP ’58 CONVERSION
A 1953 Gibson Les Paul guitar converted to ’58 specs that was brought
on tour by Walter Becker and used at sound checks. The original
trapeze tailpiece has been replaced by the later style stud bridge and
bar tailpiece. Also retrofitted with a set of PAF Humbuckers installed
without the typically needed neck re-set and later Grover tuners,
potentiometers also replaced. No serial number apparent. The
headstock is affixed with an adhesive label printed with “11’s” and
another inscribed with “LP53” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$10,000-15,000
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210 93722

WALTER BECKER 1957 GIBSON LES PAUL SPECIAL
A 1957 Gibson Les Paul Special electric guitar. An early favorite of Walter
Becker’s and one of the few that hung in his studio. The solid mahogany
body and neck with TV Yellow finish, equipped with a pair of P90 pickups. 
The headstock is stamped with the serial number 7 0202. Accompanied
by the original hard shell case.

$7,000-9,000
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211 93630

WALTER BECKER 1955 GIBSON LES PAUL
JUNIOR
A 1955 Gibson Les Paul Junior model solidbody electric
guitar. The single cutaway mahogany body is fitted with a
single P90 pickup and has been re-finished with a dark red
burst. The serial number 512419 is impressed to the
headstock. Accompanied by a chip board case.

$2,000-3,000

212 93460

WALTER BECKER 1956 GIBSON LES PAUL
JUNIOR
A 1956 Gibson Les Paul Junior model electric guitar.
Constructed with a solid mahogany body and set neck with
sunburst finish and 24 1/2-inch scale length. Equipped with a
single P90 pickup and stamped to the headstock with the
serial number 615389. Accompanied by fitted case.

$3,000-5,000
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214 93427

WALTER BECKER 1958 GIBSON LES PAUL
JUNIOR
A 1958 Gibson Les Paul Junior electric guitar. The double
cutaway mahogany body with a faded cherry finish and single
P90 pickup. Serial number 8 5227 stamped to headstock.
Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$3,000-4,000

213 93211

WALTER BECKER 1957 GIBSON LES PAUL
SPECIAL
A 1957 Gibson Les Paul Special electric guitar in original 
TV Yellow finish, serial number 7 3890. Purchased from the
Estate of Jeff Golub who can be seen playing the guitar on
stage with Billy Squier in several videos.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$4,000-6,000
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215 93247

WALTER BECKER 1959 GIBSON MELODY
MAKER 3/4
A 1959 Gibson Melody Maker in the optional 3/4 short scale
length. The single cutaway solid mahogany body is finished in
sunburst and fitted with a single pickup. Headstock bearing the
serial number 934729. Walter Becker enjoyed Melody Makers
for their light weight and small body. 
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

216 93430

WALTER BECKER 1960 GIBSON
MELODY MAKER
A 1960 Gibson Melody Maker electric guitar. 
The mahogany body finished in sunburst and
featuring a single coil bridge pickup. Serial number
011587 stamped to headstock. Accompanied by a
Gibson faux alligator clad chipboard case.

$1,000-2,000
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217 93288

WALTER BECKER 1961 GIBSON MELODY
MAKER
A 1961 Gibson Melody Maker solidbody electric guitar. This full
scale version features a double cutaway mahogany body finished
in sunburst, two single coil pickups and a four-knob control layout.
Serial number 34772 impressed to headstock. Accompanied by a
vintage thermometer style case.

$1,000-1,500

218 93289

WALTER BECKER 1961 GIBSON
MELODY MAKER
A 1961 Gibson Melody Maker solidbody electric
guitar. This full scale version features a double
cutaway mahogany body finished in sunburst, a
single coil pickup and a two-knob control layout.
Serial number 22653 impressed to headstock.
Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$800-1,200
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219 93434

WALTER BECKER 1962 GIBSON MELODY
MAKER
A 1962 Gibson Melody Maker electric guitar. The double
cutaway mahogany body with a sunburst finish and a
mahogany set neck. Equipped with a pair of single coil pickups
and stamped to the headstock with the serial number 43177.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

220 93246

WALTER BECKER 1965 GIBSON
FIREBIRD V
A non-reverse 1965 Gibson Firebird V electric
guitar finished in sunburst. The guitar is fitted with
Kluson strip tuners, two mini humbuckers and a
vibrato tailpiece. The original selector switch has
been replaced by a toggle, serial number 350882
impressed to headstock. Accompanied by a
vintage hard shell case.

$2,000-4,000
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221 93400

WALTER BECKER 1966 GIBSON FIREBIRD
XII 12-STRING
A 1966 Gibson Firebird XII 12-string electric guitar. The
mahogany non-reverse body is finished in sunburst and fitted with
a pair of mini humbuckers with chrome covers. Areas of apparent
refinish and modification to the body and neck. Serial number
556228. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000

222 93245

WALTER BECKER 1968 GIBSON FIREBIRD III
A non-reverse Gibson Firebird III electric guitar, likely made in
1968. The original Pelham Blue finish has yellowed heavily and
now appears as a deep blue-green, the vibrato tailpiece has
been removed but is present and included. Currently
equipped with nickel Kluson strip tuners but showing
evidence of being fitted with larger tuners at some point, the
headstock also bears the serial number 900813. Underside
of pickguard is stamped in red with “INSP BY/ 26/ 6274.”
Accompanied by a plaid-lined vintage case.

$3,000-4,000
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223 93426

WALTER BECKER 1969 GIBSON LES PAUL
STANDARD
A 1969 Gibson Les Paul guitar. The original maple gold top
has been refinished in a dark sunburst. The tuners, jackplate
and potentiometers have been replaced. The pair of P90
pickups have black bobbins and cream covers. The serial
number 537579 is impressed to the headstock. Accompanied
by a hard shell case.

$3,000-4,000

224 93216

WALTER BECKER 1969/1970 GIBSON LES
PAUL CUSTOM
A late 1969/1970 Les Paul custom electric guitar with typical
black finish and gold hardware. Featuring a neck volute and
stamped to the headstock with serial number 910835, the
headstock appears to be lacking a “Made in USA” stamp,
potentiometers date to 1970. Accompanied by a potentially
original hard shell case.

$2,000-4,000
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226 93248

WALTER BECKER 1971 GIBSON LES PAUL
‘58 STANDARD
A 1971 Gibson Les Paul ‘58 Standard guitar which, despite its
name, is a reissue of the 1954/56 Les Paul. White molded
pickup covers and a wraparound bridge. Headstock impressed
with serial number 684037 and “MADE IN USA.” Accompanied
by a fitted hard shell case.

$3,000-5,000

225 93234

WALTER BECKER 1970 GIBSON LES PAUL
STUDIO BASS
A 1970 Les Paul Studio bass with solid ebony-lined mahogany
body and neck. Dual oval low-impedence humbucking
pickups, hi-lo output switch and phase switch. Headstock
stamped with serial number 631205 and “MADE IN USA.”
Accompanied by the potentially original hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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227

WALTER BECKER GIBSON EB-0 BASS
A Gibson EB-0 electric bass guitar. The mahogany body with original Pelham Blue finish which has now yellowed,
fitted with a mahogany set neck with 30 1/2 inch scale length and rosewood fretboard. The body was modified at

one time to house a split bridge pickup in addition to the humbucking neck pickup, but this cavity has been
covered by the current pickguard. The solid headstock with a silk screened Gibson logo, stamped to the reverse

with the serial number 910197, no “MADE IN U.S.A.” apparent. Accompanied by a chip board case.

$800-1,200

228

WALTER BECKER GIBSON LES PAUL SIGNATURE BASS
A Gibson Les Paul Signature goldtop bass guitar circa 1970s. Constructed with a hollow body and single
low impedance super humbucker. Serial number 114377 impressed to headstock. Accompanied by a gig

bag.

$2,000-3,000

93452

93585
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230 94055

WALTER BECKER GIBSON GA-100
AMPLIFIER AND SPEAKER
CABINET 
A Gibson GA-100 circa 1960. The amplifier is
designed to be stored within its tweed 1x12
hinged-top speaker cabinet and removed for use.

21 1/2 by 22 by 10 inches

$800-1,200

229

WALTER BECKER 1981 GIBSON V-BASS
A 1981 Gibson V-Bass with Silverburst finish. Headstock stamped with serial number 81621016 as well as

“SECOND” and “MADE IN U.S.A.” Accompanied by the original hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

93269
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93824  232

WALTER BECKER GIBSON 
EH 150 COMBO AMPLIFIER

A Gibson EH 150 1x12 15-watt combo amp circa 1937. The
amplifier has a microphone input, two instrument inputs and 

two control knobs for microphone and instruments respectively
housed together with the 12-inch speaker in a tweed case with
rounded corners. A badge to the speaker is impressed with the

serial number 6108.

17 by 17 by 9 inches

$1,000-2,000

233 93909

WALTER BECKER GIBSON BR-6 
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Gibson BR-6 combo amplifier circa 1947. The brown
control panel with an instrument input, microphone input
and single volume knob. The cabinet is loaded with the
original Rola 10-inch speaker.

18 by 14 by 8 inches

$300-500

231 93819

WALTER BECKER GIBSON BR-9 COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Gibson BR-9 combo amplifier circa 1953 loaded with
the original Jensen Field Coil speaker.

14 by 17 by 7 inches

$300-400
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235 93924

WALTER BECKER GIBSON GA-20 
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Gibson GA-20 two-tone 1x12 combo amplifier circa 1950s. 
The control panel is impressed with the serial number 31295 and
the cabinet is loaded with a Jensen P12R speaker.

16 1/2 by 20 by 8 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

94140 236

WALTER BECKER GIBSON GA-46
COMBO AMPLIFIER

A Gibson GA-46 2x12 combo amplifier circa 1950s.
A badge to the copper control panel bears the serial

number 95011.

21 1/2 by 29 by 10 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000

94006 234

WALTER BECKER GIBSON GA-20
COMBO AMPLIFIER

A Gibson GA-20 two-tone 1x12 combo amplifier
circa 1956. The cabinet is loaded with the original

Jensen P12 speaker and the brown control panel is
impressed with the serial number 34077.

16 1/2 by 20 by 8 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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237 94017

WALTER BECKER GIBSON GA-40
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Gibson GA-40 1x12 two-tone combo amplifier circa
1953 with Jensen P12 speaker. The brown control panel
is impressed with the serial number 51462.

17 1/2 by 22 1/2 by 8 1/4 inches

$800-1,200

94015 238

WALTER BECKER GIBSON GA-5 LES PAUL
JUNIOR COMBO AMPLIFIER

A Gibson GA-5 Les Paul Junior combo amplifier circa 1950s with
oval 5x7-inch speaker. The control panel is impressed with the

serial number 6686.

12 by 13 1/2 by 7 inches

$500-700

239 94016

WALTER BECKER GIBSON GA-50
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Gibson GA-50 1x12 + 1x8 combo amplifier circa 1950.

18 by 22 1/4 by 7 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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241 94108

WALTER BECKER GIBSON GA-8 COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Gibson GA-8 Gibsonette 1x10 combo amplifier circa 1956. The
cabinet is loaded with a later Workhorse speaker and the control
panel is impressed with the serial number 111267.

17 by 20 by 8 3/4 inches

$500-700

93913. 242

WALTER BECKER GIBSON GA-50T
COMBO AMPLIFIER

A Gibson model GA-50T 1x12 + 1x8 combo
amplifier circa 1950s. The unit features four inputs,
an on-board tremolo effect and is loaded with the

likely original Jensen Alnico 5 speakers.

18 by 22 1/2 by 7 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000

93849 240

WALTER BECKER GIBSON GA-9
COMBO AMPLIFIER

A Gibson GA-9 tweed 1x10 combo amplifier circa
1958. The cabinet is loaded with a Jensen 10J

speaker and the control panel is impressed with the
serial number 17140.

17 by 20 by 9 inches

$400-600
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243 93816

WALTER BECKER GA-5 COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Gibson model GA-5 1x8 combo amplifier circa 1960. The control
panel is impressed with the serial number 17211.

13 1/2 by 13 3/4 by 7 1/2 inches

$300-500

245 93822

WALTER BECKER GIBSON GA-5 COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Gibson GA-5 1x8 combo amplifier circa 1960 with the original
Jensen speaker. The serial number 20769 is impressed to the
back plate.

13 1/2 by 13 1/2 by 7 1/4 inches

$300-500

244 93999

WALTER BECKER GIBSON CREST GA-20
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Gibson model GA-20 Crest tweed 1x12 combo amplifier
circa 1960s. The original speaker has been replaced by
an Italian made Jensen reissue P12R. The control panel is
impressed with the serial number 40272.

17 by 20 by 8 3/4 inches

$700-900
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246

WALTER BECKER GIBSON GA-79RVT MULTI STEREO COMBO
AMPLIFIER

A Gibson GA-79RVT Multi Stereo 2x10 combo amplifier circa 1962. The cabinet is loaded with its
original pair of Jensen C10Q speakers and the control panel is impressed with the serial number

161794.

20 1/2 by 25 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches

$1,500-2,500

247 93906

WALTER BECKER GIBSON MAESTRO 
GA-1RT REVERB-ECHO COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Gibson Maestro GA-1RT 1x8 combo amp circa 1961. The
unit is equipped with the original Jensen speaker and echo-
reverb unit, the control panel is impressed with the serial
number 108464.

14 1/2 by 19 3/4 by 7 1/2 inches

$400-600

94151
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248 93977

WALTER BECKER GIBSON 
GA-8T COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Gibson GA-8T Discoverer Tremolo blonde
1x12 combo amplifier circa 1961. The cabinet
is loaded with the original Jensen 12-inch
speaker and the silver control panel is
impressed with the serial number 103061.

17 1/2 by 20 by 8 3/4 inches

$500-700

249 93983

WALTER BECKER GIBSON GA-8T
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Gibson GA-8T Gibsonette Tremolo 1x10 combo
amplifier circa 1960. The original speaker has been
replaced by an Italian made Jensen Reissue C10Q
and the control panel is impressed with the serial
number 101239.

17 by 20 by 9 inches

$500-700
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250 94058

WALTER BECKER GIBSON 
GA-8T COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Gibson GA-8T Gibsonette Tremolo 1x8
combo amplifier circa 1960. The cabinet
has been stripped of its original covering
and left with a natural finish, it is loaded with
the original Jensen speaker and the control
panel is impressed with the serial number
101607.

17 by 20 by 8 3/4 inches

$400-600

251 93869

WALTER BECKER GIBSON 
GA-8T GIBSONETTE
TREMOLO COMBO AMPLIFIER 
A Gibson model GA-8T 1x10 combo
amplifier circa 1960. The unit is loaded with
a Jensen 10J11 speaker and impressed to
the control panel with the serial number
102070.

17 by 20 by 9 inches

$400-600
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252 93365

WALTER BECKER 1980 GIBSON L-6S
A 1980 Gibson L-6S electric guitar. Solid maple body and set
neck finished in two-color sunburst, with a rosewood fretboard
and dual super humbucking pickups. Headstock stamped with
serial number 80980572.

$500-700

253 93388

WALTER BECKER 1984 GIBSON
EXPLORER III
A Gibson Explorer III with rare camouflage finish. Equipped
with three P90 pickups, serial number 82854513 stamped to
headstock. Accompanied by the original hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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254 93432

WALTER BECKER GIBSON BLUESHAWK
A Gibson Blueshawk semi-hollow electric guitar. The maple top,
pine body and mahogany neck all with a cherry finish. Equipped
with a pair of P90 pickups and a Maestro tailpiece. Tuners
replaced and light repairs evident near bridge pickup. Serial
number 90648351 impressed to headstock. Accompanied by a
hard shell case.

$500-700

255 93325

WALTER BECKER GIBSON FLYING V
A 1991 Gibson Flying V guitar. The originally white finish
has yellowed substantially. Headstock impressed with
serial number 90561706. Accompanied by the original
hard shell case.

$800-1,200
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256 93425

WALTER BECKER GIBSON CUSTOM SHOP
‘54 REISSUE GOLDTOP LES PAUL 
A Gibson Custom Shop 1964 reissue Les Paul goldtop circa
2004. The mahogany body with gold maple top, dual P90
pickups and a wraparound tailpiece. Serial number 4 6208
stamped to headstock. Accompanied by a hard shell case and a
signed certificate of authenticity.

$1,500-2,500

257 93431

WALTER BECKER GIBSON CUSTOM SHOP
‘59 LES PAUL 50TH ANNIVERSARY GUITAR
One of a limited edition of 500 1959 Replica Les Paul
Standard guitars made by the Gibson custom shop to
commemorate the guitar’s 50th Anniversary. The mahogany
body and maple top finished in cherry sunburst and fitted with
a pair of Humbucking pickups. Serial number 9 9384 stamped
to headstock. Accompanied by the original hard shell case
and a leather bound certificate of authenticity.

$2,500-3,500
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258 93429

WALTER BECKER GIBSON CUSTOM SHOP
HISTORIC ‘54 LES PAUL 
Gibson Custom Shop Historic ‘54 Les Paul reissue. Made to
1954 specifications with a mahogany body and maple top
finished in a light sunburst and equipped with a pair of P90
pickups. Serial number 4 5116 stamped to the headstock.

$1,500-2,500

259 93284

WALTER BECKER GIBSON CUSTOM
SHOP LES PAUL ‘59 REISSUE 
A Gibson Custom Shop Les Paul guitar. The guitar is a
reissue of the 1959 model and features a mahogany body
and maple top with a Faded Tea Burst finish among other
vintage appointments. Headstock stamped with the serial
number 942042 and also featuring a cast metal
commemorative “1894-2014” switch cavity cover.
Accompanied by the original hard shell case and a
certificate of authenticity.

$3,000-4,000
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260 93285

WALTER BECKER GIBSON CUSTOM SHOP VOS LES PAUL
A limited edition Gibson Custom Shop Billy F. Gibbons Goldtop VOS guitar. One of only 150 of the VOS
finished reproductions of Gibbons’ 1957 Les Paul, featuring the ZZ Top guitarist’s personally designed
pinstripe motif and custom control setup. The headstock is stamped with the serial number BGGT 096 and
the control cavity features a commemorative “1894-2014” cover plate. Accompanied by the original hard shell
case and a leather bound certificate of authenticity.

$3,000-4,000

261 93526

WALTER BECKER GIBSON SMARTWOOD LES PAUL
A SmartWood series Les Paul electric guitar by Gibson. Constructed in mahogany with a muiricatiara top.
Serial number 034850616 impressed to headstock. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$500-700
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263 93421

WALTER BECKER GIBSON FLYING V ‘67 REISSUE
A Gibson reissue 1967 Flying V electric guitar circa 2005. The mahogany body finished with a cherry stain and
equipped with a pair of humbucking pickups. Serial number 01115546 stamped to headstock.

$700-900

262 93311

WALTER BECKER GIBSON MELODY MAKER REISSUE GUITAR
A 2008 reissue of the Gibson Melody Maker guitar. Finished in black/gold sparkle and fitted with a DiMarzio
Liquifire humbucking pickup. Stamped to headstock with the serial number 008480661 above “MADE IN/ USA”
and “2008.” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$100-300
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264

WALTER BECKER GIBSON FLAT TOP ACOUSTIC
A flat top acoustic guitar constructed with mahogany top, sides, back and neck. The instrument has a scale length
of 24 1/4-inches and measures 13 7/8-inches at the lower bout. The solid peghead is painted with “The Gibson”

logo in silver. The neck block is stamped with 8810. Accompanied by a chip board case.

$800-1,200

265 

WALTER BECKER 1936 GIBSON L-00
A 1936 Gibson L-00 flat top acoustic guitar. The bound spruce top is finished in sunburst and the

mahogany body and neck have a natural finish. Factory order number 947B is stamped to the neck block.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000

93755
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267

WALTER BECKER 1965 GIBSON COUNTRY WESTERN
A 1965 Gibson Country Western model flat top acoustic guitar. This naturally finished version is constructed in

mahogany with a spruce top and rosewood fretboard, serial number 330522. Accompanied by a faux alligator chip
board case.

$1,500-2,500

266

WALTER BECKER 1941 GIBSON L-4N
A 1941 Gibson L-4N acoustic archtop guitar. The body is constructed with figured maple back and sides and a
spruce top, all naturally finished and fitted with a bound maple neck with walnut center strip and rosewood

fretboard. The serial number 96783 is stamped to a paper label affixed to the inside. Accompanied by the original
hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000

93534

93751
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268 93222

WALTER BECKER 1952/1953 GIBSON SJ-200
CUSTOM
A 1952 or 1953 Gibson JS-200 Custom jumbo sized flat top
acoustic guitar with sunburst finish. Featuring a spruce top, maple
body, floral decorated pickguard, and typical inlays to bridge and
fingerboard. Paper label to inside with serial number A14099,
neck block stamped with order number Z2999. Accompanied by a
vintage fitted hard shell case.

$8,000-10,000
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269

WALTER BECKER GIBSON B-25-12
A Gibson B-25 12-string acoustic guitar with a spruce top
over mahogany back, sides and neck all with sunburst finish
and equipped with a trapeze tailpiece typical of units
manufactured between 1965 and 1970. The headstock is
impressed with the serial number “901980” and “2.”
Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$700-900

270 93582

WALTER BECKER 1993 GIBSON J-200
A Gibson J-200 jumbo flat top acoustic guitar finished in
black with a rosewood tailpiece and fretboard. Serial
number 93023021 impressed to headstock and printed
to paper label on the interior. Accompanied by the
original hard shell case.

$1,500-2,500
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271 93741

WALTER BECKER GIBSON HOWARD
ROBERTS FUSION III
A 1997 Gibson Howard Roberts Fusion III semi-hollow electric
guitar finished in sunburst with gold-toned hardware and a pair of
humbucking pickups. The headstock is impressed with the serial
number 93247435. Accompanied by the original hard shell case.

$800-1,200

272 93542

WALTER BECKER 1965 
GIBSON ES-120 T
A 1965 Gibson ES-120 T hollowbody electric guitar.
The thinline, non-cutaway body is constructed in
bound maple with mahogany sides and finished in
sunburst. Serial number 331361 stamped to
headstock. Accompanied by the original hard shell
case.

$800-1,200
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273 93249

WALTER BECKER 1979 GIBSON ES-175 CC
A 1979 Gibson ES-175 CC archtop electric guitar finished in
sunburst. Fitted with a single Charlie Christian-style pickup, a
chrome trapeze tailpiece and later Grover tuners. The headstock
is stamped with serial number 70469046 and “MADE IN USA.”
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

274 93529

WALTER BECKER 
GIBSON ARCHTOP
A Gibson archtop guitar which has been later finished
in black and fitted with a Charlie Christian-style blade
pickup, electronics, controls, a nickel bridge and nickel
nut. The scale length is 25 inches and the body
measures 14 3/4 inches at the lower bout. 
The headstock is faintly stamped E62-255.
Accompanied by a gig bag.

$1,000-2,000
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275 93442

WALTER BECKER GIBSON CUSTOM SHOP 
PAT MARTINO SIGNATURE MODEL GUITAR 
A Gibson Custom Shop Pat Martino Signature Model semi-hollow electric
guitar. The bound mahogany body set with a mahogany neck and figured
maple top finished in cherry sunburst, equipped with a pair of humbucking
pickups. The serial number CS 0405 is stamped to the headstock.
Accompanied by the original hard shell case.

$1,500-2,500

276 93770

WALTER BECKER 
GIBSON ES-320 TD
A Gibson ES-320 TD thinline electric archtop circa
1970. The guitar has a double cutaway 
semi-hollow maple body with black binding and
mahogany neck in a cherry finish, equipped with a
pair of Melody Maker-style single coil pickups. 
The headstock is impressed with the serial number
613393. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$700-900
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277 93739

WALTER BECKER 1934 GIBSON L4 SPECIAL
A 1934 Gibson L4 acoustic archtop guitar. The maple body, mahogany
neck and spruce top all with a dark sunburst finish and white binding. 
A white oval label to the interior is stamped with the serial number 91573
and “SPECIAL.” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$2,500-3,500

278 93738

WALTER BECKER 1940 GIBSON L5
A 1940 Gibson L5 acoustic archtop guitar. The
body is constructed with figured maple back and
sides with a spruce top all finished in sunburst and
fitted with a rosewood bridge and etched two-tone
tailpiece. A white oval label to the interior is
stamped with the serial number 96358.
Accompanied by the original hard shell case.

$4,000-5,000
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279

WALTER BECKER 1942 GIBSON L-SERIES ARCHTOP
A Gibson archtop acoustic guitar with bound maple sides, flat maple back, spruce top and mahogany neck all
finished in sunburst. The interior is stamped and inscribed with the factory order number 7462H 3. Accompanied

by a chip board case.

$1,000-2,000

280

WALTER BECKER 1947 GIBSON L7-C
A 1947 Gibson L7-C acoustic archtop guitar that has been fitted with a McCarty floating pickup. Spruce
top with maple sides, back, and neck finished in sunburst. A paper label is present to the interior bearing
the serial number A 614. There are some cracks to the back. Accompanied by a Lifton hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000

93765

93455
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282

WALTER BECKER GIBSON ES-125
A Gibson electric archtop guitar circa 1949. The non-cutaway body is constructed entirely in bound mahogany
and measures 16 1/4 inches wide and 3 1/2 inches deep at the lower bout. The guitar also features a rosewood
fretboard with trapezoid inlays, rosewood bridge and single dogear P90 pickup. The top has been applied with a

set of decals that read “P W K.” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

281

WALTER BECKER 1951 GIBSON L-7
A 1951 Gibson L-7 archtop guitar with naturally finished spruce top, maple sides, maple back, and maple neck.
The instrument is also equipped with a McCarty double pickup assembly, rosewood fretboard, rosewood bridge
and trapeze tailpiece. A paper label to the interior bears the serial number A-7956. Accompanied by a hard shell

case.

$2,000-3,000

93754

93776
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283 93552

WALTER BECKER 1955 GIBSON ES-225 T
A 1955 Gibson ES-225 T electric archtop guitar. The thinline
body constructed in maple with mahogany sides, white
binding and a sunburst finish. Equipped with a mahogany
neck, trapeze tailpiece and single P90 pickup. The factory
order number W3544 14 is stamped to the interior.
Accompanied by the original chip board case.

$1,500-2,500

284 93213

WALTER BECKER 1955 GIBSON ES-5
A Gibson ES-5 archtop electric guitar with natural finish
maple body and spruce top. Paper label to interior bearing
the serial number A 20227. Accompanied by a potentially
original fitted hard shell case.

$8,000-10,000
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286 93450

WALTER BECKER 1958 GIBSON ES-350 T
A 1958 Gibson ES-350 T archtop electric guitar. Bound maple
body and neck finished in sunburst and equipped with a pair of
PAF humbucking pickups and trapeze tailpiece. Paper label to
inside bears the serial number A 28152. Accompanied by a hard
shell case.

$4,000-6,000

285 93554

WALTER BECKER 1956 GIBSON ES-225 TD
A 1956 Gibson ES-225 TD electric archtop guitar. The thinline,
single cutaway body with a maple top and natural finish, fitted
with a mahogany neck and pair of P90 pickups. The factory
order number V8036 27 is stamped to the interior.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000
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287 93543

WALTER BECKER 1959 GIBSON ES-125 TD
A 1959 Gibson ES-125 TD archtop electric guitar. The
thinline, non-cutaway body is constructed in bound maple
with mahogany sides, finished in sunburst and equipped with
a pair of P90 pickups. Factory order number S8418-17 is
stamped to the interior. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$800-1,200

288 93548

WALTER BECKER 1955 GIBSON ES-140
A 1955 Gibson ES-140 archtop electric guitar. featuring a
shorter 22 3/4-inch scale length and a single P90 pickup. 
The factory order number W1653 5 is stamped to the interior.
Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$1,000-2,000
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289 93459

WALTER BECKER 1970 GIBSON S-400 CESN
A 1970 Gibson S-400 Cutaway Electric Spanish archtop guitar
with natural spruce and figured maple finish. Equipped with a pair
of embossed humbucking pickups and a hand-etched trapeze
tailpiece. The headstock is impressed with the serial number
622420 and “MADE IN USA.” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$4,000-6,000
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Walter used to stop by the shop about once a

week to see what was new, and to shoot the

breeze. We became close friends outside of the

music or guitar worlds. Our discussions were

as much about politics, religion, the state of the

world, family issues, etc as they were about

music related things. He produced part of my

2010 album of original music called Labor Of

Love, and gave me constant opinions and

encouragement regarding my music.

Steve Grimes ”
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291 93703

WALTER BECKER GRIMES MONTREUX ARCHTOP PLAYED AT PRIVATE GIGS
A 17-inch lower bout Montreux model acoustic archtop guitar built by Steve Grimes and played by Walter Becker
at private performances. The single cutaway body is constructed in bound maple with a spruce top and fitted with
an ebony and gold-tone tailpiece, maple neck and ebony fretboard. The serial number 0573 is impressed to the
neck block and stamped to an interior paper label. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$4,000-5,000

290 93707

WALTER BECKER GRIMES MONTREUX ARCHTOP
The last Grimes guitar purchased by Walter Becker, a custom 17 1/4-inch lower bout non-cutaway Montreux
Model archtop with sunburst finish built in 1996. Constructed with an Adirondack spruce top, German maple
sides and back with ebony fretboard and appointments. The neck block is stamped with the serial number 0586.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$4,000-5,000
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292 93712

WALTER BECKER GRIMES 
BIRD OF PARADISE
A Grimes Bird of Paradise semi-hollow archtop electric guitar
built for Walter Becker in 1998. The single cutaway body is
constructed in bound Western quilted maple and equipped
with a pair of DiMarzio humbucking pickups.

$4,000-5,000

293 93681

WALTER BECKER GRIMES KOA 
STRAT-STYLE GUITAR
The first Grimes guitar purchased by Walter Becker and
subsequently brought on tour in 1996 where he often played
it in his hotel room. The double cutaway body is constructed
in chambered koa with a natural finish and fitted with three
single coil pickups, a fourth single coil pickup is wired and
remains within the cavity otherwise unattached. The neck
heel is impressed with “F705P” and “8323.” Accompanied by
a gig bag.

$2,000-3,000

I made this custom Strat style guitar for

Walter in 1984 from curly koa. Since the wood

was heavier than standard wood used for Strat

style guitars, I made two extra hollow

chambers underneath the pickguard to lighten

it up. I made it with a maple neck, and Walter

later switched it out for a rosewood

neck (source unknown). I think I remember

him telling me he regretted doing the switch,

because the rosewood was too heavy and made

the guitar a little neck-heavy.

Steve Grimes ”

“
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295 93384

WALTER BECKER “LUMPY” TIME SQUARE
GUITARS BLUES BILLY
A Time Square Blues Billy electric guitar by Chris "Lumpy"
Hofschneider.

$1,000-2,000

294 93386

WALTER BECKER GRIMES
STRATOCASTER-STYLE GUITAR
A Grimes Stratocaster-style solidbody electric guitar built for
Walter Becker in 1988. The double cutaway profile body
finished in white and equipped with three single coil pickups. 
A favorite and often played guitar of Walter Becker in the early
1990s. Serial number 934614. Accompanied by a hard shell
case.

$1,000-2,000
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296

WALTER BECKER “LUMPY” 
TIME SQUARE PROTOTYPE GUITAR

An offset solidbody electric guitar by Chris "Lumpy"
Hofschneider equipped with a Bartolini humbucking pickup.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

297 93780

WALTER BECKER “LUMPY” 
TIME SQUARE GUITAR
A Time Square chambered electric guitar with single coil
bridge pickup by Chris "Lumpy" Hofschneider, serial number
G50-6. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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298 93627

WALTER BECKER 
C.P. THORNTON ANNIVERSARY
ARCHTOP
A C.P. Thornton 10th Anniversary model electric
archtop guitar. Constructed with a master grade
sitka top, curly maple back and sides and a flame
maple neck. The tailpiece and fretboard are in
rosewood and the guitar is equipped with a pair
of Wolfetone Dr. Vintage PAF-style humbuckers.
A paper label to the interior is signed and
inscribed with the serial #4. Accompanied by a
faux alligator hard shell case and a signed build
sheet dated 8/29/14.

$6,000-8,000
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299

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED 
C.P. THORNTON BLUES QUEEN
A C.P. Thornton Blues Queen semi-hollow electric guitar. The
instrument is constructed in maple, mahogany and ebony,
finished in black with white binding and equipped with a pair
of Zhangbucker P90 pickups. The guitar also features the
addition of f-holes uncharacteristic of the model. A paper label
to the interior is signed and inscribed with the serial number
415. Accompanied by the original tweed hard case and a
build sheet which indicates the guitar was built specifically for
Walter Becker on 8/29/14.

$2,000-3,000

300 93255

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED 
C.P. THORNTON CLASSIC MODEL GUITAR
A C.P Thornton “Classic” electric guitar. The Telecaster
inspired contoured ash body is finished in a subtle matte
burst and fitted with a birdseye veneered maple set neck,
Lollar Vintage Tele pickups and a Lollar Blonde Strat middle
pickup. Serial number 401 inscribed to headstock.
Accompanied by a tweed hard shell case and the original
handwritten sales order indicating the guitar was built
specifically for Walter Becker.

$2,000-3,000
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302 93440

WALTER BECKER C.P. THORNTON
CONTOURED LEGEND SPECIAL GUITAR 
A Contoured Legend Special electric guitar by C.P. Thornton.
The heavily contoured single cutaway body in bound walnut
with neck-through construction, equipped with a set of Lollar
humbucking pickups. A paper label affixed to the cavity cover is
signed and inscribed with the serial number 371. Accompanied
by a hard shell case and signed order sheet dated 9/3/13.

$2,000-3,000

301 93256

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED 
C.P. THORNTON CLASSIC MODEL GUITAR
A C.P Thornton “Classic” electric guitar. The Telecaster
inspired contoured Nootka cedar body is finished in a 
three-color matte burst and fitted with a rosewood veneered
Nootka cedar set neck, Lollar Vintage Tele pickups and a
Lollar Blonde Strat middle pickup. Serial number 402 inscribed
to headstock. Accompanied by a tweed hard shell case and
the original handwritten sales order indicating the guitar was
built specifically for Walter Becker.

$2,000-3,000
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303 93628

WALTER BECKER C.P. THORNTON CONTOURED LEGEND SPECIAL GUITAR 
A Contoured Legend Special electric guitar by C.P. Thornton. The mahogany body with a gold top and white
binding, equipped with a set of P90 pickups. A paper label affixed to the cavity cover is inscribed with the serial
number 396, the date May 2014 and the maker’s signature. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000

304 93257

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED C.P. THORNTON HTL MODEL GUITAR
A C.P. Thornton HTL (Homage to Leo) electric guitar. The Stratocaster inspired contoured body is finished in a
matte white and is fitted with three single coil pickups and a birdseye veneered maple set neck. The
headstock is inscribed with the serial number 339 and additionally affixed with an adhesive label reading
“11’s.” Accompanied by a tweed hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000
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306 93454

WALTER BECKER C.P. THORNTON LEGEND
A Legend model electric guitar by C.P. Thornton. The single cutaway body in bound mahogany with neck-through
construction, cherry finish to neck, sides and back. The top is finished in black and set with a pair of Wolftone
Marshallhead pickups. A paper label affixed to the cavity cover is signed and inscribed with the serial number 393.
Accompanied by a hard shell case and signed order sheet.

$2,000-3,000

305 93744

WALTER BECKER C.P. THORNTON IMPROV ELITE
A C.P. Thornton Improv Elite semi-hollow electric guitar. The instrument is constructed in 5A figured maple with a
Tobacco Burst finish and equipped with a pair of Lollar Low Wind humbucking pickups. A paper label to the
interior is signed and inscribed with the serial number 303. Accompanied by the original faux alligator hard shell
case and a signed order sheet which is dated 5/15/12.

$3,000-4,000
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307 93625

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED 
C.P. THORNTON LEGEND
A Legend model electric guitar by C.P. Thornton. The single cutaway body
in bound mahogany with a maple top and Dark Burst finish, equipped with
a pair of Wolfetone Marshallhead humbucking pickups. The side of the
guitar is affixed with an adhesive label printed with “N2 B1 NT5 BT10,”
another label is affixed to the headstock printed with “10’s.” A paper label
affixed to the cavity cover is inscribed with the serial number 297.
Accompanied by a tweed hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000

308 93154

WALTER BECKER FRYE 
MODEL ONE GUITAR
A Frye electric guitar finished in blue with a pair of
P90 pickups and three control knobs,
accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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309

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED FRYE MODEL
ONE GUITAR
A double cutaway electric guitar with a solid spruce body finished in
black and fitted with a single humbucking pickup, cavity cover inscribed
with “6-50 2011,” played on stage by Walter Becker. Accompanied by a
padded gig bag.

$1,000-2,000

310 93414

WALTER BECKER FRYE MODEL
ONE GUITAR
A double cutaway electric guitar with a solid spruce
body finished in red and fitted with a single
humbucking pickup, cavity cover inscribed with
“22-50 2011.” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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311 93649

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED FRYE MODEL
ONE
A Frye Model One electric guitar played extensively on tour by Walter
Becker. The double cutaway pine body is finished in black and
equipped with a single humbucking pickup. The cavity cover is
inscribed with “18-50 2011.” Accompanied by a padded gig bag.

$1,500-2,500

312 93641

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED
FRYE MODEL ONE GUITAR
A Frye Model One solidbody electric guitar played
often on tour by Walter Becker. The solid spruce
body is finished in white and fitted with a single
humbucking pickup. The cavity cover is inscribed
in white marker with “4-50 2011” and the
headstock is affixed with an adhesive label printed
with “10s.” Accompanied by a gig bag.

$1,000-2,000
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313 93318

WALTER BECKER 1961 EPIPHONE CORONET
A 1961 Epiphone Coronet with cherry stained mahogany body and a
single P90 pickup. Serial number 29345 stamped to headstock.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000

314 93451

WALTER BECKER 1961 EPIPHONE
CORONET
A 1961 Epiphone Coronet electric guitar.
Mahogany body with a cherry stain, single black 
P90 pickup, serial number 29360 stamped to
headstock. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000
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315 93316

WALTER BECKER 1964 EPIPHONE
CORONET
A 1964 Epiphone Coronet, refinished in white and fitted with a
single P90 pickup. Serial number 65129 stamped to
headstock. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

316 93697

WALTER BECKER 1964 EPIPHONE
CORONET
A 1964 Epiphone Coronet electric guitar, one of the earliest
additions to Walter Becker’s collection. The solid mahogany
body with a cherry finish and single P90 pickup, the original
tailpiece has been replaced. The headstock is stamped with
the serial number 223163. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,500-2,500
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318 93497

WALTER BECKER 1965 EPIPHONE
EMBASSY BASS
A 1965 Epiphone Embassy electric bass guitar constructed in
mahogany with a cherry finish and equipped with a pair of
humbucking pickups. Serial number 255450 stamped to the
headstock. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000

317 93399

WALTER BECKER 1964 EPIPHONE
OLYMPIC
A 1964 Epiphone Olympic solidbody electric guitar, single
pickup variation with mahogany body finished in a cherry stain.
Serial number 244251 stamped to headstock. Accompanied
by a hard shell case.

$700-900
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319 93491

WALTER BECKER 1966 EPIPHONE NEWPORT BASS
A 1966 Epiphone Newport bass guitar constructed in mahogany with a later orange finish and equipped with a
single humbucking pickup. Serial number 570914 impressed to the headstock. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$500-700

320 93767

WALTER BECKER 1966 EPIPHONE OLYMPIC DOUBLE
A 1966 Epiphone Olympic Double electric guitar. The solid mahogany body with a cherry finish and pair of
single coil pickups. The original vibrato tailpiece has been replaced. The headstock is impressed with the
serial number 550898. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$800-1,200
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322 93798

WALTER BECKER ELECTRICAL GUITAR COMPANY/EPIPHONE
“FRANKENSTEIN”
An electric guitar that has been made by combining the cherry-stained mahogany body of a 1960s Epiphone
Wilshire and an Electrical Guitar Company aluminum neck.

$1,000-2,000

321 93315

WALTER BECKER 1961 EPIPHONE WILSHIRE
A 1961 Epiphone Wilshire electric guitar. Mahogany body with a cherry stain, dual black P-90 pickups, serial
number 30346 stamped to headstock. Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$2,000-3,000
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323

WALTER BECKER 1961 EPIPHONE SORRENTO
A 1961 Epiphone Sorrento thinline archtop guitar. The single cutaway maple body with a Royal Olive Burst finish
and a pair of mini humbuckers. The serial number 38644 is impressed to the headstock and stamped to a paper

label affixed to the interior. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

324

WALTER BECKER 1966 EPIPHONE CENTURY ARCHTOP
A 1966 Epiphone Century electric thinline archtop guitar. Constructed in maple and mahogany with a

sunburst finish and equipped with a single P90 pickup. Paper label to the interior is printed with the style
designation E422T and the serial number 823480. Accompanied by a chip board case.

$800-1,200

93743

93578
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326

WALTER BECKER 1935 EPIPHONE DE LUXE
A 1935 Epiphone De Luxe archtop acoustic guitar constructed in bound maple with a herringbone-banded spruce
top and rosewood fretboard. A paper label to the interior is stamped with the serial number 8850. Accompanied by

a hard shell case.

$4,000-5,000

325

WALTER BECKER EPIPHONE AL CAIOLA CUSTOM
An Epiphone Al Caiola Custom model hollowbody electric guitar circa 1960s. The body and headstock have been
refinished in brown, the controls have been modified from the original “Tonexpressor” switch configuration and a
leather pad has been affixed to the back of the guitar. Also equipped with a pair of mini humbucker pickups and a

trapeze tailpiece. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$700-900

93539

93705
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327 93549

WALTER BECKER 1939 EPIPHONE CENTURY
ARCHTOP
A 1939 Epiphone Century archtop electric guitar. The maple top is
finished in sunburst with white binding and fitted with a single blade
pickup, mahogany neck and rosewood fretboard. The serial number
2507 is impressed to the headstock above a metal patent badge.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$800-1,200

328 93637

WALTER BECKER EPIPHONE
TRIUMPH REGENT ARCHTOP
An Epiphone Triumph Regent model archtop guitar
circa 1950s. The guitar features a maple body and
spruce top with three-color sunburst finish and a
Frequensator tailpiece, a DeArmond Rhythm Chief
1100 pickup has been added. Accompanied by a
hard shell case.

$1,500-2,500
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330 93978

WALTER BECKER EPIPHONE
PATHFINDER EA-28RVT COMBO
AMPLIFIER
An Epiphone Pathfinder EA-28RVT 1x12 combo amplifier
produced by Gibson circa 1961. The amp features reverb,
tremolo and a Jensen P12R speaker. The control panel is
impressed with the serial number 131181.

17 by 20 by 8 3/4 inches

$700-900

329 93931

WALTER BECKER EPIPHONE EA-50T
PACEMAKER TREMOLO COMBO
AMPLIFIER
An Epiphone EA-50T Pacemaker Tremolo 1x10 combo
amplifier circa 1960s. The cabinet is currently loaded with
a Weber 10F100 speaker, the faceplate is impressed with
the serial number 842276.

17 by 20 1/4 by 9 3/4 inches

$200-300
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331 93537

WALTER BECKER 1963 EPIPHONE FT-45
CORTEZ
A 1963 Epiphone FT-45 Cortez model acoustic guitar. The small
dreadnought body is constructed in mahogany with a spruce top
finished in sunburst. A paper label affixed to the interior is stamped
with the serial number 106478. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$800-1,200

332 93546

WALTER BECKER 1963 EPIPHONE
FT-45 CORTEZ
A 1963 Epiphone FT-45 Cortez model acoustic
guitar. The body is constructed in mahogany with a
spruce top, white binding and a sunburst finish.
The guitar has been modified with the addition of a
DeArmond sound hole pickup, control knobs and
an output jack. The serial number 119170 is
impressed to the headstock and also stamped to
the paper label which is affixed to the interior.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$800-1,200
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333 93212

WALTER BECKER 1928 MARTIN 00-28
GUITAR
A Martin 00 size flat top guitar with mahogany body and neck, a
herringbone-banded spruce top inlaid with an unusual but likely
original pickguard, ebony bridge and fret board with split
diamond inlay. Serial number 35972 stamped to neck block.
“C.F. MARTIN & Co./ NAVARETH.PA.” stamped to backside of
slotted peghead. Accompanied by the potentially original fitted
hard shell case.

$8,000-12,000

http://navareth.pa/
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334 93670

WALTER BECKER 1933 MARTIN 0-17T TENOR GUITAR
A 1933 Martin 0-17T 4-string tenor guitar, constructed in mahogany and impressed to the neck block with “0-17T”
and “54449.” Accompanied by a chip board case.

$800-1,200

335 93732

WALTER BECKER 1935 MARTIN 0-17
A 1935 Martin 0-17 acoustic guitar constructed in mahogany with rosewood fretboard and bridge. A large
cowgirl pinup decal has been applied to the back and a smaller pinup decal has been applied to the top.
The neck block is impressed with the serial number 57253. Accompanied by a chip board case.

$2,000-3,000
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336

WALTER BECKER MARTIN
112 COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Martin 112 model combo amplifier
produced by DeArmond circa 1960. The
cabinet is loaded with the likely-original
Jensen P12R 12-inch speaker and
affixed to the interior with a tube chart
that is stamped with the serial number
ML9157. Accompanied by the original
strap, warranty card and instructions.

16 1/2 by 20 by 9 3/4 inches

$2,000-3,000

337 93756

WALTER BECKER 1970 MARTIN D12-20
A 1970 Martin D12-20 12-string flat top acoustic guitar. The Dreadnought body is constructed in
mahogany with a spruce top, mahogany neck, rosewood bridge and rosewood fretboard. The neck block
is impressed with the serial number 260238. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$800-1,200
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338 93709

WALTER BECKER 1993 MARTIN PERRY
BECHTEL OM-28
A limited edition Perry Bechtel signature model version of the
Martin OM-28 guitar constructed with a bound rosewood
body, spruce top, mahogany neck and ebony fretboard. A
paper label to the interior is signed by C.F. Martin and
Bechtel. The neck block is impressed with the serial number
528569. Accompanied by the original fitted road case.

$2,000-3,000

339 93736

WALTER BECKER MARTIN CEO-7
A Martin CEO-7 flat top acoustic guitar. Designed as a
modern homage to Martin’s “Golden Age,” the 00 sized body
and neck are constructed in naturally finished mahogany with
a sunburst-stained spruce top and ebony fretboard. A paper
label to the interior inscribed with the number 2112, the
neckblock is stamped with the serial number 1938524.
Accompanied by the original hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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341 93793

WALTER BECKER MARTIN OMJM JOHN
MAYER SIGNATURE MODEL
A Martin OMJM flat top acoustic guitar. The 000 size body is
constructed with rosewood back, rosewood sides, mahogany
neck, ebony fretboard and herringbone banded spruce top. A
paper label to the interior with facsimile signatures of John
Mayer and C.F. Martin above the number 3470. The neck block
is stamped with the serial number 1840464. Accompanied by
the original hard shell case.

$1,500-2,500

340 93677

WALTER BECKER MARTIN LXM “LITTLE
MARTIN”
A Martin LXM model travel size flat top acoustic guitar. A label
to the inside bears the serial number MG 47469. Accompanied
by the original gig bag.

$100-200
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342 93214

WALTER BECKER BACON & DAY
SENORITA S-6
A fine example of the rare Senorita S-6 model
guitar manufactured briefly in the mid 1930s
by Bacon Banjo. The flat top acoustic guitar
features a spruce top with inlaid pickguard,
finished in a dark sunburst. The pearloid
headstock face, like the inlays, features
incised and painted decorations and is
additionally set with rhinestones. The backside
of the headstock is stamped with the serial
number 1147 and the interior is affixed with a
paper label for Bacon Banjo Co. Inc. of Groton
Connecticut. Accompanied by the original faux
alligator hard shell case.

$10,000-15,000



343 93773

WALTER BECKER BACON & DAY
SENORITA S-6
A Bacon & Day Senorita S-6 model flat top
acoustic guitar circa 1930s. The instrument is
constructed with a bound rosewood body,
mahogany neck and spruce top all finished in
a dark sunburst. The pearloid inlays and
headstock veneer are engraved and painted
with additional applied rhinestone decorations
to the headstock which is also impressed to
the rear with the serial number 1019. The
interior is affixed with a blue oval paper label
for Bacon Banjo Co. Inc. of Groton
Connecticut. Accompanied by a hard shell
case.

$10,000-15,000

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS 187
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344

WALTER BECKER BACON & DAY SENORITA
A Bacon & Day Senorita model flat top acoustic guitar circa
1930s. The instrument is constructed in bound mahogany with a
spruce top and dark sunburst finish and engraved pearloid
headstock veneer. The headstock is impressed with the serial
number 35052 and a blue oval paper label for Bacon Banjo Co.
Inc. of Groton Connecticut is applied to the inside. Accompanied
by a hard shell case.

$8,000-10,000
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345 93727

WALTER BECKER BACON & DAY
SENORITA S1
A Gretsch-era Bacon & Day Senorita S1 flat top acoustic guitar
constructed in mahogany with a spruce top finished in sunburst
and a cameo decorated headstock, impressed to the reverse
with the serial number 123. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

346 93774

WALTER BECKER BACON
& DAY SENORITA
A Bacon & Day Senorita model flat top
acoustic guitar circa 1930s. The
instrument is constructed in bound
mahogany with a spruce top and dark
sunburst finish. The scale length
measures 24 inches, the body
measures 14 1/2 inches wide and 4
inches deep at the lower bout. The
slotted headstock is impressed with the
serial number 31570 above a gold-tone
badge that reads ““BACON AND DAY”
THE BACON BANJO Co INC.
GROTON CONN.” Accompanied by a
hard shell case.

$5,000-7,000
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347 93232

WALTER BECKER 1936 D’ANGELICO EXCEL
GUITAR
A fine early example of an Excel model archtop guitar handbuilt by
luthier John D’Angelico. The spruce top and maple body with a
sunburst finish, fitted with a Grover DeLuxe tailpiece, ebony
bridge and fretboard. The headstock with delicate inlays,
engraved Grover tuners, and a distinctive brass finial. Serial
number 1154 (possibly 1164 or 1184) is stamped to the interior.
Accompanied by a Lifton alligator hard shell case.

$10,000-15,000
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348 93717

WALTER BECKER D’ANGELICO STYLE
B PERSONALIZED FOR ARTIE CUCCIA
A Style B archtop guitar handcrafted by John D’Angelico
and purchased by jazz guitarist Artie Cuccia in 1942. The
17th fret inlay has been engraved with “ARTIE CUCCIA”
and the instrument has been fitted with a DeArmond
floating pickup. The body is constructed in bound maple
with a spruce top and sunburst finish, engraved 
gold-toned tailpiece, ebony bridge and ebony fretboard.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$8,000-12,000
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93633. 350

WALTER BECKER ARCHTOP GUITAR
An archtop acoustic guitar finished in sunburst and featuring a later Gotoh bridge.

Accompanied by a gig bag.

$100-200

93535. 351

WALTER BECKER MOSRITE CELEBRITY 12-STRING
A Mosrite Celebrity model 12-string semi-hollow electric guitar circa 1960s. The
thinline body constructed in bound spruce and maple with a three-color sunburst

finish and equipped with a pair of humbucking pickups. The serial number W0019 is
impressed to the fretboard and also stamped to a paper label along with the style

designation “Cel. #3 12.” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$700-900

93715. 349

WALTER BECKER 1940 VEGA C-56 ARCHTOP
A 1940 Vega Advanced Model C-56 archtop guitar. The non-cutaway body is

constructed in bound maple with a spruce top and mahogany neck all finished in
sunburst, equipped with a DeArmond floating pickup stamped to the headstock with the

serial number 40919. Accompanied by the original hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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353 93570

WALTER BECKER ERIC SOLOMON
PROTOTYPE
A prototype archtop acoustic guitar by Eric Solomon. The
instrument features a soft cutaway body with round sound hole
and blonde binding constructed with a spruce top, maple back
and maple sides. The cherry neck with an ebony fretboard and
slotted headstock. The interior is signed and inscribed with
“#0944 * Prototype *.” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$3,000-4,000

352 93589

WALTER BECKER ENGEL 15” ARCHTOP
An archtop electric guitar by Rob Engel in the 15” variation
with a spruce top and pair of Van Zandt humbucking pickups.
A paper label affixed to the cavity cover is signed and
inscribed with the serial number 2001 and the date 7/16/2000.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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354 93726

WALTER BECKER ORPHEUM ARCHTOP ACOUSTIC
An Orpheum archtop guitar circa 1950s finished in black with white binding and engraved headstock.
Accompanied by a chip board case.

$200-400

355 93792

WALTER BECKER ORPHEUM IMPERIAL ARCHTOP
An Orpheum Imperial Archtop guitar circa 1940s, constructed with a spruce top, maple sides, maple back
and maple neck all finished in sunburst. The interior is inscribed with “224.” Accompanied by the original
hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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357 93547

WALTER BECKER SLINGERLAND SONGSTER ARCHTOP ACOUSTIC 
A Slingerland Songster archtop acoustic guitar circa 1930s, constructed with a spruce top and rosewood fretboard
all with sunburst finish and white binding. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$200-400

356 93550

WALTER BECKER RIBBECKE HALFLING ARCHTOP
A Ribbecke Halfling thinline electric archtop guitar. The instrument is constructed with a spruce top, figured maple
back and sides, maple neck and ebony fretboard, with black binding and dark subtle sunburst finish. The guitar is
also equipped with an ebony bridge, tailpiece and pickguard beside a single Kent Armstrong pickup. A paper label
to the interior is inscribed with multiple signatures, the serial number “1148” and the date “12/7/10.” Accompanied
by a hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000
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358 93749

WALTER BECKER STANDEL 811-S ARCHTOP
A Standel 811-S model electric archtop guitar produced by Harptone circa
1968. The instrument features a single cutaway design, sunburst finish
and a pair of DeArmond pickups. A paper label to the interior is stamped
with the serial number 1004C. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

359 93723

WALTER BECKER DUESENBERG
C.C.
A Duesenberg C.C. Carl Carlton signature model
semi-hollow electric guitar finished in black and
equipped with a P90 neck pickup, a humbucking
bridge pickup and a vibrato tailpiece. The interior is
stamped with the serial number 085843 and the
date 22, Feb 2008. Accompanied by the original
hard shell case.

$800-1,200
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360 93551

WALTER BECKER VG 00R
ACOUSTIC GUITAR
A VG model 00R flat top acoustic
guitar with bound rosewood body
and spruce top finished in sunburst
and fitted with a mahogany neck and
ebony fretboard. The neck block is
stamped with VG-00R-4.
Accompanied by the original hard
shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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361 93713

WALTER BECKER 1954 FRAMEZ ACOUSTIC GUITAR
A 1954 Framez acoustic guitar with refinished maple body, pine top and a later tailpiece. A paper label to the
interior contains the date 1954 and the number 3528. Accompanied by a chip board case.

$200-300

362 93730

WALTER BECKER STELLA HOLLOW-BODY ELECTRIC
A Stella flat top guitar with magnetic horseshoe pickup, finished in black and impressed to the headstock
with the serial number 1534. Accompanied by a chip board case.

$300-500
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364 93724

WALTER BECKER GRAMMER G-10 ACOUSTIC GUITAR
A G-10 model flat top acoustic by Grammer Guitars circa late 1960s. The Dreadnought body is constructed in
rosewood with a spruce top. The neck block is stamped with the serial number 5900. Accompanied by a hard
shell case.

$1,000-2,000

363 93671

WALTER BECKER GURIAN S3R ACOUSTIC GUITAR
A Gurian model S3R flat top acoustic guitar circa 1970s. The body is constructed in rosewood with a spruce top,
mahogany neck and ebony fretboard. Impressed to the heel with “S3R” and “C2501.”

$800-1,200
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365 93794

WALTER BECKER 1977 TAKAMINE 
F-395MS CUSTOM 12-STRING 
A 1977 Takamine F-395MS 12-String flat top acoustic guitar.
The body is constructed in naturally finished figured maple
with a spruce top, the design is a copy of the Guild F512.
Affixed to the neck block is one label printed with the serial
number 77031366 and another reading “CUSTOM.”
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$700-900

366 93544

WALTER BECKER COLLINGS 0002HSB
ACOUSTIC GUITAR
A Collings 0002HSB model acoustic guitar. The extra large
body is constructed in rosewood with a herringbone-banded
spruce top finished in sunburst and set with a mahogany neck
with ebony fretboard which gives the guitar a 25 1/2-inch
scale length. The guitar is also fitted with a TrueTone Sound
acoustic pickup system. A paper label affixed to the interior is
signed, inscribed with the model designation “0002HSB” and
the date “9-01.” Accompanied by the original hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000
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368 93795

WALTER BECKER FROGGY BOTTOM H12
GUITAR
A H12 model flat top acoustic by Froggy Bottom Guitars. The
single cutaway design constructed with a lined and inlaid
spruce top, maple binding, rosewood body, mahogany neck and
ebony fretboard. The neck block is impressed with the serial
number H723 and a four-times signed paper label to the interior
is dated December, 2001. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$3,000-4,000

367 93771

WALTER BECKER FAIRBANKS C-40/12
GUITAR
A Fairbanks C-40/12 flat top acoustic 12-string guitar featuring
a bound and banded red spruce top, mahogany body, ebony
fretboard and a 26 1/2-inch scale length. A paper label to the
interior is inscribed with the number 073 and the date March
2012. Accompanied by a hard shell case and order sheet
signed by Dale Fairbanks.

$2,000-3,000
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369 93737

WALTER BECKER GITANE DG-255
ACOUSTIC GUITAR
A Gitane DG-255 gypsy jazz flat top acoustic guitar. Designed
after a classic Selmer model with single cutaway body
constructed in rosewood and spruce with a mahogany neck.
A paper label to the interior is printed with the serial number
11751. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$400-600

370 93586

WALTER BECKER GOODALL KGC GRAND
CONCERT
A Grand Concert model flat top acoustic guitar by James
Goodall. The body is constructed in koa with a cedar top,
maple binding, mahogany neck, ebony fretboard and abalone
inlays. A paper label to the interior is signed and inscribed
with the model designation and serial number “KGC 2600.”
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000
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372 93617

WALTER BECKER “HAWAII” PARLOR GUITAR
A small size acoustic guitar, a paper label to the interior is
printed with “HAWAII MODEL” and “AMERICAN HAWAIIAN
MUSIC ACADEMY.” Accompanied by a gig bag.

$50-100

371 93530

WALTER BECKER HOFNER 12-STRING
ACOUSTIC GUITAR
A Hofner 12-String acoustic guitar circa 1970s with a spruce
top over figured maple back and sides. Serial number 202113
on a label affixed to the headstock. The body measures 20 1/4
inches in length by 15 3/4 inches in width at the lower bout.
Accompanied by a padded gig bag.

$200-400
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93618. 374

WALTER BECKER PARLOR GUITAR
A small size acoustic guitar with dark sunburst finish and canal scene stenciled to the

top. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$100-200

93615  375

WALTER BECKER ROYAL PARLOR GUITAR
A small sized acoustic guitar branded Royal, stamped indistinctly to the neck block.

Accompanied by a gig bag.

$100-200

93748. 373

WALTER BECKER BRUNO PARLOR GUITAR
A Bruno small size flat top acoustic guitar circa 1930s. The guitar is decorated with a

Hawaiian scene on blue background. The interior is affixed with a “Bruno means
security” label and stamped “F33.” Accompanied by a gig bag.

$200-300
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377

WALTER BECKER SUPERTONE PARLOR GUITAR
A Supertone small size flat top acoustic guitar circa 1940, finished in black with stenciled island scene.

Accompanied by a chip board case.

$200-400

376

WALTER BECKER SIGMA 00R-28VS PARLOR GUITAR
A Sigma 00R-28VS flat top acoustic guitar. The body is constructed in bound rosewood with a spruce top and

mahogany body. A paper label to the interior is printed with the serial number 130424127. Accompanied by a hard
shell case.

$300-500

93553

93623
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378 93714

WALTER BECKER 1957 DEL PILAR
CLASSICAL GUITAR
A requinto sized classical guitar crafted by Guillermo Del Pilar in
1957. The instrument is constructed in rosewood with a spuce top,
mahogany neck and 21 1/2-inch scale length. The interior contains a
paper label which is signed, dated December 1957 and inscribed with
the number 163. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$4,000-5,000

379 93708

WALTER BECKER 1994 GERMAN
VAZQUEZ RUBIO GUITAR
A short-scale classical guitar by German Vazquez
Rubio. The single cutaway body with fancy shell inlay
to the spruce top, slotted peghead and a shaped
ebony fretboard. The scale length measures 22 inches
and the rosewood sides are 4 3/8 inches deep at the
lower bout. A paper label to the interior is inscribed
with the serial number 102094. Accompanied by a
hard shell case.

$4,000-5,000
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380 93720

WALTER BECKER ALEJANDRO VAZQUEZ
RUBIO TRES
A Tres constructed by Alejandro Vazquez Rubio. The six-string
three-course instrument has a 21 3/8-inch scale length and single
cutaway left handed shape. There is a paper label for the maker.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$500-700

381 93786

WALTER BECKER GIANNINI
BRAZILIAN VIOLA
A Luthieria series VSC-4 viola caipira by Giannini.
The 10-string instrument is constructed in
mahogany with a spruce top and ebony fretboard.
A printed label to the interior bears the serial
number 0000111614. Accompanied by the original
hard shell case.

$700-900
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93731. 383

WALTER BECKER TAKEHARU LADY LGT-31A
A Takeharu LGT-31A model baroque guitar circa 1970s. A paper label to the interior is
stamped with the serial number 50312. Accompanied by the original hard shell case.

$300-500

93579. 384

WALTER BECKER 1967 LA MADRILENA GUITAR
A small size acoustic guitar, paper label to the interior reads “Guitarras Finas/ “La

Madrilena”“ and is inscribed with the date “1967” and the model “10.” Accompanied
by a gig bag.

$25-50

93614. 382

WALTER BECKER CORDOBA GK STUDIO GUITAR
A Cordoba GK Studio model nylon string classical guitar. The single cutaway body is

constructed in cedar with a spruce top and equipped with onboard electronics.
Accompanied by a gig bag.

$200-300
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385

WALTER BECKER 
TREMOLA ZITHER
A Hawaiian tremoloa, serial number 5028.

$50-100

386 93733

WALTER BECKER
KAMAKA UKULELE
A Kamaka soprano ukulele
circa mid-20th century. The
instrument is constructed in
koa with an overall length of
20 1/2 inches, a scale length
of 13 5/8 inches and 12 frets
total. Accompanied by a hard
shell case.

$200-300

387 94176

WALTER BECKER
LEHO UKULELE
A Leho LHUT-SWR-TB Tenor
ukulele, serial number 1505.

$100-200

388 93734

WALTER BECKER
MAUNA LOA UKULELE
A Mauna Loa soprano ukulele
circa mid-20th century,
constructed in purple marbled
molded plastic. Accompanied by
a chip board case.

$50-100
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389 93790

WALTER BECKER 1958 GUILD F-20 NT
A 1958 Guild F-20 flat top acoustic guitar with naturally
finished spruce top and darkened maple body. A paper label
to the interior is inscribed with the serial number 7276.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$800-1,200

390 93746

WALTER BECKER 1961 GUILD X-175
A 1961 Guild X-175 electric archtop featuring a transparent
orange finish, vibrato tailpiece and a pair of P90 pickups. A
paper label to the interior is inscribed with the serial number
15715. Accompanied by the original hard shell case.

$1,500-2,500
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392 93735

WALTER BECKER 1969 GUILD F412
A 1969 Guild F412 flat top 12-string acoustic constructed in
figured maple with a spruce top, white binding and a natural
finish. A paper label to the interior is inscribed with the serial
number OB111. Accompanied by the original hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000

391 93742

WALTER BECKER 1966 GUILD STARFIRE V
A 1966 Guild Starfire V thinline archtop guitar finished in
sunburst and equipped with a vibrato tailpiece and a pair of
humbucking pickups.

$700-900
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393 93775

WALTER BECKER 1977 GUILD F50
A 1977 Guild F50 model jumbo flat top acoustic guitar constructed with a
maple body and spruce top. A paper label to the interior is inscribed with the
serial number 156754. Accompanied by the original hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

394 93458

WALTER BECKER GUILD JF-30 
12-STRING GUITAR
A Guild JF30 12-String acoustic guitar. The maple
body and neck, along with the spruce top are
finished in Antique Burst. There is a paper label to
the interior inscribed with the model “JF30-12 AB”
and the serial number “AJ321121.” Accompanied
by the original hard shell case.

$800-1,200
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395 93789

WALTER BECKER GUILD B-401 BASS
A Guild B-401 bass circa 1980 with two-tone finish, single coil pickup and
onboard preamp. The headstock is impressed with the serial number
BD100111. Accompanied by the original hard shell case.

$600-800

396 93531

WALTER BECKER GUILD OM-120
ACOUSTIC GUITAR
A Guild Westerly Collection OM-120 model flat top
acoustic guitar constructed in mahogany with a
natural finish. Serial number G116028 on a label
affixed to the interior. Accompanied by hard sided
gig bag.

$150-300
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93500. 398

WALTER BECKER 1982 GUILD X-702 BASS
A 1982 Guild X-702 electric bass guitar constructed in mahogany with a sunburst
finish and equipped with a pair of single coil pickups. Serial number JD100097

impressed to the headstock. Accompanied by the original hard shell case.

$500-700

93322. 399

WALTER BECKER 1983 GUILD X79 SKYHAWK
A 1983 Guild X79 solidbody electric guitar finished in Crystal Blue. The bridge has
been replaced and the body refinished. Headstock impressed with serial number

AD101547 and “MADE IN U.S.A.” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$300-500

93492. 397

WALTER BECKER GUILD JS-II STEREO BASS
A 1972 Guild Jetstar II electric bass guitar with switchable stereo output. Constructed in
mahogany with a cherry finish and equipped with a pair of humbucking pickups. Serial
number 82728 impressed to headstock and inscribed to paper label affixed to cavity

cover. Accompanied by the original hard shell case and a stereo adapter cable.

$700-900
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401 93762

WALTER BECKER 1977 IBANEZ SUPER 70’S
STANDARD
A 1977 Ibanez Super 70’s Standard Les Paul clone with a 
bolt-on neck and pair of humbucking pickups. The neck plate is
impressed with the serial number E771615. Accompanied by a
hard shell case.

$400-600

400 93689

WALTER BECKER IBANEZ ROCKET ROLL
FLYING V BASS
An Ibanez Rocket Roll Flying V-style bass guitar circa 1975.
The instrument features a natural korina finish, rosewood
fretboard, p-style neck pickup and j-style bridge pickup. There
is no serial number apparent. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$400-600
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402 93729

WALTER BECKER IBANEZ PM-100
ARCHTOP
A 1997 Ibanez PM-100 Pat Metheny signature model guitar.
The body is constructed in bound maple with a natural finish
and equipped with a mahogany neck and single humbucking
pickup. The headstock is stamped with the serial number
F97228. Accompanied by the original hard shell case.

$800-1,200

403 93787

WALTER BECKER IBANEZ ARTCORE
AF105-BM-NT
An Ibanez AF105-BM-NT-12-01 archtop electric guitar
constructed in burled maple and equipped with a pair of
Super 58 humbucking pickups. A paper label to the interior is
printed with the serial number S07052563. Accompanied by
the original hard shell case.

$700-900
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405 93622

WALTER BECKER 1966 HOLIDAY/HARMONY
H1215 ARCHTOP
A 1966 Holiday H1215 archtop acoustic guitar by Harmony. The
top has a faux-pine grain and sunburst finish while the back and
sides have a faux-quilted grain and sunburst finish. Stamped to
the interior with 9661H1215 and the date 6-66. Accompanied by
a gig bag.

$100-200

404 93611

WALTER BECKER 1966 HARMONY H45
STRATOTONE
A Harmony H45 Stratotone hollowbody electric guitar. The
single cutaway body is finished in a black and red burst with
white binding and fitted with a single pickup. The interior is
stamped with 2296 8396 and the pickup is dated 5-23-66.
Accompanied by a gig bag.

$200-400
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407 93577

WALTER BECKER HARMONY H1270 SOVERIEGN JUMBO 12-STRING
A Harmony H1270 12-string acoustic guitar circa 1969. Constructed with mahogany sides, back and neck, spruce
top and rosewood fretboard. The original bridge has been replaced. The interior is stamped with 5172H1270.
Accompanied by a “denim” clad chip board case.

$300-500

406 93675

WALTER BECKER HARMONY H1270 JUMBO 12-STRING
A Harmony H1270 12-string flat top acoustic guitar fitted with a later bridge and DeArmond sound hole pickup.
The interior is stamped with 7580H1270. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$400-600
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93757. 409

WALTER BECKER HARMONY STRATOTONE H44
A Harmony Stratotone H44 solidbody electric guitar with metallic copper finish. 

The original tailpiece has been removed and the guitar has been converted to a 
string-through design. Accompanied by a chip board case.

$600-800

93684. 410

WALTER BECKER HARMONY STRATOTONE H88
A Harmony Stratotone H88 electric guitar circa 1950s. The guitar has a likely

refreshed black finish, pair of single coil pickups and trapeze tailpiece. Accompanied
by a gig bag.

$700-900

93541. 408

WALTER BECKER HARMONY METEOR H-60
A Harmony model H-60 Meteor hollowbody electric guitar circa 1960s. The double

cutaway body is finished in sunburst with white binding and equipped with a pair of gold
foil humbucking pickups and a “t”-style trapeze tailpiece. Accompanied by a hard shell

case.

$500-700
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411 93513

WALTER BECKER JAZZ BASS REPLICA
A Fender-style Jazz bass with natural finish, maple neck, slab
rosewood fretboard and two single coil pickups. Accompanied
by a hard shell case.

$400-600

412 93575

WALTER BECKER KELLY RECLAIMED PINE
BASS
A Rick Kelly Bowery Pine bass guitar in the style of a
Telecaster Bass. Constructed in reclaimed pine with a natural
finish and equipped with a single coil pickup. The neck is
initialed and inscribed with “06,” the neck pocket is stamped
with “3/12” above Kelly logo and inscribed “BOWERY PINE.”
Accompanied by a gig bag.

$1,000-2,000
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414 93302

WALTER BECKER KELLY RECLAIMED PINE
GUITAR
A Telecaster-style guitar built by Rick Kelly. The reclaimed pine
body has a matte blonde finish and is fitted with a reclaimed
maple neck. Neck is initialed by the maker and dated 6/10. The
headstock is affixed with an adhesive label printed with “11’s.”
Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$1,000-2,000

413 93576

WALTER BECKER KELLY RECLAIMED PINE
BASS
A Rick Kelly Bowery Pine bass guitar in the style of a Fender
Jazz Bass. Constructed in reclaimed pine with a natural finish
and equipped with a pair of single coil pickups. The neck is
initialed and the neck pocket is stamped with “2/13” and “#88”
above Kelly logo and inscribed “BOWERY PINE.”
Accompanied by a gig bag.

$1,000-2,000
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415 93306

WALTER BECKER KELLY RECLAIMED PINE
GUITAR
A single cutaway electric guitar fashioned in reclaimed
charred pine by Rick Kelly. The neck is dated 12/31/13 and
inscribed “HAPPY NEW YEAR/ RK,” the neck pocket is
inscribed with “12/13/ BOWERY PINE #86.” Accompanied by
a fitted road case.

$1,000-2,000

416 93307

WALTER BECKER KELLY RECLAIMED PINE
GUITAR
A Telecaster-style guitar fashioned in reclaimed pine by Rick
Kelly with hand-painted paisley design by artist “Lynn.” The
neck is dated 6/10 and initialed by the maker, the neck pocket
is stamped “8/10” and inscribed with “BOWERY TELE #32.”
Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$1,000-2,000
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418 93481

WALTER BECKER KELLY TELECASTER
REPLICA
A Telecaster-style electric guitar made by Rick Kelly. The alder
body is finished in sunburst and fitted with a maple neck and
slab rosewood fretboard. The neck is initialed and dated
12/12/01, the neck pocket is stamped with “1/03.” Accompanied
by a fitted road case.

$1,000-2,000

417 93415

WALTER BECKER KELLY RECLAIMED PINE
GUITAR
A Telecaster-style guitar built by Rick Kelly. The reclaimed pine
body has a light blonde finish, fitted with an aged cherry neck,
a single coil bridge pickup and a P90 neck pickup. Neck is
stamped “R. KELLY” and dated 3/07. Accompanied by a fitted
road case.

$1,000-2,000
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There was nothing more satisfying than to be in the local

music store with Walter Becker on a day off while touring with

Steely Dan. Whether in Los Angeles, New York, or Dublin

Ireland it was like being with a kid in the candy store, Walter’s

happy place. He’d play for hours, while shredding on the

incredibly unique instruments that he’d independently discover.

And between selections, he’d gladly “talk story” while shaking

hands with the folks who recognized his legendary punchy,

staccato-like, 6 fingers on a hand, guitar technique. He

cherished every instrument that he’d buy, each with thought and

care. I know that every music store owner he met was proud to

be part of the Walter Becker History, and I thank God that in a

small way, I am too.

Dave Russell, studio manager for Walter Becker’s 

Hyperbolic Sound Recording studio and Grammy-winning

recording engineer, 1992-2006; guitar technician, touring

monitor engineer 1996-2000

”

“
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419 93239

WALTER BECKER 1965 FENDER
JAZZ BASS
A 1965 Fender Jazz Bass finished in sunburst.
The neck plate bearing serial number L61603.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$4,000-6,000
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420 93233

WALTER BECKER 1957 FENDER PRECISION
BASS
An early 1957 Fender Precision Bass, devoid of the updates
introduced later in the model year. The present example features
an early style headstock and maple neck dated 7/57, large white
pickguard, single-coil pickup and string-through ash body finished
in sunburst, neck plate bearing serial number 17743.
Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$5,000-7,000
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421 93221

WALTER BECKER 1958 FENDER
PRECISION BASS
A 1958 Fender Precision Bass with alder body finished in
a dark sunburst, gold-toned anodized aluminum
pickguard, maple neck and fretboard. Serial number
28649 to neck plate, there is a very faint and mostly
illegible inscription to the pickguard beginning with
“LERIC”...” Accompanied by a vintage hard shell case.

$8,000-10,000
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422 93219

WALTER BECKER 1959 FENDER PRECISION
BASS
A 1959 Fender Precision Bass with an alder body finished in a dark
sunburst, maple neck with rosewood slab fret board. Serial number
42645 to neck plate, potentiometers date to 1959. Accompanied by a
vintage hard shell case.

$8,000-10,000

423 93237

WALTER BECKER 1962 FENDER
PRECISION BASS
A 1962 Fender Precision Bass with alder body
finished in sunburst, a maple neck and slab
rosewood fret board. The serial number 88069 is
stamped to the neck plate. The guitar has been
modified with an anodized aluminum pickguard, an
additional humbucking pickup and corresponding
knob. The pickup was purportedly added by Tom
Peterson of the band Cheap Trick. Accompanied
by a fitted road case.

$4,000-6,000
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424 93782

WALTER BECKER 1963 FENDER BASS VI
A 1963 Fender Bass VI solidbody electric used by Walter Becker
during the live solo section of “Greenbook”. The offset body has a
three-color sunburst finish, three single coil pickups and a Fender
Mute bridge. The 6-string bass guitar has a scale length of 30 inches,
maple neck and rosewood fretboard. The neck plate is impressed with
the serial number L09909.

$5,000-6,000

425 93220

WALTER BECKER 1965 FENDER
JAZZ BASS
A 1965 Fender Jazz Bass in its original, now
yellowed Olympic White finish. Chrome bridge and
pickup covers have been removed but are present
and included. The neck plate is stamped with serial
number L70151 and the neck is dated “7NOV65A.”
Accompanied by a potentially original hard shell
case.

$8,000-10,000
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426 93240

WALTER BECKER 1965 FENDER JAZZ BASS
A late 1965 Fender Jazz Bass with multiple modifications. The neck
dated “7SEP65A” and the neck plate bears the serial number 109111.
The original finish has been stripped and the body now has a natural
finish, the pickguard has been removed, pickups and many electronics
have been updated and the lowermost tuner has been replaced by a
drop-d detuner. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000

427 93229

WALTER BECKER 1966 FENDER
PRECISION BASS
A 1966 Fender Precision Bass with its original
Firemist Silver finish. Neckplate bearing the serial
number 112911 and the neck heel stamped with
5FEB66C. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$2,000-4,000
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428 93235

WALTER BECKER 1966 FENDER PRECISION
BASS
A 1966 Fender Precision Bass finished in Olympic White, a very early
addition to Walter Becker’s collection and one of his often-played
favorites. The guitar has been modified with later electronics, knobs,
pickups and pickguard. A now-empty dual battery cavity has been
added to the back of the body. The neck is dated “5AUG66C” and the
serial number 101167 is stamped to the neck plate. Accompanied by a
hard shell case and a red Schaller strap.

$2,000-4,000

429 93253

WALTER BECKER 1966 FENDER
PRECISION BASS
A 1966 Fender Precision Bass with original Lake
Placid Blue finish, 3-ply celluloid pickguard and
chrome covers. Neck plate bearing the serial
number 125667. Accompanied by a black leather
gig bag.

$4,000-6,000
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430

WALTER BECKER 1974 FENDER TELECASTER BASS
A 1974 Fender Telecaster Bass with blonde finish. Serial number 401528 to neck plate. Accompanied by a hard

shell case.

$1,000-2,000

431

WALTER BECKER 1978 FENDER FRETLESS PRECISION BASS
A 1978 fretless Fender Precision Bass finished in black and equipped with a split single coil pickup. Serial

number S886225. Accompanied by a Fender gig bag.

$1,000-2,000

93236

93527
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433 94133

WALTER BECKER 1949 FENDER
DELUXE COMBO AMPLIFIER
A 1949 Fender Deluxe 1x12 combo amplifier.
The cabinet has been stripped of its original
tweed covering and left with a natural finish, the
back panels have also been replaced. It is
loaded with its original Jensen speaker and a
tube chart to the interior is inscribed with the
serial number 1037.

17 by 18 by 9 inches

$1,000-2,000

432 93594

WALTER BECKER FENDER MUSTANG BASS
A Fender Mustang Bass with P/J pickup configuration and Olympic White finish. Serial number MX16820186
printed to headstock. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$200-400
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434 94002

WALTER BECKER 1949
FENDER DELUXE TWEED
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A 1949 Fender Deluxe tweed 1x12 10-watt
combo amplifier. The cabinet is loaded with
the original Jensen P12R speaker and affixed
with a tube chart which is inscribed with the
serial number 1079.

17 by 18 by 9 inches

$1,000-2,000

435 94149

WALTER BECKER 1953 FENDER
SUPER TWEED COMBO AMPLIFIER
A 1953 Fender Super 5B4 tweed 2x10 combo
amplifier. The cabinet is currently loaded with a
pair of Italian made Jensen reissue P10Q
speakers, a tube chart to the interior is inscribed
with the serial number 3612.

18 1/2 by 22 1/4 by 10 1/2 inches

$3,000-4,000
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436 93894

WALTER BECKER WHITE “HIGHER FIDELITY”
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Fender/White 1x8 combo amplifier circa 1950s. A schematic
label is affixed to the interior listing the model as “GD” and
inscribed with the serial number AS 00348.

14 by 17 by 7 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000
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437 93980

WALTER BECKER 1954
FENDER DELUXE TWEED
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A 1954 Fender Deluxe 5C3 Deluxe
tweed 1x12 combo amplifier. The
cabinet is loaded with the original
Jensen P12R, a tube chart to the
interior is inscribed with the serial
number 1675 and stamped with the
date code DB.

$2,000-3,000

438 94116

WALTER BECKER 1955 FENDER
DELUXE TWEED COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A 1955 Fender Deluxe 5E3 tweed 1x12
combo amplifier. The cabinet has been
recovered and loaded with a later Weber
12124-O speaker, a tube chart to the interior is
inscribed with the serial number D01145 and
stamped with the date code EK.

16 1/2 by 20 by 9 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000
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440 93825

WALTER BECKER 1960 FENDER
TREMOLUX TWEED COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A 1960 Fender Tremolux tweed 1x12 combo
amplifier. The cabinet is loaded with a Jensen
P12O speaker, a tube chart to the interior is
stamped with the date code JD and the control
panel is impressed with the serial number
02802.

20 1/2 by 22 by 10 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000

439 94138

WALTER BECKER 1957 FENDER
VIBROLUX TWEED COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A 1957 Fender Vibrolux 5F11 tweed 1x10 combo
amplifier. The cabinet is loaded with the original
Jensen P10R and a tube chart to the interior is
inscribed with the serial number F00432 and
stamped with the date code GB.

17 by 20 by 9 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000
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442 94119

WALTER BECKER 1959
FENDER PRINCETON TWEED
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A 1959 Fender Princeton 5F2-A tweed 1x8
combo amplifier. The original speaker has
been replaced by an 8-inch ceramic Jupiter,
a tube chart to the interior is stamped with
the date code ID.

17 by 18 by 9 inches

$1,000-2,000

441 93883

WALTER BECKER 1958
FENDER VIBROLUX
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A 1958 Fender Vibrolux tweed 1x12
combo amplifier. The cabinet is
loaded with a 1956 Jensen P12Q
speaker, a tube chart to the interior is
stamped with the date code HE,
printed with the model number 5E9A
and inscribed with the serial number
01474.

21 by 22 by 10 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000
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444 93998

WALTER BECKER 1961
FENDER CHAMP 5F1
TWEED COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A 1961 Fender Champ 5F1 tweed
1x8 combo amplifier. The control
panel is impressed with the serial
number C16429 and a tube chart to
the interior is stamped with the date
code KE.

13 by 13 1/2 by 7 3/4 inches

$800-1,200

443 94250

WALTER BECKER 1959
FENDER SUPER
TWEED COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A 1959 Fender Super 5F4 2x10
combo amplifier. A tube chart to
the interior is inscribed with the
serial number S02624 and
stamped with the date code IA.

18 by 22 by 9 1/2 inches

$3,000-4,000
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445 93976

WALTER BECKER 1960
FENDER CHAMP TWEED
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A 1960 Fender Champ 5F1 tweed
1x8 combo amplifier. The control
panel is impressed with the serial
number C12782.

12 1/2 by 13 1/2 by 7 3/4 inches

$1,000-2,000

446 94060

WALTER BECKER 1960
FENDER PRINCETON TWEED
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A 1960 Fender Princeton 5F2-A tweed 1x8
combo amplifier. The control panel is
impressed with the serial number P05130
and a tube chart to the interior is stamped
with the date code JH.

16 1/2 by 18 by 9 inches

$1,000-2,000
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447 94137

WALTER BECKER
FENDER TWEED COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A 1960 Fender Princeton amplifier
housed within a Fender Harvard
tweed cabinet which is also loaded
with an Italian made Jensen reissue
8-inch speaker. The control panel is
impressed with the serial number
P05620.

17 by 18 by 9 inches

$1,000-2,000

448 93979

WALTER BECKER 1958
FENDER HARVARD TWEED
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A 1958 Fender Harvard 5F10 tweed 1x10
combo amplifier. The cabinet is loaded
with the original Jensen P10, a tube chart
to the interior is stamped with the date
code HA and inscribed with the serial
number H01562.

17 by 18 by 9 inches

$1,500-2,500
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449 93488

WALTER BECKER 1957 FENDER
DUO-SONIC FEATURED IN 
AJA LINER NOTES 
A 1957 Fender Duo-Sonic electric guitar which
is being played by Walter Becker in a
photograph used in the liner notes to the 1977
Steely Dan album Aja. The original finish has
been stripped and left natural, the guitar is also
equipped with a maple neck and fretboard,
anodized aluminum pickguard and later 6-
saddle bridge. The neck plate is impressed with
the serial number -20617. Accompanied by the
original hard shell case and a copy of the album.

$4,000-6,000
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450 93224

WALTER BECKER 1954 FENDER
STRATOCASTER
A 1954 Fender Stratocaster that was kept in the
control room of Walter Becker’s studio, serial number
0860. The neck is inscribed with “TG-11-54,” the body
has been factory-refinished, the electronics and
pickguard are later. 

$10,000-15,000
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451 93411

WALTER BECKER 1957 FENDER
MUSICMASTER

A 1957 Fender Musicmaster electric guitar. Equipped with a
single pickup, anodized aluminum pickguard, maple fretboard
and neck and finished in Desert Sand. Serial number -20065
stamped to neck plate and neck inscribed with “Z-57.” A favorite
guitar of Walter Becker and often played in his dressing room.

$1,000-2,000

452 93464

WALTER BECKER 1958
FENDER DUO-SONIC
A 1958 Fender Duo-Sonic solidbody
electric guitar fitted with two single coil
pickups and an anodized aluminum
pickguard, a maple neck with maple
fretboard and finished in desert sand.
Serial number 34906 stamped to neck
plate. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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453 93700

WALTER BECKER 1958 FENDER
MUSICMASTER
A 1958 Fender Musicmaster finished in Desert Sand and
currently lacking electronics and a pickguard. The neck plate
is impressed with the serial number 027368. Accompanied by
the original hard shell case.

$600-800

454 93371

WALTER BECKER 1960 FENDER DUO-
SONIC
A 1960 Fender Duo-Sonic solidbody electric guitar fitted with
two single coil pickups, a maple neck with slab rosewood
fretboard and finished in desert sand. Serial number 44826
stamped to neck plate. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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456 93370

WALTER BECKER 1961 FENDER
MUSICMASTER
A 1963 Fender Musicmaster electric guitar. Fitted with one
single coil pickup and finished in Cherry Sunburst. The neck
plate is stamped with the serial number 73811. Accompanied by
a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

455 93262

WALTER BECKER 1963 FENDER JAGUAR
A 1963 Fender Jaguar solidbody electric guitar finished in
sunburst. The original bridge has been replaced but is present
and included along with the original whammy bar, instruction
manual and cleaning cloth. The neck plate is stamped with the
serial number L39932 and has also been hand-incised with
“VA/ 224-14-0705.” The headstock is affixed with an adhesive
label reading “10s.” Accompanied by the original hard shell
case.

$2,000-3,000
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457 93223

WALTER BECKER 1961 FENDER
STRATOCASTER
A 1961 Fender Stratocaster electric guitar with
double cutaway alder body finished in sunburst,
maple neck and rosewood slab fret board. Serial
number 61229 stamped to neck plate.
Accompanied by a potentially original hard shell
case.

$10,000-12,000
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459 93702

WALTER BECKER 1964 FENDER MUSICMASTER
A 1964 Fender Musicmaster electric guitar with Shaded Sunburst finish and one single coil pickup. The neck plate
is impressed with the serial number 98556. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$800-1,200

458 93287

WALTER BECKER 1963 FENDER MUSICMASTER
A 1963 Fender Musicmaster electric guitar. Constructed in 3/4 scale, fitted with one single coil pickup and finished
in Cherry Sunburst. The neck is dated “3/4JAN63A” and the neck plate is stamped with the serial number 92105.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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460 93277

WALTER BECKER 1965 FENDER
JAZZMASTER
A 1965 Fender Jazzmaster with three-color sunburst finish.
The original tuners have been replaced but are present and
included along with the tremolo arm. The neck plate is
stamped with the serial number 169565 and the neck is dated
“4NOV65B.” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$2,000-4,000

461 93267

WALTER BECKER MODIFIED 1965 FENDER
JAGUAR
A 1965 Fender Jaguar electric guitar. The body has been
stripped and now sports a natural finish. The neck is dated
“1DEC64B” and has also been stripped with the headstock
having been shaved down and reshaped. Neck plate bears
the serial number L50172. Accompanied by vintage hard shell
case and partial wooden template.

$2,000-3,000
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463 93532

WALTER BECKER 1967 FENDER
WILDWOOD 12-STRING ACOUSTIC
A 1967 Fender Wildwood 12-string acoustic guitar. The body is
constructed in green dye injected beech with a spruce top.
Serial number 15575 impressed to neckplate, “V2” and “12”
stamped to interior. Accompanied by a padded gig bag.

$800-1,200

462 93243

WALTER BECKER 1966 FENDER ELECTRIC
XII “SPECIAL”
A 1966 Fender Electric XII solid body 12-string guitar finished
in sunburst. The guitar does not appear to have a serial
number and is instead stamped “SPECIAL” to the body just
below the neck plate, the neck is dated “12APR66B.”
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000
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a464 93261

WALTER BECKER 1969 FENDER CUSTOM
(MAVERICK)
A 1969 Fender Custom solidbody electric guitar finished in
sunburst. The pickups have been replaced with a pair of
embossed Gibson humbuckers and the tuners are also later.
Serial number 262166 to neck plate. Accompanied by a hard
shell case.

$1,000-2,000

465 93412

WALTER BECKER 1969 FENDER JAGUAR
A 1969 Fender Jaguar finished in three-color sunburst and
fitted with a maple cap neck with black binding and inlays.
Serial number 218726 stamped to neck plate. Accompanied
by the potentially original hard shell case and tremolo arm.

$2,500-3,500
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466 94155

WALTER BECKER 1960
FENDER SUPER COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A 1960 Fender Super 5G4 brownface
2x10 combo amplifier. The cabinet is
currently loaded with a pair of Italian
made Jensen reissue P10R
speakers, a tube chart to the interior
is stamped with the date code JE and
the chassis is impressed with the
serial number 01005.

19 by 24 by 10 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000

467 94135

WALTER BECKER 1962
FENDER DELUXE COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A 1962 Fender Deluxe 6G3
brownface 1x12 combo amplifier. The
chassis is impressed with the serial
number D04044 and a tube chart to
the interior is stamped with the date
code LL.

17 1/2 by 21 by 9 1/2 inches

$1,500-2,500
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468 94134

WALTER BECKER 1962
FENDER PRINCETON COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A 1962 Fender Princeton brownface 1x10
combo amplifier. The cabinet is currently
loaded with a Weber C10Q speaker and the
chassis is impressed with the serial number
P01497.

16 1/2 by 19 by 9 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000

469 94072

WALTER BECKER 1962
FENDER PRO COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A 1962 Fender Pro 6G5A brownface
1x15 combo amplifier. The chassis is
impressed with the serial number
55709 and a tube chart to the interior is
stamped with the date code LJ. 
The amp is housed within a road case.

20 1/2 by 24 by 9 1/2 inches; road
case, 29 1/2 by 28 1/2 by 14 inches

$1,000-2,000
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470 94092

WALTER BECKER 1962
FENDER VIBROLUX
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A 1962 Fender Vibrolux 6G11
brownface 1x12 combo amplifier.
The chassis is impressed with the
serial number 02356.

18 by 23 by 9 inches

$1,500-2,500

471 93881

WALTER BECKER 1964
FENDER CONCERT COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A 1964 Fender Concert blackface 4x10
combo amplifier. The chassis is impressed
with the serial number A04595 and a tube
chart to the interior is stamped with the date
code NG.

25 1/4 by 24 by 10 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000
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472 93859

WALTER BECKER 1963 FENDER BANDMASTER AMPLIFIER
A 1963 Fender Bandmaster amplifier in blonde. The chassis is impressed with the serial number 59130 and stamped with
the date “DEC 11 1963.”

9 by 24 by 9 1/2 inches

$700-900

a473 93847

WALTER BECKER FENDER BANDMASTER SPEAKER CABINET
A Fender Bandmaster blonde 2x12 speaker cabinet circa 1960s.

20 1/2 by 32 1/4 by 11 3/4 inches

$500-700
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475 94142

WALTER BECKER 1964
FENDER VIBROVERB
COMBO AMPLIFIER WITH
MODIFICATIONS 
A 1964 Fender Vibrolux blackface
2x12 combo amplifier. The amp is
loaded with an Electro-Voice
EVM121L speaker and was modded
by Harry Kolbe for the original owner,
Artie Smith with an effects loop,
master volume and other alterations.

21 by 25 1/2 by 10 inches

$1,500-2,500

474 94066

WALTER BECKER 1964
FENDER PRO COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A 1964 Fender Pro blackface 1x15
combo amplifier. The cabinet is
currently loaded with an Eminence
Legend 1518 speaker and fitted with a
non-original back panel. The chassis is
impressed with the serial number
A02947.

21 1/2 by 24 by 10 3/4 inches

$1,000-2,000
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476 93899

WALTER BECKER FENDER
BANDMASTER CUSTOM COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A 1965 Fender Bandmaster blackface amplifier that
is housed in a later custom blonde cabinet which is
also loaded with a Jensen reissue 10-inch speaker
and vintage Jensen 12-inch speaker. The amplifier
chassis is impressed with the serial number
A08302.

25 by 24 by 10 1/2 inches

$700-900

477 93806

WALTER BECKER 1965 FENDER
DELUXE REVERB COMBO
AMPLIFIER 
A 1965 Fender Deluxe Reverb blackface 1x12
combo amplifier. The original speaker has been
replaced by a Celestion Classic Lead 80. The
chassis is impressed with the serial number
A07221 and a tube chart to the interior is
stamped with the date code OH.

17 1/2 by 24 1/2 by 10 inches

$1,000-2,000
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478 93827

WALTER BECKER 1965
FENDER DELUXE
REVERB COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A 1965 Fender Deluxe Reverb
blackface 1x12 combo amplifier.
The cabinet is loaded with a JBL
D120F speaker and affixed with a
tube chart stamped with the date
code OH. The chassis is
impressed with the serial number
A09269.

18 by 24 1/2 by 9 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000

479 94024

WALTER BECKER 1965
FENDER DELUXE
REVERB COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A 1965 Fender Deluxe Reverb
blackface 1x12 combo amplifier.
The chassis is impressed with the
serial number A07474 and a tube
chart to the interior is stamped with
the date code OG.

17 1/2 by 24 1/4 by 9 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000
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480 93907

WALTER BECKER 1965
FENDER PRINCETON
REVERB COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A 1965 Fender Princeton Reverb
blackface 1x10 combo amplifier
with the original Jensen C10
speaker. The chassis is impressed
with the serial number A04774.

16 1/2 by 20 by 9 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000

481 93910

WALTER BECKER 1965
FENDER SUPER
REVERB COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A 1965 Fender Super Reverb
AB763 blackface 4x10 combo
amplifier. The chassis is
impressed with the serial number
A10374 and a tube chart to the
interior is stamped with the date
code OH.

$1,000-2,000
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482 93895

WALTER BECKER 1966
FENDER BANDMASTER
AMPLIFIER
A 1966 Fender Bandmaster blackface
amplifier. The chassis is impressed
with the serial number A 19375 and a
tube chart to the interior is stamped
with the date code PG.

8 1/2 by 24 by 9 1/2 inches

$400-600

483 94221

WALTER BECKER FENDER
SHOWMAN SPEAKER
CABINET
A Fender Showman 2x12 speaker
cabinet circa 1960s.

39 by 29 by 11 1/2 inches

$400-600

484 93812

WALTER BECKER 1976
FENDER SHOWMAN
AMPLIFIER
A 1967 Fender Showman blackface
amplifier. The chassis is impressed
with the serial number A10213 and a
tube chart to the interior is stamped
with the date code Q... with the second
letter being indistinct.

9 by 24 by 9 1/2 inches

$700-900
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485 94009

WALTER BECKER 1965
FENDER VIBRO CHAMP
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A 1965 Fender Vibro Champ
blackface 1x8 combo amplifier. The
chassis is impressed with the serial
number A09212 and a tube chart to
the interior is stamped with the date
code OL.

14 1/2 by 17 by 7 1/2 inches

$600-800

486 94248

WALTER BECKER 1965
FENDER VIBRO
CHAMP COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A 1965 Fender Vibro Champ
AA764 blackface 1x8 combo
amplifier.

$600-800
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487 94088

WALTER BECKER 1965
FENDER VIBROLUX
REVERB COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A 1965 Fender Vibrolux Reverb
AA864 blackface 2x10 combo
amplifier. The cabinet is loaded
with the original pair of Jensen
C10NS, a tube chart to the
interior is stamped with the date
code OJ, the chassis is
impressed with the serial number
A03258.

19 by 25 by 9 3/4 inches

$1,500-2,500

488

WALTER BECKER STUDIO
USED 1966 FENDER SUPER
REVERB COMBO AMPLIFIER
A 1966 Fender Super Reverb AB763
blackface 4x10 combo amplifier used by
Walter Becker on the recording of 11 Tracks
of Whack, specifically the song “Down in
the Bottom.” The chassis is impressed with
the serial number A10111 and a tube chart
to the interior is stamped with the date code
PL. Accompanied by a fitted cover.

25 by 25 by 10 inches

$1,000-2,000
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489 93813

WALTER BECKER 1966 FENDER
SHOWMAN AMPLIFIER
A 1966 Fender Showman blackface amplifier.
The chassis is impressed with the serial
number A07211.

8 1/2 by 24 by 9 1/2 inches

$700-900

491

WALTER BECKER
FENDER SPEAKER
CABINET
A fender 1x15 speaker cabinet circa
1960s.

24 by 32 1/4 by 11 3/4 inches

$200-300

490 93903

WALTER BECKER 1966 FENDER
SHOWMAN AMPLIFIER
A 1966 Fender Showman blackface 85-watt
amplifier. The chassis is impressed with the serial
number A02727.

9 by 24 by 9 1/2 inches

$600-800
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492 94064

WALTER BECKER 1967
FENDER SUPER REVERB
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A 1967 Fender Super Reverb blackface
4x10 combo amplifier. The chassis is
impressed with the serial number A20937
and a tube chart to the interior is stamped
with the date code QC.

25 1/2 by 25 1/2 by 10 inches

$800-1,200

493 94247

WALTER BECKER
1964 FENDER DELUXE
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A 1964 Fender Deluxe AB763
blackface 1x12 combo amplifier.
The chassis is impressed with
the serial number A01954 and a
tube chart to the interior is
stamped with the date code NJ.

17 1/2 by 22 by 9 inches

$1,000-2,000
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494 93636

WALTER BECKER 1977 FENDER
STARCASTER

A 1977 Fender Starcaster semi-hollow electric guitar constructed in
naturally finished maple with a pair of embossed humbucking
pickups. Serial number S708983 to the headstock. Accompanied by
the original hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000

495 93259

WALTER BECKER 1982 FENDER
LEAD III
A 1982 Fender Lead III solidbody guitar finished in a
reddish sunburst. Fitted with two humbuckers, 
a three-way pickup selector and a three-way coil
selector. Serial number E104488 stamped to
headstock. Accompanied by the original fitted case.

$500-700
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496 93494

WALTER BECKER 1985 FENDER
PERFORMER BASS

A 1985 Fender Performer Bass finished in Gunmetal Blue
Metallic and fitted with a maple neck, rosewood fretboard and a
pair of single coil pickups. Serial number E605664. Accompanied
by the original fitted road case.

$800-1,200

497 93260

WALTER BECKER 1986 FENDER
CONTEMPORARY STRATOCASTER 
A 1986 Fender Contemporary Stratocaster finished
in Olympic White. Fitted with a locking tremolo
system, two single coil pickups and a Seymour
Duncan bladed bridge pickup. Serial number
E685542 and “MADE IN JAPAN” to headstock.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$500-700
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498 93518

WALTER BECKER 1983 FENDER
TELECASTER ELITE

A 1983 Telecaster Elite electric guitar. The bound body with a
walnut brown finish, pair of active humbucking pickups and filter
control. Serial number E 300422. Accompanied by the original hard
shell case.

$700-900

499 93372

WALTER BECKER 1983 SQUIRE
STRATOCASTER
A 1983 Japanese made Squire Stratocaster. The
original pickups, controls and pickguard have been
removed and replaced with a single DiMarzio bridge
pickup and accommodating set-up. Finished in black,
serial number SQ51170 stamped to neck plate.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$200-300
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500 93422

WALTER BECKER FENDER CUSTOM
SHOP ULTRA STRATOCASTER 
A Fender Custom Shop Ultra Stratocaster. This rare set-neck
version of the top-of-the-line Ultra series features an ebony
fretboard, two-point tremolo, locking nut, red Fender-Lace
sensor bridge pickups, gold middle pickup and blue neck pickup.
The body is finished in sunburst with a quilted maple top, “D.A.
2/96 BOULANGER” is inscribed to the tremolo cavity, serial
number CN201814 and Custom Shop USA logo stamped to
headstock. Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$1,500-2,500

501 93536

WALTER BECKER FENDER
D’AQUISTO ELITE
A 1989 Fender D’Aquisto Elite archtop electric
guitar. The body is finished in black with white
binding and equipped with an ebony bridge,
tailpiece, set of knobs, and fretboard in addition to
a single humbucking neck pickup. Serial number
906092 stamped to the headstock. Accompanied
by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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502 93266

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED FENDER ST-62 STRATOCASTER
A Japanese made ‘62 reissue Fender Stratocaster circa 1993 played by Walter Becker at Coachella. Finished
in Metallic Blue and featuring a slab fretboard and other vintage style appointments. Currently fitted with
Seymour Duncan mini humbuckers. The neck is marked with the serial number P053286 and “Crafted In
Japan.” Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$300-500

503 93276

WALTER BECKER FENDER STRATOCASTER ‘62 REISSUE
A Japanese made Fender Stratocaster circa 1985. A reissue of the 1962 Stratocaster featuring a maple
neck with slab rosewood fretboard, three-ply pickguard and a Sonic Blue finish which has yellowed into a
pleasant seafoam green. Fitted with a set of Fishman single coil pickups. Serial number C031130 to neck
below “MADE IN JAPAN.” Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$500-700
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505 93687

WALTER BECKER HEARTFIELD RR59
An RR59 model electric guitar from Heartfield by Fender circa 1990. The double cutaway mahogany body with a
set neck and Transparent Crimson finish is equipped with a pair of humbucking pickups and a later Warmouth
tremolo bridge. Serial number G91723 stamped to the headstock.

$200-400

504 93596

WALTER BECKER FENDER STRATOCASTER HARDTAIL
A Fender Stratocaster hardtail circa 1979. The guitar is finished in Arctic White, the bridge and neck pickups
have been replaced with Flying Mojo PH66 single coils and the middle pickup has been replaced with a Fralin
single coil. The headstock bears the serial number S929414 and the neck is stamped with 0902#2192 as well as
“R. FRIEND.” Accompanied by a gig bag.

$700-900
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506 93574

WALTER BECKER FENDER
STRATOCASTER XII
A Japanese made Fender 12-String Stratocaster modeled
after the 1960s Electric XII with sunburst finish. Serial number
Q019319 to the neck. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$400-600

507 93273

WALTER BECKER FENDER CUSTOM SHOP
‘57 STRATOCASTER
A Fender Custom Shop 1957 reissue Stratocaster. Alder body
with a quilted maple top finished in Tobacco Sunburst and
fitted with a birdseye maple neck. The headstock is stamped
with the serial number “02 OF 60” above the Custom Shop
USA logo. Accompanied by the original tweed hard shell case
and a signed certificate of authenticity dated 2-26-93.

$1,000-2,000
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509 93254

WALTER BECKER ‘52 REISSUE FENDER
TELECASTER
A 1985 Japanese made Fender Telecaster ‘52 reissue with
chambered ash body and spruce top finished in Tobacco
Sunburst. Serial number A052041 to bridge plate. Accompanied
by a hard shell case.

$400-600

508 93274

WALTER BECKER 40TH ANNIVERSARY
FENDER STRATOCASTER LIMITED
EDITION ‘54 REISSUE
A 1994 limited edition Fender Stratocaster made with 1954
specifications to commemorate the model’s 40th anniversary.
Finished in two-tone sunburst and fitted with a commemorative
neck plate. The headstock is stamped with “1625 of 1954.”
Accompanied by a tweed hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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510 94122

WALTER BECKER FENDER BANDMASTER AMPLIFIER
A Bandmaster AB763 silverface amplifier circa 1968.

8 1/4 by 24 by 9 3/4 inches

$500-700

511 94132

WALTER BECKER
FENDER PRINCETON
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Fender Princeton silverface
1x10 combo amplifier circa
1969. The chassis is impressed
with the serial number A12362.

16 1/2 by 20 by 9 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000
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512 93826

WALTER BECKER 1974
VIBROLUX REVERB
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A 1974 silverface Fender Vibrolux
Reverb 2x12 combo amplifier. The
chassis is impressed with serial
number A879268.

18 1/2 by 24 3/4 by 9 1/2 inches

$700-900

513 93838

WALTER BECKER 1977
FENDER CHAMP COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A 1977 silverface Fender Champ currently
lacking a speaker. The chassis is
impressed with the serial number 
A 63390.

14 1/2 by 17 by 7 1/2 inches

$100-200
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514 93890

WALTER BECKER
1977 FENDER
DELUXE REVERB
COMBO AMPLIFIER 
A 1977 Fender Deluxe Reverb
silverface 1x12 combo amplifier.
Loaded with the original Fender
Special Design speaker and
impressed to the chassis with
the serial number A731657.

17 1/2 by 24 by 9 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

515 94007

WALTER BECKER 1977
FENDER VIBRO CHAMP
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A 1977 Fender Vibro Champ silverface
1x8 combo amplifier. The chassis is
impressed with the serial number
A876192 and the cabinet is currently
loaded with a modern Eminence
speaker.

14 1/2 by 17 by 7 1/2 inches

$300-500
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516 93864

WALTER BECKER 1978 FENDER
PRINCETON REVERB COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A 1978 Fender Princeton Reverb silverface 1x10
combo amplifier. The cabinet is loaded with the
original blue label special design speaker and
the chassis is impressed with the serial number
A896991.

17 by 20 by 9 3/4 inches

$800-1,200

517 93939

WALTER BECKER FENDER
TWIN REVERB COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Fender Twin Reverb combo amplifier that
has been modified to be a 1x15 with a black
face panel. The amp formerly belonged to
the band The Strangers and is currently
loaded with a single Kustom SRO15
speaker, the chassis is impressed with the
serial number A47998.

25 by 26 1/4 by 10 3/4 inches

$1,000-2,000
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518 93230

WALTER BECKER BLUE FLOWER ‘54 REISSUE FENDER PRECISION BASS 
A Fender Precision Bass manufactured in Japan circa 2000, made to 1954 specifications and finished in
limited edition Blue Flower paint motif, serial number P094718 to neck. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$600-800

519 93523

WALTER BECKER FENDER BARITONE TELECASTER
A Fender Baritone Telecaster electric guitar with metallic copper finish, 27-inch scale length, humbucking
bridge pickup and a pair of single coil pickups. Serial number MX12218446 screened to headstock.
Accompanied by a gig bag.

$200-400
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521 93279

WALTER BECKER FENDER CUSTOM SHOP ‘51 RELIC NOCASTER 
A 2007 Fender Custom Shop reissue 1951 Nocaster Relic with an Aged Blonde finish. The bridgeplate is stamped
with the serial number R6856 and the neck is dated “DEC 08 2007,” the neck pocket is inscribed with the model
designation #9270000823. Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$1,000-2,000

520 93275

WALTER BECKER FENDER CUSTOM SHOP ‘51 RELIC NOCASTER 
A 2005 Fender Custom Shop reissue 1951 Nocaster Relic with an Aged Sunburst finish. The bridgeplate is
stamped with the serial number R4665 and the neck is dated “NOV 14 2005,” the neck is also inscribed with the
model designation #9270000340. Accompanied by a tweed hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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522 93272

WALTER BECKER FENDER CUSTOM SHOP ‘57
STRATOCASTER CLOSET CLASSIC 
A Fender Custom Shop ‘57 reissue Closet Classic Stratocaster.
Finished in Aged Seafoam Green. Neck plate bearing the serial
number R72772. Accompanied by the original tweed hard shell case
and a signed certificate of authenticity dated 07/16/13.

$1,000-2,000

523 93278

WALTER BECKER FENDER
CUSTOM SHOP ‘56 RELIC
STRATOCASTER 
A Fender Custom Shop Stratocaster Relic.
Constructed with 1956 model specifications and
finished in Aged White Blonde. The neck plate is
stamped with serial number R79071. Accompanied
by a tweed hard shell case and a signed certificate
of authenticity dated 08/25/14.

$1,000-2,000
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524 93420

WALTER BECKER FENDER CUSTOM SHOP ‘61
RELIC STRATOCASTER 
A Fender Custom Shop Relic reissue of the 1961 Stratocaster finished
in aged Olympic White. Serial number R67244 stamped to neck plate.
Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$1,000-2,000

525 93241

WALTER BECKER FENDER
CUSTOM SHOP RELIC ‘59
ESQUIRE
A Fender Custom Shop Relic reissue of the
1959 Esquire finished in Vintage Blonde. The
neck is dated March 24 2003 and the neck plate
bears the serial number R14170. Accompanied
by a Fender hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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526 93593

WALTER BECKER FENDER DUO-SONIC
A Fender Duo-Sonic electric guitar finished in black with a pair of single
coil pickups. Serial number MN515133 printed to headstock.
Accompanied by a gig bag.

$200-400

527 93264

WALTER BECKER FENDER
JAZZMASTER
A J. Mascis signature series Japanese made
Fender Jazzmaster with Purple Sparkle finish and
anodized gold-tone pickguard. Fitted with JBE two
tone pickups. Neck marked with serial number
S058765 and “Crafted in Japan,” headstock
bearing facsimile signature. Accompanied by a
hard shell case.

$800-1,200
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528 93525

WALTER BECKER FENDER JIMI HENDRIX
STRATOCASTER
A Fender Jimi Hendrix Stratocaster electric guitar. An homage to
Hendrix’ “flipped over” strat with reversed 60s-style headstock. Serial
number MX15639767. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$200-400

529 93263

WALTER BECKER FENDER
STRATOCASTER
A 2010 Fender Eric Johnson Maple Stratocaster.
Contoured ‘57 style alder body finished in two-color
sunburst with a maple neck and fretboard. Neck plate
bearing serial number EJ03997. Accompanied by the
original blonde hard shell case.

$800-1,000
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530 93271

WALTER BECKER FENDER
STRATOCASTER
A 2014 Mexican made Fender Stratocaster. Finished in
Olympic White and equipped with a set of Joe Barden style
pickups. Serial number MX14462225 and “MADE IN
MEXICO” to headstock. Accompanied by a Fender hard shell
case.

$200-400

531 93265

WALTER BECKER FENDER TELECASTER
A 2009 G.E. Smith Artist Series Fender Telecaster. Featuring
an ash body with blonde finish fitted with American Vintage
Tele pickups, a maple neck and fretboard. The neck plate
bears the serial number SV000262. Accompanied by a tweed
hard shell case.

$800-1,200
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533 93295

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED FENDER
STRATOCASTER
A 2010 Fender Eric Johnson Maple Stratocaster played by
Walter Becker on tour and at Coachella in 2015. Previously
owned by Don Johnson and fitted with a set of custom 
Duo-Sonic low output pickups made by Don Mare for Walter
Becker. Contoured ‘57 style alder body finished in two-color
sunburst with a maple neck and fretboard. Neck plate bearing
serial number EJ00787, the headstock is affixed with two
adhesive labels reading “10s” and “DJ.”. Accompanied by the
original blonde hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

532 93291

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED FENDER
CUSTOM SHOP ‘51 RELIC NOCASTER 
A 2007 Fender Custom Shop reissue 1951 Nocaster Relic with
an Aged Blonde finish. The bridgeplate is stamped with the
serial number R6351 and the neck is dated “JUN 12 2007,” the
neck is also stamped with “51 NOCASTER.” Played on tour by
Walter Becker from 2007-2011. Accompanied by a tweed
thermometer style case.

$1,000-2,000
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534

WALTER BECKER
FENDER ‘57 TWEED
TWIN COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Fender tweed 5E8-A Twin-Amp
2x12 40-watt combo, serial number
AB 024222.

20 1/2 by 24 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches

$1,500-2,500

535 93823

WALTER BECKER FENDER
BLUES DELUXE REISSUE
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Fender Blues Deluxe Reissue 40-watt
1x12 tweed combo amplifier, serial
number B-668824.

19 by 23 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches

$300-500
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536 93919

WALTER BECKER FENDER
CHAMP ‘57 CUSTOM
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A reissue 1957 Fender Champ tweed 
5-watt 1x8 combo amplifier. A paper
label to the interior printed with the serial
number AB 0138146.

12 by 13 1/2 by 7 3/4 inches

$500-700

537 94136

WALTER BECKER FENDER
DELUXE TWEED ‘57
REISSUE COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Fender ‘57 Deluxe reissue tweed
1x12 combo amplifier used by Walter
Becker on tour in his dressing room,
serial number AB024924.

16 1/2 by 20 by 9 1/2 inches

$700-900
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538 93870

WALTER BECKER
FENDER EC TWINOLUX
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Fender EC Twinolux 2x12 tweed
combo amplifier. Designed in
collaboration with Eric Clapton after
a ‘57 tweed. A tube chart to the
interior bears the serial number 
AB 034862.

$1,000-2,000

539 94174

WALTER BECKER
FENDER SUPER
SONIC 60 COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Fender Super Sonic 60 1x12
combo amplifier used by 
Walter Becker on tour in his
dressing room, serial number
CR-353307, housed within a
black rolling road case.

18 by 25 1/2 by 10 inches; road
case, 32 by 32 by 24 inches

$700-900
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541 93839

WALTER BECKER
FENDER SUPER-
SONIC 22 AMPLIFIER
A Fender Super-Sonic 
22-watt tube-driven amplifier,
serial number CR-351238.

10 1/2 by 24 by 8 3/4 inches

$400-600

540 93837

WALTER BECKER
FENDER 
SUPER-SONIC 22
AMPLIFIER
A Fender Super-Sonic
22-watt tube-driven
amplifier, brought on tour
by Walter Becker in 2017,
serial number 
CR-351222.

10 1/2 by 24 by 8 3/4
inches

$400-600
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542 93832

WALTER BECKER FENDER SUPER-SONIC 60 AMPLIFIER
A Fender Super-Sonic 60-watt 2-channel amplifier brought on tour by Walter Becker in 2017. The back panel affixed
with a label bearing serial number CR-350616.

10 by 25 1/2 by 9 3/4 inches

$400-600

543 94091

WALTER BECKER FENDER
THE EDGE DELUXE TWEED
COMBO AMPLIFIER 
A Fender The Edge signature model
Deluxe 5E3 tweed 1x12 combo
amplifier. The cabinet is loaded with a
Celestion G12 alnico blue speaker, a
tube chart to the interior bears the serial
number AB036805.

17 by 20 by 9 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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545 93691

WALTER BECKER 1983 G&L L-1000
FRETLESS BASS
A 1983 G&L L-1000 fretless bass with transparent blue finish
and a single humbucking pickup. The neck plate is impressed
with the serial number B012122, the neck is stamped with 426
83 and the neck pocket is stamped with NOV 13 1982.
Accompanied by a gig bag.

$600-800

544 93251

WALTER BECKER 1982 G&L L-1000 BASS
A G&L L-1000 bass finished in black, fitted with a single
humbucking pickup and corresponding three-way toggle.
Bridgeplate stamped with serial number B009560 and neck
dated 1982. Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$300-500
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546 93524

WALTER BECKER 1987 G&L SC-3
A 1987 G&L SC-3 electric guitar finished in blue and equipped with
three single coil pickups and a dual fulcrum tremolo. The neck plate is
impressed with the serial number G021125, the neck and neck pocket
are both dated 1987. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$500-700

547 93522

WALTER BECKER 1987 
G&L SKYHAWK
A 1987 G&L Skyhawk electric guitar. This updated
Stratocaster alternative by Leo Fender is finished
in translucent red and equipped with a set of three
single coil pickups, Speigel tuners and an early
dual fulcrum tremolo. The serial number G020809
is impressed to the neck plate and the date Jul 10
1987 is stamped to the neck heel and pocket.
Accompanied by a gig bag.

$700-900
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548 93629

WALTER BECKER VOX PHANTOM GUITAR
An Italian made Vox Phantom electric guitar circa 1960s. The original
white finish has faded to a pale pink and the guitar has been modified
with a pair of humbucking pickups. The serial number 378225 is
impressed to the neck plate. Accompanied by the original hard shell
case.

$500-700

549 93555

WALTER BECKER VOX PHANTOM
IV BASS
An Italian made Vox Phantom IV bass guitar circa
1960s. The instrument is finished in black and
equipped with a pair of single coil pickups. The
neck plate is stamped with the serial number
232723. Accompanied by the original hard shell
case.

$1,000-2,000
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551 94152

WALTER BECKER VOX
PACEMAKER COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Vox Pacemaker 1x10 combo amplifier
manufactured by Thomas Organ Co. circa
1960s.

17 1/2 by 21 1/4 by 9 1/4 inches

$200-300

550

WALTER BECKER VOX SPITFIRE GUITAR
An Italian made 1960s Vox Spitfire electric guitar. The double cutaway body finished in three-color sunburst and
equipped with three single coil pickups and a bound maple neck. Neck plate stamped with serial number 232876
and additionally hand-etched with an indistinct series of numbers and letters. Accompanied by the original hard

shell case.

$500-700

93419
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552 93937

WALTER BECKER VOX (JMI)
AC15 COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Vox AC15 1x12 combo amp manufactured
by Jennings Musical Industries LTD. circa
early 1960s. The amp features a copper
control panel and is affixed to the rear panel
with an information plate impressed with the
serial number 4983N.

21 by 20 3/4 by 10 1/2 inches

$3,000-4,000

553

WALTER BECKER
VOX (JMI) AC10
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Vox AC10 2x10 combo amp
manufactured by Jennings
Musical Industries LTD. circa
1965. The amp features a
grey control panel and the
original gold labeled speakers.

19 by 25 by 9 1/2 inches

$1,500-2,500
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554 93848

WALTER BECKER VOX
AC15 CUSTOM COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Vox AC15 1x12 15-watt combo
amplifier loaded with a Celestion
Greenback speaker, serial number
N10-300190.

18 1/2 by 24 by 10 1/2 inches

$300-500

555 93809

WALTER BECKER VOX
AC30/6 TB COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Vox AC30/6 TB 30-watt 
2x12 combo amplifier loaded with
the original Celestion Greenback
speakers, serial number
M-2002-06-... (partially indistinct.)

23 3/4 by 27 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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556 94141

WALTER BECKER VOX AC30CC1
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Vox AC30 Custom Classic 30-watt 1x12 combo
amplifier, serial number C1AC000428.

21 1/2 by 24 by 10 1/2 inches

$300-500

557

WALTER BECKER VOX (JMI) AC50
AMPLIFIER
A Vox AC50 amplifier manufactured by Jennings Musical
Industries LTD. Circa 1960s with grey control panel and
serial number 03173.

10 1/2 by 11 by 22 inches

$1,500-2,500

558 94035

WALTER BECKER VOX AC30
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Vox AC30 Brian May signature edition 2x12
combo amplifier.

22 by 28 by 10 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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559 93932

WALTER BECKER
MASCO MA-25N
AMPLIFIER
A Masco MA-25N amplifier circa
1940s that has been modified
with 1/4-inch inputs and outputs.
An information badge is
impressed with the serial
number A252830.

8 1/2 by 15 1/2 by 9 inches

$200-300

560 93866

WALTER BECKER
MASCO MAP-15
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Masco MAP-15 1x12 combo
amplifier circa 1947. The cabinet
is loaded with a Jensen P12T
speaker and the chassis is
stamped with the serial number
299044.

19 by 16 by 8 1/2 inches

$300-500
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562 93753

WALTER BECKER 1965 MAGNATONE X-20 TYPHOON
A 1965 Magnatone X-20 Typhoon solidbody electric guitar. The double cutaway poplar body is finished in
sunburst and equipped with three magnetic pickups and a “Lever-Lock” vibrato tailpiece. The serial number
200315 is impressed to the neck plate. Accompanied by the original fitted road case.

$700-900

561 93750

WALTER BECKER 1965 MAGNATONE X-20 TYPHOON
A 1965 Magnatone X-20 Typhoon solidbody electric guitar. The double cutaway poplar body is finished in red and
equipped with three magnetic pickups and a “Lever-Lock” vibrato tailpiece. The serial number 200374 is
impressed to the neck plate. Accompanied by the original fitted road case.

$700-900
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563 93752

WALTER BECKER 1965 MAGNATONE X-5
ZEPHYR
A 1965 Magnatone X-5 Zephyr solidbody electric guitar finished in red
sparkle and equipped with a pair of single coil pickups. The neck plate
is impressed with the serial number 051007. Accompanied by the
original fitted road case.

$600-800

564 93760

WALTER BECKER MAGNATONE
ARTIST SERIES GUITAR
A Magnatone electric guitar circa 1959 with
chambered birch body finished in sunburst and
equipped with a pair of single coil pickups, two
volume knobs, one tone knob, a toggle switch and
single output through the body. The original
headstock logo has been scratched away and a
badge that reads “STE” has been affixed in its
place. The neck plate impressed with the serial
number M639. Accompanied by a chip board case.

$900-1,200
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565 93768

WALTER BECKER MAGNATONE MARK VIII
A Magnatone Mark VIII electric guitar circa 1959. The chambered body
is finished in sunburst and equipped with a pair of single coil pickups.
The neck plate is impressed with the serial number M797.
Accompanied by a chip board case.

$800-1,200

566 93511

WALTER BECKER MAGNATONE
HURRICANE BASS
A Magnatone Hurricane bass guitar circa 1965.
The poplar body is finished in sunburst and fitted
with a maple neck, Paul Barth designed single coil
pickup and an adjustable string-mute bridge. Serial
number 100563 impressed to the neck plate.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$600-800
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567 94120

WALTER BECKER BRONSON
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Bronson 1x8 combo amplifier circa 1940s.
The cabinet with rounded upper edges and
a pearloid covering, the amplifier powered
by two 6V6 tubes with a 5Y3G rectifier tube
and 6SF5 preamp tube.

11 1/2 by 14 1/4 by 6 1/4 inches

$200-400

568 93926

WALTER BECKER
DICKERSON ST-8 COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Dickerson ST-8 1x8 combo amplifier circa
1940s, before the company became
Magnatone. The cabinet has a green
pearloid finish and is affixed to the inside
with a paper label from Fator’s
Manufacturing Co. inscribed with the model
“ST-8” and the number “2-46.”

10 3/4 by 12 1/2 by 5 inches

$200-300
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569 93935

WALTER BECKER MAGNATONE
ESTEY MODEL 412 COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Magnatone Estey model 412 1x6 combo
amplifier circa 1960s.

17 1/2 by 13 by 7 1/2 inches

$400-600

570 93971

WALTER BECKER
MAGNATONE CUSTOM 260
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Magnatone Custom 260 High Fidelity
2x12 combo amplifier circa 1960. A
paper label to the interior is stamped
with the serial number 6332.

22 by 26 by 9 inches

$1,000-2,000
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571 94241

WALTER BECKER STUDIO
USED DA VINCI CUSTOM
HIGH FIDELITY COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Da Vinci 2x12 combo amplifier
manufactured by Magnatone as a 
re-badged model 460A circa 1960s.
The amp was sought out specifically
by Walter Becker and engineer Dave
Russell in order to achieve the 
“wha-wha” guitar sound in the song
“My Waterloo” on 11 Tracks of Whack. 
A paper label to the interior bears the
serial number 1367.

21 1/2 by 26 1/2 by 10 inches

$800-1,200

572 93867

WALTER BECKER
MAGNATONE LYRIC COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Magnatone Lyric 10-watt 1x12 combo
amplifier. A tube chart to the interior is
inscribed with the serial number 00089.

15 1/2 by 15 by 9 1/2 inches

$700-900
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573 94154

WALTER BECKER
MAGNATONE MAESTRO
150 COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Magnatone Maestro model 150
1x15 combo amplifier circa 1955.
The cabinet is loaded with a Jensen
P15N speaker and a tube chart to
the interior is stamped with the serial
number 30204.

20 by 23 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

574 93921

WALTER BECKER
MAGNATONE
TROUBADOUR COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Magnatone Troubadour Model 112
combo amplifier circa 1950s. The
cabinet is loaded with a single Jensen
C12 speaker and a tube chart to the
interior is stamped with the serial
number 10818.

16 by 18 3/4 by 10 inches

$700-900
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575 93820

WALTER BECKER
MAGNATONE VARSITY 108
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Magnatone Varsity 108 1x8 combo
amplifier circa 1950s. The cabinet has a
pearloid finish covering and a tube chart to
the interior is stamped with the serial
number 10405.

12 by 13 1/2 by 7 1/4 inches

$300-500

576 93863

WALTER BECKER
MAGNATONE VARSITY
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Magnatone Varsity model 15-watt 1x12
combo amplifier. A tube chart to the
interior is stamped with the serial number
479.

19 by 20 by 9 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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577 93872

WALTER BECKER MAGNATONE
VARSITY COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Magnatone Varsity model 15-watt 1x12
combo amplifier. A tube chart affixed to the
interior is stamped with the serial number 451.

19 by 21 by 9 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

578 93930

WALTER BECKER
MAGNATONE/ESTEY
M10 COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Magnatone/Estey model M10
38-watt 1x8 + 1x3 combo amplifier
circa 1960s, serial number 1432.

24 by 23 by 10 inches

$300-500
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93959. 580

WALTER BECKER 1943 EPIPHONE ELECTAR ZEPHYR LAP
STEEL

A 1943 Epiphone Electar Zephyr lap steel. The bound maple body has a sunburst
finish and is fitted with a single Tone Spectrum pickup. The badge affixed to the

headstock is impressed with the serial number 7856. Accompanied by a hard shell
case.

$300-500

93967. 581

WALTER BECKER RICKENBACKER B-6 LAP STEEL
A Rickenbacker Electro lap steel circa 1940, finished in black with white Bakelite
paneling, fitted with a 1 1/2-inch horseshoe pickup. The headstock is impressed

with the serial number C2376. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$700-900

93964. 579

WALTER BECKER MAGNATONE VARSITY LAP STEEL
A Magnatone Varsity lap steel circa 1950s with grey pearloid finish and translucent red
accents. A badge affixed to the headstock is impressed with the serial number 25608.

Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$200-300
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583

WALTER BECKER GIBSON SKYLARK LAP STEEL
A Gibson Skylark lap steel circa 1960s.

$700-900

584

WALTER BECKER GIBSON BR-6 LAP STEEL
A Gibson BR-6 lap steel circa 1940s.

$400-600

93947. 582

WALTER BECKER RICKENBACKER ELECTRO LAP STEEL
A Rickenbacker Electro lap steel circa 1950s, equipped with a horseshoe pickup.

$500-700
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586

WALTER BECKER FENDER CHAMPION LAP STEEL
A Fender Champion lap steel circa 1953, with pearloid finish and a single coil pickup.
The bridge plate is impressed with the serial number 2698. Accompanied by a faux

alligator case.

$400-600

93966  587

WALTER BECKER FENDER CHAMPION LAP STEEL
A Fender Champion lap steel circa 1953, with pearloid finish and a single coil

pickup. The bridge plate is impressed with the serial number 4242. Accompanied by
a chip board case.

$400-600

93945. 585

WALTER BECKER FENDER CHAMPION LAP STEEL
A Fender Champion lap steel circa 1953, with pearloid finish and a single coil pickup.
The bridge plate is impressed with the serial number 3159. Accompanied by a hard

shell case.

$400-600
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93956. 589

WALTER BECKER GIBSON BR-6 LAP STEEL
A Gibson BR-6 lap steel guitar circa 1950s, finished in black and equipped with a

single coil pickup. Accompanied by a chip board case.

$400-600

93960. 590

WALTER BECKER GIBSON BR-6 LAP STEEL
A Gibson BR-6 lap steel circa 1940s.

$400-600

93962. 588

WALTER BECKER EPIPHONE ELECTAR LAP STEEL
An Epiphone Electar lap steel circa 1940s, serial number 1484.

$500-700
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591 94197

WALTER BECKER GIBSON ELECTRAHARP EH 650
A Gibson Electraharp pedal steel circa 1950s with sunburst finish. The instrument is accompanied
by its original case yet lacking its pedal assembly and one of its legs.

$700-900

592

WALTER BECKER GIBSON ULTRATONE LAP
STEEL
A Gibson Ultratone 7-string lap steel circa 1948, finished in white
with a single coil pickup, currently lacking its original bridge and
peg covers. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$300-500
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594 93783

WALTER BECKER RICKENBACKER DW-16 DOUBLE 8 STEEL
GUITAR 
A Rickenbacker DW-16 console steel guitar circa 1950s. Each 8-string has a 1 1/4-inch
horseshoe pickup and one has been customized with a series of knee levers de-tuning two of
the strings. One of the tuner pans is impressed with the serial number DW24146.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

93946. 593

WALTER BECKER HARMONY H-1 LAP STEEL
A Harmony H-1 lap steel circa 1960s, with a copper finish and

single coil pickup. Accompanied by a chip board case.

$200-300
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595 94109

WALTER BECKER
RICKENBACKER ELECTRO
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Rickenbacker Electro 1x12 combo
amplifier circa 1930s. The chassis is
impressed with the number 172 and
housed within a grey metal cabinet.

15 1/2 by 16 1/2 by 8 inches

$500-700

596

WALTER BECKER RICKENBACKER MODEL G
LAP STEEL

A Rickenbacker Model G lap steel circa 1950s with chromed metal
finish, gold-toned accents and a horseshoe pickup. Accompanied by a

hard shell case.

$700-900
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597

WALTER BECKER RICKENBACKER MODEL
100 LAP STEEL
A Rickenbacker Model 100 lap steel with speckled tan finish,
serial number 8255.

$200-300

598 93957

WALTER BECKER SUPRO IRENE LAP STEEL
A Supro Irene lap steel with white pearloid finish circa 1940s.

$200-400
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599 93965

WALTER BECKER SUPRO LAP STEEL
A Supro lap steel circa 1950s with pearloid finish and a string-
through pickup. Accompanied by a textured chip board case.

$200-300

600

WALTER BECKER BRONSON
STREAMLINER LAP STEEL
A Bronson Streamliner lap steel with green pearloid
finish circa 1940s.

$200-300
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601

WALTER BECKER KAY LAP STEEL
A Kay lap steel circa 1940s. The headstock is impressed
with K15. Accompanied by a tweed hard shell case.

$200-300

602

WALTER BECKER OAHU
TONEMASTER LAP STEEL
An Oahu Tonemaster lap steel with checkered
binding.

$300-500
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603 93716

WALTER BECKER OAHU ACOUSTIC LAP
STEEL

An acoustic lap steel manufactured for Oahu Publishing Co. circa
1930s. The body is constructed in bound mahogany with a sunburst
finish. Accompanied by a chip board case.

$200-300

604 93944

WALTER BECKER OAHU ISLANDER
LAP STEEL
An Oahu Islander lap steel guitar circa mid-20th
century, with pinstriped top and single pickup, the frets
have been numbered. Accompanied by the original
tweed case.

$300-500
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605 93942

WALTER BECKER OAHU TONEMASTER
LAP STEEL

An Oahu Tonemaster lap steel circa 1940s/1950s with sunburst
finish, checkered binding and a single P90 style pickup.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$300-500

606

WALTER BECKER OAHU
TONEMASTER LAP STEEL
An Oahu lap steel circa 1930s constructed in
bound mahogany with a sunburst finish and
equipped with a single coil pickup, stamped with
the serial number 1396. Accompanied by a hard
shell case.

$200-300
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607

WALTER BECKER 1953
OAHU/VALCO COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A 1953 Valco 1x10 combo amplifier produced
for Oahu Publishing Co. The serial number
X19663 is impressed to metal badge on the
back of the cabinet.

15 1/2 by 15 by 7 1/2 inches

$200-400

608 94113

WALTER BECKER OAHU
COMBO AMPLIFIER
An Oahu 1x8 combo amplifier circa 1940s.
The cabinet is loaded with the original
Jensen C8RS speaker.

12 1/2 by 11 1/2 by 7 1/2 inches

$300-500
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610

WALTER BECKER OAHU
COMBO AMPLIFIER
An Oahu 1x8 combo amplifier circa
1930s/1940s loaded with a Rola K8
speaker.

12 1/2 by 11 1/2 by 7 1/2 inches

$300-500

609 93920

WALTER BECKER OAHU
COMBO AMPLIFIER
An Oahu 1x8 combo amplifier circa 1941,
licensed by E.R.P.I. and loaded with a
Rola K8 speaker.

12 by 11 3/8 by 7 3/4 inches

$200-400
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611 94255

WALTER BECKER
OAHU COMBO
AMPLIFIER
An Oahu 1x10 combo amplifier
produced by Valco circa 1953.

16 1/2 by 17 1/2 by 8 1/4
inches

$200-400

612 94114

WALTER BECKER OAHU
TONEMASTER 230K
COMBO AMPLIFIER
An Oahu Tonemaster 230K 1x10
combo amplifier circa 1940s. The
interior is affixed with an E.R.P.I.
license notice.

19 by 14 by 9 inches

$300-500
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613 93995

WALTER BECKER OAHU
TONEMASTER COMBO
AMPLIFIER
An Oahu Tonemaster 1x10 +1x4 combo
amplifier circa 1940s.

18 1/2 by 14 by 9 1/4 inches

$200-300

614 94253

WALTER BECKER KAY
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Kay 1x12 combo amplifier circa 1950s.

19 1/2 by 14 1/2 by 8 1/2 inches

$200-300
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615 93728

WALTER BECKER 1970 KAY KH-90T
A 1970 Kay KH-90T model thinline electric guitar equipped
with a pair of single coil pickups and a vibrato tailpiece. The
serial number 740093 is impressed to a badge below the
neck plate. Accompanied by a chip board case.

$200-300

616 93404

WALTER BECKER KAY K100 VANGUARD
STYLE ELECTRIC GUITAR
A solidbody electric guitar, no apparent brand identification
but likely a Kay K100 with maple body finished in sunburst
and a mahogany neck. Two humbucking pickups, each
stamped with 2176 to the underside, S4 stamped to body
cavity, potentiometers date to ‘64. Accompanied by a fitted
road case.

$200-400
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618 93496

WALTER BECKER KAY TRUETONE BASS
A Kay Truetone electric bass guitar circa 1960s. The bound,
semi-hollow alder body is finished in sunburst and equipped
with a pair of Speedbump pickups. Accompanied by a fitted
road case.

$300-500

617 93763

WALTER BECKER KAY THIN TWIN GUITAR
A Kay Thin Twin “Jimmy Reed” model flat top semi-hollow
electric guitar circa 1950s. Constructed in naturally finished
maple and mahogany with a pair of Speedbump pickups and
engraved headstock. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$800-1,200
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619 93698

WALTER BECKER KAY-STYLE BASS
A Kay-style electric bass circa 1960s. The body has a white
binding and red burst finish and is fitted with a pair of Speed
Bump pickups. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$400-600

620 93785

WALTER BECKER BURNS VIBRASLIM
BASS
A Vibraslim semi-hollow electric bass handcrafted by Burns
London circa 1960s, finished in black and red/orange burst
and fitted with a pair of Ultra Sonic pickups. The neck plate
bears the serial number 9591. Accompanied by a hard shell
case.

$800-1,200
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622 93417

WALTER BECKER 1963 
AMPEG/BURNS “WILD DOG DELUXE”
A 1963 “Wild Dog Deluxe” electric guitar, which was the Ampeg
branded and imported version of the Split Sonic made by Burns
of London. Featuring a 25-inch scale length, two-color sunburst
finish and a set of three Burns Split Sound pickups. Serial
number 2653. Accompanied by the original blue check hard
shell case.

$700-900

621 93347

WALTER BECKER 1966 BURNS/BALDWIN
DOUBLE SIX
A 1966 Burns/Baldwin Double Six twelve-string electric guitar
finished in red sunburst. Equipped with a set of Burns Tri
Sonic single coil pickups and bearing the serial number 15827.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$800-1,200
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623

WALTER BECKER 1970 
AMPEG DAN ARMSTRONG BASS
An Ampeg Dan Armstrong bass guitar with clear
Lucite body. Serial number D554A.
Accompanied by a road case.

$1,000-2,000
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624

WALTER BECKER 1970 AMPEG DAN ARMSTRONG BASS
An Ampeg Dan Armstrong bass guitar with clear Lucite body and a later brass tailpiece. 

Serial number D2037A. Accompanied by a padded gig bag.

$1,000-2,000

625

WALTER BECKER 1971 AMPEG DAN ARMSTRONG BASS
An Ampeg Dan Armstrong bass guitar with clear Lucite body. Serial number D2304A. 

Accompanied by a vintage fitted hard shell case and strap.

$1,000-2,000
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626 93498

WALTER BECKER AMPEG AEB-1 BASS
An Ampeg AEB-1 electric bass guitar circa 1967, a fretted example of the first generation of Ampeg “Scroll”
basses. The instrument is finished in a red/black burst with natural neck. Equipped with a single hidden pickup
under the bridge and impressed to the tailpiece with the serial number 340. Accompanied by the original hard
shell case and some of the original paperwork and accessories.

$2,000-3,000

627 93489

WALTER BECKER AMPEG AMUB-1 FRETLESS BASS
An Ampeg AMUB-1 Fretless electric bass guitar circa 1968, part of the second generation of Ampeg
“Scroll” basses. The instrument is finished in a red/black burst with natural neck. Equipped with a single
four coil pickup and impressed to the bridge plate with the serial number 000536A. Accompanied by the
original hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000
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629 94018

WALTER BECKER AMPEG
ROCKET R-12 COMBO
AMPLIFIER
An Ampeg R-12 Rocket 1x12 combo
amplifier circa 1961. A tube chart to the
interior is stamped with the serial
number 103186.

15 1/2 by 21 by 10 1/2 inches

$300-500

628 93499

WALTER BECKER AMPEG AMUB-1 FRETLESS BASS
An Ampeg AMUB-1 Fretless electric bass guitar circa 1968, part of the second generation of Ampeg “Scroll”
basses. The instrument is finished in a red/black burst with natural neck. Equipped with a single four coil pickup
and impressed to the bridge plate with the serial number 000369. Accompanied by the original hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000
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630 94115

WALTER BECKER 1964
AMPEG ROCKET R-12-A
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A 1964 Ampeg Rocket R-12-A 1x12
combo amplifier. The cabinet is loaded
with a Jensen C12R speaker and a tube
chart to the interior is stamped with the
serial number 406507.

15 1/2 by 20 3/4 by 10 1/2 inches

$300-500

631 94143

WALTER BECKER AMPEG
ECHO JET EJ-12-A COMBO
AMPLIFIER 
An Ampeg Echo Jet 1x12 combo
amplifier circa 1964, used by Walter
Becker on tour in his hotel rooms. 
The original reverb unit has been
replaced by a Belton BL3AB2C1B tank,
a tube chart to the interior of the
cabinet is stamped with the serial
number 403054.

14 1/2 by 19 by 10 1/2 inches

$300-500
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633

WALTER BECKER AMPEG
REVERBEROCKET 2 COMBO
AMPLIFIER
An Ampeg GS-12R Reverberocket 2 1x12
combo amplifier circa 1966. The interior is
affixed with a tube chart and a paper label
stamped with the serial number 024904.

23 by 21 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches

$400-600

632 94061

WALTER BECKER AMPEG JET
J-12 COMBO AMPLIFIER
An Ampeg Jet J-12 1x12 combo amplifier
circa 1960s. The amp features a copper and
woodgrain panelling, the original speaker has
been replaced.

22 1/4 by 19 1/4 by 11 3/4 inches

$300-500
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634 93900

WALTER BECKER AMPEG
REVERBEROCKET 2
COMBO AMPLIFIER
An Ampeg GS-12R Reverberocket 2
1x12 combo amplifier circa 1966. The
interior is affixed with a tube chart
inscribed with the serial number
036760.

23 by 21 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches

$400-600

635 93927

WALTER BECKER AMPEG
VT-40 COMBO AMPLIFIER
An Ampeg VT-40 tube-driven 4x10
combo amplifier circa 1973. A paper
label to the interior is printed with the
serial number 36844.

23 by 24 by 11 1/2 inches

$400-600
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636

WALTER BECKER AMPEG V-2 AMPLIFIER
An Ampeg V-2 60-watt amplifier circa 1970s, serial number 41744.

11 by 24 by 11 1/4 inches

$400-600

637

WALTER BECKER AMPEG V-2 AMPLIFIER
An Ampeg V-2 amplifier circa 1970s.

11 by 27 by 11 1/2 inches

$400-600

94086

94130
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639

WALTER BECKER AMPEG SVT AMPLIFIER
An Ampeg SVT amplifier circa 1970s, serial number 732322-2.

11 1/4 by 24 1/4 by 14 1/4 inches

$1,000-2,000

638

WALTER BECKER AMPEG V-4B AMPLIFIER
An Ampeg V-4B 100-watt amplifier circa 1970s. The chassis has been hand-etched with the serial number

AZ11806.

10 1/4 by 27 by 11 1/2 inches

$700-900

94087

93984
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641

WALTER BECKER AMPEG SVT CLASSIC AMPLIFIER
An Ampeg SVT Classic 300-watt amplifier circa 1997, serial number TCLDJ40018.

10 by 24 by 13 inches

$800-1,200

640

WALTER BECKER AMPEG SVT AMPLIFIER
An Ampeg SVT 300-watt amplifier circa 1970s. The rear panel is inscribed with the serial number 26089 and the amp is

housed within a red road case.

11 by 24 by 14 inches; road case, 17 1/2 by 28 1/2 by 18 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000

94052

94128
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642 93566

WALTER BECKER COOP ‘62 S-STYLE
GUITAR
A replica 1962 Stratocaster by Coop Guitars. The alder body
has an aged and yellowed light blue metallic finish and is
equipped with a set of Don Mare single coil pickups and a
maple neck with slab rosewood fretboard. The serial number
120904 is etched to the neck plate and the headstock is
affixed with an adhesive label printed with “10’s.”
Accompanied by a gig bag.

$800-1,200

643 93563

WALTER BECKER TR CRANDALL
ALCASTER
A TR Crandall Alcaster electric guitar, modeled after a 1960
Telecaster with an alder body finished in Shell Pink, maple
neck and rosewood fretboard. Accompanied by the original
gig bag.

$1,000-2,000
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645 93565

WALTER BECKER TR CRANDALL ALCASTER
A TR Crandall Alcaster electric guitar finished in semi-gloss
black and fitted with a Bigsby B16 vibrato tailpiece, TK Smith
neck pickup and Don Mare bridge pickup. Accompanied by the
original gig bag.

$1,000-2,000

644 93564

WALTER BECKER TR CRANDALL
ALCASTER
A TR Crandall Alcaster electric guitar, modeled after a 1955
Telecaster with an ash body finished in blonde, maple neck
and fretboard. Accompanied by the original gig bag.

$1,000-2,000
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Working with Walter was a personal and career highlight.  Getting such approval

from the person with the greatest set of golden ears meant everything to me.  

We could talk sound and were really communicating.  

The fact that my guitars were featured so prominently in the last ten years was so

gratifying.  We would go through instruments for hours in S.I.R. with Nitebob, and I

always learned something.  He was always interested in my work and what I was trying

to accomplish.  He was and will always be the best.

-Chihoe Hahn
”

“
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646 93217

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED HAHN
MODEL 229 GUITAR
This double cutaway strat-style guitar made by Hahn was a
favorite of Walter Becker, played at every show after its
purchase, personally chosen night after night out of his
extensive and rotating array of stage instruments. Finished in
a distinctive green sparkle and fitted with a solid maple neck
above three single coil pickups. The neck plate bears the
serial number 110408 which is additionally hand-inscribed to
the headstock in silver marker, the headstock has also been
affixed with two adhesive labels, one printed with 
“11’s” and the other inscribed with “HG.” Accompanied by a
fitted road case.

$8,000-10,000
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647 93467

WALTER BECKER HAHN ELECTRIC GUITAR
A Hahn electric guitar with no apparent model designation.
Constructed with a chambered alder body with orange stained top and
natural back and sides, mahogany neck and slab rosewood fretboard.
Fitted with a pair of TV Jones pickups, serial number 160102 stamped
to the neck plate. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

648 93468

WALTER BECKER HAHN ELECTRIC
GUITAR
A Hahn electric guitar with no apparent model
designation. Constructed with a chambered
Telecaster-style body finished in teal with white
sides and headstock and slab rosewood fretboard.
Fitted with a pair of TV Jones pickups, serial
number 160801 impressed to neck pocket.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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649 93657

WALTER BECKER HAHN ELECTRIC GUITAR
A Hahn single cutaway electric guitar. The chambered Telecaster-style
body with a dark sunburst finish and pair of TV Jones pickups. The
neck pocket is impressed with “160103.” Accompanied by a padded
gig bag.

$1,000-2,000

650 93658

WALTER BECKER HAHN MODEL 112
PROTOTYPE
A prototype version of the Hahn Model 112 guitar
developed with Walter Becker, finished in metallic
light blue and equipped with single coil neck and
bridge pickups. The headstock is affixed with an
adhesive label printed with “10s” and another
inscribed with “HB1.” The neck plate is etched with
the serial number 160110. Accompanied by a
padded gig bag.

$2,000-3,000
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651 93363

WALTER BECKER HAHN MODEL 1229 GUITAR
A Hahn model 1229 Telecaster-style electric guitar. Constructed in
mahogany with a natural finish. Serial number 91203 inscribed to
headstock. Accompanied by a tweed hard shell case and an invoice
from Capital Guitars showing the guitar was purchased by 
Bob Czaykowski for Walter Becker on 1/31/2015.

$1,000-2,000

652 93293

WALTER BECKER HAHN MODEL
1229 GUITAR
A Hahn model 1229 Telecaster-style electric guitar.
Constructed in mahogany with a natural finish.
Serial number 90504 inscribed to headstock.
Accompanied by a tweed hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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653

WALTER BECKER HAHN MODEL 22 BASS
A Hahn model 22 bass guitar modeled after an early Precision or
Telecaster Bass with a maple fretboard, single coil pickup and ash
body finished in white blonde. The neck plate is stamped with the
serial number 91201C. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$1,500-2,500

654 93280

WALTER BECKER HAHN MODEL 228
GUITAR
A Hahn Model 228 single cutaway electric guitar
finished in blonde. The serial number 91201B is
stamped to the neck plate and inscribed to the
headstock. Accompanied by a brown thermometer
style hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000
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655 93358

WALTER BECKER HAHN MODEL 228 GUITAR
A Hahn Model 228 single cutaway electric guitar finished in blonde.
The serial number 160116 is inscribed to the headstock. Accompanied
by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

656 93474

WALTER BECKER HAHN MODEL
228 GUITAR
A Hahn Model 228 single cutaway electric guitar
finished in teal with white sides, fitted with a maple
neck and slab rosewood fretboard. The headstock
is inscribed with the serial number 150102.
Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$1,000-2,000
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657 93470

WALTER BECKER HAHN MODEL 228 GUITAR
A Hahn Model 228 single cutaway electric guitar with ash body, maple
neck and a maple fretboard. The top is finished in translucent orange
with a natural stain to the back and sides. The serial number 71202 is
inscribed to the headstock. Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$1,000-2,000

658 93471

WALTER BECKER HAHN MODEL 228
GUITAR
A Hahn Model 228 single cutaway electric guitar
finished in black with a maple neck and fretboard. 
The headstock is inscribed with the serial number
90105 and affixed with an adhesive label printed 
with “10.” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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659 93484

WALTER BECKER HAHN MODEL 228 GUITAR
A Hahn Model 228 single cutaway electric guitar finished in red with white sides, fitted with a maple neck and
slab rosewood fretboard. The headstock is inscribed with the serial number 150101 and affixed with an
adhesive label printed with “10’s.” Accompanied by a canvas hard case.

$1,000-2,000

660 93155

WALTER BECKER HAHN MODEL 229 GUITAR
A Hahn model 229 double cutaway electric guitar finished in yellow, serial number 140708, accompanied
by a hard sided gig bag.

$1,500-2,500
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662 93466

WALTER BECKER HAHN MODEL 229 GUITAR
A Hahn model 229 double cutaway electric guitar finished in pink, serial number 130603. The headstock is affixed
with an adhesive label printed with “10’s” and another inscribed with “HW.” Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$1,500-2,500

661 93465

WALTER BECKER HAHN MODEL 229 GUITAR
A Hahn model 229 double cutaway electric guitar finished in pink, serial number 140810, accompanied by a
tweed hard shell case.

$1,500-2,500
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663 93473

WALTER BECKER HAHN MODEL 229 GUITAR
A Hahn Model 229 double cutaway electric guitar finished in sunburst, fitted with a maple neck and slab
rosewood fretboard. The headstock is inscribed with the serial number 130505 and affixed with an adhesive
label printed with “10’s.” Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$1,000-2,000

664 93483

WALTER BECKER HAHN MODEL 229 GUITAR
A Hahn model 229 double cutaway electric guitar finished in metallic blue, serial number 160101. The
headstock is affixed with an adhesive label inscribed “H/B.” Accompanied by a hard sided gig bag.

$1,500-2,500
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666 93561

WALTER BECKER HAHN MODEL 910 PROTOTYPE
An early unmarked version of the model 910 Hahn electric guitar with a single cutaway, chambered mahogany
body and black top. Equipped with a mahogany neck, rosewood fretboard and a pair of TV Jones humbucking
pickups. The serial number 160109 is impressed to the neck plate and an adhesive label is affixed to the
headstock inscribed with “HBT.” Accompanied by a gig bag.

$1,000-2,000

665 93486

WALTER BECKER HAHN MODEL 229 GUITAR
A Hahn model 229 double cutaway electric guitar finished in metallic blue, serial number 140801. Accompanied
by a hard sided gig bag.

$1,000-2,000
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667 93294

WALTER BECKER HAHN PROTOTYPE MODEL 112 GUITAR
A single pickup prototype version of the Hahn model 112 guitar. The unique and versatile design was created
in collaboration with Walter Becker. The present example is fitted with a single blade pickup and finished in
gold. Accompanied by a tweed hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000

668 93364

WALTER BECKER HAHN PROTOTYPE MODEL 112 GUITAR
A single pickup prototype version of the Hahn model 112 guitar. The unique and versatile design was
created in collaboration with Walter Becker. The present example is fitted with a single coil bridge pickup
and finished in Pelham Blue. The headstock is affixed with an adhesive label reading “HB2.” The neck is
inscribed with “Pelham Esq” and the neck pocket is stamped with “160108.” Accompanied by a hard shell
case.

$1,000-2,000
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670 93324

WALTER BECKER ‘59 FLYING V REPLICA
A replica 1959 Gibson Flying V made by Peter Florance. Constructed in Korina with an aged natural finish and
signed to the control cavity. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000

669 93334

WALTER BECKER 48TH STREET CUSTOM GUITARS STRAT
A Stratocaster replica made by 48th Street Custom Guitars, finished in metallic gold. The neck plate is stamped
with the serial number 10090. Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$600-800
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671 93428

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED
PETER FLORANCE “CLOWNY” 
‘58 LES PAUL REPLICA 
A replica 1958 Gibson Les Paul made by Peter
Florance and played often on tour by Walter
Becker. Reproduced with a mahogany body and
maple top finished in a vibrant aged Cherry
Sunburst which earned it the nickname “Clowny”
and stamped to the headstock with the vintage
serial number 9 4150, the headstock is also affixed
with an adhesive label printed with “11’s” and
another inscribed with “CLP.” Equipped with a pair
of Peter Florance Voodoo pickups and signed by
Florance to the control cavity cover. Accompanied
by a hard shell case.

$5,000-7,000
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672 93433

WALTER BECKER FLORANCE ELECTRIC
GUITAR
A Florance solidbody electric guitar. The mahogany single
cutaway body and set neck with a natural finish along with the
quilted maple top, fitted with a pair of P90 pickups. Serial number
1003 stamped to the headstock. Accompanied by a hard shell
case.

$1,000-2,000

673 93156

WALTER BECKER REPLICA
FLYING V
A replica Flying V electric guitar constructed
in korina with an aged natural finish and
equipped with a pair of humbucking pickups.
The headstock is applied with a gold-toned
Gibson logo and stamped to the reverse with
C102. Accompained by a padded gig bag.

$2,000-4,000
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674 93153

WALTER BECKER BREEDLOVE
PROTOTYPE ELECTRIC GUITAR
A prototype version of the Breedlove Mark IV single cutaway
electric guitar with a figured maple top and mahogany body
both finished in a cherry stain, accompanied by a hard-sided
Breedlove gig bag.

$2,000-3,000

675

WALTER BECKER ELECTRIC GUITAR
A double cutaway neck-through electric guitar with cherry
sunburst finish and a single humbucking pickup. An adhesive
label to the headstock reads “uh oh.”

$800-1,200
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676 93160

WALTER BECKER STAGE
PLAYED CUSTOM GUITAR
A Stratocaster-style electric guitar made for, and
played often by Walter Becker. The body is
finished in a transparent deep wine red and
fitted with three single coil pickups, Schaller
tremolo, a locking nut and a James Tyler maple
neck with slab rosewood fretboard. The neck
heel is inscribed in pencil with “Becker.”
Accompanied by a padded gig bag.

$3,000-5,000
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677

WALTER BECKER ANELECTRO CARVED
TELECASTER STYLE GUITAR 
A Telecaster-style solidbody guitar. The top and sides with a
carved tribal motif in relief, pearloid pickguard and two single
coil pickups. The headstock is stenciled with “ANELECTRO.”
The guitar is lacking tuning pegs, strings and controls.
Accompanied by a hard sided case.

$400-600

678 93648

WALTER BECKER BOOCHES CUSTOM
GUITARS #9
A solidbody electric guitar by Booches Custom Guitars with
buckeye burl top and a pair of Barn Knuckle burnt chrome
humbucking pickups. The maple neck is inscribed to the heel
with “#09” and “06/2015.” Accompanied by a padded gig bag.

$800-1,200
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680

WALTER BECKER BUZZ FEITEN CLASSIC
PRO GUITAR
A Classic Pro model electric guitar by Buzz Feiten. Finished in
black with a maple neck and fretboard and fitted with a single
coil neck pickup and humbucking bridge pickup. Accompanied
by a hard shell case.

$500-700

679 93568

WALTER BECKER BRONDEL
HONEYCASTER
A Honeycaster solid body electric guitar by Laurent Brondel.
The guitar is modeled after an early Stratocaster with coral
finish, maple fretboard and set of three single coil pickups. A
paper label to the tremolo cavity is signed and inscribed with
the serial number 15084 and “Honeycaster DC #109.”
Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$1,000-2,000
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681 93692

WALTER BECKER CRAWFORD BASS
USED ON KAMAKIRIAD
A Crawford bass guitar used by Walter Becker on the track
“Snowbound” from the 1993 Donald Fagen solo album
Kamakiriad. The instrument has a double cutaway solid
mahogany body, pair of EMG pickups and birdseye maple
neck with a swept and pointed headstock referred to by
Becker as a “pony headstock.” The neck is signed, inscribed
with “#0002” and dated 4-88. The neck pocket is inscribed
with “MY BASS,” the date 5-9-88 and also signed.
Accompanied by a gig bag.

$1,000-2,000

682 93710

WALTER BECKER DEMO PLAYED 1988
KEN SMITH BASS
A 4-string electric bass guitar by Ken Smith played by Walter
Becker on the demo recordings for 11 Tracks of Whack. The
instrument is constructed in various naturally finished woods
and equipped with a pair of Smith’s custom humbuckers. The
gold-toned tailpiece is engraved with “Smith IV U.S.A.” and
the cavity cover is affixed with an adhesive label inscribed
with the date “11/30/88,” the serial number “88481” and
signed by Smith. Accompanied by the original hard shell
case.

$3,000-4,000
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684

WALTER BECKER CUSTOM ELECTRIC
GUITAR
A custom chambered guitar with natural finish and a pair of
polished P90 pickups. Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$700-900

683 93164

WALTER BECKER CUSTOM ELECTRIC
GUITAR
A custom single cutaway electric guitar with naturally finished
figured top, locking bridge and a pair of humbucking pickups.

$600-800
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685 93461

WALTER BECKER DGN PARAGON ‘59
GUITAR
A Paragon ‘59 Les Paul style electric guitar by DGN.
Constructed in mahogany with a figured maple top and cherry
sunburst finish and equipped with a pair of humbucking
pickups, no serial number apparent. Accompanied by a hard
shell case.

$2,000-3,000

686 93462

WALTER BECKER DGN PARAGON ‘59
GUITAR
A first run Paragon ‘59 Les Paul style electric guitar by DGN.
Constructed in mahogany with a figured maple top and cherry
sunburst finish and equipped with a pair of humbucking
pickups. The headstock is stamped with the serial number 
9 1959. Accompanied by a hard shell case and a signed
certificate of authenticity dated 7/2013.

$2,000-3,000
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688 93706

WALTER BECKER FERNANDES SUSTAINER
STRAT
A Fernandes solidbody electric guitar. The contoured double
cutaway body is constructed in mahogany with pine top and
equipped with a Fernandes Sustainer neck pickup and
electronics, the middle pickup has been removed and the
bridge pickup has been replaced with a Seymour Duncan 
strat-sized humbucker. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$400-600

687 93292

WALTER BECKER D’PERGO AGED
VINTAGE CLASSIC
A D’Pergo Aged Vintage Classic guitar. The body is
constructed in recovered swamp ash and finished in Tobacco
Sunburst and fitted with a one-piece, quarter sawn, certified
old-growth, water recovered maple neck. Featuring a set of
hand-wound, custom aged limited ‘50s, heavy Formvar wire,
alnico v pickups. The neck plate is stamped with the serial
number 0333. Accompanied by the original fitted hard shell
case and a signed certificate of authenticity dated 10-04-08.

$3,000-5,000
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689 93651

WALTER BECKER JERRY JONES SHORTHORN
GUITAR
A Jerry Jones Shorthorn model electric guitar circa 1992, finished in
black and equipped with three Lipstick Tube pickups. The serial
number 3481 is engraved to the bridge. Accompanied by a hard shell
case.

$800-1,200

690 93721

WALTER BECKER INCOMPLETE
GUITAR BODY
A thickly carved hollow guitar body and neck
currently lacking a bridge, tailpiece, strings, pickup
and electronics. Accompanied by a chip board
case.

$50-100
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691 93339

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED 
K-LINE TRUXTON GUITAR
A K-Line Truxton guitar, the ‘50s Telecaster replica has an ash body with
aged white blonde finish, maple neck, and Lollar Vintage T pickups. 
This guitar was one of Walter Becker’s favorite Telecasters and was
brought on tour in 2016-2017. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$800-1,200

692 93392

WALTER BECKER LM SIGNATURE
TELECASTER-STYLE GUITAR
An LM Signature Telecaster-style electric guitar
with dark sunburst finish and two single coil
pickups, serial number LM0001. Accompanied by
a hard shell case.

$700-900
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693 93338

WALTER BECKER O’DELL TELECASTER REPLICA
An early ‘50s Telecaster replica by O’Dell finished in blonde. The neck
plate reads “O’DELL GUITARS/ CUSTOM/ Blondie/ PALISADES
PARK, NJ/ 2006.” Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$800-1,200

694 93244

WALTER BECKER PIN-UP “OLIVIA”
CUSTOM GUITAR
A “T” Style electric guitar by Pin-Up. The guitar is
modeled after an early Telecaster and features a
blonde finished ash body with a pin-up model
painted to the back. The back of the headstock is
stamped with “Olivia,” an order tag is present
inscribed with “#74 “Olivia” 2015” to one side and a
list of features to the other. The headstock is also
affixed with an adhesive label printed with “10s”
and another inscribed with “PUT.” Accompanied by
a tweed hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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696 93413

WALTER BECKER ROY BUCHANAN ‘53 TELECASTER “NANCY” REPLICA
A replica of Roy Buchanan’s 1953 Telecaster, “Nancy” assembled by Don Mare and used as his personal guitar.
The alder body with an aged blonde finish including details such as “ROY BUCHANAN” carved into the back,
fitted with a maple Warmouth Esquire neck and equipped with a Don Mare 2324 pickup set. The bridgeplate is
stamped with the replica serial number 2324, the transplanted fender neck plate is stamped with the serial
number 12869 and additionally hand etched by Roy Buchanan with “448 48 3289/ Buchanan,” the neck pocket is
signed by Mare and dated “...6/05.” Accompanied by a tweed hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

695 93799

WALTER BECKER REPLICA TELECASTER
A replica blackguard Telecaster with aged sunburst finish, maple neck and maple fretboard. The bridge plate is
stamped with 23944.

$800-1,200
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697 93333

WALTER BECKER UNBRANDED TELECASTER STYLE GUITAR
An unbranded Telecaster style guitar. The solid yet light body is finished in a semigloss copper, fitted with an
Allparts maple neck and a set of Zexcoil pickups. Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$200-300

698 93656

WALTER BECKER NASH T63 GUITAR
A replica 1963 Telecaster by Nash Guitars. The alder body has an aged Charcoal Frost finish and is
equipped with a Fralin humbucking neck pickup and single coil bridge pickup. Signed by the maker to the
headstock and accompanied by the original hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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700 93340

WALTER BECKER NASH S57 GUITAR
A replica 1957 Stratocaster by Nash Guitars. The ash body with an aged sunburst finish and fitted with a maple
neck and fretboard. Equipped with a set of Lollar Strat Special pickups. Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$1,000-2,000

699 93655

WALTER BECKER NASH S67 GUITAR
A replica 1967 Stratocaster by Nash Guitars with heavily aged three-tone sunburst finish to the ash body and a
set of three Lollar single coil pickups. Signed by the maker to the headstock. Accompanied by the original hard
shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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701 93390

WALTER BECKER “LUMPY” TEXTONE GUITAR
A Textone electric guitar by Chris “Lumpy” Hofschneider, equipped with a pair of P-90 pickups. 
Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$1,000-2,000

702 93319

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED POTVIN JUPITER
A Jupiter model electric guitar made by Michael Potvin and played on stage by Walter Becker. 
Korina body and neck with Aged Vintage Amber finish, fitted with a rosewood fretboard and two Florance
VooDoo Humbuckers. Headstock bearing serial number 130129 and also affixed with an adhesive label
reading “10’s.” Accompanied by a fitted hard shell case and signed certificate of authenticity dated “March
19/2013.”

$2,000-3,000
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704 93317

WALTER BECKER STUART SILVERHAWK GUITAR
A Silverhawk electric guitar made by Fred Stuart. Modeled after a 1956 Telecaster with an ash body finished in
white blonde. The neck plate is stamped with the serial number 0075. Accompanied by a paisley-embossed
thermometer case.

$2,000-3,000

703 93660

WALTER BECKER WALKER SOLACE GUITAR
A Solace model solidbody electric guitar by Walker Guitars. The alder body has a faux-tortoiseshell top and back,
aluminum tailpiece and “Cigar Tube” blade pickup. Serial number 008 is engraved into the headstock.
Accompanied by a padded gig bag.

$2,000-3,000
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706 93652

WALTER BECKER ROBIN OCTAVE GUITAR
A Robin Octave electric guitar circa 1986. The double cutaway body is finished in metallic blue and fitted with a
short scale maple neck and single coil pickup. The neck plate is impressed with the serial number 17273.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$400-600

705 93784

WALTER BECKER ELECTRIC RESONATOR GUITAR
A Telecaster-style electric guitar fitted with a resonator cone and EMG neck pickup. The guitar was purchased
from a Los Angeles music store by Walter Becker in 1995 and was assembled there. Accompanied by a fitted
flight case.

$500-700
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707 93159

WALTER BECKER CUSTOM
HEADLESS GUITAR
A custom-made semi-hollow headless
electric guitar with burlwood top applied
with glass snake eye decoration and
mahogany body, rosewood bridge and
fretboard, accompanied by a soft gig
bag.

$400-600
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708 93418

WALTER BECKER “MAIN DRAG” PARTS GUITAR
An unbranded Stratocaster-style body finished in black and fitted with a
maple Allparts neck with maple fretboard and a set of three Red
Rhodes Velvet Hammer pickups. Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$500-700

709 93598

WALTER BECKER PARTS GUITAR
A double cutaway solidbody parts guitar
constructed with an Allparts maple neck with ‘70s
style headstock, lightweight body with white blonde
finish, a pair of GFS mini humbucker pickups and
other gold-toned hardware. Accompanied by a gig
bag.

$300-500
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711 93573

WALTER BECKER PLATZER GOLDTOP
REPLICA
A replica Les Paul Goldtop by Greg Platzer. Constructed with a
mahogany body, mahogany neck and gold top set with a pair of
P90 pickups. The headstock is stamped with “14 001” and also
affixed with an adhesive label printed with “10’s.” Accompanied
by a fitted road case.

$700-900

710 93602

WALTER BECKER PARTS GUITAR
A double cutaway solidbody electric guitar. The maple neck
with a pointed offset headstock, ebony fretboard and inscribed
to the heel with “SG Myer.” The Strat-style body is finished in
electric blue and equipped with two Lace pickups, a Seymour
Duncan humbucking bridge pickup and a Fender vibrato
tailpiece. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$600-800
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712 93368

WALTER BECKER STRATOCASTER-STYLE
GUITAR
A Stratocaster-style parts guitar. The body is finished in
orange sparkle and equipped with two single coil pickups and
a humbucking bridge pickup, the neck pocket is stamped with
“F.P.S.,” “18 MAR 2010,” and “295479.” Equipped with an
Allparts maple neck, the headstock has been signed
indistinctly, affixed with a Fender Stratocaster decal and
affixed with an adhesive label reading “10’s.” Accompanied by
a fitted road case.

$500-700

713 93597

WALTER BECKER STRATOCASTER-STYLE
PARTS GUITAR
A Stratocaster-style electric guitar made with a Red Star
Guitars birdseye maple neck and alder body with three-color
sunburst finish. The neck pocket is stamped with “DURAN,”
“JUL 21 2008,” and “59404C.” The guitar is also equipped
with a set of three single coil pickups and a Wilkinson tremolo
bridge. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$400-600
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715

WALTER BECKER DESTROY ALL GUITARS STRATOCASTER REPLICA 
A Replica 50s Stratocaster with ash body finished in a crackled white blonde, maple neck and maple fretboard.
Headstock bearing Destroy All Guitars decal and affixed with an adhesive label reading “11’s.” Accompanied by a
fitted road case.

$800-1,200

714 93477

WALTER BECKER TMG DOVER STRATOCASTER REPLICA
A Dover Stratocaster replica by TMG of Fullerton, California. Featuring an ash body with maple neck and
fretboard and an aged black finish and equipped with a set of TMG Slider 62 pickups. Serial number 37113
impressed to headstock. Accompanied by the original branded hard shell case and a signed certificate of
authenticity dated 17th June 2014.

$1,000-2,000
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716 93377

WALTER BECKER DESTROY ALL GUITARS TELSTAR
A Telstar electric guitar by Destroy All Guitars finished in two-color sunburst. Accompanied by a hard shell
case.

$800-1,200

717 93297

WALTER BECKER CUSTOM GUITAR
An unbranded Stratocaster-style guitar with neck-through design constructed in mahogany and sporting a
natural finish. Fitted with a single humbucker in the bridge position. Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$300-500
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719 93521

WALTER BECKER JOHN PAGE CLASSIC ASHBURN GUITAR
An Ashburn HH model electric guitar by John Page Classic. Finished in Daphne Blue and equipped with a set of
three John Page Bloodline single coil pickups, serial number JPC0058. Accompanied by the original branded gig
bag.

$800-1,200

718 93479

WALTER BECKER JOHN PAGE CLASSIC AJ GUITAR
An AJ model electric guitar by John Page Classic. The single cutaway body is finished in Seafoam Green and
equipped with a set of John Page Bloodline pickups. Serial number JPC0675. Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$800-1,200
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720 93650

WALTER BECKER JOHN PAGE CLASSIC
ASHBURN HH
An Ashburn HH model electric guitar by John Page Classic. Finished in
Inca Silver and equipped with a pair of John Page Bloodline
humbucking pickups, serial number JPC0615. Accompanied by the
original branded gig bag.

$800-1,200

721 93520

WALTER BECKER JOHN PAGE
CLASSIC ASHBURN HH GUITAR
An Ashburn HH model electric guitar by John Page
Classic. Finished in two-tone sunburst and
equipped with a pair of John Page Bloodline
humbucking pickups, serial number JPC0679.
Accompanied by the original branded gig bag.

$800-1,200
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723 93380

WALTER BECKER KELTON SWADE ‘53
BUTTERSCOTCH BLONDE AVRT 
An Aged Vintage Relic Telecaster made by Kelton Swade after
the 1953 model. Featuring vintage specifications and an Aged
Blonde finish. The headstock is affixed with an adhesive label
reading “11’s.” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000

722 93298

WALTER BECKER KELTON SWADE ‘53
BUTTERSCOTCH BLONDE AVRT 
An Aged Vintage Relic Telecaster made by Kelton Swade after
the 1953 model. Featuring vintage specifications and an Aged
Blonde finish. The neck plate is stamped with “SWADE/ 3001.”
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000
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724

WALTER BECKER STAGE USED DR. Z ANTIDOTE AMPLIFIERS
A pair of Dr. Z Antitode ZA-35 amplifiers housed together in a rolling road case stenciled with “A-2.”
The chassis of one is stamped with the serial number Y.35080, the other is lacking a serial number.

Both were used on stage by Walter Becker while touring in 2015, 2016 and 2017.

Each, 10 by 19 1/2 by 10 inches; road case, 19 1/4 by 25 by 26 1/2 inches

$5,000-7,000

725

WALTER BECKER STAGE USED DR. Z AMPLIFIERS
A Dr. Z Prescription amplifier, serial number O.6353, housed within a black rolling road case together with

a Dr. Z ZA-31 Z Wreck amplifier used on stage by Walter Becker from 2013 onward, 
serial number V.31090.

10 by 21 by 9 1/2 inches; road case, 19 1/2 by 25 by 26 1/2 inches

$3,000-5,000

94172

94170
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726 94191

WALTER BECKER DR. Z CARMEN GHIA AMPLIFIER
A Dr. Z Carmen Ghia Amplifer, custom built for and played extensively by Walter Becker.
The amp is housed within a black road case stenciled with “STEELY DAN.”

9 by 18 by 10 inches; road case, 12 by 22 by 14 inches

$1,000-2,000

727 94053

WALTER BECKER STAGE USED DR. Z KT-45 AMPLIFIER
A Dr. Z KT-45 amplifier used on stage by Walter Becker while touring in 2016-2017, housed
within a black road case. The chassis is impressed with the serial number X.11135.

10 by 18 by 9 1/2 inches; road case, 15 1/2 by 23 1/2 by 14 inches

$600-800
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728 94084

WALTER BECKER DR. Z
MAZ 8 AMPLIFIER
A Dr. Z MAZ 8 ZA-32 8-watt
amplifier. The rear panel is
impressed with the serial number 
Z-32287 and inscribed with the date
5/15. Accompanied by a black road
case.

10 1/2 by 19 1/2 by 9 1/2 inches;
road case, 14 1/2 by 23 1/2 by 
14 inches

$700-900

729 93886

WALTER BECKER
STAGE USED 
DR. Z MAZERATI GT
AMPLIFIER
A Dr. Z DB4 amplifier used on
stage by Walter Becker while
touring in 2016-2017, inscribed
with the date 4/16 and
impressed with the serial number
AA-40022. Housed within a
black road case. 

10 by 19 1/2 by 10 inches; 
road case, 15 by 23 1/4 by 
14 inches

$800-1,200
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730

WALTER BECKER 
DR. Z DB4 AMPLIFIER
A Dr. Z DB4 amplfier, inscribed
with the date 4/16 and impressed
with the serial number AA-40022.
Housed within a black road case.

10 by 19 1/2 by 10 inches; road
case, 15 by 23 1/4 by 14 inches

$800-1,200

731 94327

WALTER BECKER
DR. Z MAZERATI GT
AMPLIFIER
A Dr. Z surf green Mazerati GT
amplifier built for Walter
Becker and brought on tour in
2016-2017. The chassis is
impressed with the serial
number “WALTER-14.”
Accompanied by a black road
case.

10 by 22 by 8 1/2 inches; road
case, 13 1/2 by 25 1/2 by 
12 inches

$1,000-2,000
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733 94323

WALTER BECKER DR. Z THERAPY AMPLIFIER
A Dr. Z Therapy amplifier, serial number Y.37029 and dated 8-14.
Accompanied by a road case.

10 by 19 1/4 by 10 inches; road case, 15 by 23 by 14 inches

$800-1,200

732 94169

WALTER BECKER STAGE USED DR. Z MAZERATI GT AMPLIFIERS
A pair of Dr. Z Mazerati GT amplifiers housed together within a black rolling road case stenciled
with “A-1.” One bears the serial number S.25056 and the other R.25018. Both were used by

Walter Becker on stage while touring in 2015, 2016 and 2017.

10 by 19 1/2 by 10 inches; road case, 20 by 25 by 26 1/2 inches

$3,000-5,000
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734 94044

WALTER BECKER 
DR. Z SPEAKER
CABINET
A DR. Z 2x12 speaker cabinet
loaded with a Celestion G12
alnico Blue and a Vintage 30.

22 by 27 1/2 by 10 inches

$300-400

735 94003

WALTER BECKER 
DR. Z SPEAKER CABINET
A Dr. Z 4x10 speaker cabinet.

25 by 24 by 10 inches

$300-500
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737 94080

WALTER BECKER 
DR. Z SPEAKER CABINET
A Dr. Z 2x12 speaker cabinet loaded
with a Celestion G12H and a Vintage
30. Housed with a black rolling road
case stenciled with “WB-1.”

28 1/2 by 19 1/2 by 14 inches; 
road case, 30 by 32 1/2 by 18 inches

$400-600

736 94074

WALTER BECKER 
DR. Z SPEAKER CABINET
A Dr. Z 2x12 speaker cabinet loaded
with Celestion Creambacks and
housed within a black rolling road case.

28 1/2 by 19 1/2 by 14 inches; 
road case, 30 by 32 1/2 by 18 inches

$300-500
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738 94219

WALTER BECKER 
DR. Z SPEAKER
CABINET
A Dr. Z 2x12 speaker cabinet
loaded with one Celestion G12H
and one Vintage 30.

28 1/2 by 19 1/2 by 14 inches

$300-500

739 94014

WALTER BECKER
DR. Z Z28 COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Z28 model 22-watt 1x10
combo amp by Dr. Z. used
by Walter Becker in his
apartment. The tube-driven
amp is equipped with a Dr. Z
Brake-Lite Attenuator and a
Red Fang/Dr. Z 10-inch
speaker. The chassis is
impressed with the serial
number X-15540.

17 by 18 by 10 1/4 inches

$800-1,200
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741

WALTER BECKER KRAMER DMZ 3000 GUITAR
A Kramer DMZ 3000 model electric guitar, with an aluminum neck and naturally finished maple body. Equipped
with a set of three DiMarzio single coil pickups. Serial number 04114 stamped to neck plate. Accompanied by the
original hard shell case.

$500-700

740 93403

WALTER BECKER KRAMER 450G
A 450G model electric guitar by Kramer. The naturally finished walnut and maple body is fitted with an aluminum
neck and a pair of humbucking pickups. Serial number 10901 stamped to neck plate. Accompanied by the original
hard shell case.

$800-1,200
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742 93508

WALTER BECKER KRAMER DMZ 5000 BASS
A Kramer DMZ 5000 bass circa 1979. The body is constructed in
walnut and maple, fitted with an aluminum neck and equipped with a
P/J set of DiMarzio pickups. Serial number 05978 impressed to neck
plate. Accompanied by the original hard shell case.

$600-800

743 93788

WALTER BECKER HARTKE XL-4
ALUMINUM NECK BASS
A Hartke XL-4 bass guitar finished in yellow with
aluminum-core neck, chrome plated headstock
and a P/J set of EMG pickups. The serial number
00104 is impressed to a badge on the back of the
guitar. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$700-900
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744

WALTER BECKER PROTOTYPE HARTKE XLG-6
GUITAR
#2 of 3 prototype XLG-6 model guitars built for Hartke by Vaccaro. Double
cutaway profile body finished in black and fitted with a set of EMG single
coil pickups, ebony fretboard and a polished aluminum headstock.
Accompanied by the original hard shell case bearing a Vaccaro logo and
affixed with an adhesive label printed with “HARTKE XLG-6 PROTOYPE
#2 BLACK/ 6/16/00” and a signed Larry Hartke business card.

$1,000-2,000

745 93690

WALTER BECKER 1990 JACKSON
SL3 SOLOIST
A Japanese made Jackson SL3 solidbody electric
guitar. The double cutaway body is finished in
black with neck-through construction, equipped
with two Seymour Duncan Hot Rails, one Seymour
Duncan humbucker and Jackson locking tuners
and tremolo. The fretboard is impressed with the
serial number 041740. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$200-400
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746 93509

WALTER BECKER 1987 CHARVEL JACKSON 1B
BASS
A 1987 Charvel Jackson Japanese import model 1B bass guitar. The
body is finished in Ferrari Red and equipped with a single Jackson
bridge pickup, Jackson tailpiece and Jackson tuners. Serial number
229924 impressed to the neck plate above Fort Worth address.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$200-400

747 93647

WALTER BECKER 2009 CHARVEL
USA SAN DIMAS
A 2009 Charvel San Dimas model electric guitar
finished in Taxi Yellow and equipped with a pair of
Seymour Duncan humbucking pickups and a Floyd
Rose locking tremolo. The neck plate is impressed
with the serial number 005336. Accompanied by a
gig bag.

$800-1,200
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749 94227

WALTER BECKER FUCHS
SPEAKER CABINET
A 4x12 speaker cabinet covered in purple
tolex by Fuchs Audio Technology, serial
number 1124. The cabinet is signed by 
Jack Frost to the rear panel in gold marker.

29 by 29 1/2 by 15 inches

$700-900

748

WALTER BECKER FUCHS FROST 100 AMPLIFIER
A Fuchs Frost 100 amplifier. The back panel is inscribed with the serial number

“JACK I.”

9 1/2 by 26 by 9 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

94254
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750 93834

WALTER BECKER 
3 MONKEYS GREASE MONKEY
AMPLIFIER
A Grease Monkey model amplifier by 3 Monkeys
that was brought on tour by Walter Becker in
2016-2017. Powered by four EL48 power and
three 12AX7 preamp tubes, with silver sparkle
panels and pale blue tolex. The serial number
GM-054 is printed to the back plate.

9 by 21 1/4 by 8 1/4 inches

$1,000-2,000

752 94071

WALTER BECKER 
3 MONKEYS SPEAKER
CABINET
A custom trapezoidal 2x12 speaker cabinet
by 3 Monkeys. The cab is loaded with the
original WGS voiced speakers, covered in a
light blue tolex, housed within a black rolling
road case and went with Walter Becker on
tour and to the 2017 Steely Dan Las Vegas
residency. 

29 by 22 by 10 1/2 inches; 
road case, 32 1/2 by 34 by 16 inches

$500-700

751

WALTER BECKER 
3 MONKEYS VIRGIL AMPLIFIER
A Virgil model amplifier by 3 Monkeys that
was brought on tour by Walter Becker in
2016-2017, part of a limited edition as
number 9 of 25, serial number 0009.
Accompanied by a black road case.

9 1/2 by 21 3/4 by 8 1/4 inches; 
road case, 16 by 28 by 14 1/2 inches

$1,500-2,500
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754 94037

WALTER BECKER ACOUSTIC
361 POWERED SPEAKER
CABINET
A model 361 powered 1x18 bass speaker
cabinet by Acoustic Control Corp. circa
1970s. A badge to the rear is impressed with
the serial number M4236.

48 1/2 by 25 by 18 inches

$600-800

753 94123

WALTER BECKER
ACOUSTIC 360
BASS AMPLIFIER
A model 360 bass amplifier
by Acoustic Control Corp.
circa 1972, serial number
L3699.

6 1/2 by 25 1/2 by 12 inches

$500-700
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755 93493

WALTER BECKER ROSSMEISL BASS
GUITAR
A hollowbody bass guitar by Austrian luthiers Joseph and
Udo Rossmeisl circa 1960s. Finished with a green/blue burst
and fitted with a pair of single coil pickups and trapeze
tailpiece. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$300-500

756

WALTER BECKER ROSCOE SKB 3005 
5-STRING BASS
A Roscoe SKB 3005 5-string fretless bass. The instrument is
equipped with a pair of Bartolini J-bass pickups and
constructed in ash, bubinga, maple, purpleheart and birdseye
maple diamondwood. Accompanied by a hard shell case and
a signed letter of authenticity dating the guitar’s completion
on November 14, 2011.

$1,000-2,000
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758 93490

WALTER BECKER ELRICK NJS BASS
GUITAR
A 2012 Elrick New Jazz Standard bass guitar. Constructed with
an ash body, quilted maple top, maple neck and a birdseye
fretboard. Equipped with a pair of Bartolini soapbar pickups and
onboard preamp. The serial number E 5812 is impressed within
the control cavity. Accompanied by the original Elrick Zero
Gravity case.

$1,500-2,500

757 93502

WALTER BECKER ELRICK E-VOLUTION 
5-STRING BASS
A 2013 Elrick E-volution 5-string bass. The ash body with a
buckeye burl top and maple neck with birdseye fretboard,
equipped with a pair of Bartaloni soapbar pickups and preamp.
Serial number E2713 is impressed within the control cavity.
Accompanied by the original Elrick Zero Gravity case.

$1,500-2,500
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759 93595

WALTER BECKER ESP ELECTRIC GUITAR
An ESP Stratocaster-style solidbody electric guitar finished in
gold. The bridge pickup cavity has been roughly expanded
and is currently fitted with a Seymour Duncan strat
humbucker, the guitar is also fitted with a Fender Vintage
Noiseless single coil neck pickup and a Bill Lawrence single
coil middle pickup. Serial number 91189 impressed to neck
plate, 3 8 GMV stamped to cavity. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$400-600

760 93668

WALTER BECKER DEAN HARDTAIL
A Dean Hardtail model solidbody electric guitar finished in
metallic silver and equipped with a pair of humbucking
pickups. Serial number E101167 printed to headstock.
Accompanied by a gig bag.

$200-400
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761 94033

WALTER BECKER BLANKENSHIP VARIPLEX AMPLIFIER
A Blankenship custom 100-watt Variplex amplifier, modeled after a late-60s Plexi and configured to work with
an external variable voltage regulator. This particular example is powered by four 6CA7 tubes and affixed to
the chassis with a Blankenship label which is inscribed with the serial number VP1000972. Accompanied by
the Variac SC-3M voltage regulator.

12 by 29 by 8 1/4 inches

$1,000-2,000

762 94156

WALTER BECKER
BLANKENSHIP COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Blankenship 1x12 combo
amplifier. The cabinet is loaded
with a Celestion G12 alnico Gold
speaker and an Accutronics/
Belton 8AB3C1B reverb tank. The
amp is powered by a pair of 6L6
tubes with four 12AT7 tubes and a
5AR4 rectifier tube.

21 1/2 by 24 1/4 by 9 1/4 inches

$1,000-2,000
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Walter began visiting my workshop around 1990.  He was always very quiet, would just take a

guitar or bass off the wall, go into my soundroom and return sometime later.   He did not purchase

anything from me for some time and when I would tease him about it, he said he was in a 12 step

program for guitars and needed to sell something before he bought something new.  

The first guitar he bought from me was a Candy Apple Red S-style guitar.  He used this on the first

Steely Dan tour of the 90’s (1992?)  After the tour, he gave the guitar back to me as a gift, signed

by every member of the band.  That guitar ended up with the Hard Rock Cafe, but I do not know

which one has it.

It was wonderful to do the Walter Becker Signature Model with him and have him totally involved

in the design process.  He even chose the direction of the the grain he wanted on the flamed

spalted maple tops we used.  He did not want a royalty so for each guitar I sold, we made a

donation to the Jazz Foundation Organization in NYC that supports older musicians in financial

need.  In the attached article in Vintage Guitar Magazine from November 2008, Walter said 

"I wanted to do something to acknowledge the contribution to my guitar

playing that Roger has made,” Becker said. “We talked about it and came up

with the idea."

As one who listened to Steely Dan since the 70’s, I was honored that Walter chose to play my

instruments for many years and for all the album credits he gave me.  Walter was one of the few

clients that I considered a friend.  We both grew up in Queens, NY.  He had a wonderful sense of

humor and always treated me well. I do as much of my own artist photography as possible and he

was always generous with giving me all access photo passes to shows at the Beacon in NYC.  I miss

him very much.

Roger Sadowsky.
”

“
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763 93326

WALTER BECKER STAGE AND
STUDIO PLAYED SADOWSKY
One of the earlier Sadowsky guitars acquired by
Walter Becker, a specially built gift from Sadowsky
that was subsequently used on many tours and
several recordings, including Circus Money, as one of
his favorites. This 1993 S Style is finished in a 
two-color cherry sunburst and fitted with Sadowsky
single coil neck and middle pickups and a
humbucking bridge pickup, an onboard preamp, 
Floyd Rose bridge and locking nut. The control cavity
cover is incised with “7-93/ Norio Imai 057.” The
headstock is stamped with the serial number 1353. 
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$5,000-7,000
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764

WALTER BECKER STAGE
PLAYED SADOWSKY
SIGNATURE MODEL #1 
The original Walter Becker signature model
Sadowsky guitar featuring a flamed spalted
maple Top with grain centered as per
Walter’s request and ash body with a
sunburst finish. The guitar is equipped with
a Sadowsky mid boost preamp and set of
custom wound Lollar pickups. The signature
model later went into production while this
example, built in 2008 was played
extensively on stage by Becker. The
headstock bears the serial number 5065
and is also affixed with an adhesive label
with the number “1.” 
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$10,000-15,000
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765 93313

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED
SADOWSKY PROTOTYPE GUITAR
A prototype of the Sadowsky Walter Becker
signature model guitar, played on stage and in
studio by Becker. Finished in Ice Blue Metallic,
equipped with a set of P-90 pickups, Sadowsky
preamp, and a maple neck with rosewood fretboard.
The headstock is stamped with serial number 4962
and also affixed with two adhesive labels reading
“11” and “4.” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$5,000-7,000
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766 93258

WALTER BECKER 
STAGE AND STUDIO PLAYED
SADOWSKY S-STYLE GUITAR 
A Sadowsky S-Style electric guitar built in
2006 with an alder body finished in Lake
Placid Blue. The headstock is stamped with
serial number 4524 and additionally affixed
with adhesive labels reading “11’s” and
“NEW.” This guitar was a favorite of Walter
Becker and was used both in the studio and
on tour. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$4,000-6,000
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767 93514

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED
SADOWSKY SIGNATURE MODEL #3 
An early prototype version of the Sadowsky Walter
Becker signature model guitar. Featuring many of the
features common to the other prototypes and later
production model such as a set of Lollar P90
pickups, onboard preamp and alder body with
sunburst finish, but lacking the maple top and locking
tuners found on other versions. The headstock bears
the serial number 4826 and is affixed with an
adhesive label printed with “3.” The cavity cover is
incised with Rob Radack/ NYC/ 2007.” Accompanied
by a hard sided Sadowsky case.

$5,000-7,000
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768 93620

WALTER BECKER SADOWSKY
PLAYED ON THE LATE SHOW
WITH DAVID LETTERMAN
A Sadowsky Telecaster-style solidbody
electric guitar, nicknamed “Josie,” played
every night by Walter Becker during the Art
Crimes Tour (1996) and during a 1995
performance of “Josie” on The Late Show
with David Letterman. The single cutaway
body is finished in transparent red and fitted
with a maple neck, two single coil pickups
and onboard preamp. A white pearloid
Warmouth pickguard has replaced the black
original. 
A tape label to the control cavity is dated 
“2-94” and signed by Norio Imai, the neck
heel is inscribed with “WOLTER” and the
headstock is stamped with the serial number
1688. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$3,000-4,000
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770 93312

WALTER BECKER SADOWSKY BUCKEYE
BURL GUITAR
A Sadowsky S-Style double cutaway electric guitar. Ash body
and buckeye burl top with a natural finish. Equipped with
humbucking neck and bridge pickups and a single coil middle
pickup, maple neck with an ebony fretboard and gold hardware.
Headstock stamped with the serial number 5729. Accompanied
by a fitted road case.

$2,000-3,000

769 93478

WALTER BECKER SADOWSKY VINTAGE 
T-STYLE GUITAR
A Sadowsky Vintage T-Style electric guitar with chambered
ash body finished in blonde and equipped with a Sadowsky
onboard preamp. Serial number 4590 stamped to the
headstock. Accompanied by the original Sadowsky fitted hard
shell case.

$2,000-3,000
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771

WALTER BECKER SADOWSKY ELECTRIC
NYLON
A Sadowsky Electric Nylon guitar with chambered single
cutaway body and flamed maple top fitted with an acoustic-
style padouk bridge, pau ferro fretboard, Fishman Piezzo
undersaddle pickup and a Sadowsky onboard preamp. The
headstock is stamped with the serial number 2298, the neck
heel is inscribed with “Walter,” the control cavity is signed by
Roger Sadowsky and dated 4/96. Accompanied by the
original fitted case. 

$2,000-3,000

772 93314

WALTER BECKER SADOWSKY
“DUMPSTER” GUITAR
A Sadowsky S-style guitar with alder body and spalted maple
top finished in two-color sunburst. Equipped with two Fralin
Twangmaster pickups and a Sadowsky preamp. The control
cavity cover is incised with “Roby Radack/ January 2007/
NYC.” Headstock stamped with serial number 4703 and
affixed with an adhesive label reading “DUMPSTER.”
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000
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773 93699

WALTER BECKER SADOWSKY J BASS
A Sadowsky 4-string J bass guitar with swamp ash body
finished in blonde and a pair of single coil pickups and
on board preamp. The headstock is stamped with the
serial number 3110. 
The bass was built in 1999 and featured with Walter
Becker in a photo shoot by Danny Clinch. Accompanied
by an aluminum flight case.

$2,000-3,000
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774 93528

WALTER BECKER SADOWSKY P-BASS
USED ON CIRCUS MONEY
A Sadowsky P-Bass used on the 2008 Walter Becker solo
album Circus Money. The bass guitar is finished in Frost Gold
and equipped with a split single coil pickup, onboard preamp,
maple neck and slab rosewood fretboard. The cavity cover is
incised with “Radack/ NYC/ June 2006” and the headstock is
screened with the serial number 4569. Accompanied by a
padded gig bag.

$2,500-3,500

775 93250

WALTER BECKER SADOWSKY 5-STRING
BASS
A Sadowsky 5-21 5-string J-bass guitar finished in Black
Pearl and fitted with Sadowsky humcancelling j pickups. 
The serial number 4549 is stamped to the headstock and the
inside of the control panel cover incised with “Rob Radack/
NYC/ April 2006.” Accompanied by the original fitted case and
two straps.

$2,000-4,000
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777 93252

WALTER BECKER SADOWSKY 5-STRING
FRETLESS BASS
A Sadowsky Vintage 5-String fretless bass guitar finished in
black with a laminated white pickguard and chrome control
panel. Fitted with two Sadowsky humcanceling J-style pickups
and an ebony fretboard, the headstock is stamped with serial
number 4468 and the inside of the control cavity cover is
incised with “Michael Phillips/ Brooklyn NY/ November 2005.”
Accompanied by the original fitted case.

$2,000-4,000

776 93503

WALTER BECKER SADOWSKY 5-STRING
BASS
A Sadowsky 5-21 Bass guitar with Tobacco Sunburst finish on
a flamed spalted maple top, equipped with Sadowsky P/J
pickups and on board preamp. Serial number 5005 printed to
headstock. Accompanied by the original fitted case.

$1,000-2,000
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779 94117

WALTER BECKER COLBY LIL’
DARLIN COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Lil’ Darlin model 5-watt 1x8 combo by
Colby Amplification. The green cabinet is
loaded with a Weber Blue Pup speaker and
a label to the interior is signed by Mitch
Colby, dated 1/15/2017 and inscribed with
the serial number 16.

13 3/4 by 14 1/2 by 8 1/2 inches

$700-900

778 94198

WALTER BECKER SADOWSKY SA200 AMPLIFIER
A Sadowsky SA200 amplifier, serial number 910100044.

7 1/2 by 19 by 10 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000
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780 93858

WALTER BECKER COLBY
MOD MACHINE 22/100
AMPLIFIER
A Colby Mod Machine 22/45/65/100-
watt EL34 powered amplifier
designed to mimic an array of vintage
Marshall tones, bearing the serial
number 04-2014.

11 1/4 by 24 by 10 inches

$1,000-2,000

781 93891

WALTER BECKER
STAGE USED PARK P45
AMPLIFIER
A Park P45 head by Colby
Amplification, serial number 
02-2014. The amp is housed
within a black road case and was
used on stage by Walter Becker
while touring in 2016-2017.

11 by 24 by 9 inches; road case,
15 1/2 by 31 1/2 by 14 inches

$1,500-2,500
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783 94073

WALTER BECKER PARK
SPEAKER CABINET
A Park 4x12 speaker cabinet housed within
a white rolling road case.

29 1/2 by 29 by 11 inches; 
road case, 38 1/2 by 33 1/2 by 17 inches

$500-700

782

WALTER BECKER
PARK P45C COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Park P45C 2x12 combo
amplifier by Mitch Colby in
2014 with the serial number
#01-2014.

$2,000-3,000
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784 94160

WALTER BECKER PARK
SPEAKER CABINET
A Park by Colby 4x12 speaker cabinet housed
within a black rolling road case stenciled with
“WB-7.”

29 1/4 by 29 1/4 by 11 1/2 inches; road case,
38 by 34 by 18 inches

$300-500

785 94162

WALTER BECKER PARK
SPEAKER CABINET
A Park 2x12 speaker cabinet housed
within a black rolling road case.

20 1/2 by 28 by 11 inches; road case,
29 by 35 by 19 inches

$400-600
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786 93766

WALTER BECKER HAMER CUSTOM MAHOGANY
SPECIAL
A Hamer Special model electric guitar with a double cutaway
chambered mahogany body, quilted maple Purple Burst top, set
mahogany neck and a single Rio Grande P90 pickup. The headstock is
impressed with the serial number 654602. Accompanied by the original
hard shell case, a signed custom order certificate dated March 28th
2006 and the Seymour Duncan P90 pickup that was originally
installed.

$2,000-3,000

787 93764

WALTER BECKER HAMER CUSTOM
MAHOGANY VECTOR
A Hamer Mahogany Vector electric guitar custom
ordered in 2006. The V-style body has a quilted
maple top with Purple Burst finish and is equipped
with a pair of humbucking pickups. The headstock
is impressed with the serial number 654604.
Accompanied by the original hard shell case and a
signed custom order certificate.

$2,000-3,000
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788 93389

WALTER BECKER HAMER CUSTOM STANDARD
A Hamer Standard electric guitar with a naturally finished bound and
chambered mahogany body and a quilted maple top finished in Purple
Burst, equipped with a pair of P90 pickups. Serial number 654603 and
“USA” stamped to headstock. Accompanied by the original fitted hard
shell case and a signed Custom Order Certificate dated April 20th
2006.

$1,500-2,500

789 93510

WALTER BECKER MOOLLON J
CLASSIC FRETLESS BASS
A fretless Moollon J Classic bass finished in Surf
Green and equipped with a set of DiMarzio Model
J pickups. Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$700-900
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790 94166

WALTER BECKER STAGE USED MESA /BOOGIE LONE
STAR AMPLIFIER
Walter Becker’s main Lone Star Special amplifier by Mesa Engineering. The
faceplate is marked with setting notes and affixed with adhesive labels reading “B”
and “BOGNER.” A badge to the underside of the chassis is impressed with the serial
number LS-005470 and the amp is housed within a red rolling road case stenciled
with “WB3.”

11 by 23 by 12 inches; road case, 15 1/2 by 27 by 16 inches

$800-1,200
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791 93281

WALTER BECKER STAGE AND
STUDIO USED MESA/BOOGIE 
“KING TUBBY” SPEAKER CABINET 
A custom MESA/Boogie open back 2X12 speaker
cabinet which featured prominently as part of Walter
Becker’s on-stage rig and used in the studio recording
Two Against Nature (2000) and Everything Must Go
(2003). Equipped with two Celestion Blue alnico 
12-inch speakers, clad with textured green and red
tolex and fronted by a grill cover printed with an image
of the legendary producer King Tubby. The cabinet is
housed within a fitted road case which is stenciled with
“STEELY DAN,” “WALTER BECKER” and “WB-8.”

17 by 14 1/2 by 31 inches; road case, 25 1/2 by 18 by
34 inches

$500-700

792 94243

WALTER BECKER
MESA/BOOGIE LONE STAR
SPECIAL AMPLIFIER
A Lone Star Special amplifier by Mesa
Engineering, brought on tour as a
backup to the main Lone Star, 
serial number LS-004070.

12 by 23 by 11 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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794 93968

WALTER BECKER MESA/BOOGIE LONE STAR SPECIAL AMPLIFIER
A Lone Star Special amplifier by Mesa Engineering.

12 by 23 by 12 inches

$800-1,200

793 94235

WALTER BECKER MESA/BOOGIE LONE STAR SPEACIAL AMPLIFIER
A red and green Lone Star Special amplifier by Mesa Engineering, serial number LS-000195

12 by 23 by 12 inches

$800-1,200
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795 94240

WALTER BECKER
MESA/BOOGIE
20/20 STEREO
AMPLIFIER
A rack mounted 20/20
Dyna-Watt stereo power
amp by Mesa Engineering
in a rack case together with
a Mesa Professional High
Gain Amplifier Switch and a
Tube Works Mosvalve MV-
982 stereo power amplifier.

Overall 13 1/2 by 23 by 16
inches

$800-1,200

796 93918

WALTER BECKER
MESA/BOOGIE 1X12
SPEAKER CABINET
A Mesa/Boogie 1x12 extension cabinet
currently loaded with a vintage Altec
speaker. The serial number C02983
stamped to the jack panel.

16 by 19 by 11 inches

$200-400
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797 94070

WALTER BECKER MESA/BOOGIE
SPEAKER CABINET
A MESA/Boogie 4x12 speaker cabinet that is
currently loaded with only 3 12-inch speakers,
serial number C2-66430, housed within a multi-
color rolling road case.

29 by 27 by 12 1/2 inches; 
road case, 40 by 30 1/2 by 16 inches

$600-800

798 94079

WALTER BECKER
MESA/BOOGIE SPEAKER
CABINET
A MESA/Boogie XCBB-EX 1x12 speaker
cabinet loaded with a Celestion G12
alnico blue speaker, housed within a red
rolling road case.

18 by 23 by 11 1/2 inches; road case, 
30 by 32 1/2 by 18 1/2 inches

$200-300
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799

WALTER BECKER MESA/BOOGIE
SPEAKER CABINET
A green and red MESA/Boogie 4x10 speaker
cabinet, serial number C-53816, loaded with
four Celestion G10 Greenbacks and housed
within a red rolling road case stenciled with
“WB8.”

25 by 27 by 12 inches; 
road case, 35 1/2 by 30 1/2 by 15 inches

$500-700

800 94220

WALTER BECKER
MESA/BOOGIE SPEAKER
CABINET
A 1x12 speaker cabinet by Mesa
Engineering.

15 by 15 by 13 inches

$200-300
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801

WALTER BECKER STAGE AND STUDIO PLAYED MESA/BOOGIE MAVERICK AMPLIFIER
A Maverick amplifier by Mesa Engineering, serial number MV-00566, affixed with an adhesive label which reads “MAV 2
MESA CAB.” The Maverick was one of Walter Becker’s favorite all-purpose amps and was used on the recordings of Two
Against Nature (2000) and Everything Must Go (2003) as well as part of his on-stage “King Tubby” stack.

9 1/2 by 18 3/4 by 10 1/2 inches

$700-900

802 94111

WALTER BECKER STAGE AND STUDIO PLAYED MESA/BOOGIE MAVERICK AMPLIFIER
A Maverick amplifier by Mesa Engineering, serial number MV-01132, affixed with an adhesive label which reads “MAV 1
BOGNER CAB.” The Maverick was one of Walter Becker’s favorite all-purpose amps and was used on the recordings of Two
Against Nature (2000) and Everything Must Go (2003).

9 by 19 by 10 3/4 inches

$700-900
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WALTER BECKER
BERGANTINO AMPLIFIER
STACK
A Bergantino B|Amp together with CN212
and HD212 2x12 speaker cabinets.

Cabinets each, 31 by 18 by 15 inches

$1,500-2,500

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS 429

803 93815

WALTER BECKER METROAMP AMPLIFIER
A MetroAmp Plexi-style amplfier.

12 by 29 by 8 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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806 94260

WALTER BECKER
PHIL JONES D-600
AMPLIFIER AND
BASS BUDDY 
A Phil Jones D-600 compact
600-watt bass amplifier,
0159. Together with a Phil
Jones Bass Buddy preamp
in its original padded gig
bag.

3 1/2 by 12 by 10 1/4 inches

$700-900

805 93902

WALTER BECKER
PHIL JONES BASS
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Phil Jones Double Four BG-75
2x4 bass combo amplifier, serial
number N02285.

8 by 12 1/2 by 8 inches

$200-300
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The Studio 10 Project was a series of guitars built in

Walter Becker’s Studio on the West 25th Street by

his consultant, Nitebob. Twenty guitars were made

to experiment with body wood, weight, neck wood,

body shape, pickups, neck shapes and bridges. Each

guitar was tested acoustically for  sustain and

resonant response. Pickups and bridges would be

changed. Walter would listen and judge on each

instrument. 

807 93761

WALTER BECKER STAGE
PLAYED “STUDIO 10 PROJECT”
CUSTOM GUITAR
A custom guitar assembled by Nitebob and
given to Walter Becker as a birthday present
which he then played on stage, consisting of a
double cutaway LP Special Warmouth body
finished in Surf Green, maple Warmouth neck
with rosewood fretboard and a pair of Fralin
Hum Canceling P90 pickups. The headstock is
affixed with an adhesive label printed with
“11’s.” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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808 93608

WALTER BECKER  “STUDIO 10 PROJECT”
“CHEAPCASTER”
A solidbody electric guitar assembled by Nitebob as part of the Studio
10 project with an unbranded singlecut Rosser pine body with a flat
blonde finish, unbranded maple neck, a Peter Florance Voodoo P90
neck pickup, Zexcoil bridge pickup and a Fender Telecaster tailpiece.
Accompanied by a gig bag.

$300-500

809 93394

WALTER BECKER “STUDIO 10
PROJECT” ESQUIRE-STYLE
GUITAR
An Esquire-style guitar assembled by Nitebob as
part of the Studio 10 project with MJT body
finished in metallic purple and fitted with a birdseye
maple Warmouth neck. Equipped with a Joe
Barden bridgeplate and pickup. Headstock affixed
with an adhesive label reading “10.” Accompanied
by a fitted road case.

$700-900
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811 93599

WALTER BECKER “STUDIO 10 PROJECT” CUSTOM STRAT
A solidbody electric guitar assembled by Nitebob as part of the Studio 10 project with a naturally finished alder body,
Floyd Rose system and a pair of Häussel humbucking pickups.

$500-700

810 93346

WALTER BECKER “STUDIO 10 PROJECT” CUSTOM KORINA STAR GUITAR
A custom solidbody electric guitar assembled by Nitebob as part of the Studio 10 project that was taken on tour by
Walter Becker, constructed with a Warmouth korina Star body, a korina reversed strat style neck inscribed to the
heel with 6341, a Wilkinson tremolo tailpiece and a set of PRS McCarty Bass and Treble pickups. Accompanied
by a hard shell case.

$500-700
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812

WALTER BECKER “STUDIO 10 PROJECT”
CUSTOM STRAT
A custom parts guitar assembled by Nitebob as part of the
Studio 10 project, consisting of a hardtail Stratocaster-style
Warmouth mahogany body with figured maple top and red
burst finish, a Warmouth maple neck with rosewood fretboard
and a pair of Seymour Duncan mini humbuckers.
Accompanied by a gig bag.

$700-900

813 93393

WALTER BECKER “STUDIO 10 PROJECT”
PARTS GUITAR
Consisting of a contoured natural mahogany Stratocaster-
style body with universal pickup route, currently fitted with a
pair of Lollartron humbuckers and a mahogany reversed
telecaster-style warmouth neck, the neck heel is affixed with a
tape label that reads “HEY, NITEBOB!.” The guitar was
assembled by Nitebob as part of the Studio 10 project
specifically for testing pickups.
Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$700-900
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815 93605

WALTER BECKER “STUDIO 10 PROJECT” CUSTOM GUITAR
A custom guitar assembled by Nitebob with electronics by Ulrich Salazar as part of the Studio 10 project using a
Warmouth Standard Telecaster body in black korina with a natural finish, an Allparts maple neck, Fralin Pure PAF
bridge and neck pickups and a DiMarzio Area 58 single coil pickup. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$700-900

814 93396

WALTER BECKER “STUDIO 10 PROJECT” CUSTOM GUITAR
An unbranded Stratocaster-style electric guitar assembled by Nitebob as part of the Studio 10 project featuring an
alder body with transparent blue finish, a birdseye maple neck with slab rosewood fretboard, a KTS tremolo
bridge and a Fralin single coil neck pickup, a Duncan Seymour single coil middle pickup and a Don Mare single
coil bridge pickup. The headstock is affixed with an adhesive label reading “11’s.” 
Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$700-900
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816 93612

WALTER BECKER “STUDIO 10 PROJECT”
CUSTOM” GUITAR
A single cutaway electric guitar assembled by Nitebob as part
of the Studio 10 project, the Rosser pine body is finished in
light blue and fitted with a korina neck, a single Zexcoil pickup
alongside Telecaster-style bridge and controls.

$500-700

817 93606

WALTER BECKER “STUDIO 10 PROJECT”
SOLOIST
A custom solidbody electric guitar assembled by Nitebob as
part of the Studio 10 project with a naturally finished korina
body, lefty headstock and single humbucking pickup.

$700-900
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819 93604

WALTER BECKER “STUDIO 10 PROJECT”
STRAT
A Stratocaster-style solid body electric guitar custom assembled
by Nitebob as part of the Studio 10 project with a Warmouth
body finished in Surf Green, a MusiKraft maple neck with
rosewood fretboard, Babicz tremolo tailpiece, a pair of Bare
Knuckle single coil pickups and a Seymour Duncan
humbucking bridge pickup. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$700-900

818

WALTER BECKER “STUDIO 10 PROJECT”
STRAT
A custom made parts guitar assembled by Nitebob as part of
the Studio 10 project featuring an MJT body with sunburst
finish, MusiKraft maple neck with rosewood fretboard, 
a Fralin Twangmaster neck pickup and P-92 bridge pickup.

$700-900
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820 93161

WALTER BECKER “STUDIO 10 PROJECT”
TELEMASTER
A custom guitar assembled by Nitebob as part of the Studio 10 project
with aged blonde Rosser pine offset body, Tele-style controls, a single
coil neck pickup and a Zexcoil bridge pickup.

$700-900

821 93395

WALTER BECKER “STUDIO 10
PROJECT” GUITAR
A Stratocaster-style electric guitar assembled by
Nitebob as part of the Studio 10 project with an
MJT alder body with an aged Candy Apple Red
over Sunburst finish, equipped with a set of three
Mark Foley single coil pickups and an HG tremolo
bridge which has been purposefully rendered
stationary by a stack of coins. Also featuring a
mahogany neck with ebony fretboard. The neck
plate is affixed with a tape label inscribed “Fat
Boy.” Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$700-900
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822 93383

WALTER BECKER “STUDIO 10 PROJECT” GUITAR
A Stratocaster-style parts guitar assembled by Nitebob as part of the
Studio 10 project finished in seafoam green. The alder body is
stamped to the neck pocket with MJT and inscribed 3-14, fitted with a
birdseye maple Warmouth neck with a kingwood fretboard, a Jackson
decal has been applied to the headstock as well as an adhesive label
reading “10.” Accompanied by a fitted road case. 

$500-700

823 93402

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED
“STUDIO 10 PROJECT” CUSTOM
GUITAR
A Stratocaster-style electric guitar assembled by
Nitebob as part of the Studio 10 project and played
on stage by Walter Becker. The Warmouth
chambered ash body has a two-tone sunburst
finish and is fitted with a set of three Joe Barden
pickups. The Musikraft maple neck is affixed to the
headstock with an adhesive label reading “10’s.”
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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824 93603

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED
“STUDIO 10 PROJECT” STRAT
An exceptional hardtail Stratocaster-style electric guitar
custom assembled by Nitebo as part of the Studio 10
project with an ash MJT body finished in an aged blonde,
Warmouth maple neck with rosewood fretboard and a set
of three Zexcoil pickups. The headstock is affixed with an
adhesive label printed with “10’s” and another inscribed
with “NB.” Accompanied by a gig bag.

$800-1,200
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825 93283

WALTER BECKER STAGE AND STUDIO USED 
BOGNER ECSTASY 100B AMPLIFIER
An early Bogner Ecstasy 100B amplifier head. The three-channel, 100-watt, tube driven, hand-wired
amp was a favorite of Walter Becker, along with its various successors. A main component of Becker’s
“overdrive” sound, the Ecstasy was used on the Art Crimes and Everything Must Go tours as well as the
recording of Circus Money. The white chassis and black face both have been marked with extensive
setting guides in various colors. Inscribed with the serial number “/ ? +” or 134. Accompanied by its
original footswitch and housed within a fitted road case stenciled with “WALTER BECKER” and “G4.”

10 1/2 by 27 by 10 1/2 inches; road case, 13 1/2 by 35 by 14 inches

$2,000-3,000

826 94026

WALTER BECKER BOGNER ECSTASY 101B AMPLIFIER
A Bogner Ecstasy 101B 100-watt amplifier. The control panel has been affixed with numerous setting
markers and the rear panel is inscribed with the serial number 095114. Accompanied by a black road case
stenciled with “WB-5.”

10 1/2 by 27 by 10 1/2 inches; road case, 13 1/2 by 35 by 14 inches

$2,000-3,000
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827 94034

WALTER BECKER BOGNER ECSTASY 101B AMPLIFIER
A Bogner Ecstasy 101B amplifier, serial number 089930.

10 1/2 by 27 by 10 1/2 inches

$1,500-2,500

828

WALTER BECKER BOGNER ECSTASY 101A AMPLIFIER
A Bogner Ecstasy 101A Amplifier brought on tour throughout the 1990s and early 2000s
as a backup to the main Bogner Ecstasy. Used on the Art Crimes and Everything Must
Go Tours as a main component of his legendary overdrive sound, affixed to the front
with an adhesive label reading “BOGNER 1.” The rear panel is inscribed with the serial
number 18807 on top of the serial sign “_●□.” Housed within a black road case
stenciled with “WB-3.”

10 by 27 1/4 by 10 1/2 inches; road case, 14 1/2 by 33 1/4 by 14 1/2 inches

$1,500-2,500
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830

WALTER BECKER BOGNER
CUSTOM SHOP SPEAKER CABINET
A 2x12 Bogner Custom Shop 212c speaker
cabinet, serial number 6151943, housed within a
black rolling road case stenciled with “WB-9.”

24 by 30 by 12 inches

$500-700

829 94290

WALTER BECKER
BOGNER EFFECTS
PEDALS
A group of five Bogner effects pedals
including the following models:
Harlow Boost; Burnley Distortion;
Wessex Overdrive; Ecstasy
Overdrive: and an Uberschall
Distortion.

$800-1,200
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832 93841

WALTER BECKER BOGNER HELIOS 100 AMPLIFIER
A Bogner Helios 100-watt tube-driven amplifier, inspired both visually and sonically by classic Marshall
heads and featuring “Hot” and “Plex” inputs as well switchable “JMP-100w” and “JTM-30W” modes. The
back plate is inscribed with the serial number 075236.

12 by 29 by 8 1/2 inches

$1,500-2,500

831 94167

WALTER BECKER BOGNER DUENDE AMPLIFIER
A Bogner Duende amplifier, serial number 017077, housed with a red rolling road case stenciled with “WB-7.”

12 by 21 by 10 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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833 94075

WALTER BECKER
BOGNER MEPHISTO
18 COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Bogner Mephisto 18 1x12
combo amplifier, serial number
062010, housed within a red
rolling road case stenciled with
“WB6.”

17 1/2 by 23 1/4 by 9 1/2 inches;
road case, 27 by 27 by 16
inches

$1,000-2,000

834 93898

WALTER BECKER
BOGNER CUSTOM
SHOP SPEAKER
CABINET
A Bogner Custom Shop 212C
2x12 speaker cabinet, serial
number 7162574.

26 by 30 by 12 inches

$500-700
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836 94078

WALTER BECKER 
STAGE USED BOGNER
SPEAKER CABINET
A Bogner slant 4x12 speaker cabinet
loaded with Celestion creambacks and
housed within a black rolling road case
stenciled with “WB-4.”

29 by 30 by 14 inches; road case, 39 by
34 by 19 inches

$800-1200

835 94025

WALTER BECKER
BOGNER SPEAKER
CABINET
A Bogner 4x12 slant cabinet.

29 by 30 by 14 inches

$700-900
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838 94229

WALTER BECKER 
STAGE USED BOGNER
SPEAKER CABINET
A Bogner 2x12 speaker cabinet used by
Walter Becker on tour, housed within a
black rolling road case stenciled with 
“WB-5.”

24 by 30 by 12 inches; road case, 34 1/2
by 33 1/2 by 16 inches

$700-900

837 94159

WALTER BECKER
STAGE USED BOGNER
SPEAKER CABINET
A Bogner 4x12 slant cabinet
housed within a black rolling road
case that is stenciled with “T.J.
PARKER,” “WALTER BECKER”
and “G5.”

29 by 30 by 14 inches; road case,
38 1/2 by 33 1/2 by 18 inches

$800-1,200
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839 94032

WALTER BECKER BOGNER ÜBERSCHALL AMPLIFIER
A Bogner Überschall amplifier, serial number 027272.

10 1/2 by 10 1/2 by 27 inches

$1,000-2,000

840 94040

WALTER BECKER
SPEAKER CABINET
A custom 4x12 speaker cabinet
loaded with four Fane 12-inch
speakers dated 10/17/08.

31 by 30 by 14 1/2 inches

$300-400
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841 93938

WALTER BECKER
CARR SLANT 6V
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Carr Slant 6V 40/22/18-watt
1x12 combo amplifier. The unit
is powered by four 6V6 tubes
with switchable fixed and
cathode biased half-power
modes, loaded with an
Eminence Patriot Red White &
Blues speaker and covered
with a black faux alligator tolex.
A tube chart to the interior is
inscribed with the serial
number 0584 and dated 1-31-
2012.

20 by 24 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000

842 93851

WALTER BECKER
ELECTRO-HARMONIX
MIG-50 AMPLIFIER
A 50-watt tube-driven amplifier
by Electro-Harmonix based off
the Sovtek MIG-50.

9 by 20 by 8 1/2 inches

$200-400
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843 93662

WALTER BECKER 30TH STREET
STRATOCASTER REPLICA
A Replica early Stratocaster from 30th Street Guitars with aged pink
finish, maple neck, slab rosewood fretboard and three single coil
pickups. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$1,000-2,000

844 93666

WALTER BECKER 30TH STREET
STRATOCASTER REPLICA
A ‘57 Stratocaster replica from 30th Street guitars,
finished in aged sunburst with maple fretboard and
three single coil pickups. The neckplate is
impressed with 61629. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$1,000-2,000
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846 93664

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED 30TH
STREET ESQUIRE REPLICA
An Esquire replica from 30th Street Guitars which was an often
played favorite of Walter Becker. The body is constructed in
hemlock with an aged blonde finish, fitted with a Don Mare
single coil pickup and vintage Fender maple neck with
rosewood fretboard. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$2,000-3,000

845 93667

WALTER BECKER 30TH STREET
STRATOCASTER REPLICA
A Stratocaster replica from 30th Street Guitars. Composed of
an MJT ash body with heavily aged white blonde finish, aged
maple neck, slab rosewood fretboard, Fender tremolo bridge
and set of three single coil pickups. Accompanied by a gig
bag.

$700-900
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847 93663

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED 30TH
STREET GUITAR
A Telecaster-style electric from 30th Street Guitars played on
tour by Walter Becker. The single cutaway body is finished in
aged white and equipped with two single coil pickups, a
humbucking neck pickup and vibrato tailpiece. Accompanied
by a gig bag.

$2,000-3,000

848 93669

WALTER BECKER 30TH STREET
TELECASTER REPLICA
A ‘52 Telecaster replica from 30th Street Guitars, finished in
aged blonde with a maple neck and fretboard. The headstock
is affixed with an adhesive label printed with “10’s.”
Accompanied by a gig bag.

$1,000-2,000
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850 93410

WALTER BECKER 1965 FRAMUS SUPER STRATO GUITAR
A 1965 Framus Super Strato model solidbody electric guitar. Three-colo sunburst maple body, mahogany neck
and a rosewood fretboard, fitted with a pair of single coil pickups and a vibrato tailpiece. Serial number 43988 65K
stamped to headstock. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$500-700

849 93676

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED 30TH STREET STRATOCASTER REPLICA 
A heavily relic’d Olympic White Stratocaster, this often-played favorite was nicknamed “Belt Sander” by Walter
Becker. Featuring a set of single coil pickups, aged maple neck and slab rosewood fretboard. The headstock
bears the serial number 001-027 alongside the logo for New York Vintage/ 30th Street Guitars, and is also affixed
with an adhesive label printed with “10’s.” Accompanied by a gig bag.

$2,000-3,000
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851

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED FRIEDMAN AND PARK AMPLIFIERS 
A FRIEDMAN BE-100 amplifier that was used on the ‘Reeling in the Years’ tour, housed with a rolling road case

together with a Park P50 amplifier by Mitch Colby, serial number #14-01.

Larger, 11 1/2 by 29 1/2 by 9 inches; road case, 20 1/2 by 27 1/4 by 33 inches

$3,000-5,000

852 93843

WALTER BECKER
FRIEDMAN DIRTY
SHIRLEY SPEAKER
A Friedman Dirty Shirley 1x12
extension speaker cabinet, serial
number
DS-112-05140147.

22 by 24 by 9 1/2 inches

$300-500

94171
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854

WALTER BECKER
FRIEDMAN SPEAKER
CABINET
A Friedman Dirty Shirley 1x12
speaker cabinet loaded with a
Celestion G12 alnico cream speaker,
serial number DS-112-05140128.

21 1/4 by 24 by 9 1/2 inches

$300-400

853 94013

WALTER BECKER
FRIEDMAN PT-20
AMPLIFIER
A Friedman PT-20 model 
tube-driven 20-watt
amplifier, 
serial number PT-20H-
05150372.

9 by 18 by 8 inches

$700-900
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93844. 855

WALTER BECKER FRIEDMAN SMALL BOX
AMPLIFIER

A Friedman Small Box hand-wired 50-watt plexi-inspired
amplifier with serial number S.B.HD-06150333.

$1,000-2,000

856 93974

WALTER BECKER STAGE USED FRIEDMAN SPEAKER CABINET
A Friedman 212EXT extension cabinet, used on stage by Walter Becker while touring in
2017, serial number 150396.

20 1/2 by 30 by 12 inches

$200-400

http://s.b.hd/
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858 94165

WALTER BECKER STAGE
USED FRIEDMAN SPEAKER
CABINET
A Friedman BE-412 speaker cabinet used
by Walter Becker on the Reelin’ in the Years
Tour, serial number BE412007, housed
within a black rolling road case stenciled
with “WB-6” and “STEELY DAN.”

29 1/4 by 30 by 14 1/2 inches; 
road case, 38 by 34 by 20 inches

$300-500

857 94043

WALTER BECKER 
FRIEDMAN SPEAKER 
CABINET
A Friedman BE-412 extension cabinet
loaded with two Celestion Greenback
speakers and two Celestion vintage 30
speakers.

$500-700
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859 93350

WALTER BECKER GIFFIN VALIANT GUITAR
A Giffin Valiant model electric guitar. The body constructed in
mahogany with a maple top and Honey Burst finish, equipped with a
pair of Amalfitano Fullbucker pickups. Headstock inscribed with serial
number 1010RG01046 and affixed with an adhesive label reading
“11’s.” Accompanied by the original branded hard shell case and an
order tag dated 10/20/10.

$2,000-3,000

860 93507

WALTER BECKER GLASSTONE 
5-STRING BASS
A Glasstone 5-string electric bass guitar
constructed in alder with a myrtle top and wenge
neck/fretboard. Equipped with a pair of Sadowsky
pickups and preamp, the neck pocket is inscribed
with “11125 GLASS.” Accompanied by a hard
sided case.

$800-1,200
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862 93300

WALTER BECKER GLENDALE
DREAMCASTER GUITAR
A Glendale Dreamcaster guitar featuring a bound ash body with
herringbone inlaid maple top and back finished in “Honey
Burst.” Fitted with a roasted maple neck and other vintage
Telecaster-style appointments. The neck plate is stamped with
the serial number 0130. Accompanied by an alligator
thermometer case.

$1,000-2,000

861 93299

WALTER BECKER GLENDALE “1949”
SPANISH ELERIC GUITAR
An single cutaway solidbody electric guitar made by Glendale.
Modeled after an early Esquire/Telecaster and featuring an
ash body finished in blonde and fitted with a maple neck with a
maple fretboard. The neck plate is stamped with the serial
number 0103 and the neck is dated 7.13.11. Accompanied by
an alligator thermometer case and a signed certificate of
authenticity which describes the guitar as “The “1949” Spanish
Eleric.”

$1,000-2,000
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863 93308

WALTER BECKER GLENDALE
TELECASTER-STYLE GUITAR
A Glendale solidbody electric guitar, modeled after a 1950s
telecaster. The ash body is finished in a matte yellow stain
and fitted with a maple neck. Neck plate stamped with serial
number 0139. Neck is inscribed with “51713DC.”
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

864 93309

WALTER BECKER GLENDALE
TELECASTER-STYLE GUITAR
A Glendale solidbody electric guitar, modeled after a 1950s
telecaster. The ash body has a blonde finish and is fitted with
a maple neck. Neck plate stamped with serial number 0141.
Neck is inscribed with “51713DC.” Accompanied by a hard
shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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866 93654

WALTER BECKER GLENDALE TELECASTER-STYLE GUITAR
A Glendale single cutaway electric guitar with ash body and maple top finished in translucent orange, maple neck
and slab ebony fretboard. The neck plate is impressed with the serial number 0094 and the headstock is affixed
with an adhesive label printed with “10’s.” Accompanied by a faux alligator thermometer style hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

865 93310

WALTER BECKER GLENDALE TELECASTER-STYLE GUITAR
A Glendale solidbody electric guitar, modeled after a 1950s telecaster. Finished in black and fitted with a maple
neck. Neck plate stamped with serial number 0150. Neck is inscribed with “51713DC.” Accompanied by a fitted
road case.

$1,000-2,000
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867 93556

WALTER BECKER KAUER ARGONAUT
A Kauer Argonaut hollow body electric guitar. The carved
thinline body constructed in maple and finished in black with
faux binding accents, set neck in maple and wenge with a
rosewood fretboard. The guitar is equipped with a pair of
Wolfetone humbucking pickups and inscribed with the serial
number 4460-3 and signed by the maker, Doug Kauer.
Accompanied by the original padded gig bag.

$3,000-4,000

868 93320

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED KAUER
BANSHEE
A Kauer Banshee model electric guitar used on tour by Walter
Becker. Constructed in Spanish Cedar and finished in Crystal
Turquoise, the guitar is fitted with a pair of Klein Firebird mini
humbuckers. The headstock is signed and inscribed with the
serial number 024. Accompanied by the original fitted hard
shell case and a signed certificate of authenticity dated
9/12/11.

$2,000-3,000
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870 93495

WALTER BECKER KAWAII FIIB BASS
A Kawaii FIIB bass guitar circa 1985. Constructed in maple,
zebrawood and mahogany and equipped with a pair of active
pickups and onboard preamps. Serial number 800050.
Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$500-700

869 93321

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED KAUER
BANSHEE
A Kauer Banshee model electric guitar used on tour by Walter
Becker. Constructed in Spanish Cedar and finished in gold,
the guitar is fitted with a pair of Wolftone K90 pickups. The
headstock is signed and inscribed with the serial number 023,
the body is affixed with two adhesive labels reading “6” and
“9.5.”. Accompanied by the original fitted hard shell case and a
signed certificate of authenticity dated 5/15/11.

$2,000-3,000
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872 93901

WALTER BECKER 1978 MARSHALL JMP AMPLIFIER
A 1978 Marshall JMP Master Model 50-watt Mk. 2 Lead amplifier, serial number S/A 01453K. Inscribed
and etched to the chassis with “PURPLE LIGHT STUDIOS” and to the inside of the cabinet with
“MICHAEL BARILE.”

12 by 29 1/4 by 9 inches

$1,000-2,000

871 94121

WALTER BECKER 1972 MARSHALL JMP 50 AMPLIFIER
A Marshall JMP 50-watt amplifier nicknamed “Fishkiller” after an incident in which, while performing on a barge,
Walter Becker struck a chord and a dead fish floated up from the lake. The rear panel is impressed with the serial
number S/A 1723D.

11 1/2 by 29 by 8 1/2 inches

$2,500-3,500
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873 94158

WALTER BECKER REPLICA 
MARSHALL 100 SPEAKER CABINET
A replica Marshall 4x12 speaker cabinet with “100” badge on salt
and pepper grille, loaded with four pre-Rola Celestions which
were re-coned by Scumback of California. Housed within a rolling
road case stenciled with “WB-2.”

35 by 30 by 14 inches; road case, 44 by 34 by 18 inches

$2,000-4,000
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875 94256

WALTER BECKER MARSHALL 1974 JMP MKII AMPLIFIER
A 1974 Marshall JMP MKII 50-watt amplifier. The chassis is impressed with the serial number S/A 6962F.

10 by 26 by 8 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

874 93911

WALTER BECKER
MARSHALL 1973X
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Marshall 1973X model 
19-watt 2x12 combo
amplifier, serial number 
M-2014-08-0550-2.

21 by 28 1/4 by 9 1/4 inches

$800-1,200
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876 93936

WALTER BECKER
MARSHALL 1974CX
SPEAKER CABINET
A Marshall 1974CX model 1x12
extension cabinet. A label is affixed to
the Celestion G12M printed with the
serial number M-2013-50-0089-0.

21 by 24 by 9 inches

$300-500

877 94097

WALTER BECKER MARSHALL MODIFIED 50-WATT AMPLIFIER
A Marshall 50-watt 2204 Master Model Mk II amplifier covered in purple tolex circa 1982,
serial number S/A 07129P. Housed within a black road case stenciled with “WB-11,”

12 by 29 1/2 by 8 inches; road case, 16 by 33 by 12 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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879 94030

WALTER BECKER
MARSHALL SPEAKER
CABINET
A Marshall 4x12 speaker cabinet with
basketweave grille. A badge near the
input jack bears the serial number
8478.

$700-900

878 94185

WALTER BECKER MARSHALL
1985 LEAD 20 COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Marshall Lead 20 1x10 combo used as a
practice amp by Walter Becker during the
New York Rock N’ Soul Tour, 
serial number T30747.

17 by 19 by 10 inches

$400-600
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880 94127

WALTER BECKER MARSHALL
SUPER BASS 100 AMPLIFIER
A Marshall Super Bass 100 Plexi amplifier.
The rear panel is impressed with the serial
number SB/A 10897.

11 by 29 by 8 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000

881 94045

WALTER BECKER
MARSHALL SPEAKER
CABINET
Walter Becker’s favorite Marshall
Cabinet. A 4x12 slant cabinet circa
1970s. The back is stenciled with
“MAZ” among others, a badge near
the input jack bears the serial number
40745.

$2,000-3,000
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882 94222

WALTER BECKER
MARSHALL SPEAKER
CABINET
A Marshall 4x12 speaker cabinet. 
A pair of badges near the input jack
are bearing the serial number 27164
and the stock number 1935 B.

29 1/2 by 30 by 14 inches

$600-800

883 93327

WALTER BECKER LSL “ALBERTA” GUITAR
A single cutaway electric guitar by LsL Instruments. Modeled after a vintage Telecaster and constructed in
bound korina with a natural finish. The neck plate is affixed with an adhesive label reading “Alberta.”
Accompanied by a hard shell case and a signed order tag dated “Aug 2014” which lists the model as
“BB1-KO-AM.”

$1,000-2,000
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885 93330

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED LSL “ELEVEN” MONGREL GUITAR
A Mongrel model electric guitar by LsL Instruments that was played on tour by Walter Becker. Designed as a
Tele/Strat hybrid the guitar is finished in DeSoto Blue and equipped with three of LsL’s T Bone pickups: a high
output bridge, reverse polarity neck, and standard neck. The neck plate is affixed with an adhesive label reading
“Eleven” and the headstock is affixed with an adhesive label reading “10s.” Accompanied by a hard shell case and
signed order tag dated 11/11/11 and listing the model as “MHSADB.”

$1,000-2,000

884 93270

WALTER BECKER LSL “COCO” GUITAR
A double cutaway solid body electric guitar finished in Ice Pink by LsL Instruments. The guitar is accompanied by
an order tag inscribed with the model “ST-AL-IP/ “CoCo,“ the date “3/5/2012” and the maker’s signature. The
guitar appears to be modeled after a late 50’s or early 60’s Stratocaster and features a maple neck with rosewood
slab fretboard, three single coil pickups, and a single-ply white pickguard.

$1,000-2,000
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886 93329

WALTER BECKER LSL “STACI ANN” T-BONE
GUITAR
A T-Bone model electric guitar by LsL Instruments. Modeled after
a vintage Telecaster, ash body with aged blonde finish and a
maple neck. The neck plate is affixed with an adhesive label
reading “Staci Ann” and the headstock is affixed with an adhesive
label reading “10s.” The neck heel is impressed with “LSL,” “539,”
“T,” “9” and “SJ.” Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$1,000-2,000

887 93268

WALTER BECKER LSL
“XTERRA” XT2 GUITAR
An XT2 model solid body electric guitar
built by LsL. The ash body with a natural
finish, the top with a cherry stain. Equipped
with LsL zebra-coil humbuckers, a Floyd
Rose tremolo and locking nut. The neck
plate is affixed with an adhesive label
reading “Xterra” and additionally the body
cavity is inscribed with “Xterra,” the date
“5/2015” and is signed. The headstock is
affixed with an adhesive label reading
“10s.” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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889 93290

WALTER BECKER LSL KORINA T-BONE
“SUKI” GUITAR
A T-Bone model electric guitar by LsL Instruments. Modeled
after a vintage Telecaster and constructed in bound korina with
a natural finish. The neck plate is affixed with an adhesive label
reading “Suki” and the headstock is affixed with an adhesive
label reading “10s.” The neck heel is impressed with “1038,”
“LSL,” “T,” “9” and “JG.” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

888 93367

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED LSL CV
SPECIAL “CARLY” GUITAR
A CV Special model electric guitar by LsL Instruments that was
played extensively on tour by Walter Becker. Finished in aged
Olympic White and fitted with a set of three Zexcoil pickups.
The neck plate is affixed with an adhesive label reading “Carly”
and the headstock is affixed with an adhesive label reading
“10s.” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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890 93472

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED LSL “LORNA”
MONGREL GUITAR
A Mongrel model electric guitar by LsL Instruments that was played
often by Walter Becker on many tours. Designed as a Tele/Strat hybrid
the guitar has an aged red finish. The neck plate is affixed with an
adhesive label reading “Lorna.” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,500-2,500

891 93362

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED
LSL “MICHELLE ANN” T-BONE
GUITAR 
A T-Bone model electric guitar by LsL Instruments
played by Walter Becker during the 2011 Steely
Dan Australian and New Zealand Tour. Modeled
after a vintage Telecaster and constructed in ash
with an aged blonde finish. The neck plate is
affixed with an adhesive label reading “Michelle
Ann.” The neck heel is impressed with “537,”
“LSL,” “T,” “9” and “SJ.” Accompanied by a hard
shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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892 93282

WALTER BECKER STAGE USED CUSTOM SATELLITE AMPLIFIER 
A Satellite amplifier head made for and used extensively by Walter Becker on stage. 
Powered by two KT66 tubes and two 12AX7A tubes and running through a 5AR4 rectifier. The
faceplate featuring controls for volume, bass and treble. The chassis is stamped with the serial
number WB001. Housed within a fitted road case stenciled with “WB-20.”

10 1/2 by 8 by 21 1/2 inches; road case, 14 by 12 by 25 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000
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894 94046

WALTER BECKER SATELLITE
“FUCKER ASSMAN” COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Satellite “Fucker Assman” 3x10 combo
amplifier, loaded with a trio of Celestion
G10 Greenback speakers.

$1,500-2,500

893 93996

WALTER BECKER CUSTOM
SATELLITE 300-WATT AMPLIFIER
A Satellite 300-watt amplifier custom made for
Walter Becker. The amp is powered by four
6550 tubes with two 12AX7s and a solidstate
rectifier. An embossed plaque to the rear reads
“SATELLITE AMPLIFIERS/ 300 WATT
AMPLIFIER/ CUSTOM BUILT FOR THE
GREAT WALTER BECKER/ WARNING THIS
AMPLIFIER IS EXTREMELY FUCKING LOUD.
PLEASE USE CAUTION WHEN TRYING FOR
THE FIRST TIME AND ANYTIME ANYONE IS
IN FRONT OF IT.”

12 by 22 by 8 1/4 inches

$3,000-4,000
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895 94036

WALTER BECKER
SATELLITE “FUCKER”
AMPLIFIER
A Satellite custom “Fucker” amplifier
powered by a pair of 5881WXT
tubes.

10 by 22 by 8 1/4 inches

$2,000-3,000

896 94233

WALTER BECKER
SATELLITE
“FUCKER”
SPEAKER CABINET
A custom “Fucker” 2x12
speaker cabinet by Satellite.

22 by 32 by 11 1/2 inches

$600-800
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898 93807

WALTER BECKER SATELLITE AMPLIFIER
A Satellite amplifier with no apparent model designation or serial number, featuring two inputs, one
volume knob and one tone knob, powered by a pair of 6L6 tubes.

12 by 21 by 8 inches

$800-1,200

897 94062

WALTER BECKER SATELLITE STAGE USED 300-WATT PROTOTYPE AMPLIFIER
A prototype 300-watt amplifier by Satellite. A metal badge to the rear is debossed with the text “SATELLITE AMPLIFIERS/
300 WATT PROTOTYPE/ EXTREMELY LOUD. PLEASE USE CAUTION WHEN PLAYING AND WHEN TURNING ON.
POTENTIAL HEARING DAMAGE./ QUESTIONS CALL SATELLITE AMPS 619-273-2255 OR 619-997-1324.” The amp is
housed within a white road case.

12 by 22 by 8 1/4 inches; road case, 16 by 24 by 13 inches

$2,000-3,000
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899 94056

WALTER BECKER SATELLITE AMPLIFIER
A Satellite amplifier with red sparkle covering brought on tour by Walter Becker in 
2016-2017, the chassis is stamped with the serial number D010. Accompanied by a black
road case.

10 by 22 1/2 by 8 1/2 inches; road case, 14 1/2 by 26 by 12 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000

900 93829

WALTER BECKER SATELLITE SPEAKER CABINET
A Satellite custom red sparkle 1x12 speaker cabinet.

16 by 24 by 10 inches

$300-500
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901 93973

WALTER BECKER SATELLITE ATOM COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Satellite Atom 2x10 combo amplifier. The cabinet is covered with a grey
snakeskin tolex and loaded with one Celestion G10 Greenback and one Fane
AxA.10. The chassis is stamped with the serial number B046.

22 by 24 by 10 1/4 inches

$1,000-2,000
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902 93888

WALTER BECKER SATELLITE
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A tube-driven 1x8 combo amplifier by Satellite
with no apparent model designation or serial
number. The unit is loaded with a Celestion
G8C-15 and features an on-board tremolo
effect.

14 1/2 by 17 by 7 1/2 inches

$200-400

903 94145

WALTER BECKER
SATELLITE COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Satellite 1x12 combo amplifier
with two 12AX7 tubes, two EL91
tubes and a 5Y3 tube. The chassis
is impressed with the serial number
6006 and the cabinet is loaded with
a Celestion G12 alnico Blue
speaker.

19 by 18 1/2 by 10 1/4 inches

$800-1,200
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904 93880

WALTER BECKER SATELLITE
CUSTOM “HAHN SOLO”
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Satellite “Hahn Solo” 1x10 combo
amplifier. An embossed metal plaque affixed
to the rear of the cabinet reads “HAHN
SOLO AMPLIFIER/ CUSTOM MADE FOR/
HAHN GUITARS/ BY/ SATELLITE
AMPLIFIERS.”

18 1/2 by 19 by 8 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

905 93982

WALTER BECKER SATELLITE CUSTOM AMPLIFIER
A Satellite amplifier covered in grey tolex. The amp is powered by a pair of vintage RCA 807 tubes and is also mounted with a
vintage RCA 5R4GY rectifier tube and a Sovtek 12AX7 preamp tube. An adhesive to the front is printed with “AMP 3”.

12 by 22 by 8 inches

$1,000-2,000
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907 94271

WALTER BECKER
SATELLITE EFFECTS
PEDALS
A group of six effects pedals by
Satellite Amps including the
following models: Golden Harem;
White Higher Fidelity; Eradicator;
Fogcutter; Black Clipper; and My
Pall Fuzz - Fuzz.

$700-900

906

WALTER BECKER SATELLITE DEMO ATOM AMPLIFIER
A demo version Atom 36-watt amplifier by Satellite. A debossed badge to the rear reads “NOT FOR SALE/ DEMO

PURPOSE ONLY/ ATOM 36 WATT HEAD/ FOR INFO OR PURCHASE CONTACT/ SATELLITE AMPLIFIERS/ 1322
GERTRUDE STREET/ SAN DIEGO, CA 92110/ 619-275-2255/ SATELLITE AMPS AT AOL.COM.” Accompanied by

a black road case.

11 by 27 by 10 1/2 inches; road case, 15 by 31 by 14 inches

$1,000-2,000

94067

http://aol.com/
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908 93801

WALTER BECKER SATELLITE
GAMMATRON COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Satellite Gammatron 2.8-watt 1x8 combo
amplifier loaded with a vintage Jensen PM8
speaker.

15 1/4 by 11 1/4 by 6 inches

$400-600

909 94057

WALTER BECKER
STAGE USED
SATELLITE OMEGA
AMPLIFIER
A Satellite Omega 50-watt
amplifier used on tour by Walter
Becker. The chassis is impressed
with the serial number C005 and
the amp is housed within a black
road case.

10 by 22 1/2 by 8 1/2 inches; road
case, 13 1/2 by 28 1/2 by 12
inches

$800-1,200
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910 94027

WALTER BECKER SATELLITE
SPEAKER CABINET
46 1/2 by 35 1/2 by 12 inches

$300-500

911 94038

WALTER BECKER SATELLITE
SPEAKER CABINET
A Satellite 2x12 cabinet loaded with one Celestion
G12-M and one Vintage 30.

24 by 30 by 12 inches

$300-500
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913 94195

WALTER BECKER SELMER
TREBLE’N’BASS 50 SV
AMPLIFIER
A Selmer Treble’N’Bass 50-watt amplifier circa
1970s. This amp was kept in Becker’s Maui
home and according to engineer Dave Russell
“He loved the British sound and would crank it
up.”

9 1/2 by 21 by 9 1/2 inches

$400-600

914 93808

WALTER BECKER
SELMER TRUVOICE
TREBLE-N-BASS FIFTY
AMPLIFIER
A Selmer Truvoice Treble-N-Bass
50-watt amplifier circa 1960s,
serial number 12743.

8 3/4 by 21 by 8 3/4 inches

$700-900

912 94150

WALTER BECKER
SATELLITE SPEAKER
CABINET
A Satellite 1x12 speaker cabinet
loaded with an alnico gold 12-inch
speaker.

17 by 24 by 10 inches

$300-500
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915 93581

WALTER BECKER STATUS S2 CLASSIC
HEADLESS BASS
A Status S2 Classic headless bass with graphite neck, alder body and
zebrano top finished in translucent aqua. The bass is also equipped
with a pair of active pickups and onboard equalizer. Serial number
03053097, accompanied by the original fitted road case.

$1,000-2,000

93969.  916

WALTER BECKER SWR WORKING
PRO 10 COMBO AMP

An SWR Working Pro 10 1x10 100-watt bass
combo amplifier, serial number M1491167.

18 1/2 by 18 1/2 by 19 1/2 inches

$100-200
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917 94193

WALTER BECKER TOP HAT
AMBASSADOR COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Top Hat model T-35AC Ambassador
2x12 combo amplifier. The cabinet is
loaded with a pair of Celestion Vintage
30 speakers, a tube chart to the interior
is inscribed with the serial number
1142 and the date 5-38-98.
Accompanied by a fitted cover.

21 by 28 by 10 1/2 inches

$700-900

918 94194

TOP HAT CLUB
DELUXE T-20CD
COMBO AMPLIFIER
A Top Hat Club Deluxe 1x12
combo amplifier, a tube chart to
the interior is inscribed with the
serial number C105 and the
date 5-6-98.

20 by 19 by 9 1/2 inches

$500-700
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919 93842

WALTER BECKER TOP HAT EMPLEXADOR T-50EM AMPLIFIER
A Top Hat model T-50EM Emplexador 50-watt amplifier. A favorite of Walter Becker, can be
seen during performance segments of the Aja: Classic Albums DVD. The face plate with
various hand-scribed setting markers, serial number 1164.

10 1/2 by 26 by 9 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000

920 93845

WALTER BECKER TOP HAT EMPLEXADOR T-E50 AMPLIFIER
A Top Hat model T-E50 Emplexador 2-channel 50-watt amplifier designed to produce an array of
vintage Marshall tones, serial number 1592.

10 1/2 by 26 by 9 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000
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921 94085

WALTER BECKER STAGE
USED TOP HAT
VANDERBILT 
THIRTY-THREE
AMPLIFIER
A Top Hat Custom Shop Vanderbilt
Thirty-Three amplifier used by 
Walter Becker on tour in 2009, 
serial number CS-V017.
Accompanied by a red road case
stenciled with “WB 5.”

10 by 20 by 8 1/2 inches; road case,
13 by 25 by 12 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

922

WALTER BECKER TOP HAT SPEAKER CABINET
A Top Hat 2x12 speaker cabinet loaded with Celestion G12 alnico blue speakers, housed within a rolling

road case stenciled with “STEELY DAN.”

20 by 26 by 11 inches

$300-500

94182
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923 93835

WALTER BECKER STAGE USED RETRO CHANNEL RR1 AMPLIFIER
A Retro Channel RR1 100-watt solid state Amplifier used by Walter Becker on stage. 
The back plate bears the serial number 100_071.

9 by 20 by 8 inches

$300-500

924 93305

WALTER BECKER UNDERWOOD T
STYLE GUITAR
A single cutaway solidbody electric guitar built by
Chad Underwood. Modeled after an early
Telecaster, the ash body is finished in an aged
white blonde and fitted with a maple neck.
Accompanied by a tweed hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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925 93349

WALTER BECKER ALUMINATI ORION
GUITAR
An Orion model electric guitar by Aluminati. The body is
constructed in frosted Lucite and fitted with an aluminum neck
and a single Lollar Imperial humbucking pickup. Accompanied
by a fitted road case.

$1,000-2,000

926 93332

WALTER BECKER B3 PHOENIX GUITAR
A B3 Phoenix model electric guitar. The solid mahogany body
and neck have a whitewashed finish described as Driftwood
on the signed order tag, which is dated 6/11/13. Equipped
with DiMarzio tele bridge pick up and mini humbuckers and
inscribed to the headstock with the serial number
0513GB05432. Accompanied by the original fitted and
branded hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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928 93560

WALTER BECKER B-WAY MERCURY HEAD
GUITAR
A B-Way Mercury Head solid body electric guitar finished in
black and equipped with a maple neck, a pair of Harmonic
Design Z-90 pickups, Hipshot bridge and Hipshot tuners.
Accompanied by a Road Runner gig bag.

$1,000-2,000

927 93480

WALTER BECKER B3 PHOENIX GUITAR
A B3 Phoenix model electric guitar. The roasted mahogany
body and neck have a dark sunburst finish. Equipped with a
pair of Lollar Imperial humbucking pickups and inscribed to the
headstock with the serial number 0415GB05648.
Accompanied by the original branded hard shell case and an
order tag dated 5-15-15.

$1,000-2,000
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929 93567

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED B-WAY
MERCURY HEAD GUITAR
A B-Way Mercury Head solid body electric guitar played by
Walter Becker on-stage at the Beacon Theater in 2016. The
guitar is finished in red and equipped with a maple neck, a
pair of Harmonic Design Z-90 pickups, Hipshot bridge and
Hipshot tuners. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$1,000-2,000

930 93635

WALTER BECKER HARDEN ENGINEERING
SWITCHBLADE
A Switchblade model electric guitar by Harden Engineering.
The semi-hollow single cutaway body is finished in blue
sparkle and equipped with a set of Harden Switchblade
pickups and a vibrato tailpiece. A paper label to the interior is
inscribed with the model “SWITCHBLADEN,” the serial
number “044” and the date “9/5/09.” The headstock is affixed
with an adhesive label printed with “10’s.” Accompanied by a
gig bag.

$1,000-2,000
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932 93688

WALTER BECKER ROB ALLEN DEEP 4
FRETLESS BASS
A Deep 4 model fretless semi-hollow bass by Rob Allen.
Constructed with an alder body, maple top and an ebony bridge
with integrated controls for the specially designed piezo pickup.
The headstock is stamped with the serial number 1100, the
control cavity is initialed by the maker and dated 2-2013.
Accompanied by a gig bag.

$2,000-3,000

931 93672

WALTER BECKER NS DESIGNS WAV
RADIUS BASS
A WAV4 RADIUS model headless electric bass guitar by NS
(Ned Steinberger) Designs, finished in matte black with a
magnetic EMG Radius pickup and a bridge mounted Polar
pickup. Serial number W150049 to lower body. Accompanied
by the original gig bag.

$100-200
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933 93337

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED B3
PHOENIX GUITAR
A B3 Phoenix model electric guitar. Mahogany body and neck
finished in Lake Placid Blue and equipped with two DiMarzio
P-90 pickups. The headstock is inscribed with the serial
number 071YGB05577. Accompanied by a hard shell case, a
signed spec card dated 8/8/14 and a quality certification from
Chicago Music Exchange indicating the guitar was bought by
Walter Becker on 7/29/15.

$2,000-3,000

934 93674

WALTER BECKER ZETA EB-304
EDUCATOR CROSS-OVER BASS
A Zeta Educator fretless electric bass designed to be used
both as an upright or standard electric bass guitar. featuring a
natural finish and Strados pickup and preamp system. The
cavity cover is inscribed with “EB0028/ 12/22/98/ JM.”
Accompanied by the original padded gig bag, bow, and upper
bout guide.

$500-700
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936 93519

WALTER BECKER STEINBERGER XL-2 BASS
A Steinberger XL-2 model bass guitar circa 1984. Iconic headless design executed in graphite epoxy and finished
in black, equipped with a pair of EMG pickups. Serial number 2210 stamped to body. Accompanied by the original
Steinberger gig bag.

$1,500-2,500

935 93613

WALTER BECKER STEINBERGER GP-3S
A Steinberger GP-3S model electric guitar circa 1988 which was often used by Walter Becker to practice while
traveling around 1993. The mini-V style body is finished in red and fitted with a headless bolt-on neck, three EMG
single coil pickups with corresponding toggle buttons, and an S-style tremolo bridge. The serial number N6571 is
impressed to the side of the neck. Accompanied by the original Steinberger gig bag and tremolo arm.

$1,500-2,500
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937 93323

WALTER BECKER ZERO ALUMINUM BODY GUITAR
Zero guitars #047, a Les Paul style electric guitar with aluminum body, maple neck, rosewood fretboard and
gold-tone hardware made by Zero Guitars of Seattle, Washington. Plate under bottom strap button stamped
with serial number 047 and date “10-07.” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000

938 93354

WALTER BECKER ZERO ALUMINUM BODY GUITAR
Zero Guitars #052, a Jazzmaster style electric guitar with brushed, anodized aluminum body, maple neck
and an ebony fretboard made by Zero Guitars of Seattle, Washington. Plate under bottom strap button
stamped with serial number 052 and date “10-10.” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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940 93800

WALTER BECKER 1976 MUSIC MAN STINGRAY BASS
A 1976 Music Man Stingray bass that was a favorite of Walter Becker during the 1990s. The body is finished in
three-color sunburst and fitted with a single humbucking pickup. The neck plate is impressed with the serial
number B001037. Accompanied by a padded gig bag.

$3,000-4,000

939 93584

WALTER BECKER MTD KINGSTON ARTIST BASS
An MTD Kingston Artist 4-String bass guitar with a single humbucking pickup and transparent green finish. Serial
number MTD10060008 to headstock. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$400-600
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941 93453

WALTER BECKER 1978 MUSIC MAN SABRE I GUITAR
A 1978 Music Man Sabre I solidbody electric guitar. The poplar body has a dark walnut stain and is fitted with
a maple neck, a pair of humbucking pickups and an internal preamp. The bridgeplate is impressed with the
serial number A002824. The control plate, neck plate and battery cover have been hand etched with
“Hermoine Lowe” and “X1G1N3.” Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$600-800

942 93694

WALTER BECKER DEMO USED MUSIC MAN STINGRAY 5
A Music Man Stingray 5-string bass guitar used by Walter Becker on demo recordings for 11 Tracks of
Whack, finished in white and equipped with a single humbucking pickup.

$1,000-2,000
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944 93587

WALTER BECKER MUSIC MAN BONGO 5-STRING BASS
A Music Man Bongo 5-string bass guitar finished in Egyptian Smoke and equipped with a pair of Humbucking
pickups and onboard preamp. Serial number F09553 impressed to neck plate. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$700-900

943 93379

WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED MUSIC MAN ALBERT LEE MM90 GUITAR
An Albert Lee model electric guitar by Music Man in the MM90 configuration with three P90 pickups, played by
Walter Becker on tour in 2011. Finished in El Dorado Gold and fitted with a birdseye maple neck. Serial number
340358 stamped to neck plate. Accompanied by a fitted road case.

$800-1,200
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945 93340

WALTER BECKER NASH S57 GUITAR
A replica 1957 Stratocaster by Nash Guitars. The ash body with an
aged sunburst finish and fitted with a maple neck and fretboard.
Equipped with a set of Lollar Strat Special pickups. Accompanied by a
fitted road case.

$1,000-2,000

946 93345

WALTER BECKER NELSON
COQUETTE GUITAR
A Coquette model solidbody electric guitar by
Nelson Instruments. Maple neck-through
construction with poplar body finished in dark
green satin. Accompanied by a hard shell case.

$700-900
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948 94259

WALTER BECKER DIZZY
GILLESPIE STANDEE
A life size photograph of Dizzy Gillespie
printed on foam core.

76 inches

$50-$100

947 94258

WALTER BECKER
CHARLIE PARKER
STANDEE
A life-size image of Charlie Parker
printed foam core.

76 inches

$50-$100

949 94099

WALTER BECKER AGUILAR
SPEAKER CABINET USED ON
CIRCUS MONEY
An Aguilar speaker cabinet used in the bass
rig for the recording of Circus Money.

$800-$1,200

94100. 950

WALTER BECKER
AGUILAR SPEAKER
CABINET USED ON

CIRCUS MONEY
An Aguilar speaker cabinet
used in the bass rig for the
recording of Circus Money.

$800-$1,200
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951 93857

WALTER BECKER ORANGE AD200 BASS AMPLIFIER USED ON CIRCUS
MONEY
An Orange AD200 Bass MK3 amplifier used on the 2008 Walter Becker solo album Circus Money. 
The 200-watt head is powered by four 6550 tubes and inscribed to the rear panel with the serial
number 1274-0705.

10 1/2 by 21 1/2 by 11 1/4 inches

$1,000-2,000

952 94050

WALTER BECKER
ORANGE AD30TC TWIN
CHANNEL COMBO
AMPLIFIER
An Orange AD30TC 2x12 combo
amplifier, serial number 02573-1207.

26 by 21 by 12 inches

$700-900
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954 94175

WALTER BECKER
ORANGE DARK
TERROR 15/7
AMPLIFIER
An Orange Dark Terror 15/7-watt
amplifier, serial number 
00301-0611. Accompanied by the
original travel case.

8 by 12 by 5 1/4 inches

$200-400

953 94124

WALTER BECKER ORANGE CUSTOM SHOP AD50 AMPLIFIER
An Orange AD50 Amplifier, the rear panel is inscribed with the serial number 89.

10 1/2 by 22 by 10 inches

$1,000-2,000
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955 94125

WALTER BECKER ORANGE OR15 AMPLIFIER
An Orange OR15 7/15-watt amplifier, serial number 02940-0813.

8 by 16 by 7 1/4 inches

$300-500

956 94110

WALTER BECKER
ORANGE PPC112
SPEAKER CABINET
An Orange PPC112 Speaker cabinet,
serial number 00063-0611

17 1/2 by 21 1/2 by 11 1/2 inches

$200-300
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958 94049

WALTER BECKER ORANGE
SPEAKER CABINET
An Orange PPC212 speaker cabinet loaded with two
Celestion Vintage 30 12-inch speakers, serial
number 7878-1110.

26 3/4 by 21 by 14 3/4 inches

$300-400

957 94048

WALTER BECKER ORANGE
SPEAKER CABINET
An Orange PPC112 speaker cabinet,
serial number 02929-1012.

21 1/2 by 17 3/4 by 11 1/2 inches

$200-300

959 94051

WALTER BECKER ORANGE
SPEAKER CABINET
An Orange PPC112 speaker cabinet.

17 1/2 by 11 1/2 by 21 1/2 inches

$200-300
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961 94234

WALTER BECKER PEAVEY COMBO AMPLIFIERS
A Peavey Blazer 158 1x8 combo amplifier, serial number 00-06632613. Together with a
Peavey Audition 110 1x10 combo amplifier brought on tour by Walter Becker in 1993 as a
dressing room amp, serial number 00-06311994.

Larger, 15 by 15 1/2 by 7 1/4 inches

$100-200

960 94083

WALTER BECKER PALMER
DREI AMPLIFIER
A Palmer Drei model triple single-ended
15-watt amplifier. Accompanied by a road
case stenciled with “G5.”

10 by 15 by 9 inches

$600-800
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962 94295

WALTER BECKER
ALEXANDER EFFECTS
PEDALS
A group of twelve Alexander effects
pedals including the following models:
Oblivion Vintage Delay; Sky Fi; Jubilee
Silver Overdrive; Chesapeake;
Equilibrium; Radical Delay; Super Radical
Delay; Litho Boost; History Lesson; La
Calavera; Amnesia; and an F.13 Flanger.

$800-1,200

963 94207

WALTER BECKER APARTMENT PEDAL BOARD
A Pedaltrain pedal board affixed with the following pedals: Pigtronix Deluxe Echolution 2; Dwarfcraft
Devices Wizard of Pitch; J. Rockett Blue Note; Copilot FX Mantis II; and a Diamond Compressor.

$500-700
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964 94282

WALTER BECKER BOSS CE-1 CHORUS ENSEMBLE PEDAL
A Boss CE-1 Chorus ensemble pedal, serial number 513337.

$300-500

965 94279

WALTER BECKER
BOSS EFFECTS
PEDALS
A group of ten Boss effects
pedals including the following
models: TR2 Tremolo; DD-500
Digital Delay; LS-2 Line
Selector; CH-1 Chorus; RV-5
Digital Reverb; NS-2 Noise
Suppressor; AW-3 Dynamic
Wah; GE-7 Equalizer; OC-2
Octave; and an RE-20 Roland
Space Echo.

$700-900
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967 94280

WALTER BECKER CHASE
BLISS EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of seven effects pedals by
Chase Bliss Audio including the
following models: Brothers; Tonal
Recall; Warped Vinyl; Spectre;
Wombtone; Wombtone MkII; and a
Faves midi controller.

$1,000-2,000

966 94278

WALTER BECKER
CATALINBREAD EFFECTS
PEDALS
A group of eighteen Catalinbread effects
pedals including the following models:
Semaphore Tremolo; Heliotrope; SFT; Bicycle
Delay; Formula no. 5; Adineko; Valcoder;
Katzenkonig; Talisman; Dirty Little Secret Mk
II; Antichthon; Naga Viper; Pareidolia;
Topanga Spring Reverb; Zero Point; CB30;
Callisto; and a Perseus Sub-Octave Fuzz.

$2,000-3,000
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969 94293

WALTER BECKER DEATH
BY AUDIO EFFECTS
PEDALS
A group of fifteen Death By Audio
effects pedals including the following
models: Evil Filter; Waveformer
Destroyer; Kill Kill Filter; Echo Master;
Reverberation Machine; Supersonic
Fuzz Gun; Micro Harmonic
Transformer; Octave Clang; Ghost
Delay; Soundwave Breakdown; Echo
Dream; Echo Dream 2; Total Sonic
Annihilation; Robot; and an
Apocolypse fuzz.

$2,000-3,000

968 94190

WALTER BECKER CUSTOM BRADSHAW PEDAL SYSTEM
A Bradshaw pedal system custom made for Walter Becker who used it on tour in 1996 and later while recording
11 Tracks of Whack, housed in a fitted road case.

$600-800
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971 94291

WALTER BECKER
EARTHQUAKER DEVICES
EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of sixteen effects pedals by
Earthquaker Devices including the
following models: Sea Machine; The
Warden; Dispatch Master; Ghost
Echo; White Light; Disaster Transport;
Grand Orbiter; Speaker Cranker;
Monarch; Talons; The Depths;
Hummingbird; Tentacle; Rainbow
Machine; Pitch Bay; and a
Transmissor.

$1,000-2,000

970

WALTER BECKER DWARFCRAFT EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of fourteen effects pedals by Dwarfcraft Devices including the following models: 
Eau Claire Thunder; Pitch Grinder; Attack Release Filter; Gears; The Great Destroyer;
Memento; Thumping Double Squaresnakes; HAX; She Fuzz; The Internet; Total Spack

Vibes; Hair of the Day; Twin Stags; and a Paraloop utility pedal.

$2,000-3,000

94273
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972

WALTER BECKER EARTHQUAKER DEVICES EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of twenty effects pedals by Earthquaker Devices including the following models: Interstellar Orbiter; Levitation; Space Spiral;

Bows; Disaster Transport SR; Bit Commander; Sea Machine; Dispatch Master; Tone Job; Organizer; The Depths; Humming Bird;
Arapnoid; Arrows; Afterneath; Acapulco Gold; Dream Crusher; Grand Orbiter; Crimson Drive; and a Rainbow Machine.

$1,500-2,500

973

WALTER BECKER EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of eight effects pedals including: a Red Panda Context; a Red Panda Raster; a Red Panda Bitmap; a Red Panda Buffer; a Red

Panda Mixer; an Alien Twister by Analog Alien; an Alien Bass-Station by Analog Alien and a Analog Alien Rumble Seat.

$1,000-1,500

94292

94310
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974

WALTER BECKER EFFECTS PEDALS
A large group of effects pedals including: Caroline Wave Cannon; Caroline Haymaker;

Caroline Icarus Boost; HBE CPR Compressor Retro; HBE Mimic Mock II; HBE Dos Mos;
HBE Skull Crusher; HBE Skull Crusher; HBE Frostbite Flanger; BBE Opticomp; BBE Sonic

Stomp; Divided by 13 Joyride; Divided by 13 Dyna-Ranger; Xotic SL Drive; Xotic SP
Compressor; Xotic AC+ Plus; Xotic BB+ Plus; Xotic RC Booster; Xotic BB Preamp; Basic
Audio Sqaurewave +: Basic Audio Spooky Tooth; Basic Audio Peak Freq.; Mad Professor
Snow White Auto Wah; Mad Professor Deep Blue Delay; Heavy Electronics Descend; and

a Heavy Electronics Sonic Oppressor.

$3,000-4,000

94313
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975

WALTER BECKER EFFECTS PEDALS
A large group of effects pedals including: Pickle Vibe; Octomotron Fuzz by Dusky

Electronics; THD+N by Lotus Pedal Designs; Gooby Organ Donor; Toadworks Redux; Acid
Fuzz Yellow Sunshine; Analog Mafia Polydriver; DeltaLab FL1; Durham Crazy Horse;

Durham Reddverb; D*A*M Super Bee; D*A*M Meathead; D*A*M Sonic Titan; Jelly Roll
Deluxe from Lumpy’s Tone Shop; Jetter Traindrive; Magnetic Effects Solar Bender; Nocture

Billy Brain; Supercollider by Earthbound Audio; Uni Vibe; Dr. Scientist Reverberator;
Cmatmods Analog Chorus; Old Blood Mondegreen; Buggfx Day Dream; and a Colby Fuzz

Sound by Earthquaker.

$2,000-4,000

94318
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976

WALTER BECKER EFFECTS PEDALS
A large group of effects pedals including: Van Amps Sole-Mate; 

Gurus Echosex 2 Boutique series; Gurus Echosex 2 limited edition #026/500; 
Electro Faustus EF110 Blackfly; Electro Faustus Drone Thing; Electro Faustus EF103 Guitar Disrupter;

Electro Faustus EF101 Dual Oscillator; Xotic Robotalk; Xotic AC+Plus; Xotic SC Comp; 
Origin Effects Cali76 Limiting Amp; Origin Effects Cali76 Compact Deluxe; 

Origin Effects Cali76 Compact Bass; Origin Effects Slide Rig; and an Origin Effects Compact Delay.

$2,000-3,000

94319
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977

WALTER BECKER EFFECTS PEDALS
A large group of effects pedals including: Barber Linden Equalizer; Barber LTD; Barber Tone Press; 

Barber Barb EQ; DOD FX200; DOD Overdrive Preamp 250; DOD A-B Box 270; DOD Fet Preamp 210;
DOD Gonkulator Ringmod; WMD Super Fatman; WMD Acoustic Trauma; WMD Protostar; 

WMD Gieger Counter; WMD Utility Parametric EQ; Mojo Hand Fx Analogue Filter 443; 
Mojo Hand Fx Iron Bell; Mojo Hand Fx Mirror Ball; Mojo Hand Fx DMBL; Budda Samsara Delay; 

Budda Chakra Compressor; 3 Leaf Audio Wonderlove; 3 Leaf Audio The Enabler; 3 Leaf Audio GR2; 
3 Leaf Audio Doom; Berkos FX Germanium Experience; Berkos FX Third Stone; IdiotBox Dimension X;

IdiotBox Mad Doctor; IdiotBox Staic Fuzz; and an IdiotBox Death Ray.

$2,500-3,500

94320
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978

WALTER BECKER EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of sixteen effects pedals including: Beetronics Whoctahell;

Beetronics Octahive; Beetronics OVC; 4MS Self Oscillator; 
4MS Nocto Loco; Blackbox Oxygen; JAM Waterfall; “Demo Tape Fuzz”;
Snatchtronics Ova Drive; “Tunable Havoc: DGT Natural Disto (7 of 10);

“English Woman”: three unidentified hand-painted pedals; 
and a DaKine Electronics 10K pot made for Walter Becker.

$2,000-3,000

94321
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979 94189

WALTER BECKER EFFECTS
PEDALS IN CASE
A group of thirteen effects and utility pedals
within a hard sided case including the following
models: Moogerfooger CP-251 Control
Processor by Moog; Moogerfooger 12-stage
Phaser by Moog; Moogerfooger Analog Delay by
Moog; Transmogrifier by Emma,
Discumbobulator by Emma, UV-1 Uuni-Vibe by
Dunlop; Analog Delay by MXR; Auto-Wah by
Boss; Seek Wah by Zvex; Super Duper 2 in 1 by
Zvex; Intelliphase P1 phaser by Akai; Q-Tron by
Electro Harmonix; and a DT-1 Digital Tuner by
Korg.

$1,000-2,000

980 94268

WALTER BECKER
ELECTRO HARMONIX
EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of vintage Electro Harmonix
pedals including an Electric Mistress
with serial number 2630, an Attack
Equalizer with serial number 2332, and
a Bad Stone phase shifter.

$700-900
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981

WALTER BECKER ELECTRO HARMONIX EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of fifteen Electro Harmonix effects pedals including the following models: Q-Tron;
Q-Tron +; Flanger Hoax; Electric Mistress; HOG 2 with foot controller; Poly Chorus; Black

Finger Compressor; LPB-2ube Stereo Preamp; Tube Zipper; Stereo Polyphase; Holy
Grail; Frequency Analyzer; Small Clone; Ring Thing; and a Talking Machine.

$1,500-2,500

94269
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982

WALTER BECKER ELECTRO HARMONIX EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of twenty-six Electro Harmonix effects pedals including the following models: B9 Organ
Machine; Key9 Electric Piano Machine; Crash Pad Electronic Crash Drum; Talking Machine;

Deluxe Memory Boy; Stereo Memory Man with Hazarai; Super Pulsar; Stereo Poly Chorus; Ring
Thing; Riddle; Germanium4 Big Muff; Tone Tattoo; Flanger Hoax; Poly Chorus; The Worm; Holy
Grail; Small Clone; Glove; RTG; Crayon Full Range Overdrive; Germanium OD; Pitch Fork; The

Clone Theory; Pulsar; Bad Stone; and a Super Ego Synth Engine.

$2,000-4,000

94270
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983

WALTER BECKER EMPRESS EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of eight Empress Effects pedals including the following models:
Reverb; Superdelay; Superdelay Vintage Modified; Multidrive; ParaEq;

Compressor; Nebulus; and Tremolo.

$700-900

94285
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984

WALTER BECKER FAIRFIELD AND RECOVERY EFFECTS PEDALS 
A group of effects pedals including the following Fairfield Circuitry models: FZ561; FL222; OD702; OMP349;
RM581; AD171; FZ571; FV574; and RM587. Together with the following models from Recovery Effects and
Devices: Dirty Murals; Couple Skate; Mount Olympus; Electric; The Grizzled Mighty; Sister Tiger; Dead

Session; Floor; and a Sound Destruction Device.

$2,000-3,000

94316
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986 94199

WALTER BECKER STUDIO
FULLTONE TUBE TAPE ECHO
A Fulltone Tube Tape Echo used in Walter
Becker’s professional studio, serial number
01220. Accompanied by its original padded
gig bag. 

7 by 11 by 9 inches

$800-1,200

985 94284

WALTER BECKER
FULLTONE EFFECTS
PEDALS
A group of eight Fulltone effects
pedals including the following
models: CS-MDV-1 Deja Vibe;
Full-Drive 2; Supra-Trem 2;
Choralflange; Bassweet -
Fuzztone; Soul-Bender; and a
Robin Trower Overdrive.

$700-900
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988

WALTER BECKER GREER EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of four effects pedals by Greer Amps including the following models: Fish Press; The

Southland Harmonic Overdrive; Special Request; and a Black Tiger delay.

$300-500

987 94312

WALTER BECKER FUZZ
FACE PEDALS
A group of four Fuzz Face pedals
including two vintage, a Dunlop
SMG2 Mod Fuzz Face, and a Joe
Bonamassa signature model.

$2,000-3,000

94305
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990 94303

WALTER BECKER J. ROCKETT
EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of five effects pedals by J. Rockett Audio
Designs including the following models: Blue
Note overdrive; Allan Holdsworth overdrive/boost;
The Alien Echo; The Dude; and .45 Caliber
overdrive.

$400-600

989 93875

WALTER BECKER HOHNER ECHO PLUS TAPE DELAY
A Hohner Echo Plus Sound On Sound tape delay unit circa 1960s. An adhesive label is printed with the serial number 088017.

10 1/2 by 15 by 6 1/4 inches

$300-500
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991

WALTER BECKER JHS EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of seventeen JHS effects pedals including the following models: Panther;
Moonshine; Twin Twelve; Superbolt; Unicorn; Alpine; Double Barrel; Colour Box;
Crayon; Honey Comb; Morning Glory; Pulp ‘N’ Peel; The Emperor; Angry Charlie;
Sweet Tea; The VCR; and an unnamed custom pedal with flying heart decoration.

$1,500-2,500

94297
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992

WALTER BECKER KEELEY EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of nineteen effects pedals by Keeley Electronics including the following models:
Oxblood Overdrive; Time Machine Boost; Phase 24; Aurora Reverb; Magnetic Echo
Delay; 1962; Charing Cross OC75 Fuzz; Bubble Tron; Hooke Reverb; Neutrino; 30ms
Double Tracker; C4 Compressor; Stahlhammer Distortion; Abbey Chamber Verb; Java
Treble Boost; White Sands Luxe Drive; Black Glass OC44 British Fuzz; Vibe-O-Verb; and

a GC-2 Limiting Amplifier.

$1,000-2,000

94277
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994 94307

WALTER BECKER 
KOMA ELEKTRONIK
EFFECTS PEDALS
A Koma Elektronik BD101 Analog
Gate/Delay and a FT201 Analog Filter/10
Step Sequencer.

$200-400

993

WALTER BECKER KLON CENTAUR OVERDRIVE PEDAL
A Klon Centaur pedal with gold case.

$1,500-2,500
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996 93925

WALTER BECKER MAESTRO ECHOPLEX GROUPMASTER
A Maestro Echoplex Groupmaster 4-channel tape delay circa 1970s. Accompanied by the original instructions and
replacement tapes.

11 1/2 by 16 by 11 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

995

WALTER BECKER LESLIE PREAMP AND EFFECT PEDALS
A Leslie Combo preamp pedal and a Leslie G effect pedal.

$200-400

94315
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998 94309

WALTER BECKER MAZEL TONE
EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of four Mazel Tone effects pedals including the
following models: Double Fuzz; Maia Boost; The Buzz
Fuzz; and The After World Delay.

$300-500

997

WALTER BECKER MALEKKO EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of nine Malekko effects pedals including the following models: Chorus; Spring; Vibrato; Comp; Ekko 616 Analog Delay;

Wolftone Unity; Wolftone Fetish; LoFi E616 II; and a Plus Ultra 213.

$800-1,200

94287
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1000 94300

WALTER BECKER MOOER
EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of eleven Mooer micro series effects
pedals including the following models: Reecho;
Trelicopter; E-Lady; Eleclady; Repeater; Blues
Mood; Pitch Box; Skyverb; Noise Killer; Yellow
Comp; and Ensemble King.

$200-400

999 94289

WALTER BECKER MID-FI
EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of six effects pedals by MidFi
Electronics including the following
models: Psych Byke; Random Number
Generator; Deluxe Pitch Pirate; Demo
Tape Fuzz; and Organ Drone.

$600-800
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1001

WALTER BECKER MR. BLACK EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of eight Mr. Black effects pedals including the following models: Downward Spiral;
Ambience Echoverb; Eterna; Dark Echo; GilaMondo; Double Chorus; Tunnelworm; and a

Shepard’s End flanger.

$700-900

1002 94317

WALTER BECKER 
MU-TRON BI-PHASE
A Mu-Tron Bi-Phase phaser, serial
number 02023. Accompanied by the
original footswitch and C-100 control
pedal.

$800-1,200

94283
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1004 94276

WALTER BECKER
MXR EFFECTS
PEDALS
A group of twelve MXR effects
pedals including the following
models: Analog Delay M-118;
Stereo Chorus; Flanger; Sub
Machine; Phase 90; Micro
Chorus; Dyna Comp; Carbon
Copy; Uni-Vibe; Tremolo;
Custom Audio Electronics
Buffer; and a Ten Band EQ.

$1,000-1500

1003 94209

WALTER BECKER
MAIN STAGE USED
PEDAL BOARD
A pedal board set up and used
by Walter Becker on tour as his
main on-stage pedals when
touring. The arrangement
contains a Boomerang E-155
chorus/delay, Eventide
Harmonizer, Fulltone Supra-
Trem, Barber Barb EQ, and a
Pigtronix Class A Boost.
Accompanied by two additional
Barber Barb EQs and a OD-X
by Shin’s Music that were also
used on-stage atop their
associated amplifiers.

$1,000-2,000
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1005

WALTER BECKER
APARTMENT 
PEDAL BOARD
A pedal board set up and used
by Walter Becker containing a
BBE Soul Vibe, Solidgoldfx
Stutterbox, Strymon DIG,
Greedtone Big Al Treblemaker,
Solidgoldfx Electroman, Keeley
Seafoam Chorus, and a
Planetoid ring mod by 
Copilot FX.

$800-1,200

1006

WALTER BECKER
SOUNDCHECK
PEDAL BOARD
A pedal board set up and used
by Walter Becker during
soundchecks. The
arrangement contains a
Recovery Dirty Murals, 
Red Panda Raster, Red Panda
Particle, Old Blood Noise
Endeavors Black Mountain,
Jersey Girl Midranger,
Wampler Triple Wreck,
Wampler Plexi-Drive, and a
Cali76 limiting amplifier by
Origin Effects.

$800-1,200
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1008

WALTER BECKER APARTMENT PEDAL BOARD
A pedal board set up and used by Walter Becker containing a Pigtronix Echolution, Earthquaker Devices Spatial Delivery, 
TC Electronics Gravy, Keeley Sojourner, Alexander Golden Sun, Pigtronix Class A Boost, and a custom overdrive by JHS.

$800-1,200

1007

WALTER BECKER APARTMENT PEDAL BOARD
A pedal board set up and used by Walter Becker containing an Empress Echosystem, Red Panda Particle, Catalinbread Formula 5F6,
Orange Bax Bangeetar guitar pre-EQ, Pigtronix Class A Boost, Pigtronix Echolution, and a Run Rabbit Run vibrato by McCaffrey Audio.

$800-1,200
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1010

WALTER BECKER
PIGTRONIX
EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of six Pigtronix
effects pedals including the
following models: Echolution
2 Deluxe; Class A Boost;
Bass Envelope Phaser;
Quantum Time Modulator;
Rototron; and Philosopher
King.

$700-900

1009 94314

WALTER BECKER
PETE CORNISH
EFFECTS PEDALS
A Pete Cornish NG-3 reverb,
serial number LG/16001/B.
Together with a Pete Cornish
P-1 fuzz and distortion, serial
number LG/16003/B.

$800-1,200
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94304. 1012

WALTER BECKER RED
WITCH EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of three Red Witch effects
pedals including a Synthotron; a
Pentavocal Trem and a Violetta

Delay.

$200-400

1011 94217

WALTER BECKER
PIGTRONIX EFFECTS
PEDALS
A group of five Pigtronix effects
pedals including the following
models: Mothership analog
synthesizer; Envelope Phaser
EP1; Rototron; Philosopher’s
Tone; and Attack Sustain.

$700-900
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1014 94308

WALTER BECKER
SOLIDGOLDFX EFFECTS
PEDALS
A group of four Solidgoldfx pedals
including the following models:
Funkzilla; Surfrider III; Electroman;
and Apollo.

$300-500

1013

WALTER BECKER SHIN’S MUSIC AND VEMURAN EFFECTS PEDALS 
A group of three Shin’s Music effects pedals including a Snake Comp, a MK-1 O.D., and a DUMBLOID Twin. Together

with a group of three Vemuran effects pedals including a Rage E, a Jan Ray and a Shanks.

$1,000-2,000

94311
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1016 94302

WALTER BECKER SPACEMAN
EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of three pedals by Spaceman Effects
including an Orion analog spring reverb, a WOW
Signal and a Sputnik fuzz.

$800-1,200

1015

WALTER BECKER SOURCE AUDIO EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of eight Source Audio effects pedals including the following models: Nemesis Delay; Mercury

Flanger; Programmable EQ; Soundblox Pro Multiwave Distortion; Soundblox Tri-Mod Phaser; 
Soundblox 2 OFD Guitar Micro Modeler; Soundblox 2 Dimension Reverb; and a

Soundblox 2 PFC Modulator.

$700-900

94296
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1017

WALTER BECKER STONE DEAF EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of four Stone Deaf effects pedals including a PDF-1, a Trashy Blonde, a Kliptonite and a Fig Fumb fuzz.

$300-500

1018

WALTER BECKER STRYMON EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of eight Strymon effects pedals including the following models: OB.1 optical compressor and boost; Orbit dBucket flanger;

Timeline; Brigadier; Mobius; Ola; Blue Sky reverb; and a Big Sky reverb.

$1,500-2,500

94288

94267
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1020 94306

WALTER BECKER T-REX
EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of nine pedals by T-Rex Effects
including the following models: Room-
Mate; BetaVibe; Replay Box; Whirly
Verb; Tap Tone Delay; Comp-Nova;
Viper; The Twister; and a Fat Shuga
boost/reverb.

$700-900

1019 94286

WALTER BECKER SUBDECAY
EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of seven Subdecay effects pedals
including the following models: Echobox;
Harmonic Antagonizer; Starlight Flanger;
Proteus Auto Filter; Anamnesis Echo;
Vitruvian Mod; and a Prometheus DLX.

$800-1,200
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1021

WALTER BECKER TC ELECTRONICS EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of sixteen effects pedals by TC Electronics including the following models: RPT-1 Nova

Repeater; ND-1 Nova Delay; Vintage Delay; SPE Sustain + Parametric EQ; TC XII B/K
Programmable Phaser; Flashback X4 Delay and Looper; The Dream Scape; Vibe Viscous; Corona
chorus; Transition; Helix phaser; Shaker vibrato; Hall of Fame reverb; Sub ‘N’ Up; Arena reverb;

and an Alter Ego vintage echo.

$2,000-3,000

94266
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1022

WALTER BECKER VFE EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of ten VFE effects pedals including the following models: Dragon Hound; Focus; The Scream; Springboard;

Pale Horse; Yodeler; Tractor Beam; Merman; Fiery Red Horse; and Old School.

$800-1,200

1023

WALTER BECKER WALRUS EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of ten effects pedals by Walrus Audio including the following models: Janus; Vanguard; Bellwether; Descent;

Jupiter; Iron Horse; Plainsman; Deep Six; Voyager; and Julia.

$800-1,200

94281

94272
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1024

WALTER BECKER WAMPLER EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of eighteen Wampler effects pedals including the following models:

Faux Tape Echo; cataPulp; Hot Wired Brent Mason Signature
Overdrive/Distortion; Faux Analog Echo; Pinnacle Distortion; Deluxe Pinnacle;
Thirty Something; Dual Fusion; SuperPlex; Ego Compressor; The Paisley

Drive; Clarksdale; Faux Spring Reverb; Tweed ‘57; Tumnus; Low Blow; and a
Latitude Tremolo Deluxe.

$1,000-2,000

94294
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1025

WALTER BECKER WAY HUGE EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of eight Way Huge effects pedals including the following models: Havalina; Fat Sandwich; Ring Worm; Swollen

Pickle; Echo-Puss; Saucey Box; Supa-Puss; and Saffron Squeeze compressor.

$800-1,000

1026 94299

WALTER BECKER WREN
AND CUFF EFFECTS
PEDALS
A group of eleven Wren and Cuff effects
pedals including the following models:
The Caprid; Phat Phuk; Hangman-2D;
Ace Octave Fuzz; Suppa Phat Phuk;
Tall Font Russian; Phat Phuk B; Pickle
Pie Hella Fuzz B; Gold Comp; Mercy
Phuk; and Your Face.

$800-1,200
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1027

WALTER BECKER ZVEX EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of twelve ZVEX effects pedals, many with manually executed embellishments, painted decoration,
and inscriptions. The group includes the following models: Woolly Mammoth 7; Woolly Mammoth; Octane
III; Super Duper 2 in 1; Lo Fi Loop Junky; Instant Lo Fi Junky; Sonar; Ringtone; Super Ringtone; Mastotron;

Channel 2; and an unnamed delay pedal with painted owl decoration.

$1,500-2,500

94298
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1028 93695

WALTER BECKER PEAVEY ECOUSTIC
GUITAR
A 1994 Peavey Ecoustic electric/acoustic guitar finished in
black with an undersaddle pickup. The headstock is
impressed with the serial number 07384772. Accompanied by
the original fitted road case.

$200-400

1029 93373

WALTER BECKER PRS 25TH
ANNIVERSARY MIRA GUITAR
A 25th Anniversary edition Mira model electric guitar by Paul
Reed Smith. Solid mahogany finished in a dark red burst. Bird
inlays to fretboard and headstock, serial number 10 161652
inscribed to headstock. Accompanied by the original
commemorative hard shell case.

$800-1,200
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1031 93351

WALTER BECKER STUART ROCK-IT-TONE
GUITAR
A Rock-It-Tone model electric guitar build by Fred Stuart. The
double-bound chambered ash body with a subtle tea burst
finish and herringbone inlay. Serial number FS 0509 stamped
near bottom strap button. Accompanied by a tweed hard shell
case and a signed certificate of authenticity dated Jan. 2010.

$1,000-2,000

1030 93303

WALTER BECKER RED ROCKET ROCKET
MASTER GUITAR
A Rocket Master solidbody electric guitar by Red Rocket. The
one-piece swamp ash body has a checker inlay binding and
Butterscotch Satin finish. Equipped with a Fralin Wide Range
humbucker and Blues Special single coil. Accompanied by the
original fitted blonde hard shell case.

$1,000-2,000
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1032 93779

WALTER BECKER RUST JAZZ BASS
A Rust Jazz style bass with aged black finish and pair of
single coil pickups. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$700-900

1033 93661

WALTER BECKER RUST 
STARCASTER-STYLE GUITAR
A Rust Starcaster-style semi-hollow electric guitar with 
three-tone sunburst finish and a pair of wide range
humbuckers with etched covers. The neck plate is impressed
with the serial number 61157. Accompanied by a gig bag.

$1,000-2,000
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1035 93558

WALTER BECKER RUST T-SERIES GUITAR
A Rust T-Series electric guitar, modeled after a vintage
telecaster and featuring an aged blonde finish, maple neck with
slab rosewood fretboard and a pair of TV Jones pickups. The
neck is inscribed with “14784 30th.” Accompanied by the
original gig bag.

$1,000-2,000

1034 93557

WALTER BECKER RUST T-SERIES GUITAR
A Rust T-Series electric guitar, modeled after an early
telecaster and featuring an aged blonde finish, maple neck
with maple fretboard, a Don Mare neck pickup and Florance
bridge pickup. The neck is inscribed with “12710 30th St.”
Accompanied by the original gig bag.

$1,000-2,000
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1036 93659

WALTER BECKER RUST T-SERIES GUITAR
A Rust T-Series electric guitar, modeled after a vintage telecaster and
featuring an aged black finish, maple neck and two single coil pickups.
The headstock is affixed with an adhesive label printed with “11” and
another printed with “30 STREET.” Accompanied by the original gig
bag.

$1,000-2,000

1037 93341

WALTER BECKER ROCK N ROLL
RELICS THUNDERS GUITAR
A Thunders model guitar by Rock N Roll Relics.
The Les Paul Jr. inspired mahogany body is
finished in an Aged TV Yellow and fitted with a
single D. Allen dogear P90 pickup. Headstock
inscribed with serial number 15336-T.
Accompanied by a hard shell case and a quality
certification card from Chicago Music Exchange
indicating Walter Becker purchased this guitar on
7-29-15.

$800-1,200
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1038 93342

WALTER BECKER ROCK N ROLL RELICS
THUNDERS II GUITAR 
A Thunders II model guitar by Rock N Roll Relics. The double cutaway
Les Paul Jr. inspired mahogany body is finished in an Aged TV Yellow
and fitted with a pair of D. Allen P90 pickups. Headstock inscribed with
serial number 16464-T. Accompanied by a hard shell case and a
signed certificate of authenticity dated 6/14.

$800-1,200

1039 93438

WALTER BECKER RGTH LES PAUL
JUNIOR REPLICA
A Les Paul Junior replica made by Relic Guitars The
Hague. The single cutaway mahogany body with a
set neck and single P90 pickup, the top with an
aged red finish. The headstock is impressed with
the serial number 7 8198, the cavity cover is signed
and inscribed with “RGTH ‘16.” Accompanied by a
hard shell case.

$500-700
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1040 93505

WALTER BECKER B.C. RICH EAGLE FRETLESS
BASS
A B.C. Rich fretless Eagle bass circa 1979, constructed in koa and
maple with a natural finish and equipped with a pair of split single coil
pickups, Badass bridge and onboard preamp. Serial number 82085
stamped to headstock. Accompanied by hard shell case.

$2,000-3,000

1041 93616

WALTER BECKER B.C. RICH
MOCKINGBIRD BASS
A Korean made B.C. Rich Mockingbird bass guitar
with transparent red finish, neck-through
construction and a pair of humbucking pickups.
Serial number J08121429 is printed to the
headstock. Accompanied by a padded gig bag.

$200-400
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1043

WALTER BECKER SUNN CONCERT BASS AMPLIFIER
A Sunn Concert Bass 150-watt solid state amplifier circa 1972, serial number 023176.

7 by 24 by 11 inches

$300-400

1042

WALTER BECKER STAGE USED SUHR BADGER 18 AMPLIFIER
A Suhr Badger 18 amplifier used on stage by Walter Becker, serial number 248, housed within a red

rolling road case stenciled with “WB.”

9 1/2 by 20 1/2 by 8 1/2 inches; road case, 13 by 24 1/2 by 12 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

94157

93970
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1044 94063

WALTER BECKER
HIWATT 2000 SERIES
S50LC COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Hiwatt S50LC 1x12 combo
amplifier. The cabinet is loaded
with a Hiwatt/Fane 12-inch
speaker dated 22 Nov. 1994 and
the chassis is inscribed with the
serial number 1115014.

23 by 24 by 10 3/4 inches

$500-700

1045 94028

WALTER BECKER HIWATT
SPEAKER CABINET
A Hiwatt SE4122 4x12 speaker cabinet
serial number 3548.

31 1/2 by 30 by 13 inches

$800-1,200
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1047 94226

WALTER BECKER HIWATT
SPEAKER CABINET
A Hiwatt SE4122 4x12 speaker cabinet circa
1972. A Hylight Electronics information badge
affixed to the rear is impressed with the serial
number 3180.

30 1/2 by 30 by 13 inches

$800-1,200

1046 94047

WALTER BECKER HIWATT
SPEAKER CABINET
A Hiwatt SE4122 speaker cabinet circa
1973. A Hylight badge to the rear is
impressed with the serial number 4943.

31 by 30 by 13 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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1048 94082

WALTER BECKER 1969 HIWATT CUSTOM 100 AMPLIFIER
A 1969 Hiwatt Custom Built 100 DR 103 amplifier. A Hylight information plate to the rear is impressed with the serial
number 560. Accompanied by a white road case.

$1,500-2,500

1049 94096

WALTER BECKER 1977 HIWATT CUSTOM 50 AMPLIFIER
A 1977 Hiwatt DR505 50-watt amplifier. A Hylight badge affixed to the amp is impressed with the
serial number 11939. Accompanied by a black road case stenciled with “BN1.”

11 by 25 by 11 inches

$1,500-2,500
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1050 94129

WALTER BECKER
HIWATT DR201
AMPLIFIER
A Hiwatt DR-201 amplifier circa
1983. A Biacrown badge to the rear
is impressed with the serial number
16396.

12 by 27 1/2 by 11 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000

1051 93988

WALTER BECKER
HIWATT CUSTOM 100-
WATT COMBO
AMPLIFIER
A Hiwatt 2x12 100-watt combo
amplifier circa 1975. The unit is
lacking an apparent model
designation and serial number
plate. The amplifier is powered
by four 6CA7 tubes and has the
original pair of Partridge
transformers, four inputs, master
volume, reverb and vibrato.

23 by 27 3/4 by 11 3/4 inches

$2,000-3,000
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1052 94208

WALTER BECKER 3M DIGITAL
MASTERING SYSTEM
An historically significant system consisting of a
32-track recording deck (serial number 134), a 
4-track mastering deck (serial number 546) and a
separate controller (serial number 101). In addition
to the factory labels the pieces are affixed with
labels and inventory/serial number from Amigo
Studios and University of Miami. The 3M Digital
Mastering System was released in 1978 and is
regarded as the first digital multi-track recording
system, thus heralding the start of the audio digital
age.  This unit is one of the first four put in
circulation, and was used on Donald Fagen’s 
The Nightfly (1982), considered the second
popular album recorded in digital. Steely Dan
notably embraced this technology early on, and
they continued to use this 3M system, in addition
to other digital systems, well into the 90s. The unit
is accompanied by the original instructions binder
and a box of spare parts.

Each deck, 44 by 37 1/4 by 22 1/2 inches

$6,000-8,000
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1053

WALTER BECKER PARTIAL 3M 
DIGITAL MASTERING SYSTEM

A spare 32-track recording deck (serial number 149) and controller (serial number
358) for the 3M Digital Mastering System. Accompanied by an instructions binder.

44 by 37 1/2 by 22 1/2 inches

$2,000-4,000

94173
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1054

WALTER BECKER AUDIO RACK EQUIPMENT
A rolling rack loaded with a Lexicon MPX G2 guitar effects processor, a Sony DPS R7 digital reverb, 
a Tube-Tech MEC 1A recording channel, a Summit Audio TLA-100A tube leveling amplifier, a Roland

SRE-555 chorus echo, and an Art PB 4X4 power distributor.

33 3/4 by 20 3/4 by 17 3/4 inches

$4,000-6,000

94068
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1055

WALTER BECKER STAGE USED AUDIO RACK EQUIPMENT
A rolling rack loaded with a Bogner Fish preamp with serial number 091, a Rane VP-12 Voice Processor,
a custom power and audio I/O unit, an Art PS 4X4 power station, an Eventide H3000S Ultra-Harmonizer,
a Summit Audio MPCA hybrid preamp/compressor/limiter, and a Pearce GR2 amplifier. This setup was

used by Walter Becker on stage in the early 1990s before returning to tube-driven amplifiers.

33 3/4 by 20 3/4 by 18 inches

$3,000-5,000

94069
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1056 94231

WALTER BECKER BRADY
SNARE DRUM
A naturally finished 12x6 Brady snare drum.

$600-800

1057 94262

WALTER BECKER LUDWIG
SNARE DRUM
A Ludwig Black Beauty 14x6 snare drum,
the badge is impressed with the serial
number 3227921.

$400-600
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1059 94261

WALTER BECKER VALLEY
DRUM SHOP CUSTOM SNARE
A custom 14x3 1/2 snare from Valley Drum
Shop.

$200-300

1058 94263

WALTER BECKER MODIFIED TAMA
SNARE DRUM
A 14x5 Tama snare drum, the interior is inscribed with
“Drum Doctor/ Modified/ 
10-8-91/ Ross Garfield.”

$500-700
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1061 94232

WALTER BECKER SELMER
BUNDY FLUTE
A Bundy silver-plated flute by Selmer,
housed in its original case and impressed
with the serial number 292350.

Overall length, 26 inches

$200-300

1060 94177

WALTER BECKER SLINGERLAND DRUM KIT
A Slingerland Artist Custom 5-piece drum kit with Emerald Green finish circa 1992. The
badges are impressed with serial numbers in the 9301xx range.

$300-500
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1062 93877

WALTER BECKER 1979 RHODES MARK I ELECTRIC PIANO
A 1979 Rhodes Mark I Electric Piano, serial number K733482.

Closed, 9 1/2 by 45 1/2 by 23 inches

$1,000-2,000

1063 94216

WALTER BECKER STUDIO KORG T3 KEYBOARD
A Korg T3 keyboard, serial number 014383. The case has been affixed with an adhesive label that reads “MOOD
SYMPATHISER” and has also been inscribed with “LIFERS—WARS/ GREY HAT HACKS REAP THE WHIRLWIND” among
others. This was Walter Becker’s primary songwriting keyboard from the early 90’s through 2006, producing demos, song
arrangements, “sound” selection via Midi interface, and basically all aspects of song generation. A daily tool in the generation of
all works from the early 90’s through 2006’s Circus Money. 

4 by 42 by 14 inches

$700-900
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1064

WALTER BECKER HOHNER CLAVINET D6
A Hohner Clavinet D6 electric clavichord circa 1970s, currently lacking lid and legs.

5 by 47 by 15 inches

$1,000-2,000

1065

WALTER BECKER MOOG MINIMOOG VOYAGER SYNTHESIZER
A Minimoog Voyager analog synthesizer by Moog Music, serial number 3205.

4 by 30 3/4 by 18 inches

$1,500-2,500

94023

94054
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1066

WALTER BECKER KEYBOARDS
A group of five keyboards housed together within a black rolling road case stenciled with “G25”
and “STEELY DAN.” The group includes: a Korg T3 which was the backup to the main T3 in

Becker’s studio in heavy use as a midi controller, utilized extensively during the production of the
Donald Fagen album Kamakiriad and was additionally used by Fagen for a live synth solo on

“Greenbook” from the album Everything Must Go in which he and Becker (on his Fender Bass VI)
are alternating solo lines, serial number 004460; Yamaha CP10 serial number 11613; Yamaha
CS-30 serial number 2296, a novation 49SL MkII; and a M-audio Hypercontrol Axiom Pro 61.

Road case, 28 1/2 by 57 1/2 by 37 1/2 inches

$1,500-2,500

94206
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1067 94274

WALTER BECKER MOOG
EFFECTS PEDALS
A group of six effects pedals by Moog
Music including the following
Moogerfooger models: MuRF; MF-104
Analog Delay; MF-101 Lowpass Filter;
MF-104M Super Delay; MF-108M Cluster
Flux; and MF-102 Ring Mod.

$1,500-2,500

1068 94275

WALTER BECKER
MOOG EFFECTS
PEDALS
A group of three Moog pedals
including a Moogerfooger MF-
102 Ring Mod, a Minifooger MF
Drive and a Minifooger MF
Ring.

$600-800
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1070 94039

WALTER BECKER
REINHARDT SPEAKER
CABINET
A Reinhardt 4x12 speaker cabinet.

30 by 30 by 14 inches

$300-500

1069 94081

WALTER BECKER
REINHARDT 18-WATT
AMPLIFIER
A Reinhardt 18-watt two tone
amplifier, serial number 122.
Accompanied by a red road case.

$800-1,200
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1072 94168

WALTER BECKER RACK
ELECTRONICS
A rack case loaded with a Sound Sculpture
Headtrip, two Ground Control System GCX units
and footswitch panel, a Fulltone TSC-618 analog
chorus and a Furman PL-Plus power conditioner.

29 1/2 by 32 1/2 by 24 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

1071 94102

WALTER BECKER RACK
ELECTRONICS
A rack case loaded with a Roland 
JV-1080, BBE 382i sonic maximizer,
Lexicon MPX100, Sony DPS-F7, 
Sony DPS-M7, Sony DPS-D7, 
Rosendahl Nanosyncs, 
Digidesign MIDI I/O, Digidesign 96 I/O,
and a Furman power conditioner.

$800-1,200
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1073 94178

WALTER BECKER RACK
ELECTRONICS
A rack case loaded with a
MESA/Boogie TriAxis
programmable preamp, 
Lexicon Reflex, Lexicon PCM80
effects processor, 
two Boss SE70 effects processors,
CAE Dual/Stereo mini mixer, 
CAE RL-8 system controller, 
CAE Black Cat Vibe, 
CAE Super Tremolo, 
Dramer DL241 compressor, 
CAE 4x4 Audio Controller, 
Rocktron HUSH Guitar Silencer,
Juice Goose PD-1, and a
Kord DT-1 Pro tuner.

$2,000-3,000

1074 94215

WALTER BECKER STUDIO
RACK ELECTRONICS
A rack case loaded with electronics
used in Walter Becker’s professional
studio including a Pendulum Audio
Quartet II, a Fractal Axe-FX Ultra 
pre-amp and effects processor, and a
Furman PL-8 Series II power
conditioner.

14 by 24 1/2 by 22 inches

$1,500-2,500
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1076 94224

WALTER BECKER RIVERA
SILENT SISTER SPEAKER
CABINET
A Rivera Silent Sister 1x12 isolation
speaker cabinet.

31 by 16 by 20 inches

$500-700

1075

WALTER BECKER HOME STUDIO RACK MOUNT SYNTHESIZERS
A Roland JV-1080 Super JV, serial number DJ33217. Together with a Roland D-550 Linear Synthesizer with serial number 845573
and a Yamaha TX802 FM Tone Generator, serial number NM01680. Both synthesizers were used in Walter Becker’s home studio.

Largest, 3 1/2 by 19 by 16 inches

$400-600

94264
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1077 94238

WALTER BECKER
TANNOY ELLIPSE 10
MONITORS
A pair of Tannoy Ellipse 10
monitors. One of Walter Becker’s
favored speakers for use as in-
studio monitors.

16 by 21 1/2 by 14 inches

$400-600

1078 94239

WALTER BECKER
TANNOY ELLIPSE 10
MONITORS
A pair of Tannoy Ellipse 10
monitors. One of Walter Becker’s
favored speakers for use as in-
studio monitors.

16 by 21 1/2 by 14 inches

$500-700

1079 94076

WALTER BECKER
WIRELESS RACK GEAR
A rack case loaded with a Shure UR4D,
Radial JX44, Furman P-2400 AR, and
several drawers.

$1,500-2,500
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1081 94230

WALTER BECKER
CARY PREAMP AND
POWER SUPPLY
A Cary SLP-05 stereo
preamplifier and power supply,
serial number 280499.

10 1/2 by 17 by 13 inches

$3,000-4,000

1080

WALTER BECKER CARY
CAD 280 POWER AMPLIFIER
A Cary CAD 280 SR V12R power
amplifier, serial number 250223.

9 by 12 by 19 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000
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1082 94204

WALTER BECKER CARY CAD-211
AMPLIFIER
A Cary CAD-211 Founder’s Edition monoblock
amplifier, serial number 280459.

9 by 12 1/2 by 24 inches

$3,000-4,000

1083 94203

WALTER BECKER CARY CAD-211
FE AMPLIFIER
A Cary CAD-211 Founder’s Edition monoblock
amplifier, serial number 280460.

9 by 12 1/2 by 24 inches

$3,000-4,000
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1085 94228

WALTER BECKER HOME
STUDIO MYSTÈRE
STANDARD PA21 AMPLIFIER
A Mystère Standard PA21 power amplifier
used in Walter Becker’s home studio, 
serial number PA210076.

8 by 17 by 15 inches

$1,000-2,000

1084 94202

WALTER BECKER CUSTOM
TUBE AMPLIFIER
An unmarked tube amplifier.

7 3/4 by 17 by 12 inches

$800-1,200
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1086 94237

WALTER BECKER DEVORE FIDELITY NINES SPEAKERS
A Pair of The Nines loudpeakers by DeVore Fidelity, serial numbers 91510125L and 91510125R.

Each, 40 by 8 1/2 by 15 inches

$2,000-3,000
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1087 94200

WALTER BECKER
PRIMALUNA DIALOGUE
ONE INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIER 
A Dialogue One model integrated
amplifier by PrimaLuna, serial
number 06100153.

8 by 15 by 15 inches

$800-1,200

1088

WALTER BECKER SPECTRAL PRE AND POWER AMPLIFIERS
A model DMC-10 preamplifier and a model DMA-50 Power Amplifier, both by Spectral Audio

Associates.

Larger, 19 by 2 1/2 by 14 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000

94265
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1089

WALTER BECKER SONUS FABER ELECTA
AMATOR LOUDSPEAKERS ON STANDS
A pair of Electa Amator loudspeakers by Sonus Faber.

Each, 38 by 12 1/2 by 13 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000

94257
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Please note that Preferred Membership is not a substitute for auction registration, which you must continue to do on a per-auction
basis.  If you wish to bid in an auction, you are still required to complete a Bidder Registration Form, and to set up a Member
Account in connection with online auction bidding. 

PREFERRED MEMBER PROGRAM
Receive a Five Year Julien’s Auctions Catalog Subscription 
and Access to Every Worldwide VIP Events

http://www.juliensauctions.com/
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 PLeASe check One OF the FOLLOwIng: 

o I will be attending the live auction    

o I will be placing absentee bids    

o I will be phone bidding

name: _____________________________________________________  company: _________________________________________________

email: ________________________________   _________________________________________________________________________________

Address: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

city: _____________________________________________________________ State/Provence: ______________________________________ 

ZIP/Postal code: ________________________________________   country: ______________________________________________________

Day Phone: _______________________________  cell Phone: _______________________________  Fax: _____________________________  

o check here if different billing address

Julien’s Auctions invites you to complete and submit this Bidder Registration Form.  You acknowledge your proposed registration to bid in the above-
identified Auction is subject to verification of the information that you provide, and approval of your registration is at the sole and complete discretion
of Julien’s Auctions.  We will provide you with written confirmation if and when your application is approved. 

This auction sale will be conducted in accordance with Julien’s Auctions’ Auction Terms and Conditions (“Terms and Conditions”) in the form set out in
our auction catalogue, which are incorporated herein by reference. You should read the Auction Terms and Conditions which describe the charges
payable by you on the purchases you make and other terms relating to bidding and buying at the auction, which you accept by signing this form. You
should ask us any questions you have about the Terms and Conditions before signing this Bidder Registration Form. 

B IDDER REGISTRATION FORM

BIDDer #

Internal Use Only:

o Absentee Bid(s)     o Phone Bid(s)

Absentee Bidders: Please state your MAXIMUM bid in United States Dollars (USD$) for each Lot 
(excluding Buyer’s Premium, Online Fee, taxes, shipping fees or other charges):

Lot #:____________ Bid:____________         Lot #:____________ Bid:____________          Lot #:____________ Bid:____________          Lot #:____________ Bid:____________

Lot #:____________ Bid:____________         Lot #:____________ Bid:____________          Lot #:____________ Bid:____________          Lot #:____________ Bid:____________

Lot #:____________ Bid:____________         Lot #:____________ Bid:____________          Lot #:____________ Bid:____________          Lot #:____________ Bid:____________

Lot #:____________ Bid:____________         Lot #:____________ Bid:____________          Lot #:____________ Bid:____________          Lot #:____________ Bid:____________

&
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 Billing address (if different than previous page):

name: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Address:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

city: __________________________________________________________   State/Provence: ____________________________________ 

ZIP/Postal code: _______________________________________   country: ___________________________________________________

type of Credit Card:

o Visa       o Mastercard       o American express

card number: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

expiration Date: ________________________________________________   Security code: _____________________________________

Upon credit card verification, if you are approved for registration as a Bidder, you hereby authorize Julien’s Auctions to 
charge the above listed card for any purchases you make at Auction pursuant to the Auction terms and conditions.

Signature: _______________________________________________  Date: _______________________________________________

shipping: Please review the shipping terms for your items. Shipping is not included in the hammer Price of your auction items, and winning Bidders are responsible
for all shipping costs. Please allow 2-12 weeks for the delivery of your Lot(s) to you; delivery time is dependent upon the size of the Auction, the destination address
of the Lot, and the method of transportation to deliver the Lot. Julien's Auctions and Shippers are not responsible for returned or undeliverable shipments . 

Buyer’s Premium: I hereby request approval for registration to bid in this auction sale with Julien’s Auctions (“the Auctioneer”). I acknowledge that I have read,
understood and agreed to the Auction terms and conditions applicable to the Auction for which I now register and request the Auctioneer to approve such registration
as an authorized participant as a Floor Bidder (Bidder at live event), Absentee Bidder (Bidder by phone or proxy) or Online Bidder. A Buyer’s Premium will be added
to the successful bid price and is payable by the Purchaser as part of the total Purchase Price. Successful online bids are subject to the Buyer’s Premium, plus an
additional service fee of three percent (3%) of the hammer Price, payable by the Purchaser as part of the total Purchase Price. I acknowledge and agree that Buyer’s
Premium will be added to the hammer Price on each individual lot as follows:

Lots with a Hammer Price of up to $100.00: twenty-five United States Dollars and zero cents ($25.00).

Lots with a Hammer Price of $100.01 up to and including $200,000.00: twenty-five percent (25%).

Lots with a Hammer Price of $200,000.01 and above: twenty-five percent (25%) will be added to the hammer Price up to $200,000.00, and an additional Buyer’s
Premium of twenty percent (20%) will be added to any amount above $200,000.00.

I further acknowledge that I am responsible to pay Julien’s Auctions the aggregate of the hammer Price and the Buyer’s Premium for such lot(s), as well as additional
applicable fees as stated in the Auction terms and conditions. All invoices must be paid within 10 calendar days after the close of the auction. I authorize Julien’s
Auctions to charge my credit card listed on this form for all items purchased (including shipping) at this auction, and any future Julien’s Auctions I may participate in,
if not otherwise paid in full within 10 calendar days after the close of the auction.

representations, Warranties and acknowledgements: I, the undersigned, represent and warrant to Julien’s Auctions that (i) the information I have provided on
this Bidder registration Form is truthful, complete and accurate; (ii) I have full power and authority to execute and deliver this Bidder registration Form; (iii) this
Bidder registration Form is a legally valid and binding obligation; and (iv) the execution, delivery and/or performance of this Bidder registration Form and the Auction
terms & conditions does not conflict with any agreement, understanding or document to which the proposed registered bidder is a party.    I acknowledge receiving
a copy of the Auction terms and conditions attached hereto, and agree to comply with all provisions therein.  I understand that each and every Bid that I place in
the Auction creates a binding obligation to purchase the Lots for which I am the winning Bidder, and that all purchases are subject to additional fees as detailed in
the Auction terms and conditions. 

Signature: _______________________________________________  Date: _______________________________________________

                                  
Print name: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
                                   

company (if applicable): ________________________________________ title: _________________________________________

Please return completed forms via fax at (310)  388-0207 or e-mail to Bidding@JuliensAuctions.com
Forms must be received by 12:00 pm (noon) Pacific time on the day prior to the auction day in order for your registration information to be timely reviewed and verified.

MAIL OnLy: Julien’s Auctions | 8630 hayden Place | culver city, cA 90232 
phone: (310)  836-1818 | fax: (310)  388-0207 | email: info@juliensauctions.com

Bidder Registration Form continued

&
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Julien entertainment.com, Inc., a california corporation
d/b/a Julien’s Auctions ( “Julien’s Auctions”,
“company”, “we”, “our”, or “us”) hereby provides the
following terms (“Auction terms and conditions”) to
apply to sales by Bids conducted by Julien’s Auctions
(each an “Auction” and collectively, the “Auctions”).  By
completing a Bidder registration Form, you agree that
you have read, understood and agree to be bound by
these Auction terms and conditions. 

PLeASe reAD theSe AUctIOn terMS AnD
cOnDItIOnS cAreFULLy. theSe AUctIOn
terMS AnD cOnDItIOnS IncLUDe An
AgreeMent tO MAnDAtOry ArBItrAtIOn,
whIch MeAnS thAt yOU Agree tO SUBMIt Any
DISPUte ArISIng UnDer, reLAteD tO, Or In
cOnnectIOn wIth the AUctIOn tO BInDIng
InDIVIDUAL ArBItrAtIOn rAther thAn
PrOceeD In cOUrt.  the
DISPUteS/ArBItrAtIOn PrOVISIOn ALSO
IncLUDeS A cLASS ActIOn wAIVer, whIch
MeAnS thAt yOU Agree tO PrOceeD wIth
Any DISPUte InDIVIDUALLy AnD nOt AS PArt
OF A cLASS ActIOn. thIS AgreeMent ALSO
IncLUDeS A JUry wAIVer. 

1.   aUCtIOns.

each Auction conducted is of a designated set of items
(each a “Lot”) on a designated date.  Lots are provided
by the party that wishes us to sell property on their
behalf (each such party a “consignor”).  we will provide
the pertinent information for each Auction, including:
date, start time of auction, each Lot to be sold, and
location.  Auctions may be conducted live in-person,
online via http://www.julienslive.com (the “Service”), or
both.  All Auctions conducted by Julien’s Auctions, and
these Auction terms and conditions, are governed by
the laws of the State of california.  Julien’s Auctions
maintains a bond on file with the california Secretary of
State as required by california civil code §1812.600.

2.   regIstratIOn.  

In order to participate in an Auction, registration is
required for all persons wishing to Bid (“Bidders”).  Any
person registering to Bid by phone, absentee, or in
person will complete a Bidder registration Form.  Online
Bidders will submit a completed electronic form through
the Service, where they may also establish an online
account (“Member Account”).  each Auction requires a
separate registration; Bidders with a Member Account
may register for Auctions via their account.  

(a)     Information required.  to register, Bidders are
required to submit their name, physical address,
telephone number, email address, and credit card
information.  you hereby represent that all information
you submit in connection with registration is truthful and
accurate.  By submitting your information, you consent
to have your personal information processed by Julien’s
Auctions in the United States.  Julien’s Auctions has
implemented commercially reasonable technical and
organizational measures designed to secure your
personal information from accidental loss and from
unauthorized access, access, use, alteration or
disclosure.  however, we cannot guarantee that
unauthorized third parties will never be able to defeat
those measures or use your personal information for
improper purposes.  you acknowledge that you provide
your personal information at your own risk.

(b)    First time Bidders.  For verification purposes,

Bidders who have not participated in an Auction are
required to submit a copy of their (A) official
government-issued identification (driver’s license /
passport / state identification card), and (B) credit card.
copies of such documents may be submitted in person,
via facsimile to 310-388-0207 or via email to
bidding@juliensauctions.com.  Failure to do so may
inhibit your ability to register.

(c)     Credit Card authorization.  we (and/or our third-
party payment processor) may verify credit card
information in order to register.  to verify your card, we
will charge $1.00 to it.  After the card is verified, we will
immediately refund the card.  your card issuer will
credit your card balance within thirty (30) days from
the date of the refund.  In the event you add or
replace a credit card, we may also verify such new or
replacement credit card.  

(d)    Minors. Bids will not be accepted from those
persons under eighteen (18) years of age (i) without
written consent of said person’s parent or legal
guardian, or (ii) unless such person is an emancipated
minor.  written consent must acknowledge the terms
and conditions of sale.  this written consent constitutes
an agreement to be bound thereby on behalf of the
Bidder.  If you are under 18 years of age you may
participate in Auctions only if you are either an
emancipated minor, or possess legal parental or
guardian consent, and are fully able and competent to
enter into the terms, conditions, obligations,
affirmations, representations, and warranties set forth in
these Auction terms and conditions, and to abide by
and comply with these Auction terms and conditions. 

IF yOU Are A PArent Or gUArDIAn AnD yOU
PrOVIDe yOUr cOnSent tO the regIStrAtIOn
OF yOUr chILD, yOU Agree tO Be BOUnD By thIS
AgreeMent wIth reSPect tO, thrOUgh, AnD In
cOnnectIOn wIth SUch regIStrAtIOn AnD
AUctIOn PArtIcIPAtIOn.   

(e)     Online Member accounts.    Bidder can elect to
set up a Member Account on the Service in accordance
with the policies set forth on the Service.  Bidder
acknowledges and agrees that all Bids placed under a
Member Account are considered to be placed by the
Member or with Member’s authorization.

(f)      approval of registration. Julien’s Auctions, in its
sole and absolute discretion, reserves the right to
approve or reject Bidders for its Auctions at any time.
we are under no obligation to accept your application
for registration.

(g)    term of registration.  Upon approval by Julien’s
Auctions, your registration is effective throughout the
applicable Auction for which you registered and any
post-Auction obligations you incur in connection with
Bids you placed during such Auction.       

3.   BIddIng. 

Upon completed and approved registration, Bidders
may submit a binding offer to purchase a Lot at a
specified price (a “Bid”) in an Auction.    

(a)     Placement; Payment authorization.  when a Lot
at the Auction goes live, you are free to place bids on
such Lot (i) if an in-person Auction, or if an Auction
conducted both in-person and online, until the individual
conducting the sale for Julien’s Auctions (the
“Auctioneer”) determines that bidding on such Lot has
closed, or (ii) if an online-only Auction, in accordance

with the parameters set forth on the Service for such
Lot.  As bids are placed, Julien’s Auctions reserves the
right to authorize your credit card for any bid amount
placed.    If an authorization was made on a Bid and you
are subsequently outbid, Julien’s Auctions will release
that authorization.

(b)    notifications.  If you are placing Bids via the
Service or by proxy, each time you are outbid Julien’s
Auctions will send you an email message notification
advising you of such.  If you are a telephone or in-
person Bidder, it is your responsibility to monitor the
Lot(s) for which you placed Bid(s) in the event you are
outbid.  If you are the winning Bidder for a given Lot,
Julien’s Auctions will send you an email message
confirmation.

(c)     Bid Conditions. Julien’s Auctions reserves the
right to accept or decline any Bid.  Bids must be for an
entire Lot.  each Lot constitutes a separate sale.  All
Bids are per Lot unless otherwise announced at a live
sale by the Auctioneer.  All winning Bids are subject to a
Buyer’s Premium (as defined herein).  Live auction Lots
will be sold in their numbered sequence unless the
Auctioneer directs otherwise.  Julien’s Auctions may
cancel any Lot and have it removed from an Auction
prior to acceptance of a winning Bid.  In the event a Lot
is removed from an Auction, notice will be provided (i) if
an online Auction, by a posting on the Service and by
email to Bidders who placed their Bid on such Lot via
the Service, and (ii) if the Auction is an in-person
Auction, at the physical location of the Auction.  In such
instance of Lot removal from an Auction, any Bids
previously placed on such Lot prior to its removal from
the Auction shall be cancelled, and Julien’s Auctions will
not receive any further Bids on such Lot.      

(d)    Purchase Obligations.   In connection with
making Bids, Bidders agree that the registered Bidder
with the highest Bid at the close of the Auction will be
obligated to purchase the Lot. By bidding on any Lot,
you agree to purchase the Lot at the price you have Bid.
you agree that should you Bid on a Lot and that Bid is
the winning Bid, that you are bound to pay Julien’s
Auctions the winning bid amount for the Lot. All sales
are final and winners cannot cancel.  no exceptions will
be made.  you further acknowledge and agree that the
winning Bid you submit for each Lot is subject to: (i)
additional fees, including the Buyer’s Premium and
Online Service Fee (if applicable), and (ii) additional
costs, including taxes, shipping (if applicable), storage
(if applicable), and customs (if applicable), and that you
are obligated to pay such fees and costs in connection
with your winning Bid. 

(e)     Conduct. It is unlawful and illegal for Bidders to
collude, pool, or agree with another Bidder to pay less
than the fair value for Lot(s).  Bidders participating in
both live and online auctions acknowledge that the law
provides for substantial penalties for those who violate
these provisions.

(f)      disputes Between Bidders.  For live auctions the
Auctioneer will have final discretion in the event that any
dispute should arise between Bidders.  the Auctioneer
will determine the successful Bidder, cancel the sale, or
re-offer and resell the Lot or Lots in dispute.  Julien’s
Auctions will have final discretion to resolve any
disputes arising after the sale and in online auctions.  If
any dispute arises our sale record is conclusive. 

(g)    absentee Bids.  Julien’s Auctions will execute
order or absentee bids, and accept telephone bids as a

Auction terms and conditions

http://entertainment.com/
http://www.julienslive.com/
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courtesy to clients who are unable to attend the live
auctions.  notwithstanding the foregoing, we take no
responsibility for any errors or omissions in connection
with this courtesy.

(h)     Online Bids.  Our online auction Service is
provided “As Is” and “As Available.”  high speed
internet access is required to access the Service
effectively.  the Service is subject to limitations, delays
and other problems inherent in the use of the Internet
and electronic communications.  Julien’s Auctions is not
responsible for any delays, delivery failures, or other
damage resulting from such problems. 

(i)      reserve.  All of the Lots offered at Auction are
subject to a confidential minimum price acceptable to
the consignor at which the Lot will be sold (the
“reserve”). Julien’s Auctions is not obligated to sell the
Lot unless the reserve is met.  A Lot or Lots may be
withdrawn from an Auction if there is no Bid equal to or
above the reserve.

During a live auction the Auctioneer may open any Lot
by bidding on behalf of the consignor and may bid up
to the amount of the reserve, by placing successive or
consecutive bids for a Lot or Bids in response to other
Bidders.  Online sales may do the same by employing
the use of a starting Bid which will commence bidding
at or below the reserve price agreed to by the
consignor.

4.   WInnIng BIds.

At the close of the Auction, the highest Bid for a Lot will
be considered the “hammer Price”, and the successful
Bidder shall be informed by email (the “winning Bidder”
or the “Purchaser”).  the winning Bidder is responsible
for paying to Julien’s Auctions the hammer Price,
Buyer’s Premium, and all applicable taxes, plus shipping
costs (if applicable), insurance costs while in transit (for
items not picked up in person), Online Service Fee (if the
winning Bidder placed the Bid online via the Service)
and any applicable customs and/or duties (such
amounts collectively, the “total Purchase Price”).  Upon
conclusion of the Auction, we will provide the winning
Bidder with an accounting statement of the total
Purchase Price by email.

(a)     risk of loss; release of lots.  Upon
establishment of the hammer Price for the purchase of
the Lot (the “Sale”), the winning Bidder immediately
thereafter assumes full responsibility for all risk of loss
or damage (including, without limitation, liability for or
damage to frames or glass covering prints, paintings,
photos, or other works) and will immediately pay the
total Purchase Price or such part as Julien’s Auctions
may require.  All Sales are final.  Lots will be released to
you (or the shipping company, as applicable) upon our
receipt of payment of the total Purchase Price in full
from you.  

(b)    Buyer’s Premium.  winning Bidder agrees that in
addition to the hammer Price, the Lot will be subject to
an additional charge on the hammer Price as part of the
total Purchase Price (the “Buyer’s Premium”).  the
Buyer’s Premium is as follows:

Lots with a Hammer Price of up to $100.00.  For
individual Lots with a hammer Price of up to and
including one hundred United States Dollars and zero
cents ($100.00), the Buyer’s Premium is twenty-five
United States Dollars and zero cents ($25.00).  

Lots with a Hammer Price of $100.01 up to and
including $200,000.00.  For individual Lots with a
hammer Price of one hundred United States Dollars and
one cent ($100.01) to two hundred thousand United
States Dollars and zero cents ($200,000.00), a Buyer’s

Premium of twenty-five percent (25%) will be added to
the hammer Price.

Example:  the hammer Price on a Lot is one hundred
and fifty thousand United States Dollars ($150,000).  the
winning Bidder would pay a Buyer’s Premium of 25%,
i.e., thirty-seven thousand five hundred United States
Dollars ($37,500.00) on such Lot.

Lots with a Hammer Price of $200,000.01 and above.
For individual Lots with a hammer Price of two hundred
thousand United States Dollars and one cent
($200,000.01) and above, a Buyer’s Premium of twenty-
five percent (25%) will be added to the hammer Price
up to $200,000.00, and an additional Buyer’s Premium
of twenty percent (20%) will be added to any amount
above $200,000.00.

Example:  the hammer Price on a Lot is two hundred
and fifty thousand United States Dollars ($250,000.00).
the winning Bidder would pay a total Buyer’s Premium
of sixty thousand United States Dollars ($60,000.00) on
such Lot, calculated as follows: 25% of the first
$200,000.00, i.e. fifty thousand United States Dollars
($50,000.00), plus 20% of the remaining $50,000.00, i.e.
ten thousand United States Dollars.

(c)     Online service Fee.  For all Lots where the
winning Bid is submitted online via the Service, an
additional three percent (3%) of the hammer Price (the
“Online Service Fee”) will be added to the Buyer’s
Premium amount detailed immediately above.

Example:  the hammer Price on a Lot is two hundred
and fifty thousand United States Dollars ($250,000.00),
with the highest Bid being placed online via the Service.
the winning Bidder would pay, in addition to the Buyer’s
Premium, an Online Service Fee of seven thousand five
hundred United States Dollars ($7,500.00).

(d)    taxes.  winning Bidder agrees that he/she is
responsible for the payment of any and all applicable
taxes due in connection with such Lot, including but not
limited to sales tax, use tax, and value-added tax (VAt).
All items picked up in california will be charged
california state sales tax, as will all items sent to
california residents.  All items sent to new york
residents will be charged new york state sales tax.     

(e)     lot retrieval. All Lots must be removed from our
premises by the winning Bidder within thirty (30) calendar
days of the conclusion of the Auction at the winning
Bidder’s own expense.

In-person Pick-up; Storage Fees. If you intend to pick up
your items as the winning Bidder, arrangements must be
made upon payment of the total Purchase Price for the
Lot. Pick-ups are by appointment only, Monday-Friday
between 10:00am and 4:00pm. If, after thirty (30) days
following your payment of the total Purchase Price, the
Lot is not removed: (A) a handling charge of eight dollars
($8.00) per day or one percent (1%) of the total Purchase
Price per month, whichever is greater, will be payable to
us by the winning Bidder, with a minimum of five hundred
dollars ($500.00) or five percent (5%) of the total Purchase
Price for any Lot not so removed within sixty (60) calendar
days after the Sale, whichever is greater (the “Storage
Fees”); and (B) we may send the Lot to a public
warehouse or storage facility, at winning Bidder’s sole risk
and expense.  If winning Bidder fails to remove the Lot
within one hundred and eighty (180) days following the
Sale, then, in addition to the Storage Fees, Julien’s
Auctions shall have the right (but not the obligation) to
dispose of or retain any such Lot.  All costs incurred by
Julien’s Auctions in connection with the removal or
disposal of any such Lot shall be paid by winning Bidder
within ten (10) days of our demand therefor.         

Shipping.  winning Bidders are responsible for all costs to
ship their items.  Shipping is not included in the hammer
Price of your auction items.  Please review the shipping
terms for your items.  Some items may be shipped directly
by Julien’s Auctions, or we may contract with an outside
shipping company (“Shippers”), to ship your Lot to you.
Please allow 2-12 weeks for the delivery of your Lot to
you; delivery time is dependent upon the size of the
Auction, the destination address of the Lot, and the
method of transportation to deliver the Lot.  Julien’s
Auctions and Shippers are not responsible for returned or
undeliverable shipments.   

International.  Julien’s Auctions will provide you with a
customs document detailing the value of items
purchased.  Julien’s Auctions and Shippers are not
responsible if there are any delays in customs.  Purchasers
are responsible for compliance with all laws and
regulations applicable to the international purchase and
shipment of items.  Purchaser understands that the
shipment of Lots internationally is subject to United States
export controls and trade and economic sanctions laws,
and agrees to comply with all such laws and regulations,
including the export Administration regulations
maintained by the United States Department of
commerce, and the trade and economic sanctions
maintained by the United States treasury Department’s
Office of Foreign Assets control.  

(f)      Invoices and Payments.  All invoices must be paid
within ten (10) calendar days after the close of the Auction.    

Payments.  Julien’s Auctions accepts payment by
cashier’s check, personal check, wire transfer, American
express, Mastercard, and Visa.  winning Bidders who
wish to pay by check may do so by making checks
payable to: Julien’s Auctions,  8630 hayden Place, culver
city, cA 90232.

Credit Card Authorization.  Bidder authorizes Julien’s
Auctions to charge Bidder’s credit card provided at
registration for all items purchased at any Auction that
Bidder may participate in, if not paid in full within ten (10)
calendar days after the close of the Auction.  Processing
fees for credit card payments may apply.  All invoices
under five thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00) will
automatically be charged to the credit card on file unless
prior arrangements are made.

Lot Rights.  In the event Julien’s Auctions has agreed in
writing prior to the auction to provide payment terms or an
extended period of time for payment to you, you
acknowledge and agree that you shall have no right, title,
or interest in and to any property purchased by you until
all amounts owed by you are paid in full.  

If you fail to comply with the terms of the payment plan or
extended payment period, upon your default, Julien’s
Auctions shall have the unequivocal right, at its sole
discretion, to sell some or all of the property on which you
were the winning Bidder, and to apply the proceeds
toward the balance of any monies owed by you to Julien’s
Auctions.  If the monies received through the sale of the
items do not meet your outstanding obligations, Julien’s
Auctions shall have the right to pursue any and all
remedies available under the law against you pursuant to
the provisions set forth herein.   If the monies received
through the sale of the items exceed your outstanding
obligations, the excess, minus any fees or costs incurred
by Julien’s Auctions in connection with and arising out of
the sale of the properties, shall be refunded to you.

Late Payment Fees.  commencing with the tenth day
following the Sale, payments not received by Julien’s
Auctions will incur a late charge of one-and-a-half percent
(1.5%) per month (or the highest rate allowable by law,
whichever is lower) on the outstanding total Purchase
Price.
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Excess Fund Return.  In the event you are the winning
Bidder on a Lot and prior to an Auction you provided us
with a deposit for your Bid which exceeds the total
Purchase Price, we will return any such excess within
thirty (30) business days of the conclusion of the Auction,
unless delay is compelled by (A) legal proceedings, or (B)
our inability, through no fault of our own, to transfer title to
the Lot or comply with any provision of california civil
code Section 1812.600-1812.609, the california
commercial code, the california code of civil Procedure,
or other provision of applicable law.

(g)     defaults; Company’s remedies.  If winning Bidder
does not comply with the conditions herein, such winning
Bidder will be in default.  In addition to any and all other
remedies available to Julien’s Auctions and the consignor
by law and at equity, including, without limitation, the right
to hold the winning Bidder liable for the total Purchase
Price, including all fees, charges and expenses more fully
set forth herein, we, at our option, may: (a) cancel the Sale
of the subject Lot, or any other lots sold to the defaulting
Purchaser at the same or any other Auction, retaining as
liquidated damages all payments made by the Purchaser;
(b) resell the purchased property, whether at public auction
or by private sale; or (c) effect any combination thereof.  In
any case, the Purchaser will be liable for any deficiency,
any and all costs, handling charges, late charges,
expenses of both sales, our commissions on both sales at
our regular rates, legal fees and expenses, collection fees
and incidental damages. 

we may, in our sole discretion, apply any proceeds of sale
then due or thereafter becoming due to the Purchaser
from us or any affiliated company, or any payment made
by the Purchaser to us or any affiliated company, where or
not intended to reduce the Purchaser’s obligations with
respect to the unpaid Lot or Lots, to the deficiency and
any other amounts due to us or any affiliated companies.
In addition, a defaulting Purchaser will be deemed to have
granted and assigned to us and our affiliated companies,
a continuing security interest of first priority in any property
or money of our owing to such Purchaser in our
possession or in the possession of any of our affiliated
companies, and we may retain and apply such property
or money as collateral security for the obligations due to
us or to any affiliated company of ours.  Payment will not
be deemed to have been made in full until we have
collected good funds.  In the event the purchaser fails to
pay any or all of the total Purchase Price for any Lot and
Julien’s Auctions elects to pay the consignor any portion
of the sale proceeds, the purchaser acknowledges that
Julien’s Auctions shall have all of the rights of the
consignor to pursue the Purchaser for any amounts paid
to the consignor, whether at law, in equity, or under these
Auction terms and conditions.

Julien’s Auctions further reserves the right to prohibit
defaulting Purchasers from being approved for registration
at future Auctions. 

5.   lIMItatIOn OF lIaBIlIty.

(a)     exclusion of Consequential damages.  tO the
MAXIMUM eXtent PerMItteD By APPLIcABLe LAw,
In nO eVent ShALL JULIen’S AUctIOnS, ItS
AFFILIAteS, OFFIcerS, DIrectOrS, eMPLOyeeS,
AgentS, Or ItS LIcenSOrS Be LIABLe FOr Any
DIrect, InDIrect, PUnItIVe, IncIDentAL, SPecIAL,
cOnSeQUentIAL Or eXeMPLAry DAMAgeS,
IncLUDIng wIthOUt LIMItAtIOn DAMAgeS FOr
LOSS OF PrOFItS, gOODwILL, USe, DAtA Or
Other IntAngIBLe LOSSeS, ArISIng OUt OF Or
reLAtIng tO theSe AUctIOn terMS AnD
cOnDItIOnS, regArDLeSS OF the theOry OF
LIABILIty, eVen IF ADVISeD OF the POSSIBILIty OF
SUch DAMAgeS.  thrOUghOUt the AUctIOn,
JULIen’S AUctIOnS IS nOt reSPOnSIBLe FOr the

cOnDUct (whether OnLIne Or OFFLIne) OF Any
BIDDer, cOnSIgnOr, Or nOn-cOMPAny
PerSOnneL.  

(b)    liability Cap.  cOMPAny’S MAXIMUM
AggregAte LIABILIty ArISIng OUt OF Or
reLAtIng tO thIS AgreeMent, regArDLeSS OF
the theOry OF LIABILIty, wILL Be LIMIteD tO the
greAter OF FIVe hUnDreD DOLLArS ($500) AnD
the tOtAL PUrchASe PrIce PAID Or PAyABLe By
yOU tO JULIen’S AUctIOnS.  the eXIStence OF
MOre thAn One cLAIM ShALL nOt eXPAnD SUch
LIMIt.  the PArtIeS AcknOwLeDge thAt the FeeS
AgreeD UPOn Between yOU AnD JULIen’S
AUctIOnS Are BASeD In PArt On theSe
LIMItAtIOnS, AnD thAt theSe LIMItAtIOnS wILL
APPLy nOtwIthStAnDIng Any FAILUre OF Any
eSSentIAL PUrPOSe OF Any LIMIteD reMeDy.
the FOregOIng LIMItAtIOn OF LIABILIty ShALL
APPLy tO the FULLeSt eXtent PerMItteD By LAw
In the APPLIcABLe JUrISDIctIOn.  

6.   IndeMnIty.  

you agree to defend, indemnify and hold harmless
Julien’s Auctions and its subsidiaries, agents, and other
affiliated companies, and the employees, contractors,
agents, officers and directors of each, from and against
any and all claims, damages, obligations, losses,
liabilities, costs or debt, and expenses (including but not
limited to attorney’s fees) arising from your violation of
any term of these Auction terms and conditions,
including without limitation, (i) your breach of any of the
representations and warranties herein; (ii) your violation
of any law, rule or regulation of the United States or any
other country.

7.   lOts.

(a)     Warranty; disclaimers.  Julien’s Auctions
warrants the authenticity of Attribution (as defined
below) of property listed in the catalogue or online as
stated in the Attribution warranty in Section 8 below.
except for the Attribution warranty, all property is sold
“As Is”.  we make no warranties, nor does the
consignor, as to the merchantability or fitness for a
particular purpose, the correctness of the catalogue or
other description of the physical condition, size, quality,
rarity, importance, medium, provenance, exhibitions,
literature or historical relevance of any property.  no oral
or written statements made in the catalogue, online
listing, advertisement, condition report, bill of sale, and
announcement or elsewhere made by employees
(including affiliated and related companies) shall be
considered a warranty.  we and the consignor make no
representations and warranties, express or implied, as
to whether the purchaser acquires any Intellectual
Property rights, including but not limited to, any
reproduction rights of any property.  we and the
consignor are not responsible for errors and omissions
in the catalogue, online listings or any other
supplemental material.

(b)    evaluation; Item descriptions.  It is the sole
responsibility and risk of prospective Bidders to make
the determination of whether a Lot is suitable for Bid.  

(c)     Catalogues.  while Julien’s Auctions customarily
produces printed catalogues of all Lots available for an
Auction, such catalogues are for illustrative purposes
only.  Descriptions of Lots therein are not
comprehensive and may contain errors.  we do not
warrant any aspect of content in our catalogues other
than the Attribution of Lots. 

(d)    Condition reports.  Bidders may request a written
report of the Lot’s repair and restoration history (a
“condition report”) by emailing

info@juliensauctions.com for a condition report.  Other
than Attribution, we do not make any representations or
warranties, express or implied, concerning any content
in a condition report.  we will customarily provide
condition reports so long as we receive a written
request from you at least forty-eight (48) hours prior to
the Auction.  you agree that any condition report(s) we
provide to you are the confidential information of Julien’s
Auctions, are to be utilized for your personal purposes
only, are to be treated by you with the same degree of
care that you utilize to protect your own confidential
information (provided, however, that you must at least
use reasonable care), and are not to be disclosed to
third parties unless mandated by law.  If you breach any
obligations in this Section, Julien’s Auctions shall be
entitled to seek equitable relief to protect its interest
therein, including but not limited to injunctive relief as
well as money damages.  these confidentiality
obligations will survive the conclusion of any Auction.

(e)     Pricing.  All Lot pricing is listed in United States
Dollars.  we may offer certain programs, tools, and site
experiences of particular interest to international users,
such as estimated local currency conversion and
international shipping calculation tools, but these are
offered for convenience only.  

8.   attrIBUtIOn Warranty.

(a)     attribution.  “Attribution” is defined by Julien’s
Auctions as the creator, period, culture, or source of
origin, as the case may be as stated in the (i) heading
set forth in bold type of a Lot in a live auction catalogue,
as amended by any statements by the Auctioneer
and/or written salesroom notices and announcements
(“Bold type heading”) or (ii) the lot title of an online
auction, as amended by any online notices and
announcements (“Online Lot heading”) (Bold type
heading and Online Lot heading collectively,
“headings”).

(b)     attribution Warranty.  Subject to the exclusions
below, we make no warranties to information not
contained in headings.  Subject to the exclusions listed
below, Julien’s Auctions warrants the Attribution of a Lot
for a period of one (1) year from the date of Sale and only
to the original Purchaser on record at the auction.  If it is
determined to our satisfaction that the Attribution is
incorrect, the Sale will be rescinded if the Lot is returned
to the Julien’s Auctions warehouse facility in the same
condition in which it was at the time of Sale.  In order to
satisfy us that the “Attribution” of a lot is indeed incorrect
we reserve the right to require the Purchaser to obtain, at
the Purchaser’s expense, the opinion of two experts in the
field, mutually acceptable to Julien’s Auctions and the
Purchaser, before we agree to rescind the Sale under the
warranty.  this warranty is not assignable and applies only
to the original Purchaser on record with Julien’s Auctions.
this warranty does not transfer to any subsequent owners
of any purchased property (this includes without limitation,
heirs, successors, beneficiaries or assigns).

(c)     remedies.  Should a Sale be rescinded and the
total Purchase Price paid, it is specifically understood that
this will be considered the sole remedy.  It is exclusive and
in lieu of any other remedy available as a matter of law, or
in equity.

(d)     exclusions.  exclusions will be made and this
warranty does not apply to Attribution which on the date
of sale was in accordance with the then generally
accepted opinion of scholars and specialists, or the
identification of periods or dates of execution which may
be proven inaccurate by means of scientific processes not
generally accepted for use until after publication of the
catalogue or listing online, or which were unreasonably
expensive or impractical to employ.

mailto:info@juliensauctions.com
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9.   IntelleCtUal PrOPerty. 

Julien’s Auctions retains all right, title, and interest
(including, without limitation, all Intellectual Property
rights) in and to the items outlined in this Section, and
all derivatives, modifications, or enhancements thereto.
you agree to take any action reasonably requested by
Julien’s Auctions to evidence, maintain, enforce or
defend our Intellectual Property rights. you shall not take
any action to jeopardize, encumber, limit or interfere in
any manner with Julien’s Auctions ownership of and
rights with respect to the items outlined in this Section.
All rights not expressly licensed to you in these Auction
terms and conditions are expressly reserved by Julien’s
Auctions.

(a)     definition.  “Intellectual Property right” means any
patent, copyright, trade or service mark, trade dress, trade
name, database right, goodwill, logo, trade secret right, or
any other intellectual property right or proprietary
information right, in each case whether registered or
unregistered, and whether arising in any jurisdiction,
including without limitation all rights of registrations,
applications, and renewals thereof and causes of action
for infringement or misappropriation related to any of the
foregoing.

(b)     Content.  the Auction, the Service, and all materials,
including, without limitation, software, images, text,
graphics, illustrations, logos, catalogues, condition
reports, patents, trademarks, service marks, copyrights,
photographs, audio, videos and music (the “content”),
and all Intellectual Property rights related thereto, are the
exclusive property of Julien’s Auctions and its licensors.
except as explicitly provided herein, nothing in this
Agreement shall be deemed to create a license in or under
any such Intellectual Property rights, and you agree not
to sell, license, rent, modify, distribute, copy, reproduce,
transmit, publicly display, publicly perform, publish, adapt,
edit or create derivative works from any materials or
content made available to you by Julien’s Auctions orally
or in writing regardless of form of media.  Use of the
content for any purpose not expressly permitted by these
Auction terms and conditions is strictly prohibited.

(c)     trademarks.  “Julien’s Auctions”, “the Auction
house to the Stars”, “Julien’s Auctions the Auction house
to the Stars”, and other logos and service names are
trademarks, registered trademarks or trade dress of Julien
entertainment.com, Inc.  Julien’s Auctions trademarks and
trade dress may not be used in connection with any
product or service that is not ours, in any manner that is
likely to cause confusion among customers, or in any
manner that disparages or discredits Julien’s Auctions.  

(d)    data.  Julien’s Auctions owns the aggregate,
statistical, and sales data related to, derived from, and
concerning its Auctions, and reserves all Intellectual
Property rights to utilize such data for its own business
purposes. 

(e)    Ideas and Comments.  you may choose to, or we
may invite you to, submit comments or ideas about our
Auctions, including without limitation about how to
improve our operations, our Service, and/or our
products (“Ideas”).  By submitting any Idea, you agree
that your disclosure is gratuitous, unsolicited and
without restriction and will not place Julien’s Auctions
under any fiduciary or other obligation, that we are free
to disclose the Ideas on a non-confidential basis to
anyone or otherwise use the Ideas without any
additional compensation to you. you acknowledge that,
by acceptance of your Idea submission, Julien’s
Auctions does not waive any rights to use similar or
related ideas previously known to Julien’s Auctions, or
developed by its employees, or obtained from sources
other than you.

10. dIsPUtes. 

PLeASe reAD thIS SectIOn cAreFULLy.  It
IncLUDeS A MandatOry arBItratIOn
PrOVIsIOn, whIch MeAnS thAt yOU Agree tO
SUBMIt Any DISPUte reLAteD tO yOUr USe OF
Any OF the SIteS tO BInDIng InDIVIDUAL
ArBItrAtIOn rAther thAn PrOceeD In cOUrt.
thIS PrOVISIOn ALSO IncLUDeS A  Class
aCtIOn WaIVer, whIch MeAnS thAt yOU
Agree tO PrOceeD wIth Any DISPUte
InDIVIDUALLy AnD nOt AS PArt OF A cLASS
ActIOn. thIS SectIOn ALSO IncLUDeS A JUry
WaIVer.

you and Julien’s Auctions agree that any dispute,
controversy, or claim that has arisen or may arise
between us relating in any way to your use of or access
to the Auction, the Service, any interpretation, breach,
enforcement, or termination of these Auction terms and
conditions, or otherwise relating to Julien’s Auctions in
any way (collectively, “covered Matters”) will be
resolved in accordance with the provisions set forth in
this Section 10.

(a)     Informal resolution.  If you have any dispute with
us, you agree that before taking any formal action, you
will contact us at info@juliensauctions.com, provide a
brief, written description of the dispute and your contact
information (including your username, if your dispute
relates to an account) and allow sixty (60) days to pass,
during which we will attempt to reach an amicable
resolution of your issue.

(b)    applicable law.  the laws of the State of
california, and applicable federal law, will govern all
covered Matters.    california conflicts of law rules shall
apply.

(c)     arbitration.  subject only to the optional
exceptions in Paragraph 10(e) below, you and Julien’s
auctions each agree that any and all disputes, claims,
or controversies that have arisen, or may arise,
between you and Julien’s auctions relating in any way
to or arising out of this or previous versions of the
auction terms and Conditions or the breach,
termination, enforcement, interpretation or validity
thereof, your use of or access to our services, or any
products or services sold, offered, or purchased
through Company’s services shall be resolved
exclusively through final and binding arbitration, rather
than in court. Any claims arising out of, relating to, or
connected with these Auction terms and conditions not
resolved through Informal resolution pursuant to
paragraph 10(a) above must be asserted individually in a
binding arbitration to be administered by JAMS in Los
Angeles county, california pursuant to the JAMS
comprehensive Arbitration rules and Procedures.   Both
parties further agree that the arbitration shall be
conducted before a single JAMS arbitrator who is a retired
california or federal judge or justice.  the arbitrator shall
strictly apply california substantive law and the california
rules of evidence.  By AgreeIng tO ArBItrAte, yOU
wAIVe Any rIght yOU hAVe tO A cOUrt Or JUry
trIAL.  the arbitrator shall not conduct any form of class
or collective arbitration nor join or consolidate claims by
or for individuals.  the arbitrator, and not any federal,
state, or local court or agency, shall have exclusive
authority to resolve any dispute relating to the
interpretation, applicability, enforceability or formation of
these Auction terms and conditions, including, any claim
that all or any part of these Auction terms and conditions
is void or voidable or that a particular claim is subject to
arbitration.  Judgment on the award rendered by the
arbitrator may be entered in any court of competent
jurisdiction.

(d)     award.  you agree and acknowledge that in any
award to be granted by the Arbitrator, your rights and
remedies against us or any distributor of financier or other
party related to the Auction or Service shall be limited to
an action at law for money damages, and you hereby
waive all other rights and remedies you may have at law
or in equity (including, without limitation, injunctive relief,
rescission, cancellation, and termination of this Agreement
or the right to enjoin or restrain the advertisement,
promotion, marketing or exploitation by Julien’s Auctions
or any third party in connection with the Auction and/or
any rights or activities hereunder in any and all manner of
media whatsoever, whether now known or hereafter
devised).  For matters where the relief sought is over
$5,000, the arbitrator’s decision will include the essential
findings and conclusions upon which the arbitrator based
the award. the arbitrator will decide the substance of all
claims in accordance with applicable law, including
recognized principles of equity, and will honor all claims of
privilege recognized by law.  the arbitrator’s award of
damages must be consistent with the terms of the
“Limitation of Liability” section as to the types and the
amounts of damages for which a party may be held liable.
the arbitrator shall not be bound by rulings in prior
arbitrations involving different users, but is bound by
rulings in prior arbitrations involving the same Julien’s
Auctions user to the extent required by applicable law.
the arbitrator’s award shall be final and binding and
judgment on the award rendered by the arbitrator may be
entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof.  the
ArBItrAtOr MAy AwArD reLIeF (IncLUDIng
MOnetAry, InJUnctIVe, AnD DecLArAtOry reLIeF)
OnLy In FAVOr OF the InDIVIDUAL PArty SeekIng
reLIeF AnD OnLy tO the eXtent neceSSAry tO
PrOVIDe reLIeF neceSSItAteD By thAt PArty’S
InDIVIDUAL cLAIM(S). Any reLIeF AwArDeD cAnnOt
AFFect Other USerS.

(e)     exceptions. there are only two exceptions in which
the parties may elect to seek resolution outside of
Arbitration before JAMS:

(i)      First, if we reasonably believe that you have in any
manner infringed upon or violated or threatened to violate
or infringe any of our Intellectual Property rights, privacy
rights, publicity rights, or data security, in which case you
acknowledge that there may be no adequate remedy at
law and we may seek injunctive or other appropriate relief
in any court of competent jurisdiction, without any attempt
at informal resolution pursuant to paragraph 10(a) above.

(ii)     Second, any claim of $500 or less may, at the option
of the claiming party, be resolved in small claims court in
Los Angeles county, california, if the claim and the parties
are within the jurisdiction of the small claims court and so
long as the matter remains in such court and advances
only on an individual (non-class, non-representative) basis.

(f)      Costs of arbitration.  Payment of all filing,
administration, and arbitrator fees will be governed by
JAMS rules, unless otherwise stated in this agreement
to arbitrate.  If the value of the relief sought is $5,000 or
less, at your request, Julien’s Auctions will reimburse
you for all filing, administration, and arbitrator fees
associated with the arbitration following the earlier of the
arbitrator’s decision or settlement.  In the event the
arbitrator determines the claim(s) you assert in the
arbitration to be frivolous, Julien’s Auctions is relieved of
its obligation to reimburse you for any fees associated
with the arbitration.  the prevailing party shall be entitled
to an award of all attorneys’ fees, costs and expenses
incurred by it in connection with the dispute.
“Attorneys’ fees and expenses” includes, without
limitation, paralegals’ fees and expenses, attorneys’
consultants’ fees and expenses, expert witness’ fees
and expenses, and all other expenses incurred by the
prevailing party or its attorneys in the course of their
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representation of the prevailing party in anticipation of
and/or during the course of the litigation, whether or not
otherwise recoverable as “attorneys’ fees” or as “costs”
under california law; and the same may be sought and
awarded in accordance with california procedure as
pertaining to an award of contractual attorneys’ fees.  

(g)    Future amendments to the agreement to
arbitrate.  notwithstanding any provision in the Auction
terms and conditions to the contrary, you and we agree
that if we make any amendment to this agreement to
arbitrate in the future, that amendment shall not apply to
any claim that was filed in a legal proceeding against
Julien’s Auctions prior to the effective date of the
amendment.  the amendment shall apply to all other
disputes or claims governed by the agreement to
arbitrate that have arisen or may arise between you and
Julien’s Auctions.  If you do not agree to these amended
terms, you may close your account within thirty (30)
days of the posting or notification and you will not be
bound by the amended terms.

(h)     Judicial Forum for legal disputes. Unless you
and we agree otherwise, in the event that the agreement
to arbitrate above is found not to apply to you or to a
particular claim or dispute, either as a result of your
decision to opt out of the agreement to arbitrate, as a
result of a decision by the arbitrator or a court order or
because of an election pursuant to Paragraph 10(e)
above, you agree that any claim, controversy, or dispute
that has arisen or may arise between you and Julien’s
Auctions must be resolved exclusively by a state,
federal, or small claims court located in Los Angeles
county, california.  you and Julien’s Auctions agree to
submit to the exclusive personal jurisdiction of the
courts located within Los Angeles county, california for
the purpose of litigating all such claims or disputes.

(i)      Opt-Out.  IF yOU Are A new JULIen’S
AUctIOnS USer, yOU cAn chOOSe tO reJect
the AgreeMent tO ArBItrAte PrOVISIOn (“OPt-
OUt”) By eMAILIng US An OPt-OUt nOtIce tO
ArBItrAtIOnOPtOUt@JULIenSAUctIOnS.cOM
(“OPt-OUt nOtIce”) Or VIA US MAIL tO: Julien
entertainment.com, Inc., 8630 hayden Place, culver
city, cA 90232.  the OPt-OUt nOtIce MUSt Be
receIVeD nO LAter thAn thIrty (30) DAyS AFter
the DAte yOU AccePt theSe terMS FOr the
FIrSt tIMe.  IF yOU Are nOt A new JULIen’S
AUctIOnS USer, yOU hAVe UntIL thIrty (30) DAyS
AFter the POStIng OF the new terMS tO
SUBMIt An ArBItrAtIOn OPt-OUt nOtIce.

(j)      Procedure.  In order to opt-out, you must email
your name, complete address (including street address,
city, state, and zip code), and email address(es)
associated with your Member account(s) to which the
opt-out applies and an unaltered digital image of a valid
driver’s license or valid government issued photo ID
which matches the name on your account
to:  arbitrationoptout@juliensauctions.com. this
procedure is the only way you can opt out of the
agreement to arbitrate.  If you opt out of the agreement
to arbitrate, all other parts of these Auction terms and
conditions and its Disputes Section will continue to
apply to you. Opting out of this agreement to arbitrate
has no effect on any previous, other, or future arbitration
agreements that you may have with us.

(k)     WaIVer.  By AgreeIng tO theSe AUctIOn
terMS AnD cOnDItIOnS, yOU hereBy
IrreVOcABLy wAIVe Any rIght yOU MAy hAVe tO
A cOUrt trIAL (Other thAn SMALL cLAIMS
cOUrt AS PrOVIDeD ABOVe), A JUry trIAL, Or tO
SerVe AS A rePreSentAtIVe, AS A PrIVAte
AttOrney generAL, Or In Any Other
rePreSentAtIVe cAPAcIty, Or tO PArtIcIPAte AS

A MeMBer OF A cLASS OF cLAIMAntS, In Any
LAwSUIt, ArBItrAtIOn Or Other PrOceeDIng
FILeD AgAInSt US AnD/Or reLAteD thIrD
PArtIeS.

(l)      statUte OF lIMItatIOns and WaIVer OF
ClaIMs.  regArDLeSS OF Any StAtUte Or LAw
tO the cOntrAry, Any cLAIM Or cAUSe OF
ActIOn ArISIng OUt OF Or reLAteD tO USe OF
the SIte, SerVIce, Or thIS AgreeMent MUSt Be
FILeD wIthIn One (1) yeAr AFter SUch cLAIM Or
cAUSe OF ActIOn ArISeS Or It wILL Be FOreVer
wAIVeD AnD BArreD.

11. MIsCellaneOUs PrOVIsIOns.  

(a)     governing law.  these Auction terms and
conditions will be governed by and construed in
accordance with the laws of the State of california and
the applicable federal laws of the United States of
America.  california conflicts of law rules shall apply.

(b)    Force Majeure.  except for the obligation to pay
money, neither party will be liable for any failure or delay
in its performance under these Auction terms and
conditions due to any cause beyond its reasonable
control, including acts of war, acts of god, earthquake,
flood, weather conditions, embargo, riot, epidemic, acts
of terrorism, acts or omissions of vendors or suppliers,
equipment failures, sabotage, labor shortage or dispute,
governmental act, failure of the Internet or other acts
beyond such party’s reasonable control, provided that
the delayed party: (i) gives the other party prompt notice
of such cause; and (ii) uses reasonable commercial
efforts to correct promptly such failure or delay in
performance.

(c)     Counterparts; Facsimile.  these Auction terms
and conditions may be executed in any number of
counterparts and in facsimile or electronically, each of
which shall be an original but all of which together shall
constitute one and the same instrument.

(d)    entire agreement. these Auction terms and
conditions contains the entire understanding of the
parties in respect of its subject matter and supersedes
all prior agreements and understandings (oral or written)
between the parties with respect to such subject matter.  

(e)     Modifications.  Any modification, amendment, or
addendum to these Auction terms and conditions must
be in writing and signed by both parties.  

(f)      assignment.  you may not assign these Auction
terms and conditions or any of your rights, obligations,
or benefits hereunder, by operation or law or otherwise,
without our prior written consent. 

(g)    no third Party Beneficiaries.  the
representations, warranties and other terms contained
herein are for the sole benefit of the parties hereto and
their respective successors and permitted assigns, and
they shall not be construed as conferring any rights on
any other persons.

(h)     severability.  If any provision of these Auction
terms and conditions is held by a court or arbitrator of
competent jurisdiction to be contrary to law, such
provision shall be changed by the court or by the
arbitrator and interpreted so as to best accomplish the
objectives of the original provision to the fullest extent
allowed by law, and the remaining provisions of these
Auction terms and conditions shall remain in full force
and effect.

(i)      notices.  Any notice or communication required or
permitted to be given hereunder may be delivered by
hand, deposited with an overnight courier, sent by email
or mailed by registered or certified mail, return receipt
requested, postage prepaid to the address for the other
party first written above or at such other address as may
hereafter be furnished in writing by either party hereto to
the other party.  Such notice will be deemed to have
been given as of the date it is delivered, if by personal
delivery or email; the next business day, if deposited
with an overnight courier; and five days after being so
mailed.  

(j)      Headings.  the headings of the sections of these
Auction terms and conditions are for convenience only
and do not form a part hereof, and in no way limit,
define, describe, modify, interpret or construe its
meaning, scope or intent.

(k)     no Waiver.  no failure or delay on the part of either
party in exercising any right, power or remedy under
these Auction terms and conditions shall operate as a
waiver, nor shall any single or partial exercise of any
such right, power or remedy preclude any other or
further exercise or the exercise of any other right, power
or remedy.  

(l)      survival.  Sections of the Auction terms and
conditions intended by their nature and content to
survive termination of the Auction terms and conditions
shall so survive.

I HaVe read and Understand tHese
aUCtIOn terMs and COndItIOns and
agree tO COMPly WItH tHeM.

BIdder

By: ____________________________________________
          (signature)

name: _________________________________________
          (please print)

Date: ___________________________________________

aCKnOWledged By JUlIen’s aUCtIOns

By: ____________________________________________
          (signature)

name: _________________________________________
          (please print)

title: ___________________________________________

Date: ___________________________________________

mailto:ArBItrAtIOnOPtOUt@juliensauctions.com
http://entertainment.com/
mailto:arbitrationoptout@juliensauctions.com


594 PROPERTY FROM THE ESTATE OF WALTER BECKER

LOT 676
WALTER BECKER STAGE PLAYED CUSTOM GUITAR
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